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Preface

The present book is dedicated to a very actual problem – birth trauma and associ-
ated hypoxic-ischemic injuries of the brain in fetuses and newborns. The scientists 
have been describing such injuries for several centuries; however, many questions 
still remain unanswered. It is still not clear how to distinguish hypoxic injuries from 
traumatic injuries. Where does the trauma in “physiological” delivery come from? 
What is the biomechanics of ruptures of the cerebellar tentorium, veins, falx, and 
other structures? How should one separate the birth injury as an illness from birth 
traumatic injuries that take place almost in any delivery? What is the role of 
compensatory- adaptive mechanisms of the fetal head in preventing the traumatic 
injuries occurring in the process of delivery? The present book provides answers to 
these and other questions.

Nowadays, there are much less serious birth injuries in the world due to constant 
increase of childbirth frequency through cesarean section. However, the said opera-
tion cannot substitute all stages of the natural delivery process. Moreover, it also has 
negative consequences for a mother and her child. The delivery process has not been 
covered in full, and yet is not under sufficient control, to prevent a birth injury. In 
order to prevent damages, one should know the mechanisms of their appearance, 
which are covered in this book.

Having investigated thousands of cases of dead fetuses and newborns, and hav-
ing conducted modeling of various ruptures on the skulls of dead children, I discov-
ered the mechanism of damage of cerebellar tentorium. I was first to explain the 
famous fact regarding the most frequent left-sided ruptures of the cerebellar tento-
rium; describe the Region of periosteal blood congestion; show the importance of 
investigation thereof for diagnosing the Leading (central) head point, head fitting, 
and asynclytism degree; as well as develop the types of displacements of cranial 
bones and new method for assessment of head configuration (molding).

Here, I also provide data of the frequency of various hemorrhagic and ischemic 
brain injuries, which were obtained by myself as a result of a private nonselective 
study of all dead fetuses and newborns from several birth centers. Therefore, it is the 
most accurate data on the frequency of the said injuries. In my opinion, the results 
associated with the periventricular leukomalacia are of most importance because 
such data is presented for the first time.

It should be noted that the nosology of perinatal injuries of the brain has not been 
fully formed. It is why such diagnoses as hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathies, 
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hypoxic damage of the brain, hemorrhages into the brain, etc. still occur. Here, my 
own views to the classification of hypoxic-ischemic injuries of the brain, based on 
my investigations and the world literature, are given. That is why I used synonyms 
of brain injuries under question depending on the section of the present book. The 
problem is not about the accuracy of the terms, but rather about the uniformity of 
the terms used around the world. This will stimulate progress in the development of 
nosology of perinatal injuries of the brain. For the first time, it was shown how to 
localize the Leading (central) head point, and the degree of asynclitism using the 
results of cranial examination. Since intracranial hemorrhages and hypoxic-isch-
emic cerebral injuries are closely connected with a birth injury, they are covered in 
the second part of the book. Here, however, we deal with such cranial injuries as 
pseudocysts which are frequently mistaken for cysts occurring as a result of cranial 
necroses.

Saint Petersburg, Russia V. V. Vlasyuk 

Preface
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1Introduction

Abstract
There are four main causes of brain damage in newborns: birth trauma (BT), 
asphyxia, infections, and toxic-metabolic factors. BT occupies an important 
place in the structure of child morbidity and mortality. BT can be spontaneous 
and obstetric. Until now, the concept of BT remains very amorphous, is under-
stood in different ways. Therefore, there are very large fluctuations in the fre-
quency of BT in different medical institutions and countries. The book aims to 
clarify the concept of BT, outline its boundaries, improve the diagnosis of BT, 
and show the role of the traumatic factor in the genesis of many hemorrhagic and 
ischemic lesions of the central nervous system in fetuses and newborns.

Keywords
Birth trauma · Frequency · Asphyxia · Diagnosis

The main brain injuries that appear in the perinatal period is connected with cerebral 
circulation disorders (CCD) and is caused by four main reasons—birth trauma, 
asphyxia, infections and toxic-metabolic factors. In this book, we will mainly talk 
about birth trauma caused by mechanical forces (physical), though it describes the 
hypoxic-ischemic lesions and various hemorrhages, which can be caused by various 
reasons. It ought to be noted that CCD in ante-, intra-, and postnatal periods is usu-
ally combined with the pathology of the heart and lungs, that is, they arise in the 
unified system “CNS-heart-lungs.” All elements of the system can be leading in 
some pathogenetic chains. Therefore, brain hypoxia and various CCD can be caused 
by pathological changes in the heart and lungs.

Despite the centuries-old history, the concept of birth trauma remains very amor-
phous to the present moment, and the corresponding lesions and their pathogenesis 
(taking into account the biomechanism of births) are poorly studied. Explanations 
of the causes of birth trauma often sound too superficial.

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1007/978-3-319-93441-9_1&domain=pdf
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In the International Classification of Diseases and Causes of Death (ICD) 10 
revision of traumatic injuries occupy a large specific weight (rubrics P10–P15). The 
presence of such a large number of codes (44 ICD codes for the different types of 
BT) indicates already the importance of the problem of birth trauma. The book of 
the birth damages of the skull and brain are presented mainly, and also the birth 
trauma of the spinal cord and internal organs is described briefly.

Birth injuries of the central nervous system are the most frequent and most 
important in thanatogenesis and prognostic attitudes. Therefore, when talking about 
birth trauma, they usually have in mind primarily the lesions of the brain and spinal 
cord.

It should be noted that the frightening sounding of the words “birth trauma,” the 
misunderstanding of the parents of a sick or deceased child that any fetus has an 
influence of traumatic factors in childbirth, as well as the fear of various trials and 
often incompetent forensic investigations lead to a reduction in the percentage of 
examined injuries. In the press, one can find statements that birth trauma is an 
“ostrich” problem of medicine, that it is “carefully hidden by all medical institu-
tions,” that obstetricians have “wooden” hands, that they take birth inattentively, etc. 
On the other hand, there are the cases of overdiagnosis and broad interpretation of 
birth trauma, especially the spinal cord, when any, even microscopic changes, for 
example, perivascular hemorrhages, are unreasonably treated as traumatic. Many 
intracranial hemorrhages, including intraventricular hemorrhages are proofless 
related to the birth traumatic by some authors.

The incidence of birth trauma among all born children is 3–8% [1]. For every 
1000 births in the USA, 2–7% of children have birth traumatic lesions [2]. In India, 
the incidence of birth trauma is 15.4 per 1000 births [3, 4]. Birth trauma in the struc-
ture of prevalence of newly born children can be 26.3–41.9% and in deceased full- 
term newborns 37.9% [5]. It should be emphasized that the wide fluctuations in the 
frequency of birth trauma depend on the understanding of what to attribute to it. 
Post-hypoxic lesions can be attributed to birth trauma, and posttraumatic lesions to 
hypoxia. Cephalhematoma, fractures of the clavicle, bones, damage to the brachial 
plexus, nerves, etc. are often referred to as birth injuries. The injuries to the skull 
and brain are dominated in the deceased children.

Perinatal lesions of the nervous system lead to disability in 35–40% of cases [6]. 
There are a high proportion of perinatal factors which lead to infantile cerebral 
paralysis [7]. Among them, one of the most important is the birth traumatic factor, 
which causes both mechanical injuries and various disorders of cerebral hemody-
namics. All this emphasizes the immediacy of the problem of birth trauma.

Birth trauma has always existed and will exist. The problem is that the nosology 
of “birth trauma” is based on etiology, the diagnosis of birth trauma is monoethio-
logic, and in the child, we diagnose some pathological processes that are usually 
polyethiologic. Any cerebral hemorrhage, even subdural, may have nothing to do 
with birth trauma. Therefore, if specific CNS lesions are found in the child, clarifi-
cation and proof of the role of the traumatic factor in their genesis are required. For 
such evidences, consideration of biomechanism and the process of childbearing, the 
use of benefits and surgeries, changes in the soft tissues of the head and skull, the 
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brain and its membranes, the character of the displacement of the bones of the skull 
during the configuration of the head, etc., must be taken into account. Only with 
evidences that the birth traumatic factor is leading in the appearance of one or 
another lesions can the diagnosis of “birth trauma” be made. In other cases, the 
diagnosis of birth trauma refers to the category of assumptions or guesses, to the 
field of knowledge of “folk healers” and fortune-tellers.

Immediately I will clarify that I refer the lesions as a result of the action of 
mechanical forces in the process of baby delivery to “birth trauma.” It does not 
include the so-called asphyctic birth trauma, hypoxic-ischemic birth trauma, bio-
chemical birth trauma, or just any hemorrhage. Damages of the brain as a result of 
intrauterine hypoxia (hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy) are the result not only of 
disorders of uteroplacental circulation but also the CCD due to the action of mechan-
ical factors during childbirth, and that is why one part of the book is devoted to 
them. Of course, the book does not consider the birth trauma as a mental disorder of 
the mother after the birth stress. The author does not consider it appropriate to use 
the concept of “perinatal trauma,” which includes lesions that occur during preg-
nancy and childbirth [8]. I do not consider in detail such lesions that occur in child-
birth, as necrosis of fatty tissue, fractures of bones, hemorrhage in the brachial 
plexus, eye trauma, etc. It is known that during the cesarean section, there are inci-
sions of the skin with a scalpel in 0.7–1.9% of children [9]. The book focuses on the 
biomechanics of the birth process and the action of mechanical forces.

Birth trauma is differentiated into spontaneous, arising during the usual child-
birth, and obstetrical caused by mechanical actions of the obstetrician (forceps, trac-
tions, manual, etc.). It is noted [10] that during the birth of a home without the 
implementation of various manuals, birth lesions are less common than during 
childbirth in maternity hospitals.

Studying the birth trauma, I paid attention for the first time to the region of peri-
osteal blood congestion of the skullcap and its localization, developed a classifica-
tion of bone dislocation of skull bones, and discovered patterns of cerebellar 
tentorium breaking, correlation between the character of the head insertion, and the 
localization of cerebellar tentorium damages. All these data, described in the first 
part of the book, are important from the point of view of understanding the role of 
the traumatic factor in the genesis of specific forms of cerebral circulation disorders, 
which are described in the second section. On the basis of the regularities discov-
ered by me, it is possible to predict the localization of the cerebellar tentorium 
breaking and subdural hemorrhages before the cephalotomy or prevent these inju-
ries in the process of childbirth.

The various lesions and intracranial hemorrhages in birth trauma are described in 
the literature, but the role of the compression of the brain itself in cases of excessive 
head configuration is clearly underestimated. In case of poor-quality autopsy and 
haste of the pathologist, the furrows of the compression of the brain in places of 
displacement of the bones of the roof of the skull may go unnoticed, and the cause 
of death of the child will be inaccurate or be referred to asphyxia. In fine, full-term 
and postmature children, hemorrhages and ruptures are often not detected in the 
section. However, the detection of sulci in the compression of the brain may be 
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sufficient grounds for the diagnosis of birth trauma. The clinical picture may cor-
respond to the “intrauterine asphyxia” of the fetus, but in reality, such children have 
hypoxia only of the brain with sufficient supply of oxygen to the fetal blood through 
the placenta and umbilical cord.

It is clear to everyone that it is necessary to clarify the etiology of inflammatory 
processes, for example, meningitis. This etiological approach is also necessary in 
evaluating of specific injuries (disorder of cerebral circulation) of the brain (and 
spinal cord)—to clarify and prove the role of the traumatic birth factor. This factor 
is often combined with others, primarily with hypoxia. As with the interpretation of 
infections, we often deal with different associations (bacterial, viral-bacterial, or 
viral-viral), and when evaluating various lesions of the central nervous system, the 
child needs to take into account the effects of various causes: antenatal factors 
affecting on the formation of skull and brain structures and also on the resistance of 
the fetus to mechanical effects in childbirth, the pathology of the afterbirth, and the 
intranatal and postnatal factors.

In describing the discirculatory lesions of the brain, first of all, they refer to 
asphyxia and birth trauma. Many investigators consider “encephalopathy” of vari-
ous types (hypoxic-ischemic [5, 11, 12], post-hypoxic, posttraumatic, perinatal, 
periventricular, etc.) which, to a certain extent, alleviates long-existing contradic-
tions in the question of delimitation of asphyxia and birth trauma as an independent 
“nosologic unit.” However, this concept does not reflect the morphological essence 
of brain lesions. “Hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy” is not really a nosology, but 
the name of a group of brain lesions is different.

When referring to birth trauma, asphyxia, encephalopathy, and even infec-
tious lesions of the central nervous system, they usually describe various hemor-
rhages, hydropic changes of white matter, neuronal ischemia, necrosis, 
microcirculation pathology, etc., that is, appearance of encephalitic hemody-
namics disorders. It is understandable, as it is just the disorder of the cerebral 
circulation that is the common root or the unifying base of these collective 
concepts. That is why the second part of the book are devoted to the consider-
ation of specific forms of cerebral circulation disorders—hemorrhages and 
hypoxic-ischemic lesions.

Discirculatory brain lesions occupy one of the first places among the causes of 
perinatal morbidity and mortality, and also in the majority of diseased or deceased 
newborns, they are fixed in diagnoses. However, not always these lesions are con-
sidered as the main disease or cause of death. In addition, only intracranial hemor-
rhages are usually morphologically diagnosed, but ischemic lesions, for the 
detection of which neurohistological examination and qualitative brain research are 
required, are often not recognized. Clinical diagnosis of certain forms of cerebral 
circulation has not yet been developed; it is often necessary to study using ultra-
sound scanning, CT, and MRI; and their resolving abilities do not allow to deter-
mine exactly the nature of the process (edema, hemorrhage, necrosis, inflammation). 
At the same time, without the detailed knowledge of morphology, on the basis of 
which the nosology of cerebral circulation disorders should be built, the progress of 
clinical diagnostics is impossible.
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I believe that the main forms of brain lesions described in this work, presented as 
nosological units with data on classification, frequency, etiology, pathogenesis, 
pathomorphology, clinic, and diagnosis, may have an interest not only for patholo-
gists but also for children’s neurologists, pediatricians, neonatologists, and 
obstetrician- gynecologists. I think that the development of pediatric and perinatal 
neurology is proceeding in the direction of isolating and diagnosing of specific 
forms of CNS damage, increasingly moving away from various “encephalopathies” 
and “hypoxia.” Many of these lesions are already included in the ICD 10 revision.

It may seem that the injuries specific to birth trauma have long been known, and 
there is nothing new here. But why are there so many questions? What are the crite-
ria for the differences between traumatic and nontraumatic intraventricular hemor-
rhages? Why are not subarachnoid and subpial hemorrhages differentiated, which 
have different pathogenesis? Which subarachnoid or intracerebral hemorrhage is 
attributed to birth trauma? Why does one child have a one-sided tentorium cerebelli 
tear, while the other has a bilateral one? How is this related to the biomechanism of 
childbirth? Why does one child have the right parietal bone on the left and the other 
on the contrary? Why is the cephalohematoma located on the right parietal bone and 
not on the occipital bone? Why did the premature child have a subdural hemorrhage 
in the posterior cranial fossa without tearing of the cerebellar tentorium? Is it pos-
sible to predict the location of cerebellar tentorium breakings by the changes in the 
skull before its autopsy? Why should not we use a vacuum extractor for asynclitic 
insertion of the head component? What are the mechanisms of venous congestion in 
the configuration of the fetal head in childbirth? How should we assess the signs of 
cerebral compression? Why during the cephalic presentation are caput succeda-
neum, periosteal congestion, and cephalohematoma more common on the right side 
of the head and one-sided ruptures of the cerebellar tentorium more often on the 
left? The answers to these and other questions can be found in this book.

An important aim of the book is to define more clearly the birth trauma as a 
nosological unit, to distinguish it from other brain lesions. On the other hand, I 
would like to show the role of the traumatic factor in the genesis of many hypoxic 
and hemorrhagic brain lesions, which act as nosological units. The book consists 
of two interrelated parts. In the first part, both the main birth traumatic injuries 
and the main changes in the skull and brain are considered, which help to under-
stand the mechanisms of birth trauma. We are talking about the configuration 
(molding) of the head and its variants and grades, the displacement of the bones 
of the skull, the compression of the brain and increase of intracranial pressure, the 
dislocation of the mass of the brain, and the mechanism of damage of tentorium, 
head insertions, injuries in obstetrical operations, etc. In the second part of the 
book, the various hemorrhages and hypoxic-ischemic brain injuries are consid-
ered. In the first part of the book, the configuration of a birth trauma is given as a 
nosological unit, and in the second part, the descriptions of hemorrhagic and isch-
emic brain lesions formed as new nosological units are given. In fact, the main 
goal of the book is the further development of the nosology of brain lesions. 
Therefore, when describing nosological units, the data on the frequency, etiology, 
pathogenesis, morphology, classification, and clinic are given. This nosology is 
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based on the most fundamental knowledge—morphological data. As you know, 
the etiology in such nosologies always has a multifactorial character. There is an 
attempt to show the role of the birth traumatic factor in the etiology of various 
brain lesions, which are not called birth trauma in this book. For example, IVH is 
an independent nosology, but in its etiology, a traumatic factor can play a definite 
role. Thus, there is a birth trauma as a nosological unit, and there are other inde-
pendent brain lesions, in the etiology of which a mechanical trauma can be one of 
the possible causes. In the etiology of birth trauma, the mechanical factor is the 
leading, the main one. In the etiology of other brain lesions, the mechanical birth 
factor often plays a secondary and indirect role. The proposed approach makes it 
possible not to deal with the overdiagnosis of birth trauma and, on the other hand, 
take into account its role in the origin of various brain lesions.
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2Brief Historical Background

Abstract
Describe brief historical information on the study of birth trauma from the six-
teenth century to the present day. Particular attention is drawn to the research of 
Cruveilhier, Virchow, Schwartz, Beneke, and Siegmund. The history of studying 
of periventricular leukomalacia (PVL) is presented in more detail. Parrot sub-
stantiates merit in the first specification foci PVL. The author’s achievements in 
the modern study of PVL are presented.
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The first mentions of cerebral lesions in newborn children refer to birth trauma and 
the so-called apoplexy of newborns. Siegmund considers that the first who men-
tioned intracranial traumatic injuries in the newborn children was the Dutchman 
Boerhaave, who in particular wrote (in 1761) that cerebral hemorrhages occur in 
children “when they begin to see the light of the Universe when the stupid midwife 
catches them roughly enough, pulls and turns” [1, p.  240]. At the same time, 
Kennedy is named the first who paid attention to the importance of cerebrospinal 
pathology in newborns, of the scientist Stahl (1660–1734), and also notes the ben-
efits of studying the birth trauma of Cotugno (1736–1822), Bichat (1771–1802), 
Ranque (1780–1874), Halle (1754–1822), and others [1]. It should be noted the 
importance of describing by Osiander in 1787 in a newborn cerebral hemorrhage, 
whereas its genesis was associated not so much with the trauma during childbearing 
as with the action of such causes as cord entanglement and premature separation of 
placenta.

In the nineteenth century, reports about various hemorrhages and encephaloma-
lacia, caused by birth trauma, asphyxiation, and other causes, have become numer-
ous. At the same time, it is necessary to mention the special merits of the French 
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Billard and Cruveilhier, who provided detailed descriptions of various cerebral cir-
culatory disorders in newborns. Billard noted various degrees of venous hyperemia 
in the brain – from simple injection to hemorrhage – connecting them to the com-
pression of the fetal head during prolonged labor, with various obstetrical opera-
tions, as well as with respiratory and circulatory disorders after delivery. Cruveilhier 
is not the first to report cerebral lesions in newborns, but it is worth emphasizing the 
fundamental importance of his works for all future research in the field of cerebral 
and spinal lesions in newborns. His famous atlas published in 1831 contains color 
drawings that perfectly illustrate the morphological findings. So, in the drawings 
one can see subdural, leptomeningeal, subependymal, and intraventricular hemor-
rhages, as well as hemorrhages in the cerebellum. At the beginning of the nineteenth 
century, the most frequent causes of death of newborns were “asphyxia” and “con-
genital vital weakness,” and after the publication of the work of Cruveilhier and 
other researchers, such a reason as “apoplexy of the newborns” became more com-
mon. Cruveilhier associated the cause of hemorrhage with mechanical effects dur-
ing childbirth (often with rapid childbirth) and considered intracranial hemorrhages 
as cause in more than 1/3 of newborns.

In Germany, they began to describe intracranial hemorrhages in newborns later 
than in France. Virchow was the first (in 1851) to explain the connection of intracra-
nial hemorrhages with the blood flow through the vein of Galen. In addition, he 
highlighted the rupture of veins in the process of childbirth, as well as the negative 
effects of obstetric forceps. The morphological findings of Virchow were basically 
the same as the data of Cruveilhier.

In the early twentieth century, the clinic and the morphology of intracranial hemor-
rhages, as well as the mechanisms of the birth trauma of the skull, are being studied in 
details. It should be noted the work of Beneke, where the author has proved the lead-
ing role of ruptures of the cerebellar tentorium in the emergence of intracranial hem-
orrhages, which associated with the process of childbirth [2]. He rarely observed 
hemorrhages in the substance of the brain and explained it by the protective role of the 
bones and meninx. Of the other fundamental studies carried out for decades since the 
1920s, which have not lost their relevance even now, it is necessary to single out the 
works of Schwartz [3, 4] and Siegmund [1]. The merit of the authors is that, in particu-
lar, they did not refer all forms of cerebral circulation disorders to mechanical com-
pression of the skull but took into account other factors. Thus, Schwartz [3] attached 
great importance to the difference between intrauterine and atmospheric pressure, as 
well as disorders of the outflow of blood through the vein of Galen, for example, with 
its thrombosis. He believed that after the rupture of membranes, the head is in the area 
of lower pressure, so blood rushes here, the outflow of which through the vein of 
Galen is difficult; so there is venous hyperemia and a number of disorders of cerebral 
circulation. However, not all the author’s statements are indisputable.

Studying the damages of the brain during birth trauma, a number of authors [2, 
5–7] divide them into two main groups:

 1. Hemorrhages (subdural, subarachnoid, etc.)
 2. Softening (ischemic necrosis, encephalodystrophy, encephalomalacia)
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So, Siegmund [1] distinguishes (a) birth disorders of blood circulation, describ-
ing various hemorrhages, and (b) encephalodystrophy due to trauma in childbirth. A 
large group of circulatory disorders in newborns are lesions of an ischemic charac-
ter, that is, infarctions and encephalomalacia. Probably, for the first time, Billard in 
1829 described the softening in the cerebral hemispheres; he viewed them as a con-
sequence of the stagnation of the blood and considered it a prerequisite for the 
emergence of hemorrhages. The periventricular leukomalacia (PVL) is the unique 
and frequent form of ischemic white matter lesion of the cerebral hemispheres. It 
should be considered in details the history of its study, as PVL has now become the 
most studied form of perinatal brain damage and a nosological unit.

Many people consider Virchow to the ancestors of the history studying of PVL. It 
is not right as it is wrong to refer the orthopedist Little to such discoverers. Nosology 
PVL is based on morphology; that is why it is necessary to refer to the discoverers 
one who for the first time clearly described the morphology (at the microscopic 
level) of pathological changes. For the first time, it was done by Parrot [8]. From 
this moment the true history of studying PVL begins. At one of its stages, PVL 
acquired features of an independent disease, nosological unit.

Studying the prehistory of PVL, one should focus on the researches of two 
practical scientists  – the pathologist Virchow and the clinician Little. The first 
morphologically studied the brain of children in those departments where PVL 
foci (periventricular white substance of the cerebral hemispheres) could be 
located, and the second suggested a connection between asphyxia in childbirth 
and spastic diphtheria in children. Virchow [9] published an article “Congenital 
Encephalitis and Myelitis,” describing diffuse and focal assembly of “granular 
cells” containing fat in the white matter of the cerebral hemispheres of newborns 
and stillborns, born from mothers with smallpox and syphilis (signs of infections 
in children were not detected). Virchow associated the process of congestion of 
“fat” in cells with fatty metamorphosis of neuroglia and observed on all unstained 
preparations all stages from the appearance in the cytoplasm of fatty granules till 
the disappearance of the nucleus and the transformation of the cell into a “fat 
globule.” Since R. Virhov considered these changes in activity (irritative) process 
and at the same time showed a pronounced hyperemia (congestion) in the brain 
tissue, he took them to inflammation and called “encephalitis”. Moreover, he 
more often detected diffuse assembly of fat cells, even in the gray matter of the 
brain, that is, “diffuse encephalitis.” Virchow wrote: “Many children die after 
birth, as they say, from atrophy or diarrhea, and autopsy shows diffuse encephali-
tis of white substance” [9, p. 135]. At the same time, he noted that he was not able 
to solve all the issues of the etiology of “encephalitis.” Thus, the use of the term 
“encephalitis” by Virchow is associated with his understanding of the nature of 
inflammation as irritation, as certain cellular changes in irritation, and conse-
quently reflects the difficulties in the treatment of the inflammatory process that 
existed in the second half of the last century.

Unfortunately, there are no drawings in Virchow’s article. It can be assumed that 
he described in words, firstly, normal phenomena in the white matter of the develop-
ing and myelinization of the brain of newborn and stillborn, whose glial cells can 
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contain lipid grains; secondly, various pathological processes, namely, hemorrhagic 
infarctions and extensive softening of the tissue the brain with the accumulation of 
“fat cells” (granular spheres) in them and also, probably, truly inflammatory pro-
cesses; and, thirdly, probably, the PVL foci. So, when R. Virchow writes that “white 
opaque or yellowish-white dead spots, markings or foci” are visible with the naked 
eye in the white matter of the brain, then, perhaps, we can talk about foci of PVL 
with the accumulation of necrotic masses and granular spheres in them. Indeed, 
necrotic masses (with hepatitis) could exactly color bilirubin (the yellow color).

However, these are only suppositions, because Virchow has not described the 
characteristic features of PVL foci, and granular spheres appear after various patho-
logical processes.

English physician Little [10] described the spastic contractures of the limbs in 
children of several years of life and explained their etiology by poor maternal health, 
pathology of delivery, and prematurity. But orthopedist Little did not study the brain 
morphologically, and the emergence of children’s cerebral palsy is possible not only 
as a result of PVL but also other pathological processes of the brain. The merit of 
Little is that he revealed the connection between the complications of childbirth, 
birth trauma, and the development in children of spastic diplegia and mental retar-
dation. Little can be attributed to the ancestors of the prehistory of clinical studies 
of birth injuries of the central nervous system and cerebral palsy, but not PVL.

In 1868, when studying newborns that died from various causes, Hayem [11] 
discovered and described the same changes that Virchow first identified, but he 
rejected their inflammatory nature and believed that the occurrence of lesions was 
associated with eating disorders.

For the first time, the picture of a small focus of softening in the subependymal 
zone of white matter in the brain of the occipital part was published by Parrot [8]. 
At the same time, he criticized the concept of Virchow on the inflammatory nature 
of detectable changes in the white matter of the brain. From years 1868 to 1877, 
Parrot wrote ten articles devoted to brain lesions in newborns and in periventricular 
areas of white matter; in addition to softening, he also described foci of “obesity” 
and hemorrhages. He pointed to the special vulnerability of white matter in the 
brain in preterm infants, referring to the fact that the affected areas were located far 
from the areas of blood supply. The reason for “diffuse interstitial obesity,” he 
believed the exchange and circulation of blood disorders.

After a series of researches [6, 12–15], they stopped noticing that the “adiposity” 
of the brain in children is pathological in nature and the accumulation of fat began 
to be associated with the normal maturation of medullary sheaths. In the following 
years, the scientific interest to the changes, discovered by Virchow, significantly 
weakened.

In the twenties of the last century, Schwartz identified the connection between 
adiposity and softening foci in the white matter of the cerebral hemispheres of new-
borns with birth trauma and disorders of cerebral circulation during childbirth. He 
gave for the first time a more detailed description of the “softening” of the brain, 
described at the present time under the name “periventricular leukomalacia.” 
Schwartz’s views have been confirmed in other studies [16–18], which described 
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the softening of the brain and their consequences (the formation of gliosis scars and 
cystic lesions) along with various lesions of the cortex and subcortex. In subsequent 
years, the children of the first months and years of life in the brain hemispheres 
described the process of “encephalomalacia” with the formation of cystic cavities, 
and this lesion is associated with “Virchow congenital encephalitis” [19, 20].

Siegmund [1] introduced the concept of “encephalodystrophy,” incorporating the 
changes described under the title “congenital interstitial encephalitis of Virchow.” 
By “traumatic encephalodystrophy,” Siegmund understands brain lesions that 
develop as a result of blood circulation disorders and brain substance supply. 
Depending on the nature of the changes, he distinguishes between softening (dis-
solving) processes with complete destruction of brain tissue and loosening pro-
cesses. Depending on the prevalence of circulatory disorders, these processes can be 
focal and diffuse. The concept of encephalodystrophy in Siegmund is in some way 
wider than PVL, since it includes subcortical lesions and even focal softening in the 
cerebral cortex.

Foci of PVL have been described by a number of authors [3, 7, 21] when consid-
ering various hypoxic and traumatic brain lesions in newborn children, but their 
specific features have not been singled out. PVL was not considered as an indepen-
dent form of brain damage. An attempt to isolate PVL into an independent type of 
lesion called “diffuse symmetric periventricular leukoencephalopathy” was under-
taken by Banker [22].

Scientific developments in PVL were greatly intensified after the publication of 
Banker and Larroche [23], which, as it were, rediscovered a special form of brain 
damage in newborns, describing topography, morphology, and possible etiological 
factors. The authors consider PVL as a “form of anoxic encephalopathy.” In all 
subsequent studies, PVL [5, 12, 24, 25] refer to this work as a fundamental one, but, 
unfortunately, the sources of German authors are hardly quoted, and the term 
“encephalodystrophy” is not even mentioned.

Microscopically foci of PVL are described by many authors [1, 3, 26–28]. In the 
1970s, however, descriptions of the histological pattern of lesions with PVL were 
often omitted, and the reader was referred to Banker and Larroche [23]. Essbach 
[26] focused mainly on the description of foci of coagulation necrosis, while he 
pointed out that they retain capillaries in which thrombi can be found, and fat glob-
ules are along with the peripherally of foci, as well as large phagocytes with myelin 
decomposition products. The author sometimes met deposits of lime (in old foci) 
and assembly of siderophages (in the walls of large foci).

Banker and Larroche [23] indicate that foci of PVL represented by coagulation 
necrosis are intensely colored with eosin and are clearly detected by the PAS-
reaction. A number of microscopic features of PVL foci are distinguished: degen-
erative changes of astrocytes, activation of microglial and macrophages, proliferation 
of astrocytes and vessels, and degradation of the ependymal matrix. The degenera-
tion of astrocytes is manifested in pycnosis of nuclei and in their necrogenous into 
dustlike particles. Activation of microglia and proliferation of astrocytes lead to the 
formation of the “astrocytic-microglial wall” on the periphery of the focus. The 
authors made an attempt to study the morphogenesis of PVL foci, almost 
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established that PVL foci are located in the areas of adjacent blood circulation 
between the anterior, middle and posterior cerebral arteries.

Schmidt [28] identifies two forms of softening – complete and incomplete – dis-
tinguishing them from “total necrosis,” which is extremely rare and manifests itself 
in the death of both ectodermal and mesenchymal structures. Description of the 
centers of complete softening corresponds to coagulative necrosis. The author iden-
tifies a fresh, late, and final stage of complete softening. In the fresh stage, the foci 
contain nuclear fragments and are intensely colored with acidic paints; in the center 
there are enlarged capillaries with “edematous cells of the vascular wall.” In the late 
stage, “fat bodies” are found inside the foci and along the periphery. Finally, in the 
final stage, smooth-walled cavities are formed; this stage, according to Schmidt, 
corresponds to the “cystic terminal stage of congenital Virchow encephalitis.” As 
for incomplete softening, it represents areas of growth of microglial cells, which 
contain fat cells and in most cases are located around the vessel lying in the center. 
In the final stage of incomplete softening, glial scars are formed. The author empha-
sizes that foci of softening are often combined with various hemorrhages.

Armstrong and Norman [5] write about early changes in PVL (coagulation 
necrosis with eosinophilia, tissue homogenization, and pyknosis or disappearance 
of nuclei) and later (in a few days) when macrophages and hypertrophied astrocytes 
appear. In addition, they talk about old foci, which consist of astrocytes with vesicu-
lar nuclei and “basophilic bars” representing damaged axons; fibrillar gliosis can 
also be detected. The authors noted an important feature of PVL foci: unlike cere-
bral infarctions, polymorphonuclear leukocytes are never found in adults in PVL 
foci.

Goertchen and Wiedersberg [27] note that cell depletion in the center of foci of 
coagulation necrosis and myelin compaction along the periphery is observed. At the 
edges of the foci, they detected not only sudanophilic macrophages but also “coarse 
fibrous structures” corresponding to disintegrated axons. In addition, the authors 
write about the possibility of hemorrhage in the investigated foci.

De Reuck et al. [12] studied in detail the pathogenesis of prolactin and estab-
lished, in the periventricular zona of the lateral ventricles of the brain, three types of 
end zones of arteries in which lesions occur. Leech and Alvord [24] proposed to 
classify lesions of PVL, depending on their shape on focal, linear, and mixed. 
Takashima and Tanaka [29] found in the premature infants underdeveloped ven-
triculofugal arteries, which to some extent explains why preterm premature infants 
are predisposed to the emergency of prolactin.

In the USSR until 1981, lesions related to PVL were only briefly described in the 
work on birth trauma and hypoxia [30–34]. Since 1981, in Soviet literature, I pub-
lished the first works, specifically devoted to PVL [35]. Some results of the studies, 
including those using the methods of morphometry, histochemistry, and electron 
microscopy, first used in the study of PVL, are presented in this monograph. In 
1985, I published the first monograph on PVL [36]. What was done for the first time 
in the history of studying PVL? Firstly, data on the frequency of PVL in non-sam-
pling autopsy material from one maternity institution were obtained. Secondly, the 
topography, frequency, and area of lesions in PVL on the serial frontal sections (16) 
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of the brain, which are important from the point of view of their comparisons with 
the data of neurovisual researches, were studied in detail. Thirdly, the degree and 
frequency of lesions of various parts of the brain are assessed. Fourthly, the morpho-
logical classification of the degrees of brain damage with PVL (light, medium and 
heavy) was developed for the first time. Fifthly, it is proven and shown that PVL is 
a dynamic long-lasting process and that the foci of the same child can be at different 
stages of development. Sixthly, the morphological classification of stages of devel-
opment of PVL foci is elaborated. Seventhly, the high frequency and massiveness of 
the lesions of optic radiation are shown and proven, which allow one to attribute 
visual effects to the main consequences of PVL.  Eighthly, electron microscopic 
examination of PVL foci was carried out. Ninthly, the criteria for differential diag-
nosis of PVL with other forms of white matter damage to the brain (diffuse leuko-
malacia, multicystic encephalomalacia) have been developed. Tenthly, the risk 
group of newborns with PVL was identified.

Unfortunately, up to the present moment, there is no real unification of scientific 
achievements of all countries all over the world. Many American- and English- 
speaking authors do not read the original German literature (the priority of the 
German school of morphologists in world science is certain) and ignore other litera-
ture which are not written in English.

The child neuropathologist Ratner, who wrote a lot of works on the examined 
subject, was a great enthusiast on the study of birth trauma in the USSR [37–39]. He 
not only described a number of new clinical symptoms of birth injuries but also 
convincingly proved the role of primary spinal cord injuries in the appearance of 
various paresis and hand paralysis. Ratner believed that the problem of birth injuries 
of the nervous system is one of the least solved and less studied.
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3The Concept of Birth Trauma

Abstract
In the literature there are different interpretations of birth trauma (ВT). There is 
ВT of mother and fetus and BT in childbirth and trauma before childbirth. They 
write about hypoxic, biochemical, and psychiatric BT. The main attention is paid 
to BT, which occurs in the process of delivery under the influence of mechanical 
forces. Different approaches to the understanding of the BT are described, which 
must be distinguished among themselves. BT is not always the result of the 
effects of an obstetrician; BT occurs in the process of spontaneous natural deliv-
ery. The BT existed and will always exist.

Keywords
Mechanical birth trauma · Definition birth trauma · Causes birth trauma

Birth trauma (BT) is the most urgent problem of pediatrics, obstetrics, pathological 
anatomy, legal medicine, child neurology, and other sciences [1–3]. It is difficult to 
find a disease with so many codes in the international classification of diseases and 
causes of death (44). Why are the problems of BT rarely discussed in pediatric and 
obstetric conferences and forums? Firstly, it is because the number of rough and 
fatal birth traumas decreased (as a result of an annual increase in the number of 
Cesarean sections in the world and significant successes in children’s emergency 
medicine). Secondly, it is because obstetricians often do not know about the fate of 
the children they were born at, in the intensive care units of pediatric and neurosur-
gical hospitals, or undergoing treatment with neuropathologists, or staying in spe-
cialized children’s homes, or dying in infectious clinics, where the pathologist as a 
background disease detects birth trauma. For obstetrical institutions, there is almost 
no birth trauma, since all children with traumatic injuries have been discharged or 
transferred to other hospitals with diagnoses of “hypoxic-ischemic encephalopa-
thy,” “intracranial hemorrhage,” congenital infection, “apparently healthy,” etc. The 
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obstetric profile institutes see more problems in infectious pathology than in obstet-
rics. Thirdly, because at present the BT predominates with minimal birth injuries, 
not leading to death, but which is difficult to diagnose.

Birth trauma has not disappeared anywhere. In the emergence of the BT, there is 
usually no fault of the obstetrician, since trauma occurs with natural spontaneous 
delivery. It is important to foresee the possibility of BT, and for this it is necessary 
to know exactly how the head was inserted, where its corded point is located, what 
is asynclitism, and what is the degree of the head configuration and also to know the 
biomechanism of mechanical damages of various structures of the skull and brain. 
Unfortunately, obstetricians, leading childbirths, usually have only very approxi-
mate ideas about these concepts and so often can’t prevent the BT in natural child-
birth. It is very important here not to harm the active actions, especially the various 
forms of acceleration of delivery and induced labor.

Birth trauma remains the most urgent problem of perinatal medicine. In the 
clinic, various intracranial hemorrhages are well diagnosed, but the diagnosis of 
those intracranial lesions (primarily the tears of the tentorium cerebelli) that leads to 
these hemorrhages and allows to explain their traumatic origin has not been devel-
oped. There are no systematic obstetric researches on the prevention of birth trau-
matic injuries. Reference books and obstetrical operations in terms of a more careful 
attitude to the fetus require improvements.

Despite numerous researches, multiple definitions, and discussions, the concept 
of “birth trauma” remains unclear. To the present moment besides mechanical birth 
trauma, they write about “asphyxia birth trauma” and “biochemical trauma” and it 
is absurd. After all, if we assume that a prenatal fetus can be exposed to an infec-
tious factor, then we can introduce the concept of “infectious birth trauma.” The 
absence of a joint understanding of this concept leads to wide fluctuations in the 
frequency of birth trauma on the sectional and clinical material and makes it diffi-
cult to compare these values. Therefore, the correct treatment of birth trauma is not 
only theoretical, but also practical, as it determines the development of correct mea-
sures for prevention and treatment.

The traumatic lesions of the fetus and newborn, which are not always connected 
with the act of childbirth, should be distinguished. Not every trauma is birth. The 
injuries should be divided into three types, depending on the time of appearance: 
intrauterine, prenatal, and birth. They write about “neonatal traumas,” which are 
detected in newborns but are often connected with trauma during childbirth.

The concept of “birth trauma” is extended by some authors in the aspect of tak-
ing into account not only the period of childbirth but also pregnancy and, secondly, 
including an increasing number of etiologic factors. Thus, birth trauma is defined as 
a consequence of a complex of harmful influences and conditions on the fetus and 
its brain during pregnancy and childbirth [3, 4]. Issell does not include antenatal 
lesions in the concept of birth trauma, treating it as a set of all factors connected 
with the process of births that have a harmful effect on the fetus [5]. There are defi-
nitions of birth trauma as the impact of only mechanical forces during pregnancy 
and childbirth [6]. There is an interpretation of birth trauma as birth injuries that 
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occur during pregnancy and childbirth [7]. According to other authors [8], the birth 
trauma includes the changes in the central nervous system which are not homoge-
nous in etiology and pathogenesis and various in clinical implications. However, 
most authors associate a birth trauma with the action of mechanical forces in the 
process of birth. This approach reflects the desire to specify both the period of the 
emergency of the disease and the leading etiologic factor. There are [9] definitions 
of birth trauma as violations of the integrity of the child’s organs and tissues that 
appeared during childbirth. The question arises is the “integrity” violated in sub-
arachnoid, subependymal, or perivascular hemorrhages? If so, this interpretation 
leads to a broad interpretation of the birth trauma.

Thus, a lot of uncertainty in the treatment of birth trauma is due to an absence of 
understanding of what damages to it are attributed. That is why many authors 
emphasize that birth trauma - “the collective term” [8, 10]. The proponents of a 
broad understanding of this concept refer to it any damages, any intracranial hemor-
rhages arising during childbirth. Some authors [11], referring to the concept of birth 
trauma as “amorphous,” include even petechial hemorrhage in the brain axis or 
vertebral artery to the traumatic injuries. So the time of the appearance of brain 
lesions is difficult to define; many hemorrhages (subependymal, intraventricular, 
etc.) and, for example, foci of periventricular leukomalacia, which often arise after 
birth, are also referred to as birth trauma.

However, there are approaches that allow us to narrow the broad interpretation of 
birth trauma. First, there are attempts to distinguish traumatic and asphyctic lesions. 
For example, it is proposed to differentiate intranatal hypoxic encephalopathy and 
intracranial birth trauma [12]. It is noted that traumatic hemorrhages in the brain 
and its membranes are more extensive, more often subdural, unilateral, asymmetri-
cal, etc. It is clear that these criteria are very relative. Therefore, at the present time, 
the same lesions can be considered as traumatic by some authors and others as 
asphyxial. Secondly, on the basis of the results of the pathological study, only vari-
ous ruptures, fractures, crushing, and also mainly subdural and some subarachnoi-
dal hemorrhages are attributed to birth trauma. This approach seems to be the most 
correct, although it supposes obligatory clarification of the mechanisms of hemor-
rhages. Thirdly, narrows the broad interpretation of the BT and the fact that accord-
ing to the latest revision of the ICD, subarachnoid and intraventricular hemorrhages 
can be considered as independent nosological forms. Fourthly, the interpretation of 
“fetal asphyxia” as a state caused by disorders of uterine-placental and placental- 
fetal circulation [13] also prevents the widening of the boundaries of the concept of 
birth trauma.

However, there are other approaches. So, they suppose that asphyxia should be 
considered as a unique kind of birth trauma [14], since in the vast majority of cases 
it is a consequence of mechanical effects on the fetus: compression of the head, 
leading to an increase in intracranial pressure, rough manipulation of fetal extrac-
tion, etc. During classifying of birth trauma, some authors [15] note “intrauterine 
asphyxia” and “disorder of cerebral circulation” as its synonyms. Other authors [16] 
emphasize that hypoxic lesions of the brain of newborns can be due to birth trauma 
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(in the case of discordant labor, rigidity of the birth canal, mismatch between the 
size of the head and the birth canal, etc.). In my opinion, all these cases of hypoxic- 
ischemic lesions of the brain should be attributed to the birth trauma of the skull.

Birth trauma involves various mechanical injuries. Its morphological substrate is 
fractures of the skull bones, ruptures of the tentorium of cerebellum, falx, veins, 
sinuses, crushing, compression and impaction of the brain, etc., as well as various 
disorders of cerebral circulation (venous congestion, cerebral edema, hemorrhages, 
infarcts, etc.). In the emergence of the latter, the mechanical factor is not strictly 
specific; therefore, if any hemorrhage is detected, for example, a detailed analysis 
of its pathogenesis and possible etiological factors is required. The marked damages 
are caused by rapid and prolonged labor, mismatch between the size of the head and 
the birth canal of the mother, the use of obstetric forceps and the vacuum extractor, 
various manuals, active manipulation of the obstetrician during childbirth, abnor-
malities of the presentation, etc. Thus, in the parietal presentation, 4.1% of children 
are injured, with pelvic-14.4%, facial insertion-35.7% [17]. Risk factors for birth 
traumas are the forceps operation, the body weight of the fetus is more than 3500 g, 
and the duration of the second period of labor for more than 60  min [18]. It is 
believed that the greatest importance in the birth of a birth trauma is the weight of 
the fetus [19]: the more the weight of the child, the more the probability of getting 
him into a birth trauma (up to 3000 g, 2.9%; 3050–3450 g, 3.9%; 3500–3950 g, 
5.7%, 4000 g; and more, 12.5%). The results of my studies on the frequency of 
traumatic subdural hemorrhages and ruptures of tentorium coincide with these data 
[2]. In the occurrence of disorders of cerebral circulation during birth trauma of the 
skull, the following factors play an important role: asynclitic insertion of the head, 
pathology of the head configuration, venous congestion, increasing of intracranial 
pressure, and others. On these aspects of the pathogenesis of birth trauma I focus 
below.
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4Definition and Causes of Birth Trauma

Abstract
Birth trauma (BT) is considered as a disease caused by the action of mechanical 
forces in the process of childbirth, as a reaction of the child’s body to traumatic 
injuries. It proposes a definition of a birth trauma. BT is divided into spontaneous 
and obstetric trauma. The main causes leading to BT are described. It is empha-
sized that any methods of accelerating childbirth lead to asynclitic inserting of 
the head, uneven tension of the two halves of the tentorium cerebelli, bridging 
veins and their ruptures.

Keywords
Definition of birth trauma · Causes of birth trauma · Accelerating childbirth

There are birth traumas that relate to a mother and fetus (child). The following are 
distinguished: (1) physical injury of a child during delivery and (2) psychological 
shock experienced by a fetus during delivery. The present book deals with the birth 
injuries in fetus and newborn caused by the impact of physical (mechanical) nature 
during delivery.

A birth trauma is a group of diseases caused by the impact of mechanical nature 
during delivery. Birth injuries of the skull, brain, spinal cord, bones, internal organs, 
neuroplexuses, eyes, etc. are distinguished. A birth injury is also divided into a 
spontaneous birth injury which occurs in normal delivery (physiological or patho-
logical) and obstetric birth injury caused by mechanical actions of an obstetrician 
(forceps, tractions, manual handling, etc.). Thus, the “birth trauma” is a disease 
caused by damage associated with actions of mechanical nature during delivery. 
The so-called asphyctic birth injury, biochemical birth injury, and just some hemor-
rhages are not related to the birth injury in question. Previously, hypoxic injuries of 
the CNS were also related to birth injuries, and asphyxia was taken as a variety of 
birth injury [1, 2]; later, asphyxia was, however, associated with disturbed 
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uterine- placental and funicular circulation [3]. CNS injuries resulted from antenatal 
asphyxia are of different pathology and should be considered under a different 
topic. However, many “hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathies” are the result of a cere-
brovascular disturbance caused by interference of mechanical nature during 
delivery.

Previously, many authors tried to differentiate birth trauma from asphyxia on the 
basis of the nature of brain injury and nature of intracranial hemorrhages, for exam-
ple, if a subdural hemorrhage occurs, then it is a birth trauma, and if an intraven-
tricular hemorrhage is detected, then it is asphyxia. Nowadays, such approach is 
obviously disadvantageous. For example, a subdural hemorrhage may be caused by 
erosion of vessel wall in the case of purulent meningitis or blood breakthrough from 
cisterna magna, while an intraventricular hemorrhage may occur from the plexuses 
of lateral ventricles in the case of expressed blood congestion resulted from birth 
injury. Therefore, in modern medicine, the diagnosis of the nature of cerebral inju-
ries is emphasized, while etiology is typically left behind. Birth trauma as a cause 
of damage is often absent in diagnoses, and the percentage of birth injuries decreases.

One can’t accept the interpretation of birth trauma according to which all kinds 
of fetal damage are, in fact, associated therewith. Due to this, the dividing line 
between asphyxia and birth trauma is blurred; also, the possibility of other damag-
ing factors is not considered. For example, infectious-toxic cerebral injury is pos-
sible during delivery, with appearance of loci of necrosis of cerebral white matter or 
loci of encephalitis. Nowadays, traumatic injuries occurring during delivery are 
attributed to a birth injury [4]. However, there can be difficulties associated with 
proving the traumatic nature of certain injuries.

Due to its relevance and adverse effects, the cranial birth injury receives the 
greatest attention. Approaching from strict scientific points and taking into account 
that any disease is an injury and at the same time a reaction of organism to such 
injury, the cranial birth injury can be defined as follows:

The cranial birth trauma is an integral reaction of an organism or a fetus or 
neonate to cranial or cerebral damage of mechanical nature resulting from distur-
bance of fetal compensatory and adaptation capabilities in delivery and accompa-
nied by postnatal dysadaptation.

Intrauterine hypoxia, artificial delivery, pelvic presentations, macrosomia, dis-
proportion between fetal and pelvic sizes, quick or sustained labor, and fetal anoma-
lies are considered predisposing factors of birth injury [5]. When using obstetric 
hours, the birth injury rate can reach 73.97% [6].

The leading causes of birth trauma are:

 1. Cephalopelvic disproportion
 2. Birth process anomalies: (a) quick and accelerated delivery, (b) sustained deliv-

ery, and (c) disturbance of uterine contractile function (hypotonic and hypertonic 
dysfunction)

 3. Head presentation anomalies: (a) extension fittings and (b) asynclitic fittings
 4. Fetal presentation and position anomalies: (a) pelvic presentations and (b) fetal 

shoulder presentation
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 5. Obstetric surgery and handling: (a) Obstetric forceps, (b) vacuum extraction, and 
(c) any methods for delivery acceleration, such as labor induction, “squeezing” 
of a fetus (Kresteller’s procedure, Verbov’s bandage, and others)

Dystocia (difficult labor caused by various factors, such as narrow pelvis, mac-
rosomia, uterine hypotony) is one of the reasons for birth injury. Shoulder dystocia 
(a complication at the second stage of delivery) also occurs; it is characterized by 
retention of the frontal shoulder behind the symphysis or its impaction into the pel-
vis, while the rear shoulder is tightly constrained in the hollow of sacrum and is 
under the promontory; in this case, provided other methods are not effective, an 
obstetrician may fracture the clavicle, i.e., cause a birth injury.

A clear logical pathogenetic pattern of a birth injury can be traced (it will be 
further considered below). Such pattern is associated with using various methods 
for delivery acceleration leading to asynclitic fitting of the head or its increasing in 
the size, asymmetrical stretching of the two halves of cerebellar tentorium, bridging 
veins, brain contraction, and other injuries. In such case, the use of obstetric forceps 
or a vacuum extractor can only make it worse, causing ruptures of veins and the 
tentorium. Moreover, asynclitic fitting of the head is associated with asymmetrical 
application of the shoulders of forceps, thus leading to fractures in the skull includ-
ing the lower jaw bone [7] and raptures in the cerebellar tentorium.

Excessive protection of a para’s perineum to the prejudice of a fetus, serious 
bending and straightening of a fetal head during cutting-in and crowning, traction 
by the head when extracting the pectoral arch, extracting of a fetus by its thoracic 
cage without waiting for appearance of fetal lumbar spine and legs, application of 
the hands on the fundus uteri by an obstetrician at the second stage of delivery in 
order to stimulate head movement, and other manipulations are the reasons for trau-
matic injuries. Any interference into the delivery process, stimulation, making a 
para deliver lying on her back and thus causing compression of the inferior vena 
cava, and failure to use the universal gravitation in the process of delivery as com-
pared to a para giving birth, for example, on a special bed, on a stool, or on her 
hunkers, have a negative effect on a fetus. This explains why those who gave birth 
at home without obstetrician less frequently have traumatic injuries of the CNS as 
compared to those who gave birth at a birthing center [8].

The pathogenesis of each type of a birth injury has its peculiarities. However, 
when it comes to the cranial birth injury, its pathogenesis should be considered the 
following way. The above-listed causes lead to a pathological configuration of the 
head; a configuration can be excessive, rapid, and asymmetrical. In its turn, the 
pathological configuration of the head leads to ruptures in the cerebellar tento-
rium, falx, bridging veins, displacements and separation of leptomeninx, contrac-
tion and compression of sinuses, compression of arteries and veins, compression 
of brain matter, disturbed blood outflow to external veins of the head, etc. The said 
birth traumatic injuries lead to various hemorrhages, edema, ischemization of 
brain tissue, necroses, etc. (Fig. 5.1). The pathogenesis of birth injuries including 
the variants of skullcap displacements and head configuration is covered in detail 
below.
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5Birth Injuries and “Physiological” Birth 
Trauma

Abstract
Differences between a birth trauma as disease and patrimonial traumatic injuries 
of mechanical character (pathological processes) are stated. It is necessary to 
distinguish a birth trauma from labor traumatic injuries. If this is not done, then 
it should be recognized that most newborns have birth injuries. It is indicated that 
many labors are accompanied by birth traumatic injuries, which pass indepen-
dently (e.g., a caput succedaneum). These child’s conditions are sometimes 
called “physiological” birth trauma. Revaluation of the significance of birth trau-
matic injuries leads to overdiagnosis of birth trauma.

Keywords
Birth injuries · “Physiological” birth trauma · Birth trauma as disease

Birth trauma is usually referred to in the literature as an “injury” in the course of 
delivery, “function disturbances,” “integrity disturbances” of tissues, etc. In our 
opinion, the following should be distinguished: (1) birth trauma and (2) birth trau-
matic lesions (injuries). The latter can be of the form of hemorrhages, scratches, 
edema regions, etc. These injuries do not cause a disease because they do not lead 
to organism disturbances in general and are not accompanied by disadaptation. Just 
as the pathological process is not a disease, so any injuries in delivery are not a birth 
trauma. Birth injuries can be the signs of a birth trauma, but not all birth injuries 
should be considered a birth trauma (disease). To define a birth trauma as an injury 
means to exaggerate the meaning of this term and identify a disease as some patho-
logical process. Such definition, logically, may lead to an absurd conclusion that all 
children have a birth trauma. This nonscientific approach leads onto deadlock.

In the process of physiological delivery, the fetus undergoes impact of serious 
physical forces. This can be accompanied by insignificant independent injuries of 
skin, birth tumor, stagnation, displacement of cranial bones, hemorrhages in the 
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lines of bone overlapping, small subperiosteal hemorrhages, etc. All this is related 
to birth injuries, but not to birth trauma. The “physiological birth trauma” may 
include, for example, birth tumor, if it has not been complicated by an abscess and 
septic process. However, it is more correct not to use the said term but rather just 
take note of other injuries. Birth injuries are pathological processes; however, any 
pathological process is not a manifestation of disease. For example, the cerebellar 
tentorium has an intradural hemorrhage and small rupture of the superior folium 
from one of the sides of the tentorium. It goes without saying that these are birth 
injuries; what is more, they are of mechanical nature. However, due to the absence 
of a subdural hemorrhage, brain lesions, and negative reactions from a fetus to such 
damage, the term “birth trauma” may not be used when assessing a fetus’ condition. 
For example, a small subcapsular liver hematoma without the rupture of the capsule 
has been detected in a fetus or neonate. This shall be classified as a birth traumatic 
lesion. In the case of blood breakthrough into the abdominal cavity, the pathological 
process would have developed into a disease, i.e., birth trauma of the liver. A birth 
injury is a small locus of destructed cells and tissues of traumatic nature with a local 
reaction, such as edema, hemorrhage, micronecrosis, subsequent hemosiderosis, 
etc. Birth trauma as a disease is a pathological development of a birth injury with a 
constitutional reaction of an organism, such as anemia, disturbed breath and blood 
circulation, clotting, release of steroid hormones, cytokines, etc. The majority of 
intracranial hemorrhages of traumatic nature are manifestations of birth trauma 
because they are accompanied by cerebral edema, various cerebrovascular distur-
bances, and cardiorespiratory disturbances thus presenting a threat to a child’s life.

It appears that such an approach will prevent from excessive broadening of the 
term “birth trauma,” conducting its hyperdiagnostics and at the same time detecting 
birth traumatic injuries which can be found almost in any fetus and neonate. It is not 
always easy to distinguish a traumatic injury from a disease.

One should conduct diagnostics and prevention measures of birth traumatic inju-
ries; this is possible with knowledge of their causes and development mechanisms. 
It will lead to decreasing of its frequency and expression as well as be a reserve for 
decreasing the birth trauma rate.

It is necessary to study the head configuration, compensatory capabilities, and 
compensation reserves. The configuration (or molding) is a temporary compensatory- 
adaptation changes in the fetal head aimed at preventing birth trauma of the brain. 
One should distinguish the fact when a physiological configuration of the head 
becomes a pathological one. Unfortunately, this problem is almost uncovered. The 
head configuration leads to traumatic injuries, i.e., it becomes pathological, firstly, 
when it is excessive, secondly, when it is rapid, and thirdly, when it is asymmetrical 
[1]. I distinguish three degrees of fetal configuration given below. It is important to 
ensure that not only pathologists carry out the diagnostics of configuration but also 
clinicians because both the delivery process and possibility of formation of trau-
matic injuries in a fetus depend on configurability. Besides, it was found that the 
grade of head configuration increases with the frequency of subarachnoid, subepen-
dymal, intraventricular, and intracerebral hemorrhages and also cerebellar 
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hemorrhages [1]. Therefore, the mechanical factor plays a predisposing role in the 
pathogenesis of many cerebral injuries.

One should study the injuries of the cerebellar tentorium, which is an important 
sign of negative consequences of a pathologic head configuration influenced by 
mechanical forces. Intradural hemorrhages into the cerebellar tentorium are found 
in the majority of dead fetuses and neonates born through the vaginal birth. However, 
the available literature does not present any research of clinical background on the 
study of the tentorium; there are works on subdural hemorrhages associated with the 
rupture of the cerebellar tentorium [2]. Unfortunately, pediatricians and children’s 
neurologists do not conduct the diagnostics of cerebellar tentorium injuries, thus 
denying themselves the possibility of retrospective assessment of the degree of 
influence of a mechanical (traumatic) factor on the fetal head during delivery.

A disease is a reaction of an organism to a lesion. If a birth traumatic injury is 
such that the organism reaction is accompanied by new damages, disturbances of 
organism functions, and disturbances of compensatory possibility of an organism, 
then this is considered a disease called birth trauma. Thus, there can’t be a “physi-
ological” birth trauma but rather some birth traumatic injuries which do not develop 
into a disease, i.e., birth trauma.
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6Configuration (Molding), Change 
the Skullcap Bones and Disorders 
of Cerebral Circulation

Abstract
The main changes in the skull and brain are described in the configuration of the 
fetal head in childbirth. The configuration (molding) of the fetal head is the lead-
ing compensatory-adaptive mechanism ensuring the adaptation of the size and 
shape of the head to the maternal canal of the mother, as well as the advancement 
of the head and its birth. An original classification of head configurations is 
given. Among pathological configurations, three types are distinguished: (1) 
excessive, (2) rapid, and (3) asymmetrical. A classification of species and vari-
ants of displacements and overlapping of the skull bones based on the results of 
their own studies is also given. On the basis of studying the displacement of the 
skull bones are invited score three degrees head configuration (light, moderate 
and expressed). Data are presented on the relationship between the configuration 
of the head, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, disturbances of venous 
outflow from the brain, narrowing of the sinuses, various cerebral hemorrhages, 
disorders of liquor circulation, and other changes. The chapter also describes 
various abnormalities of the skull, which affect the process of the configuration 
of the fetal head.

Keywords
Сonfiguration (molding) · Pathological configurations · Degrees of  
configuration · Displacement of the cranial bones · Overlapping of bones

6.1  Basic Concepts and Problems

The term “configuration” is used in the German [1] and Russian [2] scientific litera-
ture for designation of changes in the shape and sizes of the head and skull. In the 
English literature, there is also the term “configuration” that means “shape, out-
lines” and is used for designation of skull shape, although the obstetric and pediatric 
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literature uses the terms “skull molding” [3, 4] and “deformation” [5] more fre-
quently for this purpose. Here, I consider the term “configuration” the most univer-
sal for it arises from Latin “configuro” which means “to create shape in some image, 
to form.”

The configuration of fetal head is a compensatory-adaptation process providing 
adaptation of its size and shape to forces acting on it when passing through the 
parturient canal. Thus, the shape of fetal head changes and transforms in compli-
ance with forces acting on it. The first force is pressure acting from above and 
caused by labors. The second force impacting on the head is pressure caused by 
resistance of insufficiently disclosed maternal passages. The head movement and 
eventually childbirth occur due to the configuration. This process is executed owing 
to sutures and fontanels and elasticity of the skull bones and primarily owing to their 
ability to displace in relation to one another and to overlap each other. The ability of 
the head to adjust to sizes of the parturient canal is called configurability [6] or flex-
ibility [1]. Soft and bone parts of the parturient canal prevent fetal head movement, 
while the contracting myometrium causes significant pressure on fetal presenting 
part: if intrauterine pressure at the end of delivery period 1 is 40 mmHg, the mass of 
4.1 kg acts on the head, and if the pressure is 140 mmHg, it is 14.5 kg [1]. It is the 
mass that ensures head configuration in which the fronto-occipital and bitemporal 
head sizes decrease, the vertical head size increases, the anterior fontanel size 
decreases, the temporal sutures extend, and the falx and cerebellar tentorium tighten. 
With occipital presentation, the head takes a dolichocephalic shape, and with ante-
rior cephalic presentation, it takes a brachycephalic shape. The anterior-posterior 
head diameter decreases in case of occipital and pelvic presentations but increases 
in case of brow and face presentations.

The head configuration is observed even before a delivery and identified in 
infants born through Cesarean section, although they have a less configuration grade 
(index) than that of those with vaginal delivery [4].

The activity of forces exceeding the compensatory abilities of the head, i.e., its 
configuration becomes abnormal (excessive), results in injuries, mainly represented 
by various ruptures which lead to intracranial hemorrhages.

The terms “skull rigidity,” “skull elasticity,” “skull compliance,” “bone softness,” 
and others are occasionally used in the literature to explain the mechanisms of cra-
nial changes during a delivery. I believe that the most acceptable term is “configu-
rability” which considers both cranial elasticity and rigidity.

The head configurability depends on sutures and fontanels, compliance of cra-
nial soft tissues, bone strength, gestational age, and individual peculiarities of its 
structures. The wider are sutures and the softer are bones, the higher is configurabil-
ity. Due to this, after a delivery, the head is subjected to reverse changes; it reconfig-
ures. However, the bone displacement in the suture area is limited; and the bone 
ability to change its shape is also limited.

Kriewall [3] studied the strength and elasticity of parietal bones of 20 stillborn 
infants who were born at different gestational ages. He found that bone elasticity 
did not depend on the degree of maturity of the fetus and its mass at birth, and 
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bone strength is higher in heavier infants due to greater bone thickness. The 
strength of the parietal bones increases by 5–10 times within the last 10 weeks of 
gestation [3]; this fact explains more frequent traumatic injuries in premature 
infants as compared to mature ones. Additionally, the author concludes that the 
risk of a birth injury increases with the prematurity grade. However, this conclu-
sion does not correspond to our and literature data on the greater rate of traumatic 
injuries in mature infants and on the increase of the risk of a birth injury propor-
tionally to the increase of fetal and neonate mass at birth. The physiological head 
configurability is determined to a greater extent by bone elasticity, but not by bone 
strength. The absence of the raise for bone elasticity with the increase of fetal 
maturity does not contribute to the increase of configurability of consistently 
increasing sizes of the head. Therefore, any increase of fetal sizes and mass, on 
the contrary, leads to the increase of the risk of a birth injury related to the ability 
of excessive (abnormal) head configuration.

The suture and fontanel sizes increase with fetal gestational age; however, the 
infants with antenatal hypertrophy have larger anterior fontanels than mature and 
premature infants. Some authors [7] consider that the rate of a birth injury increases 
if sutures and fontanels are either very wide and large (“diastasic cranial anomaly”) 
or narrow and small (“occlusive cranial anomaly”). However, according to other 
authors [8], infants with wide sutures and large fontanels (groups with good and 
light bone calcification stood out) don’t differ in physical and mental development 
from infants with the middle suture width and size of anterior fontanel (the control 
group); there is also data showing that the size of the anterior and posterior fontanels 
depends on population peculiarities as follows: in white neonates the fontanels are 
smaller than in black neonates [9]. However, how can we understand the high rate 
of a birth injury in fetuses with wide sutures and large fontanels, taking into account 
that their head configurability is higher than that of fetuses with smaller fontanels? 
The higher is head configurability (flexibility), the greater is the compensation 
reserve and less probable are birth injuries.

Muller [6] studied the subacute brain displacements with the configuration of the 
head depending on its fitting (occipital, parietal, brow, face) and showed their sig-
nificance in genesis of cerebral hemodynamics. In the pathoanatomical study of 
series of sawing frozen heads, made in the direction of the birth axis, the author 
discovered these changes: (1) elongation of the brain in the direction of the birth 
axis according to the head configuration, (2) compression of the gyri of the cerebral 
hemispheres in pressure regions and cranial bones, (3) elongation of the brainstem, 
(4) an excessive bend of the spinal bulb in relation to the cervical cord in combina-
tion with the compression of the cerebellum, (5) cephalhematomas, (6) intracerebral 
hemorrhages with the secondary formation of cysts over the birth axis line, and (7) 
elongation of the arterial circle of Willis in the direction of the pressure axis [6]. 
This data helps to explain the pathogenesis of cerebrovascular disturbances in 
fetuses and neonates caused during delivery. However, the author believes that 
asphyxia should be considered the topical syndrome of acute trauma of the 
midbrain.

6.1 Basic Concepts and Problems
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6.2  Classification of Configurations (Molding)

Despite any grade of the head configuration is generally favorable for a mother and 
contributes to a normal course of delivery, from the fetus’ perspective, one should 
differ physiological and pathologic (abnormal) configurations. The physiological 
configuration is not accompanied by a cerebral injury, while the abnormal configu-
ration leads to such kind of an injury. Moreover, we may distinguish three types of 
the abnormal configuration: (1) excessive, (2) rapid, and (3) asymmetrical. These 
deviations from the normal physiological process of configuration, as shown in the 
diagram (Fig.  6.1), which are connected with delivery complications and birth 
injury factors (mismatch of the sizes of the head and parturient canal, a large size of 
the head, narrow pelvis, rapid labor, asynclitic fitting of the head, obstetric aids, 
application of forceps, etc.), lead to various ruptures, subdural hemorrhages, and 
other cerebrovascular disturbances.

The excessive configuration is observed when any further displacement of bones, 
tensioning of meninges and vessels, and movement and compression of the brain 
matter is accompanied by injuries, mainly represented by ruptures and hemorrhages 
(Fig. 6.1). These ruptures and hemorrhages might not happen if the delivery process 
was optimally with a normal speed to allow the gradual increase of labor strength 
and the adaptation of the expandable cranial structures and derivatives to it. For 
instance, in typical labor pain when uterine contractions, the falx and cerebellar 
tentorium are stretched, and the latter is subjected to a venous drain disorder; also, 
edema and small hemorrhages may be observed. During a pauses between labor 
pains, the following is observed: recovering of blood circulation in the tentorium, 
thrombosing of minor vessels, decrease in blood circulation, entire adaptation of the 
blood circulation in the head, a change in venous drain, etc. Moreover, even small 
ruptures do not lead to subdural hemorrhages.

The excessive configuration occurs, for example, with generally contracted pel-
vis, when the head straightens in length and takes a dolichocephalic shape. If a big 
fetus is born or extension fittings occur, then the head impacts into the pelvis, and a 
surgical procedure is required for the parturition.

Also, the excessive configuration occurs, for example, with perineum protection 
in delivery. A delivering person places his hand on the perineum; pressure force on 
the head increases augmenting the grade of the configuration at the moment of labor.

In case of the rapid configuration (rapid and accelerated delivery, labor induc-
tion, pelvic presentations, obstetric aids, etc.), adaptation mechanisms are minimal, 
and configuration of the same grade may lead to significant injuries. The adaptation 
mechanisms with appropriate changes of venous blood flow, phases of recovering of 
cerebral arterial circulation, and biochemical changes with decreased sensation of 
nerve cells to oxygen deficiency fail to develop. When the head is configured and 
the bones of the skull are displaced, the intracranial pressure gradually increases, 
the amount of subdural effusion and cerebrospinal fluid decreases in the subarach-
noid space, which leads to a decrease in the size of the skull and promotes the head 
advancement in the birth canal. With rapid configuration, this adaptation mecha-
nism fails to develop. With rapid configuration, the adaptation mechanisms of blood 
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circulation fail to develop when venous blood drain switches to the system of the 
internal cerebral veins and also blood drain from subjacent head tissues (the region 
of the birth tumor) through the veins of the dura mater to superjacent skull portions 
and external cephalic veins.

The asymmetrical configuration primarily occurs in cases of the asynclitic fitting 
(or presentation) of the head, which is accompanied by, for example, asymmetrical 
tensions of the veins and tentorium with a high risk of an injury. If the fitting were 
synclitic, then injuries might not have occurred even with a higher grade of head 
configuration. This configuration also occurs in case of the incorrect application of 
the shoulders of forceps (i.e., not bitemporally). It should be noted that the asyn-
clitic fitting in which the head descends into the pelvis is the mandatory part of the 
biomechanism in delivery with a narrow and dollichopellic pelvis. In this case, the 
lateral size of the head decreases. Being in the first position and with anterior asyn-
clitism, the right parietal bone overlaps the left one or protrudes in relation to the 
latter, while the left parietal bone is retained by the promontory. The tension force 
concentrates on the left half of the tentorium and is not distributed evenly on the two 
halves. This leads to the rupture of an excessively tensioned half of the cerebellar 
tentorium (Fig. 6.1). The asynclitism is favorable for head movement, while it is 
dangerous for fetus because of the increased risk of a birth injury.

Many authors evaluate the configuration grade by skull biometry and by measur-
ing different sizes (direct, major oblique, and others), and then they determine the 
configuration indexes [1, 4, 10]. I assess the configuration grade by the quantity of 
sutures with overlapping of bones, since the greater is the mechanical impact expe-
rienced by the fetal skull, the greater number of sutures is used to determine over-
lapping of bones. Here, I identify three grades of head configuration: 1, overlapping 
of bones over one of sutures; 2,overlapping of bones within 2–3 sutures; and 3,over-
lapping of bones over 4–5 sutures (see below). The configuration is a dynamic pro-
cess. Its grade is subject to change in different labor phases provided the forces 
acting on the fetal head alter. However, only one short-term episode of transforma-
tion of the physiological configuration to pathological one may lead to birth trau-
matic injuries which are dangerous for infant’s life.

6.3  Configuration and Cerebrovascular Disturbances

With quantitative evaluation of the configuration grade by means of configuration 
indexes, it was found that this index is increased in case of birth induction by oxy-
tocin, with primary delivery compared to recurrent delivery, with a continuous sec-
ond period of delivery [10]. I found that the increase in the head configuration 
grade leads to the increased frequency of leptomeningeal (including subarachnoi-
dal), subependymal, intraventricular and intracerebral hemorrhages and also cer-
ebellar hemorrhages, periventricular leukomalacia, telencephalic gliosis, and 
cerebral infarctions (Fig. 6.1).

For example, in case of the configuration grade 3 as compared to grade 1, the 
leptomeningeal, subependymal, and intraventricular hemorrhages (p < 0.05) occur 
reasonably more frequently (including the groups of premature and mature infants). 
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Meanwhile, asymmetrical cerebral injuries are observed more frequently with 
asymmetric and irregular overlappings of bones. Thus, in one of our studies, the 
temporal bone overlapped the frontal bone more in the right part than in the left one; 
however, the autopsy showed an intracerebral hemorrhage compliant with the coro-
nal suture by the location and only in the right part.

Also, I found that in cases of overlapping of bones over the sagittal suture, the 
leptomeningeal hemorrhages are predominantly localized on the side of the parietal 
bone which overlaps the contralateral one, i.e., is superjacent; a subperiosteal blood 
congestion usually moves to the same side. Meanwhile, subdural hemorrhages (just 
as tentorium ruptures) are more frequently localized on the side of the subjacent 
bone, i.e., extending under the opposite bone, since an important role belongs to the 
asynclitic head fitting (or presentation) in the genesis and localization (see below).

After birth, the head is subjected to reconfiguration with the reconstruction of its 
shape, disappearance of overlapping or protrusion of bones, and increase of the 
middle oblique diameter and anterior fontanel. According to Muller [6], the anterior 
fontanel reaches the maximum size within 3 days in 57% children. The reconstruc-
tion of the initial shape of the head depends on the configuration grade and the 
preservation of the brain which puts a uniform pressure on the internal surface of 
cranial bones, and it also depends on bone flexibility. According to Muller [6], the 
reconfiguration process normally ends within 3–4 days, and according Kriewall [3], 
it ends within 7 days. The reconfiguration has two phases as follows: initial recon-
struction right after delivery and more gradual “vaso-elastic” reconstruction of a 
head shape within 3–7 days. The retention of the reconfiguration process causes 
neurological and mental impairments.

However, the types of overlapping of cranial bones have not been studied suffi-
ciently; their terminology also was not developed. The fetal head configuration is 
more expressed at the first labor; it also depends on the following: the duration of 
the second stage of labor, labor induction by oxytocin, fetal presentation, and an 
intrauterine pressure value. At the same time, the connection of head configuration 
with the degree of fetal maturation remains unclear. It has been noted that an 
expressed configuration with significant displacements of cranial bones causes birth 
injury (tears of cerebellar tentorium, veins, etc.), venous circulation disturbances, 
and cerebral compression and also correlates with the increase of frequency of 
infantile cerebral palsy and mental retardation. The presented data suggests that one 
should distinguish physiological and abnormal (when the compensation reserves 
are exhausted) head configurations, and the differences between the two types need 
to be studied. The connection of the overlapping of cranial bones with cerebrovas-
cular disturbances in fetuses and neonates should be clarified.

6.4  Displacement (Overlapping) of Skullcap Bones, 
Classification, and Sequelae

I have studied the variants of overlapping of cranial bones in 87 intranatal dead 
fetuses and newborns (49 premature and 38 mature newborns) having different 
types of intracranial hemorrhages and other forms of cerebral hemodynamic 
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disturbances [8]. The cranial changes in head configuration were compared with the 
pattern of injuries of the central nervous system. The fetal presentation and position 
were taken into account, as well as the pattern of head fitting in labor. In the study, 
we have emphasized the location of the periosteal congestion which allows to deter-
mine the head fitting, localization of subperiosteal hemorrhages, patency of sinuses, 
etc.

The results of our study suggest that the grade of fetal head configuration depends 
on the number of sutures over which the overlapping of cranial bones occurs. First 
and foremost, bone displacements occur over the lambdoid and sagittal sutures, 
secondly, over the frontal suture, and lastly, over the squamous sutures. This prem-
ise allowed to distinguish three grades of head configuration:

 1. (Light) – overlapping of bones over one of the sutures or protrusion of one bone 
in relation to another for 0.3 cm and more (Fig. 6.2b)

 2. (Moderate) – overlapping of bones within 2–3 sutures (Fig. 6.2c–e)
 3. (Expressed) – overlapping of bones over 4–5 sutures (Fig. 6.2f, m, n)

It has been found that grade 3 of head configuration is much more rarely observed 
in mature neonates as compared to premature neonates (2.6% and 34.7%, respec-
tively; p < 0.001). Nevertheless, as compared to premature neonates, mature neo-
nates more frequently show a cerebral injury even in the absence of the overlapping 
of bones (15.7% and 6.1%, respectively, p > 0.05). These data allow to consider that 
the head of premature neonates has greater flexibility, i.e., ability to configuration, 
as compared to the head of mature infants.

The overlapping of bones may be of the following types: (1) complete (overlap-
ping over the entire suture length), (2) partial (semidecussation), and (3) crossed 
overlapping where a bone is superjacent in a certain area of the suture, while the 
same bone is subjacent in another area of the same suture (Figs. 6.2 and 6.3). The 
crossed overlapping of bones creates an obstacle for the bones to overlap each other.

The overlappings of bones at the lambdoid suture (78.2%) were the most fre-
quent; overlappings at the sagittal, coronal, and other sutures were observed less 
frequently (Table 6.1). These are the following types of overlapping of bones at the 
lambdoid suture: complete, partial, crossed, unilateral (see Fig. 6.2c) or bilateral 
(see Fig.  6.2b), and reverse (see Fig.  6.3m). With the cross overlapping (see 
Fig. 6.2h, 21), the temporal bone overlaps the occipital one at a certain part of the 
lambdoid suture, while the occipital bone overlaps the parietal bone (Fig. 6.3) on the 
other part (of the same side). If, however, the parietal bones generally overlap the 
squama of the occipital bone in case of the occipital presentation, with pelvic pre-
sentations, the occipital bone, on the contrary (Fig. 6.2j), more frequently overlaps 
the parietal bones (in cases of the cross overlapping, the occipital bone overlaps the 
parietal bones at a large length of the lambdoid suture). The overlappings at the 
given suture were accurately more frequently observed in premature (85.7%) infants 
as compared to mature infants (68.4%). In addition, while the complete overlap-
pings were accurately (p < 0.01) more frequently observed in mature neonates, pre-
mature neonates more frequently had the cross overlappings. The crossed 
overlappings of bones result in the formation of an obstacle for the excessive 
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displacement of bones and increase of the grade of head configuration. Therefore, 
the crossed overlapping of bones may be considered as a protective adaptation 
mechanism which prevents excessive head configuration.

I distinguish the following types of the overlapping of bones at the sagittal 
suture: complete overlapping, which extends throughout the suture (Figs. 6.2c and 
6.3), partial, and cross overlapping (Figs.  6.2d and 6.4). The overlapping at this 
suture is reliably more frequently observed in premature infants as compared to 
mature infants; they also slightly more frequently have the cross type of the overlap-
ping of bones. Meanwhile, the protrusion of one parietal bone over the other one or 
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Fig. 6.2 The main types of overlappings (displacements) of the skullcap bones with the configu-
ration of the fetal head in labor. (a) Skullcap without overlapping of bones: 1, lambdoid suture; 2, 
sagittal suture; 3, coronal suture; 4, frontal suture; 5, squamous (temporal) sutures. (b) Overlapping 
of parietal bones over occipital bone. (c) Unilateral overlapping over lambdoid and coronal sutures 
and overlapping of right parietal bone over left one. (d) Grade II configuration with cross overlap-
ping of bones at sagittal suture. (e) The most frequent variant of overlapping of bones with occipi-
tal presentation. (f) Grade III configuration with overlapping of bones at frontal and squamous 
sutures. (g) Cross overlapping at lambdoid suture. (h) Variant of overlapping of bones with face 
presentation. (i, j) Variants of overlapping of bones with pelvic presentations. (k, l) Variants of 
“rotational” overlapping of bones with grade III head configuration
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a b

c d

Fig. 6.3 Variants of displacements of skullcap bones (indicated by arrows). (a) The cross overlap-
ping of bones at the lambdoid suture from the left side: the occipital bone below overlaps the left 
parietal bone, and in the upper third, on the contrary, the parietal bone overlaps the occipital bone: 
only in the lower third, the occipital bone overlaps the right parietal one, and the parietal bone 
overlaps the occipital bone from above. (b) The cross overlapping in the region of the lambdoid 
suture from the left side; from the right side, the occipital bone overlaps the parietal bone, while 
the left parietal bone overlaps the right one. (c) The overlapping of parietal bones over the occipital 
and frontal bones. (d) The overlapping of the right parietal bone over the left one and the overlap-
ping of the left half of the frontal bone over the right half in combination with the overlappings of 
the parietal bones over the frontal and occipital bones
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the so-called pseudo-overlapping (Fig. 6.4) was more frequently observed in mature 
infants, preferably with body mass of 3500 g or more, having compact bones. If the 
parietal bones simultaneously overlap the frontal bone, the plane of the anterior 
fontanel begins to take a vertical position.

In premature infants, the superior parietal bone when being overlapped occasion-
ally bended upward forming a rib or eminence. With cephalic presentation, the over-
lapping of the right parietal bone over the left one was observed two times more 
frequently as compared to vice versa overlapping. What is it connected with? The 
study into the ratios between the overlapping of the parietal bones and the localization 
of the area of periosteal blood congestion complaint with the location of the birth 
tumor showed that when the periosteal congestion is displaced toward the right pari-
etal bone, it is the right parietal bone which more frequently overlaps the left one (and 

Table 6.1 Frequency of overlapping of cranial bones with head configuration

Studied items
Total 
observations

Number of overlappings of bones at sutures
Lambdoid Sagittal Coronal Frontal Squamous
Abs. % Abs. % Abs. % Abs. % Abs. %

Premature 
neonates

49 42 85.7 39 79.6 30 61.2 15 30.6 13 26.5

Mature 
neonates

38 26 68.4 19 50 23 60.5 3 7.8 1 2.6

Total 87 68 78.2 58 66.6 53 60.9 18 20.6 14 16.1
p <0.05 <0.01 >0.05 <0.01 <0.01

a b c

Fig. 6.4 (a) The cross overlapping of bones (arrows) at the sagittal suture in neonates with the 
mass of 1600 g. (b) Pseudo-overlapping: protrusion of the right parietal bone in relation to the left 
one. (c) (Bones along the sagittal and frontal sutures are dissected.) The protrusion of the left pari-
etal bone in the form of a crest with expressed signs of periosteal blood congestion at the sagittal 
suture in a neonate with the mass of 2300 g having lived for 29 h
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vice versa). Since position I and anterior asynclitism (it is mainly referred to the so-
called “physiological” asynclitism) is more frequently observed, in this variant, the 
periosteal blood congestion is predominantly located in the region of the right parietal 
bone. Therefore, the right parietal bone more frequently overlaps the left one.

The overlapping of bones at the coronal suture occurs less frequently (60.9%) as 
compared to that at the lambdoid and sagittal l sutures (Table 6.1); it is commonly 
bilateral and presented in the form of overlapping of the parietal bones over the 
frontal one (Figs. 6.2e, f and 6.3). However, with the brow and face presentations, 
the overlapping of the frontal bone over the parietal one is observed (Fig.  6.2i). 
From time to time, unilateral (Fig. 6.2h), reverse (Fig. 6.2m), and cross overlap-
pings of bones are observed. In premature infants, the protrusion of the parietal 
bones in relation to the frontal one is observed; in this case, the originally horizontal 
plane of the anterior fontanel becomes almost vertical.

Our study showed that the overlapping of bones at the frontal suture (20.6%) was 
reliably more frequently observed in premature infants (Table 6.1) and usually had 
the same pattern as the anterior part of the sagittal suture: if the right parietal bone 
overlaps the left one, then the right half of the parietal bone overlaps the left one 
(Fig. 6.2f, m). However, the contrary variants occur rarely (Fig. 6.3d). The overlap-
ping of the squama of temporal bones over the parietal bones is predominantly 
observed in premature infants (26.5% as compared to 2.6% in mature infants; 
p < 0.01) with the expressed grade of head configuration (Fig. 6.2f). However, with 
head configuration, it is not the overlapping of bones at this suture which usually 
occurs but extension and distraction. This is accompanied by hemorrhages in the 
areas of the periosteum of the temporal bones and adjacent tissues (Fig. 6.1). This is 
especially observed in premature infants.

Apart from the considered main types of overlappings of bones at one or another 
suture, certain combinations or variants of combinations can be observed. The most 
frequent combination is overlapping of the temporal bones over the occipital and 
frontal bones which is observed in case of the occipital presentation. Some combi-
nations are schematically presented in Fig. 6.2. In addition, such a group of combi-
nations should be noted when bones kind of displace around the central axis 
clockwise or in the opposite direction. At the same time, both reverse overlappings 
of bones at the coronal and sagittal sutures (Fig. 6.2m) and different grades of over-
lappings at these sutures (Fig.  6.3n) are observed. In cases of such “rotational” 
overlappings, the anterior fontanel is usually asymmetric. One may suppose that 
overlappings of bones of this type are caused by the internal rotations of the head 
which is characteristic for the biomechanism of delivery. They are predominantly 
observed in premature infants with both cephalic and pelvic presentations.

6.4.1  Sequelae of Displacements of Skullcap Bones

The data obtained allows to conclude that, firstly, the overlappings of bones at all 
sutures occur more frequently in premature infants than those in mature infants 
(Table 6.1). Secondly, the cross overlappings of bones are observed more frequently 
in premature infants. This indicates higher flexibility of the head in premature infants 
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as compared to mature infants and correlates with more frequent detection of grade 
III of head configuration in premature infants. Consequently, the head of premature 
infants is more pliable to mechanical impacts; this is necessary to consider when 
dealing with premature delivery. At the same time, higher configuration ability of the 
head facilitates its movement through the parturient canal. Therefore, both in our 
observations and according to other authors, the subdural hemorrhages and ruptures 
of cerebellar tentorium apparently occur more frequently in premature infants. It 
should also be taken into consideration that cross overlappings of bones prevent 
excessive displacements of bones and cerebral injuries. The obtained pathoanatomi-
cal data on the types of overlappings of bones will be useful for clinicians who study 
cranial changes in delivery using the ultrasound and X-ray methods of examination.

The excessive overlappings of cranial bones may play an important role in the 
pathogenesis of cerebrovascular disturbances in fetuses and neonates. Thus, I have 
found that the frequency of leptomeningeal (including subarachnoidal), subependy-
mal, intraventricular, and intracerebral hemorrhages, as well as cerebellar hemor-
rhages, periventricular leukomalacia, and telencephalic gliosis increases with the 
grade of head configuration. For example, in case of grade III of head configuration, 
the leptomeningeal, subependymal, and intraventricular hemorrhages were reliably 
more frequently observed than those with grade I in the groups of mature and pre-
mature infants. At the same time, we have noted that asymmetrical cerebral injuries 
are more frequently observed with asymmetric and irregular overlappings of bones. 
Thus, in one of our observations, the temporal bone overlapped the frontal bone 
more on the right side than on the left side; however, the autopsy showed an intra-
cerebral hemorrhage corresponding to the coronal suture based on the localization 
and only on the right side (Fig. 7.33a). I have also found that in cases of overlap-
pings of bones at the sagittal suture, leptomeningeal hemorrhages are located pre-
dominantly on the side of the parietal bone which overlapped the contralateral side, 
i.e., superjacent; the subperiosteal congestion is usually displaced to the same side. 
At the same time, subdural hemorrhages (just as tentorium ruptures) are more fre-
quently located on the side of the subjacent bone, i.e., the bone overlapping under 
the opposite bone, because the asynclitic fitting of the head plays an important role 
in their development.

Thus, the risk of many forms of cerebrovascular disturbances, particularly lepto-
meningeal hemorrhages, increases with the grade of head configuration and over-
lapping of bones at a certain suture. The disturbances of venous drain (see below) 
associated with narrowing and compression of sinuses, tension and ruptures of 
superficial cerebral veins, increase of intracranial pressure, and other factors matter 
in their pathogenesis.

The displacements of cranial bones are parallel to changes in the periosteum and, 
primarily, the area of the periosteal blood congestion. However, the attention should 
also be paid to various types of subperiosteal hemorrhages. This is important when 
examining a head subjected to reconfiguration, especially in premature infants with 
compact bones of the skullcap, the margins of which do not continuously overlap 
each other but dispose quickly. Only the traces of punctate and macular hemor-
rhages may most eloquently reflect the former displacements of bones (Figs. 6.3 
and 6.5).
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6.5  Skull Abnormalities and Head Configuration

The displacement of bones may impair in case cranial anomalies and ossification. 
The anomalies (birth defects) of cranial bones include fontanel bones, additional 
fontanels, and bone congenital deformities. The fontanel bones which are called 
“sutural” or “wormian” bones are located along the sutures and fontanels (Fig. 6.6) 
and can create obstacles for overlappings at the lambdoid and sagittal sutures, thus 
decreasing the head configurability.

The fontanel bones may be also located in the region of the anterior fontanel 
(Fig. 6.7) and between the parietal bones. They occur with the frequency of 1.9% of 
all perinatal autopsies.

Sometimes (in 6–8%), the additional fontanel or third parietal fontanel is 
observed (Fig. 6.6), which is more frequently located closer to the posterior fontanel 
(in the posterior third of the sagittal suture) with the diameter of up to 3 cm. It is 
important to take into account the additional fontanels for precise localization of the 
head in the process of delivery in the mother’s parturient canal and to differentiate 
an abnormal fontanel with the anterior and posterior fontanels.

The suture and fontanel sizes influence the configurability of the head. Both the 
significant decrease in the sizes (occlusive deviation) diminishing the configurability 
of the head and the significant increase in the sizes (diastasic deviation), when the 
configurability of the head sharply increases and the risk of different ruptures and 
cerebral compression is higher, are unfavorable for the fetus (Fig. 6.7). The favorable 
outcome of delivery for both a fetus and mother is determined by the optimal configu-
rability of the head. The increased configurability of the head with a diastasic cranial 
construction and decreased configurability with excessively narrow sutures and com-
pact bones of the skull may negatively influence the outcome of parturition. The pres-
ence of additional fontanels and fontanel bones may confuse an obstetrician. With 
occlusive deviation, subdural hemorrhages in infants are observed in 39.5% of cases, 

a b

Fig. 6.5 Displacements of skullcap bones from above. (a) The overlapping of the left parietal 
bone over the right bone (arrow) and the left half of the frontal bone to the right half; the RPC is 
more apparent on the left parietal bone; hemorrhage at the frontal suture is located at both the 
suture line and the superior surface of the above bone. (b) The overlapping of the left parietal bone 
over the right bone (arrow) and the parietal bones over the occipital bone
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a b c

Fig. 6.6 (a, b) An additional fontanel bones (arrows) in the region of the posterior fontanel in a 
neonate. (c) An additional parietal fontanel (indicated by an arrow, the anterior fontanel is below); 
the area of periosteal blood congestion is clearly observed; there is a small cephalohematoma in 
the right parietal bone

a b

Fig. 6.7 Cranial anomalies. (a) The fontanel bone in the region of the anterior fontanel (arrow). 
(b) The increased posterior fontanel with diastasic cranial deviation; apparent ossification, 
pseudo-overlapping

and the trauma of the mother’s parturient canal is observed in 37.2% of cases. With 
diastasic deviation, traumatic injuries in infants were observed in 49.5% of cases, and 
trauma of the mother’s parturient canal was observed in 13.8% of cases [7].

Among other variants of cranial development, one may note the insufficient ossi-
fication of the cranial bones in mature infants, which may capture all skullcap bones 
(Fig.  6.9) or limit by the bone parts, especially those along the sagittal suture 
(Fig. 6.8), and immature ossification. With the first variant of ossification, the bones 
do not overlap each other but bend, and with the second variant, the bones become 
inflexible, sutures stretch, or pseudo-overlaps appear (the protrusion of a bone in 
relation to another bone, Fig. 6.7) in the process of the configuration of the head.

6.5 Skull Abnormalities and Head Configuration
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Such an ossification anomaly as the lacunar (fenestrated, perforated) skull (cra-
nium fenestratum) is sometimes observed, when the congenital defects of oval, 
round, and irregular shapes are more frequently observed in the parietal bones 
(Fig. 6.9). The number of defects may be different. The dura mater connects with 
the periosteum in the region of lacunes. The parietal bones are generally thin and 
may be fractured in the form of fissures when physical force is applied (Fig. 6.9). 
The use of a vacuum extractor in delivery of an infant with this anomaly is 
contraindicated.

a b

Fig. 6.9 Lacunar skull. (a) Large number of predominantly oval defects located along the sagittal 
suture. (b) Magnetic resonance imaging of the skull of a neonate born with the use of a vacuum 
extractor. The linear fractures (fissures) of the parietal bones are visualized apart from skull 
defects. In addition, there is an extension of the sagittal suture that indicates a moderately apparent 
diastasic anomaly of the bones of the skullcap

Fig. 6.8 The ossification 
anomaly along the sagittal 
suture in a neonate of the 
mass of 3200 g having 
lived for 40 h and born by 
an old primipara 
(39 years). The lines of 
bends (arrow) can be 
observed, which are 
perpendicular and parallel 
to the sagittal suture
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With lacunar skull, fissured defects may be observed in the form of narrow fis-
sures starting from the region of the sagittal or lambdoid sutures (along the squama 
of the occipital bone). Major cranial defects may be combined with cerebral her-
nias. The lacunar skull should be differed from the lacunar bone loss by virtue of 
insufficient skull ossification.

6.6  Head Configuration and Venous Congestion

Clinical, experimental, and pathomorphological studies confirm the presence of 
venous congestion of the brain with a birth injury. The more difficult is labor and 
the more its duration differs from the normal labor (quick or sustained), the more 
expressed is the venous congestion. The disturbances of the venous drain depend 
on labor dynamics: with usual delivery, the venous congestion is temporally 
resolved in pauses during labor, and in case of accelerated delivery without such 
pauses, the venous congestion quickly increases and may lead to ruptures and hem-
orrhages. The venous congestion is also developed in sustained delivery when con-
tinued staying of the head in the parturient canal is accompanied by a spastic 
contraction of the uterine musculature in the region of belt of apposition with the 
fetal head. The disturbances of the venous drain play an important role in the 
pathogenesis of subependymal hemorrhage (SEH), intraventricular hemorrhage 
(IVH), leptomeningeal hemorrhage (LMH), cerebellar hemorrhage (CH), periven-
tricular leukomalacia (PVL), and periventricular hemorrhagic infarctions. Thus, 
the apparent cerebrovascular disturbances (according to Doppler imaging) were 
observed in 23.8% of patients with IVH and in 29.4% of infants with persistent 
extension of lateral cerebral ventricles [11]. The venous congestion is directly con-
nected with the increase of ICP being unfavorable prognostic indicant in case of 
IVH and other ICH.

Many authors suggested that the overlapping of cranial bones impairs the venous 
drain from sinuses [12]; however, Newton and Goodwing conclusively proved the 
contraction of the superior sagittal sinus and the decrease of circulation in it, par-
ticularly on the level of the lambdoid suture [13] in a Doppler ultrasound 
examination.

Taken into account my own studies, one may identify the following mechanisms of 
cerebrovascular disturbances connected with the overlapping of bones of skullcap.

 1. With the overlapping of bones at the sagittal and lambdoid sutures, the venous 
blood drain is impaired at superior sagittal and transverse sinuses. The superior 
sagittal sinus, firstly, may narrow at the interval of a certain length (Fig. 6.10); 
secondly, it may be compressed at the level of the lambdoid suture with the 
 overlapping of the parietal bones to the occipital bone (Figs. 6.11 and 6.12). This 
leads to the congestion of the superficial venous network, LMH, and contributes 
to sinus thrombosis and appearance of SEH and IVH.

 2. With the configuration of the head and the secondary movements of the brain 
mass, following the changes in its shape, the bones of the skull cap, as well as the 
strained CTen and falx, can compress the vessels (primarily the veins) on the 
surface of the hemispheres, brain matter and cause displacements of the soft 
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meninx vasculosa with rupture of small vessels. This leads to subpial hemor-
rhages, cerebellar hemorrhages, cerebral infarctions, and formation of sulci of 
cerebral compression. SAH and ICH may appear in the regions of compression.

a b

Fig. 6.11 The compression of the superior sagittal sinus as a result of the overlapping of parietal 
bones over the occipital bone with head configuration. (a) Without overlapping of bones, (b) with 
overlapping of parietal bones over occipital bone

a b

Fig. 6.12 Compression of the superior sagittal sinus with overlapping of parietal bones over 
occipital bone. Occipital bone and parts of parietal bones are dissected. (a) View from  inside and 
(b) view from outside

a b c d

Fig. 6.10 The main variants of overlappings (displacements) of the parietal bones at the sagittal 
suture with narrowing of the superior sagittal sinus (by length). Designations: (a) no overlapping 
of bones, (b) overlapping of a parietal bone over contralateral bone, narrowing of superior sagittal 
sinus, (c) protrusion of a parietal bone in relation to another bone (pseudo-overlapping), (d) over-
lapping of one of the parietal bones with bulging
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 3. Stretching of the superficial cerebral (“bridging”) veins ending in the sinuses 
(until they are ruptured in the subdural space or vein branches are ruptured in the 
subarachnoid space) and also the change in the angle of ending of veins in the 
sinuses (also including veins of Galen) may result in subarachnoid, subdural, 
subependymal, and intraventricular hemorrhages.

 4. With stretching of the falx and tentorium, the entrances of veins ending in them 
are compressed; venous drain is impaired which leads to hemorrhages into these 
duplicatures of dura mater.

 5. Blood drain from the sinuses to superficial cephalic veins and blood flow in the 
vessels of dura mater are impaired. That is why one may see strips of joining 
punctate and macular hemorrhages through the lines of overlapping of bones 
both subperiosteally and in the dura mater.

The listed mechanisms lead to venous drain impairment (see the next section) 
which is important in the pathogenesis of many dyscirculatory brain injuries. 
However, there are other mechanisms (an arterial spasm, changes in the arterial 
pressure in response to the displacement of bones, bradycardia with the increase of 
intracranial pressure, vascular thrombosis, etc.) which may matter in the pathogen-
esis of impairments of the cerebral hemodynamics with the overlapping of bones.

Other authors specifically emphasize other factors. Thus, Schwartz [14] suggests 
that after rupture of amniotic fluid sac and amniorrhea, the head is subjected to 
atmospheric pressure which is lower than the intrauterine pressure causing “vacuum 
atmospheric effect” which results in venous congestion and hemorrhages in the 
head skin and tissues as well as in the cerebral tissues. The venous drain is primarily 
impaired in the vein of Galen resulting in blood stasis and thrombosis. This concep-
tion had its followers; however, a number of authors argued against it. For example, 
Naujoks [15] speculates that it is unlikely that decreased atmospheric pressure 
extends via tissues of the head and bones of the skullcap to the brain matter. Muller 
[6] also suggests that decreased pressure including that created with the application 
of the cup of a vacuum extractor may cause the injury of head tissues, but it never 
goes inside the skull, since the bones prevent the transfer of negative pressure into 
the brain and protect it from the cavitation effect. In addition, the author refers to 
frequent appearance of intracranial hemorrhages with pelvic presentations, when 
the head does not experience any negative atmospheric pressure in the parturient 
canal. It is considered that the vacuum extractor abruptly breaks the intracranial 
venous circulation, leads to blockage of blood flow in the upper sagittal sinus, 
Galen’s vein and even to the phenomenon of reverse blood flow [16]. However, in 
consideration of the mentioned above, it is unlikely that these impairments are con-
nected to the “vacuum effect” acting on the fetal head.

Finding expressed venous congestion of the periventricular regions of the lateral 
cerebral ventricles, from where blood drains to the system of vena magna cerebri, in 
dead fetuses and infants, particularly in premature infants, some authors emphasize 
that it is the failure of this vein that is very important in its genesis. Schwartz [14] 
frequently found thrombosis of the vein of Galen, although other investigators do 
not suggest any similar data. Apparently, this is due to the overdiagnosis of throm-
bosis, because the author analyzed the cranial contents only after preliminary 
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fixation of brain together with cranial bones, and this surely could complicate the 
differential diagnosis of blood clot fixed in formalin with thrombus (in the vein of 
Galen). Danelia and Zirakadze [17] suggest that the vein of Galen is relatively nar-
row in human fetuses and does not ensure blood drain under conditions of conges-
tion appearing with the compression of a head in the course of birth labor and 
movement through the bone pelvis. This relatively narrowness of the vein of Galen 
appears in the human ontogenesis as a result of intensive development of cerebral 
hemispheres. Essbach [18] speculates that in the process of head configuration, the 
compression of the direct sinus takes place. Schmidt [19] explains the reason for the 
congestion in the system of the vein of Galen by the compression of internal cere-
bral veins by cruses of fornix in the regions where they bend over the thalamuses. 
He thinks that compression takes place in the process of delivery, predominantly in 
premature infants, the brain of which has high flexibility and easily displaces in the 
fronto-occipital direction. As a result, congestion leads to clots originated in 
branches of internal cerebral veins, and hemorrhages and lesions of malacia appear 
in the brain matter. Some authors argued against this conception [20, 21] who 
deemed that it is unlikely that the compression of internal cerebral veins by the 
fornix in the process of delivery resulted from insufficiently developed hippocam-
pus in premature infants. In addition, based on such conception, it is impossible to 
explain cases of hemorrhages and “malacia” in neonates born through Cesarean 
section with the head which did not experience any mechanical impacts acting in 
the process of delivery (vaginal).

It seems that different forms of cerebrovascular disturbances are unlikely to 
be explained by venous drain failure through the vein of Galen. Firstly, there is 
data that the main mass (approximately 2/3) of venous blood drains into the 
superficial venous network [22]. Secondly, there are close interactions between 
the system of drain through the vein of Galen and other venous systems. Thus, 
the blood from deep cerebral veins may easily drain into superficial venous net-
work by Schlesinger’s veins (Fig.  6.13). The experimental studies involving 
puppies and adult dogs into the exclusion of the vein of Galen [23, 24] allowed 
to identify a number of adjacent areas of venous drain preventing the brain from 
significant injuries.

Thirdly, there are other mechanisms of disturbance of venous outflow (compres-
sion of the sinuses, veins, venous stasis due to lung disease, heart failure, and so on), 
which should not be neglected. For example, Watson’s studies [25] involving 60 
infants showed that head rotation sideward for 45° and more resulted in the com-
pression of the middle part of the internal jugular vein from the ipsilateral side, and 
rotation of approximately 90° resulted in complete closing of the vein. This mecha-
nism, in our opinion, may take place in delivery (with internal rotation of the head). 
Kestner [26] emphasizes the importance of the compression of the fetal neck by 
walls of parturient canal (and also by umbilical cord with the loop of cord around a 
neck) in the process of delivery for cerebrovascular disturbances. It is clear that this 
may be accompanied by compressing of cervical veins.
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The following dependence can be traced in the study on the brain of twins: the 
more expressed venous congestion of superficial cerebral veins commonly combines 
(correlates) with more significant congestion of periventricular portions of the white 
matter of cerebral hemispheres, which represent the regions of venous drain in the 
deep cerebral veins. The comparable analysis of the two cerebral hemispheres may 
also reflect registered dependence: a greater congestion of periventricular parts of the 
white matter is determined in the hemisphere with greater congestion of superficial 
cerebral veins. These observations indicate a close relationship of internal and exter-
nal systems of venous blood drain from fetal and infant brain and also show the 
important role of system factors in the appearance of venous congestion (compres-
sion of sinuses and cerebral major veins and cervical veins, increase of central venous 
pressure in case of cardiac failure and pulmonary abnormality, etc.). The pathogen-
esis of epidural hemorrhages into the spinal canal is connected with venous conges-
tion as well (see below). A study on dead twins showed that more expressed 
circulatory disturbances in the epidural tissue of the spinal canal corresponded to 
more expressed venous congestion in cerebral veins (Figs. 6.14, 6.15, and 6.16).

Fig. 6.13 The vein in 
infants with venous 
congestion in the white 
matter of brain which runs 
perpendicularly to the 
ependyma and connects 
subependymal and cortical 
cerebral areas 
(Schlesinger’s vein) H&E. 
×140
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Fig. 6.15 Brain of the above twins. On the left side: more expressed venous congestion of meninx 
vasculosa and SAH in the gyri of the occipital region

Fig. 6.14 Cranial bones in twins: on the left side: the first neonate from twins with cephalic presenta-
tion and the mass of 1600 g, lived for 18 h (periosteal blood congestion in parieto-occipital region, 
expressed subperiosteal hemorrhages, punctate hemorrhages in the region of the anterior fontanel), on 
the right side: the second neonate from the twins with pelvic presentation and the mass of 1550 g, lived 
for 11 h (periosteal blood congestion is diffuse, less expressed displacements of bones, no hemor-
rhages in the region of the anterior fontanel). Arrows indicate the directions of displacements of bones
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Fig. 6.16 There are more pronounced circulatory disturbances in the epidural space with hemor-
rhages into the epidural tissue in a neonate with the more expressed area of periosteal blood con-
gestion (on the left side) and greater degree of head configuration

6.7  Head Configuration and Circulation of Liquor

The mechanism of formation of spinal fluid (liquor) by choroid plexuses of cerebral 
ventricles and absorption by arachnoidal granulations located in the superior sagit-
tal sinus is well-known. It is considered that 30–40% of the liquor from subarach-
noidal space gets into the venous blood in this manner. This mechanism was 
discovered back in the eighteenth century and proven by multiple studies on the 
brain of adult humans and primates.

My own morphologic studies of meninges, cerebral vessels, and skull of dead 
neonates and infants of the first 6 months of life showed that this mechanism of 
liquor absorption was impossible in them, since arachnoidal granulations are absent 
in infants of this age group, i.e., there was no morphologic basis for the functioning 
of the described mechanism.

Unfortunately, the above mechanism, including even the schemes, relating to adult 
brain is given in the current homeland works of some leading specialists in pediatric 
neurology [27–29] with the description of hypoxic-ischemic and hypoxic- traumatic 
encephalopathies observed in neonates and the explanation of the pathogenesis of 
“aresorptive hydrocephalus.” It has been noted that in case of subarachnoidal hemor-
rhages and other abnormalities, the arachnoidal granulations become obstructed with 
wastes, debris, and proteins, and thereby the liquor drain impairs, and hydrocephaly 
forms. How can the granulations which do not exist yet “become obstructed?” In the 
book on perinatal neurology [27] containing the description of development of CNS 
in the second trimester of pregnancy, there is the picture of cerebral meninges of an 
adult with arachnoidal granulations which are absent in fetuses and neonates.
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The peculiarity of neonate brain is that its morphology continues to reflect all adjust-
ments which were created in the process of evolution for normal delivery, primarily, for 
the birth of the head and the prevention of birth injuries. One of the adjustments is brain 
flexibility, the ability to change its shape and ability to move (slide) under dura mater 
in the process of head configuration. Another adjustment is the presence of bridging 
veins (up to 2.5 cm) which end in the superior sagittal sinus (Fig. 6.17) and which are 
absent in this form in adults; they allow brain to move within a limited range under the 
skullcap without unfavorable consequences (ruptures of veins and hemorrhages). The 
brain of neonates is capable of slipping with head configuration along the cerebral falx 
and superior sagittal sinus. With the presence of arachnoidal granulations coming out 
of the arachnoid membrane, the brain would be fixed to the sinus.

The arachnoid membrane in adults and older children is tightly fixed to the dura 
mater (pachymeninx); the pacchionian granulations originate due to the ingrowth of 
arachnoid villi into the dura mater and sinuses. There are no such connections 
between dura mater and arachnoidal membrane in neonates; on the contrary, there 
is a certain space which contains an insignificant amount of subdural fluid (subdural 
effusion) which composition is different from that of the liquor. Therefore, as com-
pared to adults, they have no liquor drain at the pacchionian granulations. It is 
absurd to try to explain the development of hydrocephaly due to the impairment of 
liquor absorption through arachnoid villi of the superior sagittal sinus which have 
not formed yet. Moreover, if the fetus had such arachnoid villi in the process of 
delivery as adults do, the possibility of the displacement of brain mass with head 
configuration would be eliminated. Brain movement would lead to ruptures of villi.

The specialists in neuro-visualization methods of examination register normal 
presence of subdural space and development of subdural effusions with meningitis 
in infants of several months old. With appearance of arachnoid villi and pacchionian 
granulations, this would be unlikely.

As the brain and skull grow, the bridging veins shorten and disappear; the arach-
noid membrane gradually gets closer to the dura mater; subdural space disappears; 
arachnoidal granulations are formed, which penetrate into the superior sagittal 
sinus; and the liquor begins to drain into the venous blood of sinuses. The arachnoi-
dal granulations begin to form at months 5–7 after birth; they acquire structure typi-
cal of an adult only at the age of 2 years. Until these structural changes happen, one 

a b

Fig. 6.17 Bridging veins ending in the superior sagittal sinus (arrows). (a) In premature neonate; 
(b) in infant 4.5 months old
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should not speak about the given mechanism of liquor drain, particularly in neo-
nates with hypoxic-ischemic and posttraumatic cerebral injuries, and to explain the 
development of hydrocephaly based on this. The liquor drain in fetuses and neo-
nates is made through subdural space, through the perineural space of olfactory 
nerves and further into the lymph capillaries of mucus membrane of the nasal cav-
ity, through the perineural spaces of other cranial nerves, probably through the sub-
arachnoidal space of spinal cord directly to the veins of subarachnoidal space of the 
cerebral hemispheres, through ventricular ependyma and other ways.

In the studies of the arachnoid membrane in the newborns papillae of various 
sizes are found, which can be called primitive villi directed toward the subdural 
space (Fig. 6.18). Apparently, these are the lesions of arachnoid membrane which 
play a certain role in the liquorocirculation and formation of subdural effusion.

Thus, the absorption of liquor by arachnoidal granulations in neonates is a mis-
conception which comes from the insufficient knowledge of cerebral morphology, 
meninges, and liquor circulation in neonates.

The presented data indicate the importance of the morphological studies on 
infant brain and the study on morphology of its development. The deficiency of 
these studies in the homeland science is doubtless. Pathomorphology frequently 
goes behind the rapidly developing clinical presentation. The development of peri-
natal nosology of cerebral injuries is impossible without morphology. The main 
forms of cerebral injuries are identified, and the clinico-morphological classifica-
tions are developed on the basis of morphology.

In fetuses, the liquor circulation and venous blood drain into the sinuses are 
adjusted to the process of delivery, for the displacements of bones of skullcap and 
movements of cerebral mass. The fetus kind of “prepares” to the process of normal 
delivery in the process of embryofetal development. The subdural effusion originates 
(fluid under dura mater), which contributes to the displacements of brain in delivery. 
Before delivery the head begins to configure. Surely, abnormal head configuration in 
delivery leads to exhaustion of these adaptation mechanisms, impairments of liquor 
drain, venous blood, increase of intracranial pressure, ruptures of bridging veins, 
hemorrhages, etc. After birth of an infant, these adaptation mechanisms appear to be 
unnecessary, gradually disappear, and are replaced by others.

a b

Fig. 6.18 The primitive villi of arachnoid membrane directed to the side of subdural space 
(arrows) in a mature neonate lived for 36 h. (a) Long villus; (b) short villus. H&E. ×140
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7Extracranial and Intracranial Birth 
Injuries. Fractures of a Skull

Abstract
The main birth traumatic injuries of the skull and brain are described: caput suc-
cedaneum, subaponeurotic (subgaleal) hemorrhage, region of periosteal conges-
tion of the skullcap, cephalhematoma, fractures of the skull bones, epidural 
hemorrhage, injuries of the cerebellar tentorium, injuries of the falx, bridging 
veins, and compression of the skull and brain. It is the detection of these lesions 
that is the basis for diagnosing the birth trauma of the skull and brain. The chap-
ter describes in detail the law, first discovered by the author, between the location 
of the region of periosteal blood congestion (RPC) and the localization of 
Tentorium cerebelli (TC) laceration. The author explains why lesions of TC 
occur more often in his left half. A detailed morphological classification of TC 
injuries is given. The chapter focuses on signs of compression of the brain, which 
are often not detected.

Keywords
Tentorium cerebelli (cerebellar tentorium) · Caput succedaneum · Subaponeurotic 
(subgaleal) hemorrhage · Region of periosteal congestion of the skullcap · 
Cephalhematoma · Fractures of the skull bones · Epidural hemorrhage · Falx · 
Bridging veins · Compression of the skull and brain

The diagnosing of a birth injuries includes a mandatory observation of two compo-
nents as follows: (1) signs of mechanical damage and (2) associated circulatory dis-
turbances. If any intracranial hemorrhage is detected and its cause of a mechanical 
nature is not found, there are no sufficient grounds for diagnosing the birth injury of 
the skull. Therefore, first, we shall outline the main pathological processes that take 
place in the skull, its derivatives, and the brain in the case of a birth injury, i.e., caused 
by mechanical forces. These birth traumatic injuries are usually divided into extra-
cranial, intracranial, and skull fractures [1]. The extracranial fractures usually include 
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a caput succedaneum, subaponeurotic hemorrhage, and cephalhematoma. In addi-
tion, I distinguish one more injury which is the region of periosteal blood congestion 
(RPC). Intracranial birth traumatic injuries, some authors attribute various hemor-
rhages, but forget such important as the TC ruptures [1]. Here, hemorrhages are con-
sidered in a separate chapter because they can’t be obligatorily associated with a 
birth injury; many of them are of hypoxic, infectious, and other nature.

7.1  Caput Succedaneum

Caput succedaneum is an edema of the soft tissues of the head with hemorrhages 
taking place in the presenting part of the head during delivery. Caput succedaneum 
is located below the belt of apposition in the parturient canal and results from the 
disturbances of blood outflow from the head tissues leading to exudation and peri-
vascular hemorrhages. It occurs after the bursting of waters in a living fetus. It is of 
a tremelloid or doughy consistency and has a yellowish, reddish, or dark red color 
(depending on the number of hemorrhages) in the incision (Fig. 7.1). Most com-
monly, caput succedaneum is located in the occipitoparietal area. In the first posi-
tion, caput succedaneum is most commonly located in the region of the right parietal 
ridge or the right parietal bone [2, 3], and in the second position, it is most com-
monly located in the region of the left parietal ridge (or the left parietal bone). This 
is due to a more frequent anterior (Nagele’s) asynclitism, when the interparietal 
suture is displaced toward the promontory.

The head takes a dolichocephalic shape in case of the occipital presentation. 
With the breech presentation, such changes (edema and hemorrhages) occur in the 
region of the breech, scrotum, and labia. With the anterior asynclitism, caput 
 succedaneum is displaced toward the frontal bone, while the head takes a brachy-
cephalic shape. With the face presentations, edema and hemorrhages are located 

a b

Fig. 7.1 Caput succedaneum. (a) Inside view of caput succedaneum after the separation of soft 
tissues of the head from the periosteum in a neonate lived for 3 days. Edema and hemorrhages into 
tissues, congestion. (b) Caput succedaneum in frontoparietal region has a jelly appearance
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on the face, namely, in the region of the forehead, nose, lips, eyebrows, and 
cheeks. A microscopic examination reveals edema and various hemorrhages.

Caput succedaneum has no clear borders and crosses sutures and fontanels. In 
pelvic examinations, it is sometimes mistaken for a fetal bladder (a reliable differ-
ential diagnostic criterion is the presence of hair). The longer is the rupture to deliv-
ery interval, the more expressed is caput succedaneum. Caput succedaneum is more 
frequently observed in fetuses and neonates from primiparas, in prolonged labor 
and long crowning. A small caput succedaneum is reabsorbed within 1–3 days. A 
large caput succedaneum can be infected with E. coli [4].

Stillborn macerated fetuses are also diagnosed with the “tumor” with edema and 
hemorrhages in soft tissues in the region of the skullcap, which simulates “caput 
succedaneum.” However, it occurs postmortem by the mechanism of formation of 
livores mortis. As compared to caput succedaneum which occurs in delivery, this 
postmortem tumor is not clearly localized and not accompanied by serious hemor-
rhages and periosteal congestion with periosteum hemorrhages (Fig. 7.2).

7.2  Subaponeurotic (Subgaleal) Hemorrhage

This hemorrhage occurs as a result of bleeding into the epicranial aponeurosis (Sect. 
7.3). It is observed in case of significant circulatory disorders in the area of caput 
succedaneum with the formation of a hematoma which may increase and gather 
matter after delivery. The veins between the periosteum and the aponeurosis and the 
vessels of the subcutaneous tissue are the sources of the hemorrhage. Also, there are 
cases when the subcutaneous tissue is significantly suffused with blood and an 
expressed edema occurs; these are often observed when using a vacuum extractor. 
Small hematomas can be observed in the suffused tissues. These changes can be 
called “subaponeurotic hemorrhage of a hemorrhagic suffusion type” or “caput suc-
cedaneum with an expressed hemorrhagic suffusion”; however, we prefer the first 

Fig. 7.2 Tumor 
unrelated to delivery in 
the frontoparietal region 
of a macerated fetus with 
antenatal death

7.2  Subaponeurotic (Subgaleal) Hemorrhage
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term. However, when considering subaponeurotic hemorrhage, it is assumed that 
there is a hematoma. Unlike a cephalhematoma, this hemorrhage is not located 
under the periosteum and is not limited to one bone (Fig. 7.3).

Most cases of subaponeurotic hemorrhage (90%) are associated with vacuum 
extraction [1, 5]. These hemorrhages occur in 4–10,000 spontaneous deliveries and 
in 59–10,000 vacuum extraction deliveries [6]. Hematogenic shock, anemia, sec-
ondary coagulopathy, and hyperbilirubinemia may be observed in neonates with 
hemorrhages under consideration [5].

Minor subaponeurotic hemorrhages reabsorb within a few weeks. However, in 
case of major hemorrhages, surgical treatment is required due to a high risk of infec-
tion and frequent damage to the scalp.

7.3  Region of Periosteal Congestion of the Skullcap

Normally three types of epicranial traumatic injuries are distinguished: caput suc-
cedaneum, subaponeurotic hemorrhage, and cephalhematoma. I distinguish one 
more type of injury – the region of skullcap periosteal blood congestion (RPC). The 
RPC is an area of expressed congestion of cranial bone periosteum, often with punc-
tate and macular hemorrhages, frequently having clear boundaries (in mature 
infants), usually shifting to the right or left parietal bone and indicating the fitting of 
the head and its point on the pelvis axis in the mother’s parturient canal (Fig. 7.4).

For the first time, I described this anatomical phenomenon in 1985 [7]. The RPC 
occurs below the girdle of head’s contact in the parturient canal. The head’s point on 
the pelvis axis is in the center of the RPC, and it is usually shifted to the right or to 
the left from the sagittal suture, indicating asynclitic head fitting (physiologic 

a b

Fig. 7.3 A subaponeurotic hemorrhage; the transverse incision of cranial soft tissues. (a) In com-
bination with a skull bone linear fracture (arrows). (b) After vacuum extraction of the fetus
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asynclitism is observed, as a rule). At the first position, the RPC is more often 
shifted to the right of the sagittal suture, and at the second position, it is shifted to 
the left. This is because anterior asynclitism, when the right parietal bone presents 
and goes first and the posterior one temporarily stays on the promontory, occurs 
more frequently. The RPC can be of different intensity, it can be without macro-
scopically visible hemorrhages, it may be combined with punctate hemorrhages 
only, and it may include large macular hemorrhages and even small cephalhemato-
mas (Fig. 7.4).

A microscopic examination reveals plethoric vessels, thin-walled veins, edema, 
and perivascular hemorrhages in the periosteum. Occasionally, these hemorrhages 
create large blood pools above the periosteum. Enlarged veins, which carry blood 
from subperiosteal veins to epidural veins, can be seen in the bone (Fig. 7.5).

a b

Fig. 7.4 The RPC in the skullcap region in neonates (edges are marked by arrows). (a) There is a 
small cephalhematoma on the periphery of the RPC and an additional fontanel along the sagittal 
suture. (b) The RPC is shifted to the right parietal bone

a b c

Fig. 7.5 Histological sections of the parietal bone with the periosteum in the RPC. (a) Enlarged 
plethoric subperiosteal vessels with perivascular hemorrhages (arrow). (b) Fine-focal subperios-
teal hemorrhage. (c) Large parietal bone veins in the RPC. H&E .×80
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7.4  Cephalhematoma

A cephalhematoma is a hemorrhage under the cranial bone periosteum. It corre-
sponds to the RPC and localization of the birth tumor. It occurs in case of significant 
circulatory disorders in the periosteum and bone fractures (fissures). It is wrong to 
assume that the cephalhematoma occurs as a result of skin displacements along with 
the periosteum since the periosteum is unable to displace. Hemorrhages occur under 
the periosteum, which as a result of their expansion cause the detachment of the 
periosteum.

There is evidence that the cephalhematoma occurs in 1–2% of infants born 
through “normal labor” [1]. I found the cephalhematoma [8] in 4.9% of dead infants 
with spontaneous delivery and head presentation, in 3.4% of fetuses and neonates 
with pelvic presentation, and in 31.7% of dead fetuses and neonates with forceps 
and vacuum extraction. In live-born neonates, cephalhematomas occur with the fre-
quency of 0.5–1.8% and more often in mature boys. Most often they occur with 
rapid birth and in primiparas (seven times more often than in the multiparas). 
Forceps have no significant impact on the occurrence of cephalhematomas.

The cephalhematoma may be focal in the form of subperiosteal elevations of 
various sizes or general, capturing one cranial bone (normally a parietal one) and 
not going over the suture line (Fig. 7.6). There are cases of combinations of several 
cephalhematomas in one infant, for example, a general one on the right parietal 
bone and focal one on the left parietal bone or on the occipital bone. At the initial 
stage of development, the cephalhematoma causes only slight detachment of the 
periosteum within a small area, but subsequently, it expands and detaches the peri-
osteum over the entire bone area to the sutures (Figs. 7.4 and 7.7).

Those born in the first position often have a cephalhematoma on the right parietal 
bone, while those born in the second position more frequently have it on the left 
parietal bone [9]. This is explained by the fact that the right parietal bone presents 

a b

Fig. 7.6 (a) A cephalhematoma of the right parietal bone in the neonate. (b) The same cephalhe-
matoma after the detachment of cranial soft tissues
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in the first position and with anterior (most frequent) asynclitism, and in the second 
position and with anterior asynclitism, the left bone presents, where venous conges-
tion develops and hemorrhages occur. The presented data prove the impact of 
venous congestion on the occurrence of cephalhematomas. It appears that cephalhe-
matomas occur on the site of the RPC (see below) with the significant manifestation 
of these pathological changes when minor subperiosteal hemorrhages merge and 
cause the detachment of the periosteum.

A cephalhematoma may appear and be detected within a few hours and days 
after the birth or enlarge due to the slow accumulation of bleeding under the perios-
teum. In the first days after the occurrence, the blood under the periosteum is liquid, 
and the cephalhematoma has dense consistency, but sometimes it can fluctuate. It is 
limited by the splenium on its circumference. However, the cephalhematoma is 

a b

c d

Fig. 7.7 Cephalhematomas. (a) Cephalhematoma in the region of the left parietal and frontal bones 
at the initial stage of development. (b, c) Cephalhematomas of the right and left parietal (arrow) 
bones in the neonate, who lived for 16 days. (d) Ossified cephalhematoma in an infant of 5 months
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covered with a birth tumor, and it is often not diagnosed in the first days of life. It 
becomes noticeable after 1–2 days as the birth tumor resolves and the cephalhema-
toma expands. Subsequently, the blood slowly reabsorbs, clots, and gets organized. 
At the age of 10–20 days, the blood consistency in the hematoma becomes pulpy 
and tremelloid. The tissues around the hematoma acquire a yellowish color due to 
accumulations of hemosiderin. Calcium deposits along the edges of the cephalhe-
matoma forming a hard ridge. A small cephalhematoma reabsorbs within 
1.5–2 months; a large one (in the absence of treatment and suppuration) ossifies 
(Fig.  7.7). This causes skull deformation and asymmetry. Due to hemoglobin 
decomposition, some bilirubin enters the blood, which would result in jaundice or 
prolong the physiologic jaundice of neonates (it can last more than 10  days). A 
cephalhematoma infection is possible causing suppuration, meningitis develop-
ment, sinus thrombosis, and cerebellar hemorrhages [5, 10].

7.5  Fractures of the Skull Bones

Skullcap bone fractures are rare today. This is primarily due to frequent deliveries 
by a Cesarean section. They are found in 1.7% of dead fetuses and neonates born 
with pelvic presentations through a Cesarean section and in 7.3% of fetuses and 
neonates delivered with the aid of forceps and vacuum extraction [8]. There are (1) 
depressed fractures (Figs.  7.8 and 7.9) or “ping-pong” fractures and (2) fissures 
(true or linear fractures) normally in parietal bones (Figs. 7.3 and 7.10). Fractures 
can be diagnosed during neurosonography.

Depressed fractures (Figs. 7.8 and 7.9) are more often observed with pelvic pre-
sentations, application of forceps, and complicated deliveries but can also be 
detected with normal spontaneous deliveries and after the Cesarean section. Such 
fractures are called “spontaneous ‘ping-pong’ fractures,” detected in 22 infants 
within the last 22 years [11]. They can be caused by prolonged intrauterine pressure 

Fig. 7.8 A depressed fracture of the parietal bone in the intranatally dead fetus. On the right – 
after removal of the soft tissues of the head
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on the skull by osseous structures such as the fifth lumbar vertebra, sacropromon-
tory, symphysis, and ischium or due to the asymmetry and contracture of the pelvis 
or uterine fibroid pressure. Depressed fractures are rarely accompanied by clinical 
manifestations; they tend to spontaneously reposition or get reconstructed. However, 
they can be associated with damage to the tentorium, subdural hemorrhages, and 
neurological development disorders.

In case of linear fractures, fissure lines are usually located radially along the 
skullcap (Figs. 7.3 and 7.10), which means they are perpendicular to the interpari-
etal, coronal (in case of frontal bone fissures), and lambdoid (in case of occipital 
bone fissures) sutures. Similar “perpendicular” fissures (Fig. 7.10) are also found 

a b

Fig. 7.9 Depressed fractures. (a) In the right parietal bone, the right parietal bone is overlapping 
with the frontal bone in the intranatally dead 3400  g fetus with a breech presentation. (b) A 
depressed fracture of the frontal bone on the right in the intranatally dead 5450 g fetus

Fig. 7.10 Fractures of the right parietal bone in the form of fissures running perpendicular to the 
interparietal suture (arrows), found in the neonate, who fell from the fifth floor
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when hitting an infant’s head (forensic cases). However, in such observations, other 
types of skull fractures occur, including fissures not perpendicular to the sutures.

Separation (abruption) of the squama occipitalis from the skull base is extremely 
rare [8]. This birth injury is fatal, as it is accompanied by ruptures of the direct sinus, 
veins, and tentorium, crushing of the cerebellum tissue, and other injuries. In case 
of pelvic end tractions, the squama occipitalis of the head fixed in the pelvis is held 
behind the pubic symphysis and detaches from the basalis part at the level of the 
suture that existed in the embryonic period.

There is also occipital osteodiastasis [12], which occurs in labor with pelvic 
presentations. It is characterized by the appearance of stretches and ruptures between 
the squama occipitalis and lateral parts of the occipital bone. The squama occipitalis 
becomes very flexible, it easily bends to the base, and macular hemorrhages occur 
under the periosteum (Fig. 7.11). The suture, which existed at the early stage of 
embryonic development, becomes visible. If the injury is obvious and in case of a 
periosteal rupture, the occipital sinus can also be ruptured. All bone fractures may 
be associated with ruptures of sutures and sinuses.

There are cases of bone fractures in the maxillofacial area, primarily lower jaw bone 
fractures [13], which cause micrognathia, osteoarthritis deformans, occlusion distur-
bances, etc. The use of obstetric forceps (65.9%), and often with incorrect (asymmetric) 
application of the blades, has a significant impact on the pathogenesis of these fractures. 
An incomplete grasp of the head with the blades of the forceps results in a subperiosteal 
lower jaw fracture in the region of the angle and branch (as well as in hemorrhage into 
the surrounding tissues) corresponding to the end portion of the blade.

7.6  Epidural Hemorrhage

This hemorrhage or hematoma is pretty uncommon; it mainly occurs due to skull 
fractures (fissures) and in case of congenital anomalies of the skull (Fig. 7.12). It is 
caused by damage to the vessels of pachymeninx, more often to the epidural veins. 
Blood accumulates between the dura mater and the inner surface of the cranial bones.

Fig. 7.11 Occipital 
osteodiastasis (shown 
with arrows) without a 
periosteal rupture in the 
neonate with a birth 
injury: separation of the 
squama occipitalis with 
the formation of a band 
with periosteum 
hemorrhages. View of the 
skull base and posterior 
cranial fossa, the brain is 
removed
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However, we can often observe punctate and macular hemorrhages (Fig. 7.12), 
which are not clinically manifested and usually disregarded by pathologists. 
Figure 7.13 shows the inner surfaces of parietal bones on the right: you can see 
blood clots caused by a subdural hemorrhage on the left parietal bone and expressed 
epidural venous congestion veins with punctate hemorrhages. It is necessary to 
examine the dura mater, intimately connected with the skullcap bones, that is, to 
examine the cranial bones from the inside. This should be done for a general assess-
ment of blood circulation in the skull and venous congestion in the process of 
 delivery. In case of disturbances of the blood outflow into the sinuses with the head 
fitting from the area of periosteal blood congestion, the blood circulation through 
the epidural venous network of the skull increases. A regularity is observed: a more 
expressed epidural venous congestion – epidural congestion – is determined on the 
side with the more expressed periosteal congestion (Figs. 7.13 and 7.14). Macular 
hemorrhages (Fig. 7.12) can be found along the sagittal suture, indicating impaired 
venous drain in the superior sagittal sinus and the epidural veins during the delivery. 
In some cases, we could see that these hemorrhages localized mainly to the level of 
the overlapping of parietal bones over the occipital bone, which confirmed the sig-
nificance of bone overlappings at the lambdoid suture in the genesis of the distur-
bances of blood outflow in the superior sagittal sinus. The severity of circulatory 
disturbances (hemorrhages and venous congestion) correlates with the degree of 
venous congestion in the brain.

Epidural hematomas are accompanied by expressed depression of conscious-
ness, seizures, hemiparesis, and other clinical symptoms. The hematoma appears as 
a biconvex lens during CT scanning. Surgical treatment: craniotomy with removal 
of the hematoma and anchoring of the dura mater to the aponeurosis. In fractures, 
hematomas can also be removed by puncturing.

a b

Fig. 7.12 (a) Epidural hemorrhage associated with abnormal skull ossification (the bones look 
like thin soft plates). The figure shows the hemorrhage after removal of the parietal bone. (b) 
Skullcap bones on the inside: visible hemorrhages along the edges of the superior sagittal sinus, 
punctate hemorrhages into the dura mater, and epidural venous engorgement
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7.7  Tentorium Cerebelli Damages: Regularities, 
Classification, Pathogenesis

In recent decades, research works on birth injury have given little attention to the 
cerebellar tentorium. At the same time, my data show that the tentorium cerebelli 
(TC) is a central element or mirror of a birth injury. Changes of the cerebellar 

a b

Fig. 7.13 Skullcap bones. (a) An expressed epidural venous congestion on the side of the dis-
placement of the RPC (more on the right than on the left) in a neonate with a mass of 2550 g, who 
lived for 7 h. (b) Left-sided subdural hemorrhage; the dissected bones are inverted

a b

Fig. 7.14 Skullcap bones. (a) The RPC is shifted to the right parietal bone. (b) The epidural con-
gestion is more expressed on the inner surface of the right parietal bone
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tentorium may indicate the intensity of the traumatic factor, the head configuration, 
and even the presentation. The cerebellar tentorium is only injured in case of com-
pression of a head and may prove a birth injury.

Tentorium cerebelli (synonym: cerebellar tentorium) is a duplication of the 
dura mater, passing from the top to the falx and from behind to the inner surface 
of the occipital bone. With the head configuration in the mother’s parturient canal 
and compressions of the head in any plane, the falx and TC always stretch. Since 
the falx is much stronger than the tentorium, with increasing compression of the 
head and an increase in its configuration, the TC, which can be considered a 
“locus minoris resistentiae” in the birth injury of the skull, is the first to rupture. 
Thus, the physiological head configuration becomes excessive (abnormal) when 
the cerebellar tentorium overstretches and begins to rupture. Secondly, bridging 
veins and their branches, the falx, and other structures would rupture, too. That is 
why TC damage can be considered as the primary marker of birth trauma. No 
hemorrhages and ruptures can occur in it without mechanical impacts. When 
hyperextension TC it arise intradural hemorrhage, but if hyperextension force 
exceeds the strength of the tentorium begins to tear. This leads to subdural hemor-
rhages, which can lead to death.

Collagen fibers of the superior and inferior folia are located in different planes 
intersecting along the anterior border (Fig. 7.15). With overstretching of the tento-
rium, a rupture begins at the border, where the fibers of its superior and inferior folia 
intersect and the separation of the superior folium from the inferior one occurs, that 
is, a surface rupture. Where the folia displace, and capillaries and arterioles are 
ruptured, intradural hemorrhages (punctate and macular) occur. With the prolonged 
stretching of the tentorium, the blood outflow is disturbed, which also leads to intra-
dural hemorrhages. The above can be the only traumatic injuries without any conse-
quences for an infant.

Further stretching of the tentorium normally causes a rupture of the superior 
folium along the anterior border, then the other folium is ruptured (or both folia 
rupture simultaneously), and the rupture is shaped like an angle (Fig. 7.15, shown 
with an arrow). The risk of subdural hemorrhage increases significantly. Clinical 

a b

Fig. 7.15 The TC of two neonates, dissected from the cranial bones; the cerebral falx is dissected 
away; the anterior border is below. (a) The TC with a left-sided rupture (separation) of the superior 
folium (arrow); macular hemorrhage on both sides. (b) A complete left-sided marginal separation 
of the blood-permeated TC (arrow)
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consequences depend on the size of the ruptures that affect the rate and amount of 
bleeding.

Classification. There are two types of injuries to the TC: (1) hemorrhages (punc-
tate, macular (Fig. 7.16), total suffusion (Fig. 7.17)), called “intradural,” and (2) 
tears (ruptures). Hemorrhages into the cerebellar tentorium can be unilateral, bilat-
eral, and of various sizes and shapes.

a b

Fig. 7.16 (a) A bilateral intradural hemorrhage into the cerebellar tentorium in a neonate; the 
larger hemorrhage is in the right half (arrow) of the cerebellar tentorium. The skullcap and cerebral 
hemispheres are removed. The intersected brainstem is in the center. (b) A cerebellar tentorium 
without hemorrhages and ruptures (for comparison)

Fig. 7.17 Blood 
imbibition of the 
cerebellar tentorium, 
predominantly in the left 
half
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Tears of the TC vary significantly in degree, size, shape, and other parameters 
(Figs. 7.15 and 7.18). They can be classified as follows:

 (a) Depending on the affected side, the ruptures of the cerebellar tentorium differ-
entiate into (1) unilateral or predominantly unilateral and (2) bilateral.

 (b) According to the topography, they can be (1) marginal (predominately) and (2) 
central (in case of a complete separation, they are called perforated).

 (c) Depending on the degree of injury, they can be (1) partial (rupture or separation 
of one, typically the superior folium of the TC) and (2) complete (two folia are 
ruptured).

Frequency. A tear of TC often causes subdural hemorrhage, but it may not be 
accompanied by bleeding into the subdural space (typically in premature infants). A 
tentorium rupture is the most common injury, accounting for 90–93% of all fatal 
birth injuries. According to the data of different authors, the frequency of ruptures 
varies from 12.2% to 35% [14–16]. The frequency of hemorrhages into the tento-
rium ranges from 19.8% [16] to 25.3% [14]. Our data showed tentorium ruptures 
with spontaneous delivery and head presentation in 16.3% of cases, with pelvic 
presentations in 55.2% of cases and with delivery interventions in 53.7% of cases. 
With the head presentation, unilateral ruptures predominate (69.2%), and they are 
more common in the left half of the tentorium [7, 8].

Pathogenesis. Most authors associate the mechanism of tentorium injuries with 
the biomechanism of labor, head configuration, and the impact of mechanical forces. 
They note, however, that with head compression in the frontal-occipital, bitemporal, 
and oblique directions, there is excessive stretching of the tentorium folia and the 
falx that may rupture. Nevertheless, some authors believe that acute and chronic 
hypoxia [15, 17], as well as purulent meningitis [18], have the most significant 
impact on the genesis of tentorium ruptures. According to Nebieridze [17], the 
strength and elasticity of the cerebellar tentorium are reduced as affected by chronic 
hypoxia, which allegedly plays a vital role in the genesis of its ruptures in 

a b c

Fig. 7.18 Tears of the TC. (a) A complete rupture of the left half of the cerebellar tentorium 
(arrow), separation of the superior folium of the TC on the right; left-sided supratentorial subdural 
hemorrhage in a mature neonate who lived for 52 h. (b) Traces of two ruptures of the superior 
folium of the left half of the TC (incomplete central rupture) in a 3-month-old infant, who died of 
generalized herpetic infection. (c) A bilateral rupture of the TC at the connection with the falx 
(arrows)
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uncomplicated births. This conclusion contradicts the data of Coutelle [14] showing 
that the strength of a damaged TC is similar to that of an unaffected tentorium. 
Furthermore, how can we talk about the elasticity and extensibility of the tentorium 
(according to Nebieridze [17], they decrease with increasing fetal weight), which 
practically has no such properties and contains no elastic fibers [19]. The dura mater 
(the tentorium is its duplication) is formed of dense connective tissue consisting 
mainly of collagen fibers, the primary property of which is to have a considerable 
tensile strength and withstand, without stretching, enormous stresses applied in the 
plane and in the direction of the fiber arrangement. Coutelle [14] took direct mea-
surements of the tentorium strength in 57 neonates and established a positive cor-
relation between this characteristic and the body length. Thus, the tentorium strength 
increases with increasing gestational age and the body weight and length corre-
sponding to it. However, the frequency of ruptures increases, too (see below). 
Therefore, it is not the tentorium strength that determines the mechanism of its 
trauma but the action of forces that increases together with the increasing size of the 
fetus.

We know that the frequency of birth injuries and tentorium ruptures depends on 
the presentation and fitting of the head: 4.1% of infants get trauma in case of a 
parietal presentation, 81.4% in case of pelvic presentations, 35.7% in case of a 
face fitting [20]. Ruptures of the cerebellar tentorium occur when there is a dis-
crepancy between the sizes of the fetus and mother’s pelvis. The reason for this 
discrepancy on the part of the mother may be a narrow pelvis, tumors, stiffness of 
the tissues of the birth canal, etc., and on the part of the fetus - large head sizes 
and a long length of the shoulders (in large fetuses and newborns, the frequency 
of birth trauma increases), hydrocephalus, malformations of the skull and bone 
system, etc. These reasons are known, clear, and taken into account in operative 
delivery. But why do the ruptures of the cerebellar tentorium occur in case of an 
occipital presentation and fetuses weighing less than 4000 g. This is where we 
have a reserve for reducing birth injuries. It is precisely in such instances that we 
need a deep understanding of the mechanisms of the ruptures of the cerebellar 
tentorium. It is these cases that raise questions both with the doctors and parents 
of a dead or injured infant.

I studied the tears of the TC in 118 cases (this figure does not include fetuses and 
neonates delivered through a Cesarean section). There were no subdural hemor-
rhages in 11.9% of those. During the study, I came to three conclusions. Firstly, in 
case of both cephalic and pelvic presentations, the frequency of ruptures of the 
cerebellar tentorium increases with the increasing mass of fetuses and neonates at 
birth. The exception is premature infants weighing 1000–1499 g, whose frequency 
of ruptures is higher than in the next group of premature infants of the second 
degree. Secondly, in case of pelvic presentation, the frequency of ruptures of the 
cerebellar tentorium in different groups is on average three times higher than in case 
of a cephalic presentation. Thirdly, the cephalic presentation prevails in unilateral 
ruptures, while the pelvic one in bilateral, and this difference is significant among 
mature fetuses and neonates.

When comparing the localization of the region of periosteal blood congestion 
(RPC) with cerebellar tentorium injuries, the following regularities were discovered 
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[8, 21]. It emerged that (the first regularity) in case of the central location of the 
RPC, bilateral uniform ruptures of the TC occur in 80% of infants. However, with 
an asymmetric location corresponding to the asynclitic head fitting unilateral rup-
tures or those predominant on one side are observed (89.3%, P < 0.01). There is 
also second regularity (law) established: in most cases, a unilateral (or the larger 
one if bilateral) rupture of the TC is on the side opposite to the region of displace-
ment of the RPC. For instance, with a right-sided displacement of the RPC, the 
rupture of the cerebellar tentorium together with subdural hemorrhage usually 
occurs on the left (Figs. 7.19 and 7.20).

a b

Fig. 7.19 (a) The RPC is shifted to the right parietal bone (removed skullcap bones). (b) A com-
plete rupture of the left half of the cerebellar tentorium (arrow) in the same neonate who lived 52 h

a b

Fig. 7.20 (a) Displacement of the RPC to the right parietal bone. (b) A separation the left half of 
the cerebellar tentorium in the same neonate
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Figure 7.21 presents the described regularity schematically.
The same regularity is also relevant for hemorrhages into the cerebellar tento-

rium [8, 22], which occur at its stretching. Stretching of the cerebellar tentorium 
folia impairs the venous drain. The influx of arterial blood under pressure causes the 
arterial bed engorgement, ruptured capillaries, and intradural hemorrhages. The 
longer the stretching of the cerebellar tentorium and the greater the force of this 
stretching is, the more significant the hemorrhages in it are. These hemorrhages are 
macular, typically along the border, where the stretching force is the greatest, but 
these macules later merge, and the cerebellar tentorium expands (swells) and is 
completely impregnated with blood. The hemorrhages into the cerebellar tentorium 
are not fatal, but they are markers (diagnostic signs, determinants) of the labor pro-
cess, fitting of the head and grade of head configuration. The same regularities 
applicable to the ruptures of the cerebellar tentorium that I discovered apply to 
hemorrhages. Specifically, a unilateral hemorrhage or the larger one in case of a 
bilateral hemorrhage into the cerebellar tentorium is on the side opposite to the 
displacement of the RPC (Fig. 7.22).

7.7.1  Asynclitism and Cerebellar Tentorium Injuries

Asynclitism is a position of the head with a cephalic presentation when it enters the 
lower pelvis with an inclination to the shoulder. In case of anterior asynclitism, the 
interparietal suture is displaced posteriorly to the axis pelvis plane, closer to the 
promontory; the anterior parietal bone descends first to the area of the brim, the 
head’s point on the pelvis axis is located on it. This is the anterior asynclitism 

a b c d e

Fig. 7.21 Schematic representation of the correlation between the location of the RPC (×) and 
localization of the cerebellar tentorium (lower part of the diagram). (a) The skull (at the top) and 
cerebellar tentorium (1) with the cerebral falx (2) before delivery. (b) Beginning of the head con-
figuration with overlapping of the parietal bones over the occipital and frontal bones. (c) The RPC 
is approximately in the center of the parieto-occipital region with a synclinic head fitting, a bilat-
eral uniform rupture of the cerebellar tentorium. (d) The RPC is shifted to the right parietal bone – 
a rupture of the cerebellar tentorium on the left. (e) The RPC is shifted to the left parietal bone – a 
rupture of the cerebellar tentorium on the right
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(Nagele’s obliquity). In case of posterior asynclitism, the interparietal suture is dis-
placed anteriorly to the axis pelvis plane, closer to the symphysis; the posterior 
parietal bone descends first to the area of the brim, the head’s point on the pelvis 
axis is located on it. This is the posterior asynclitism (Litzmann’s obliquity). It is 
known that the anterior asynclitism occurs more frequently than the posterior one, 
and the first position of the fetus is more common than the second [2, 3, 23]. In due 
consideration of these facts and the described finding of the correlation between the 
location of the area of periosteal blood congestion and localization of ruptures of the 
cerebellar tentorium, we can explain the well-known but obscure fact that left-hand 
ruptures of the cerebellar tentorium are predominant.

Since the first position in labor is much more common than the second (96% of 
all births [23]), and the anterior asynclitism is more frequent than the posterior one, 
the right parietal bone will present in the first position and with the anterior asynclit-
ism. And a birth tumor, an area of periosteal blood congestion, and cephalhemato-
mas will be detected in its region more often. There are some known data on the 
more frequent location of the birth tumor at the first position in the region of the 
right parietal bone and the more frequent occurrence of the cephalhematomas in the 
region of the right parietal bone [3, 9, 24]. If we apply here the discovered regularity 
between the location of the area of periosteal blood congestion and the side of the 
tentorium rupture, we can conclude that ruptures of the cerebellar tentorium and 
subdural hemorrhages associated with them should prevail on the left. It is also 
evidenced by our other studies. The discovered regularity helped to explain this fact. 
Taking this regularity into account, even before cephalotomy, we can predict the 
localization of intracranial lesions by the location of the area of periosteal blood 
congestion.

Fig. 7.22 Skullcap bones 
on the outside: the 
occipital bone is at the top, 
the parietal bones are along 
the edges, and the 
interparietal suture is in the 
center. In the top left 
corner, there is a cerebellar 
tentorium dissected from 
the inner surface of the 
occipital bone. The 
hemorrhage is 
predominantly into the left 
half of the cerebellar 
tentorium (arrow). The 
periosteal blood congestion 
is shifted to the right 
parietal bone
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Any displacements of the area of periosteal blood congestion indicate an asyn-
clitic fitting of the head. Consequently, asynclitism has a significant impact on the 
occurrence of ruptures of the cerebellar tentorium, that is, a birth injury. Thus, the 
asynclitic fitting of the head (in cases of pathological asynclitism) results in unilat-
eral ruptures of the cerebellar tentorium, which is quite understandable. With off the 
axis fitting of the head and pressure created by the walls of the parturient canal and 
sacropromontory, the posterior parietal bone is displaced in the direction of the 
sagittal suture under the presenting parietal bone and exerts pressure on it, so this 
bone becomes more convex, while the interparietal suture moves toward the central 
axis of the parturient canal and presenting bone (Fig. 7.23). At the same time, the 
cerebral falx stretches one half of the tentorium stronger on the side opposite to the 
presenting bone. If the tension force is higher than the strength, a unilateral rupture 
of the cerebellar tentorium occurs, followed by a subdural hemorrhage. If the pari-
etal bone slips off the promontory, stretching of the half of the tentorium is not that 
strong anymore, and a rupture might be avoided. The cerebral falx usually ruptures 
after the cerebellar tentorium because it is stronger.

Asynclitism causes such a configuration of the head, which is accompanied 
by an uneven stretching of the two halves of the tentorium, and a rupture occurs 
on the side where the tension force is greater. With a synclinic head fitting, the 
tension force coming from the cerebral falx is evenly distributed on the two 
halves of the tentorium, and, with the same grade of head configuration, a rup-
ture does not occur. But still, some obstetricians believe that a small degree of 
asynclitism is favorable for the course of labor, for the head advancement, and 
only distinctly expressed asynclitism would result in delivery complications. 

1               2 3 4

Fig. 7.23 The mechanism of the ruptures of the TC with a synclitic and asynclitic head fitting 
(diagram), m, the cerebellar tentorium; c, the cerebral falx; x, the vertical axis of the head; y, the 
axis of the parturient canal; fitting, 1, the head before fitting; 2, the head with a synclitic fitting; 3, 
4, the head with an asynclitic fitting
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This is true, but this approach does not take into account the factor of the patho-
logical significance of asynclitism for the fetus. Therefore, it does not contribute 
to reducing birth trauma. “Normal” labor for an obstetric patient (from the per-
spective of an obstetrician) does not mean the equally “normal” conditions for 
the fetus. That is why there are so many questions in case of the tentorium rup-
tures in the course of “normal” labor. This labor often assumes an underesti-
mated importance of asynclitism. How was this asynclitism diagnosed? Through 
a finger vaginal examination? With vaginal examination as the leading and 
determining method for diagnosing asynclitism, we will not be able to make the 
slightest progress in preventing birth injuries to the skull. For this reason, the 
number of infants with CNS lesions does not decrease, and the number of the 
disabled increases.

Our data prove that any degree of asynclitism promotes the risk of cerebellar 
tentorium injuries. We patented a “method of diagnosing asynclitism by changes in 
the skull” [25], which allows measuring of the degree of asynclitism in millimeters. 
This method suggests measuring the distances in millimeters from the interparietal 
suture to the outermost boundaries of the area of periosteal blood congestion and 
using a formula to determine the degree of asynclitism.

The complications of cerebellar tentorium ruptures are subdural hemorrhages 
into the middle and posterior cranial fossae. These hemorrhages can also be dif-
ferentiated into supratentorial, infratentorial, and suprainfratentorial. The con-
sequences of hemorrhages for an infant depend on the size of cerebellar 
tentorium ruptures and bleeding rate. Infratentorial hemorrhages, which usually 
occur with a complete rupture (rupture of two folia) of the cerebellar tentorium. 
There are cases of small ruptures or separations of the cerebellar tentorium with 
minor hemorrhages, which may spontaneously stop and will not cause signifi-
cant clinical consequences. They can be detected as a concomitant finding when 
an infant dies from other cause typically in case of various infections. In many 
cases, along with subdural hemorrhages, other forms of cerebrovascular distur-
bances such as leptomeningeal hemorrhages, cerebellar hemorrhages, and isch-
emic lesions of various brain regions are found in infants with birth injuries. A 
birth injury with a rupture of the cerebellar tentorium is accompanied by a broad 
range of relative CNS lesions, which result in the death and disability of infants. 
Complications of hemorrhages into the cerebellar tentorium include hemosid-
erosis of the cerebellar tentorium and thrombosis of the obstruction tentorial 
sinus (Fig. 7.24).

It should be emphasized that if only subdural hemorrhage is detected without 
any apparent trauma to the cerebellar tentorium, it is not proof of a birth injury. 
Other (non-traumatic) factors may cause the subdural hemorrhage, such as arro-
sion of a vessel with meningitis, blood breakthrough from the cerebral cisterna 
magna with IVH, complications of subarachnoid hematomas, and aneurysm rup-
tures. Therefore, it is extremely important to detect and clearly describe the 
mechanical injuries.

7.7  Tentorium Cerebelli Damages: Regularities, Classification, Pathogenesis
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7.8  Injuries of the Falx Cerebri

Hemorrhages into the cerebral falx (Fig.  7.25) are usually macular, occur fre-
quently, and have no thanatogenetic significance. However, the amount of these 
hemorrhages and their localization indicate the concentration of the tension forces 
of the falx in labor.

Ruptures of the cerebral falx, which is stronger than the cerebellar tentorium, are 
less frequent than the cerebellar tentorium ruptures with which it is often combined 
and usually occur with a severe birth injury, delivery interventions, pelvic presenta-
tions, etc. (Fig. 7.26). Falx ruptures occur in 2.5–8.1% of fatal birth injuries [20]. 
Ruptures of the cerebral falx are found in 12.5% of infants delivered with obstetric 
cavity forceps and in 20% of infants extracted using outlet forceps, as well as in 2% 
of fetuses and neonates in case of a spontaneous delivery with a cephalic presenta-
tion and 1.7% of dead infants with a pelvic presentation [8]. Ruptures are more 
frequent in the posterior third of the falx, in the region of connection with the tento-
rium, and less frequent in the central part, where they look like oval holes.

In case of trauma to the superior (rarely) and inferior longitudinal sinuses, 
there is bleeding to the longitudinal cerebral fissure. Blood accumulates supraten-
torially. Significant ruptures of the falx cerebrum near the connection with the 
tentorium are often fatal due to rupture spreading to the direct sinus and massive 
subdural hemorrhage. However, in case of perforated ruptures in the center of the 
tentorium, there might be no or minimal subdural hemorrhage. Falx ruptures 
should be differentiated from congenital deformities (Fig.  7.27) in the form of 
flat-edged holes in the central and anterior thirds of the falx without hemorrhages 
along the circumference.

7.9  Injuries of the Bridging Veins

Typically, veins ending in the superior sagittal and transverse sinuses would rupture. 
These veins are called “bridging” because they form bridges between the cerebral 
matter and sinuses (Fig. 7.28). Brains of adults have no such “bridges” since the 

a b

Fig. 7.24 The cerebellar tentorium in an infant who lived for 1 month. (a) Hemosiderosis of the 
cerebellar tentorium, view from below. (b) A thrombus in the  sinus rectus (opened) view from 
above
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arachnoid membrane with superficial cerebral veins is intimately connected with 
the dura mater. The adult brain can’t freely slide under the dura mater. In fetuses and 
neonates, the frontal, parietal, and occipital lateral veins in the form of 6–8 thin 
trunks (superior bridging veins) with an average length of 1–2 cm and often thinner 

Fig. 7.25 A cerebral falx 
dissected from the 
skullcap. We can see 
numerous macular 
hemorrhages 
predominantly in the 
anterior and central third

Fig. 7.26 A rupture of 
the cerebral falx in the 
posterior third with 
hemorrhages along the 
rupture edges

Fig. 7.27 Congenital 
deformities of the cerebral 
falx in the central and 
anterior thirds without 
hemorrhages along the 
circumference
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than a human hair end in the superior sagittal sinus. The posterior lateral occipital 
and temporal veins as well as the inferior medial occipital veins (inferior bridging 
veins) in a similar manner end in the transverse sinus. With venous congestion these 
veins can significantly expand (Fig. 7.29).

Ruptures of bridging veins occur with expressed head configuration and dis-
placement of the brain mass. First, the arachnoid membrane and thinner veins in the 
subarachnoid space would stretch. They would also rupture first causing subarach-
noid hemorrhages in the sites of origin of the veins. Further stretching would cause 
ruptures of the bridging veins.

Stretching of the bridging veins in the process of head configuration first causes 
stretching of the arachnoid membrane and thinner veins in the subarachnoid space, 
which would rupture first resulting in subarachnoid hemorrhages in the sites of ori-
gin of the veins (Fig. 7.30). Further stretching would cause ruptures of the bridging 
veins. In some cases, the bridging veins would not rupture, and traces of traumatic 
injuries would be limited to macular subarachnoid hemorrhages.

The ruptured veins are very thin; the point of rupture is practically impossible to 
detect. Discovering minor subarachnoid hemorrhages in the sites of origin of these 
veins can help clarify the point of rupture. Qualitative cephalotomy would help 
prove the rupture of the veins: diagnosing subdural hemorrhage without ruptures of 
the cerebellar tentorium, falx cerebrum, and other structures, establishing its exact 
topography, and detecting missing bridging veins. It is easy to damage these veins 
during cephalotomy and cause artificial bleeding into the subdural space. However, 
ruptures of the vein of Galen and its branches, as well as of cerebellar veins, are 
quite occasional. Usually, it is not the vein that would rupture, but its branches. 
More frequently, such ruptures occur in case of pelvic end extraction of the fetus.

a b

Fig. 7.28 Bridging veins (arrows). (a) Veins are ending in the superior sagittal sinus. (b) Veins 
ending in the transverse sinus (arrow)
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7.10  Compression of the Skull, Brain and Increased 
Intracranial Pressure

With the head configuration following its compression in the parturient canal, the 
skullcap bones are displaced, the fetal head changes its shape, the brain is com-
pressed with its parts displaced under the dura mater due to the brain flexibility, 
and “displacements of the brain mass” occur [26]. Bridging veins that older 
infants and adults do not have (surface veins end directly in sinuses and do not 
form “bridges” between a cerebral hemisphere and sinus) make possible these 
displacements of the brain with the head configuration without any ruptures of 
veins or cerebrovascular disturbances. Normally there is a subdural fluid 

Fig. 7.29 A superior 
sagittal sinus with parts of 
parietal bones (view from 
below). Congested 
bridging veins detached 
from the arachnoid 
membrane originate from 
the sinus on both sides

a b

Fig. 7.30 Finely spotted SAH in the sites of origin of the bridging veins (arrows) in a neonate 
weighing 1100 g, who lived for 35 h. (a) View from above, (b) view from below
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(effusion) under the dura mater, which ensures sliding of the cerebral hemisphere 
covered with the arachnoid membrane under the dura mater. The pressure of the 
skullcap bones is directly transferred to the brain surface, and, with excessive 
head configuration, the reserves for displacements of the brain mass are exhausted 
when the brain itself and its membranes and vessels are compressed, and the cir-
culation of blood and liquor is impaired. We can define this condition as cerebral 
compression. What are the signs of this compression though? Ruptures of the 
cerebellar tentorium, falx, and veins would only suggest a possibility of compres-
sion of the brain. Cerebral compression and increased intracranial pressure (ICP) 
can occur with subdural hemorrhage caused by these ruptures. But this “compres-
sion” does not correspond to the compression of the brain in the process of deliv-
ery. The compression of the brain in labor can occur without any ruptures and 
hemorrhages, causing hypoxia and ischemia of the brain tissue. The condition of 
such fetuses is often clinically evaluated in error as “intrauterine hypoxia” or 
“asphyxia”; although oxygen saturation is not disturbed, all internal organs 
receive sufficient oxygen. Only the brain suffers from ischemia caused by the 
birth injury – its compression.

Gunther [27] identifies explicitly this kind of asphyxia as “traumatic asphyxia,” 
which he explains precisely by substantial compression of the brain in labor, cere-
brovascular disturbances, and hypoxia of brain tissue.

With an intrauterine pressure of 40 mmHg at the end of delivery period 1, the 
contracting myometrium presses on the presenting part of the fetus with a force of 
4.1 kg and with an intrauterine pressure of 140 mmHg with a force of 14.5 kg [28].

Compression of the skull results in increased intracranial pressure (ICP), venous 
congestion, and compression of the veins, sinuses, arteries, and brain matter. There 
is some evidence in the literature of a close correlation between the value of intra-
cranial pressure and the development of cerebral injuries, in particular, hemor-
rhages, as well as the infant survival rate. No neonate with an ICP of over 13 mmHg 
would survive [29]. At the same time, in case of premature infants, even a slight 
compression of the head with a tape when putting on a photo-therapeutic eye mask 
causes an increased ICP and may have an impact on the pathogenesis of intracranial 
hemorrhages [30]. The increased ICP is often accompanied by an increase in the 
pulsation index, indicating a decrease in the diastolic flow in the cerebral arteries, 
which is typical of venous congestion. Not only compression of the head in the 
parturient canal (with the configuration) but also vascular microcirculation disor-
ders, edematous hemorrhagic phenomena in the brain tissue, damage to the hemato- 
encephalic barrier, secretory-resorptive disorders, etc. may cause an increase in the 
ICP. Experimental studies with measured compression of the heads of dog fetuses 
[31, 32] showed that an increase in ICP results in bradycardia, lower volumetric 
blood flow and oxygen partial pressure in the pallium, the suppressed rate of oxida-
tive phosphorylation in mitochondria, etc. The ICP of 18 mmHg and higher is fatal 
for a fetus. Therefore, an increase in the intracranial pressure causes hypoxic dam-
age to the brain tissue. There is evidence that with an ICP of up to 55 mmHg the 
fetal heartbeat is stable, but if the ICP increases over this value, the heart rate 
decreases and bradycardia occurs [33].
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The cerebral compression, which is often not taken into account as a sign of a 
birth injury, is observed in the autopsy of the dead mainly in mature, large fetuses 
and neonates. Signs of cerebral compression are found in 56.3% of dead fetuses and 
neonates delivered with obstetric cavity forceps and in 40% of dead infants deliv-
ered with output forceps [8]. Compression often causes significant overlapping of 
the parietal bones over the frontal and occipital bones. In the areas of these overlap-
pings along the coronal and lambdoid sutures, the edges of the subjacent bones 
going into the cranial cavity formed characteristic sulci of compression on the sur-
face of the hemispheres or the so-called steps (Figs. 7.31 and 7.32). There might be 
no ruptures of the cerebellar tentorium, falx, and veins, and only the existing sulci 
of compression can help to substantiate the diagnosis of a birth injury. Subarachnoid 
and intracerebral hemorrhages can be detected along the lines of compression. 
Cerebellar hemorrhages may occur in the compressed occipital lobe of the brain.

a b

Fig. 7.31 Sulci of cerebral compression (arrows). (a) A sulcus of occipital lobe compression cor-
responding to the bone overlapping along the lambdoid suture. (b) Cerebral compression in an 
intranatally dead fetus with a mass of 3100 g extracted with obstetric forceps. The arrows show the 
sulci of compression corresponding to the coronal and lambdoid sutures with overlapping of the 
parietal bones over the frontal and occipital bones

a b

Fig. 7.32 (a) The view of the cerebral hemisphere in the sagittal section with cerebral compres-
sion (arrows). The frontal lobe is on the right, the occipital one is on the left. (b) A cross section of 
the brain in the sagittal section without any signs of compression
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Sulci of compression may be invisible in case of rough extraction of the brain out 
of the skull and its turning on the dissection table. Premature infants under 32 weeks 
of gestational age have no signs of cerebral compression in the form of corresponding 
sulci. This is due to the fact that the skull grows faster than the size and mass of the 
brain increases. Extremely premature infants always have some gap between the inner 
surface of the cranial bones and pia mater during cephalotomy, so the lower scissor 
jaw does not damage the meninges. In term and post-term children, opening the skull 
with scissors and removing the bony plates of the parietal bones is usually accompa-
nied by damages to the brain and its membranes. Therefore, bone displacements in 
mature infants cause pressure on the brain surface. Bone displacements in premature 
infants are accompanied by stretching of the tentorium and falx and bridging veins 
and only occasionally by cerebral compression. Displacements of the brain mass with 
cerebral compression in premature infants often lead to subpial hemorrhages on the 
surface of the gyri due to the separation of the pia mater from the molecular stratum 
of the pallium [7].

The cerebral compression occurs with excessive head configuration and is 
accompanied by its axial dislocation with characteristic signs of cerebellum tonsil 
compression in the great foramen. So we can detect sulci of compression around the 
cerebellum tonsils and sometimes also sulci on the superior surface of cerebellar 
hemispheres (resulted from the pressure by the edge of the tentorium) or macular 
subarachnoid and subpial hemorrhages along these sulci. The compression causes 
ischemia and hypoxia of the brain tissue, but it is clinically manifested by the symp-
toms characteristic of “fetal asphyxia.”

The cerebral compression is accompanied by narrowing of the superior sagittal 
and transverse sinuses, compression of the superficial cerebral veins, stretching of 
the bridging veins and the vein of Galen, pressure by the edges of the tentorium onto 
the superior surface of the cerebellar hemispheres, elongation of the brain in the 
direction of the birth axis according to the head configuration, elongation of the 
brainstem, an excessive bend of the spinal bulb in relation to the cervical cord in 
combination with the compression of the cerebellum, elongation of the arterial cir-
cle of Willis, narrowing of the great foramen, etc. [1, 26]. The venous drain in the 
sinuses and veins gets impaired, intracranial pressure gradually increases, etc.

Not only disturbed uterine-placental and funicular circulation but also the excessive 
head configuration with cerebral compression (birth injury) resulting in hypoxic-isch-
emic encephalopathy can cause intrauterine fetal hypoxia. The ICP increases, the venous 
drain is impaired, the brain matter is compressed, and its ischemia develops. The avail-
able data indicate an interlinkage of hypoxic and traumatic factors, as well as the signifi-
cance of increased ICP in the pathogenesis of cerebrovascular disturbances.

Subarachnoid and intracerebral hemorrhages can be detected on the r in the com-
pressed occipital lobe of the brain (Fig. 7.33).

Sulci of compression may be invisible in case of rough extraction of the brain out 
of the skull and its turning on the dissection table. Premature infants of the second and 
third degree have no signs of cerebral compression in the form of corresponding sulci. 
This is due to the fact that the skull grows faster than the mass of the brain increases. 
Extremely premature infants always have some gap between the inner surface of the 
cranial bones and pia mater during cephalotomy, so the lower scissor jaw does not 
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damage the meninges. As already indicated, in connection with the fact that the bones 
of the skullcap in full-term and post-term fetuses and newborns are directly adjacent 
to the convective surfaces of the brain, then when the skull is opened, the membranes 
and brain are damaged (Fig. 7.34b). Therefore, the expression of bone displacements 
in mature infants cause pressure on the brain surface. Bone displacements in extremely 
premature infants are accompanied first of all by stretching of the tentorium and falx 
and bridging veins and only occasionally by cerebral compression.

a b

Fig. 7.33 (a) ICH in the right brain corresponding to the coronal suture along the line of cerebral 
compression (arrow). (b) ICH in the occipital lobe with compression along the lambdoid suture

a b

Fig. 7.34 (a) The right brain of a premature infant weighing 1500 g, accumulations of liquor in 
the subdural space. (b) The right brain of an infant weighing 3650 g, who died from a birth injury. 
We can see a line of damage to the brain and meninges by the scissors jaw (arrow). The brain 
bulges out of the gap formed in the skull, the gyri are smoothed
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The cross overlapping of bones observed mainly in premature infants prevents 
their excessive displacement (Fig. 5.3). This bone displacement is a natural protec-
tion for the extremely vulnerable brain of premature infants. The higher the degree 
prematurity is, the bigger is the water content in the brain matter and the more vul-
nerable the brain is to physical impacts. With a low degree of prematurity (the first), 
pressure on the brain surface causes displacements of the pia mater on the apexes of 
the gyri and subpial hemorrhages (see below).

Compression of the skull and brain results in stretching of the cerebral falx and 
cerebellar tentorium, which may rupture (Fig. 7.35).

a

b

c

Fig. 7.35 On the left – changes in the skull, cerebral falx (2), and cerebellar tentorium (1) caused 
by biparietal head compression and delivery interventions. On the right – frontal-occipital head 
compression (the skull is in the sagittal plane). (a) Before fitting of the head; (b) with the head 
compression; (c) with vacuum extraction and forceps
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The cerebral compression occurs with excessive head configuration and is 
accompanied by its axial dislocation with characteristic signs of cerebellum tonsil 
compression in the great foramen. So we can detect sulci of compression around the 
cerebellum tonsils and sometimes also sulci on the superior surface of cerebellar 
hemispheres (resulted from the pressure by the edge of the tentorium) or macular 
subarachnoid and subpial hemorrhages along these sulci. The compression causes 
ischemia and hypoxia of the brain tissue, but it is clinically manifested by the symp-
toms characteristic of “fetal asphyxia” (Fig. 7.36).

The cerebral compression is accompanied by narrowing of the superior sagittal 
and transverse sinuses [34], compression of the superficial cerebral veins, stretching 
of the bridging veins and the vein of Galen, pressure by the edges of the tentorium 
onto the superior surface of the cerebellar hemispheres, elongation of the brain in 
the direction of the birth axis according to the head configuration, elongation of the 
brainstem, an excessive bend of the spinal bulb in relation to the cervical cord in 
combination with the compression of the cerebellum, elongation of the arterial cir-
cle of Willis, narrowing of the great foramen, etc. The venous drain in the sinuses 
and veins gets impaired, intracranial pressure increases, etc. It is proved that the 
front-rear compression of the skull in labor is accompanied by a decrease in circula-
tion through the superior sagittal sinus (up to its complete stop) and changes in the 
fetal cardiac function – bradycardia [26]. Blood through the anastomoses is drained 
into the deep cerebral veins, which may contribute to the occurrence of SEH and 
IVH. Therefore, the cerebral compression can be accompanied by a broad range of 
hemorrhagic and ischemic CNS. There is evidence that with the skull compression, 
the ICP value can exceed the systolic blood pressure, which, naturally, results in 
ischemia of the brain tissue. A microscopic examination of the dead infants reveals 
ischemic lesions of both cortical neurons and the brainstem nuclei. These lesions 
are usually referred to as hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy. Therefore, we can con-
clude that compression the skull, the brain and the excessive configuration of the 
fetal head in childbirth is one of the causes of hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy.

Fig. 7.36 Penetration of 
the cerebellum tonsils 
into the great foramen 
and formation of a 
compression sulcus 
(shown with arrows) in a 
neonate with a mass of 
4080 g delivered with 
cavity forceps, who lived 
for 9 h, with cerebral 
compression. The spinal 
bulb is distorted
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I examined six intranatally dead fetuses and two neonates, who lived 17 and 
52 h, with signs of cerebral compression. All the fetuses and neonates were mature 
with birth weights ranging from 3150 to 4000 g; they were delivered with occipital 
and anterior parietal (one case) presentations and suffered from intrauterine 
asphyxia. There was poor uterine contraction strength in four cases and an acceler-
ated delivery in one case. Cavity and outlet forceps were used for the delivery in 
three cases and vacuum extraction in one case. The morphological examination of 
the afterbirths did not reveal any changes that could explain the cause of intrauterine 
asphyxia. Massive aspiration of amniotic fluid was detected in the lungs in six cases, 
and there were signs characteristic of a shock lung, as well as primary atelectasis, in 
two cases. The signs of a birth injury to the skull (ruptures of the tentorium, cerebral 
falx, and subdural hemorrhages) were found in three cases and a birth injury to the 
liver in one case. All the fetuses and neonates had excessive head configurations 
with significant overlappings of the parietal bones over the frontal and occipital 
bones. Moreover, in the areas of these overlappings along the coronal and lambdoid 
sutures, the edges of the subjacent bones going into the cranial cavity formed char-
acteristic sulci of compression or so-called steps on the surface of the hemispheres. 
They were particularly expressed between the occipital and parietal lobes. The 
shape of the brain changed accordingly. There were macular leptomeningeal (four 
cases) and intracerebral (one case) hemorrhages along the sulci of compression. 
Encephalotomy in the areas of these sulci revealed expressed venous congestion 
with some punctate hemorrhages. The pallium is pale and clearly delineated from 
the distinctly plethoric subcortical white matter. Such changes are called a “ribbon 
effect,” which occurs with hypoxic brain damage (Fig. 14.1).

There were also minor subarachnoid hemorrhages in the hemispheres and cere-
bellar vermis (in three cases). However, subarachnoid hemorrhages in the cerebral 
hemispheres and cerebellum, as well as a minor cerebellar hemorrhage, could 
hardly be considered the cause of death.

A microscopic examination in the pia mater and the pallium, especially in the 
area of compression sulci, detected discirculatory changes in the form of venous 
plethora, edema, stasis, several hyaline thrombi, and perivascular hemorrhages. 
There were ischemic and occasionally severe changes in the cortical neurons, hip-
pocampus, optic thalamus, tegmentum of pons, nuclei of medulla, inferior olives, 
cerebellum (Purkinje cells and dentate nuclei), caudate nuclei, and quadrigeminal 
tubercles. Karyorrhexis characteristic of post-hypoxic necrosis of the maturing 
brain was observed in some neurons. Ischemic changes in еру cortical neurons were 
more expressed in the areas of the brain compression sulci than in other areas.

Surviving infants with these post-hypoxic brain lesions accompanied by necrosis 
of the nervous tissue have astroglial gliosis of the white matter, microcysts in vari-
ous regions, dead and calcified neurons, ponto-subicular necrosis, cerebellar infarc-
tion, multicystic encephalomalacia, and other lesions that are briefly described in 
the section on heart attacks and brain necrosis.

Thus, ischemic brain lesions, most often in stem structures, were observed in all 
the mature fetuses and neonates with signs of cerebral compression due to the 
excessive head configuration. These lesions can be considered the most significant 
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for the explanation of intrauterine asphyxia, for aspiration of amniotic fluid, and, 
consequently, for establishing the cause of death. While in three cases the compet-
ing causes of death were subdural hemorrhages (although in two cases they were 
minor and did not significantly affect the increase in ICP and in the one case it was 
hemoperitoneum due to the liver rupture), the remaining four cases had ischemic 
lesions of the brain as the main and only cause of death. Consequently, ischemic 
lesions of the brain as a result of the head compression and increase in ICP can both 
be combined with a birth injury to the skull and be an independent lesion.

Thus, not only disturbed uterine-placental and funicular circulation but also the 
excessive head configuration can cause intrauterine fetal asphyxia. The ICP 
increases, the venous drain is impaired, the brain matter is compressed, and its isch-
emia develops. The available data indicate an interlinkage of hypoxic and traumatic 
factors, as well as the significance of increased ICP in the pathogenesis of cerebro-
vascular disturbances.

There is evidence that in the case of a birth injury and compression from contact 
with the almost incompressible tricorn cerebrospinal fluid, there is always trauma 
and ischemia of the periventricular portion of the white matter [35]. This, in particu-
lar, can explain PVL foci and telencephalic astrocytic gliosis in surviving neonates. 
In one of the observations I consulted, an infant weighing more than 5000 g, who 
underwent a complicated delivery (the fetus was “squeezed out”) with cephalic pre-
sentation, did not breathe and had no heartbeat but was reanimated and lived for 
18 days. We can assume that in this case, the so-called intrauterine asphyxia was 
due to cerebral compression, since there were no pathological changes in the after-
birth. In addition to the cortical and subcortical lesions, total astrogliosis of the 
white matter of great cerebral hemispheres with initial cyst formation (the initial 
stage of multicystic encephalomalacia) was found in the neonate’s brain. There was 
extensive neuron loss with remaining calcified neurons, signs of their lysis and 
karyorrhexis, shadow cells, and ischemic lesions observed in the cerebral cortex. 
Neuronal deposition was observed in the nuclei of the medulla, dentate nuclei of the 
cerebellum, and other structures.

To establish the mechanisms of traumatic injuries, I compressed the heads of 
fetuses and neonates postmortem in various planes. There were also “inspection 
openings” cut in the cranial bones, and parts of the brain hindering observation in 
the right direction were removed. I found out (Fig. 7.35) that head compression in 
the large transverse (biparietal) dimension, which occurs with a typical application 
of forceps, caused the following changes:

 1. Increased frontal-occipital circumference of the head
 2. Increased vertical and large transverse dimension of the head
 3. Stretching of the cerebral falx and cerebellar tentorium.
 4. Bone displacement along the sagittal suture
 5. Narrowing of the superior sagittal sinus along the entire length (narrowing is 

increased with “pseudo-overlapping,” i.e., when one of the parietal bones 
protrudes)

 6. Stretching of the bridging veins ending in sinuses and the vein of Galen
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Head compression in the frontal-occipital (direct) dimension results in:

 1. Increased biparietal dimension of the head
 2. Increased vertical dimension
 3. Stretching of the cerebral falx and cerebellar tentorium.
 4. Displacement of the cranial bones along the lambdoid and coronal sutures
 5. Cerebral compression
 6. Compression of the superior sagittal sinus at the level of the lambdoid suture by 

the edge of the squama occipitalis displaced under the parietal bones
 7. Stretching of the bridging veins and the vein of Galen

Head compression in oblique diameters, which occurs with atypical application 
of forceps, causes the following:

 1. Increased vertical and the opposite transverse dimensions of the head
 2. Stretching of the cerebral falx and cerebellar tentorium, with more stretching of 

the tentorium part corresponding to the compressed portion of the occipital bone
 3. Asymmetric and irregular displacement of the skullcap bones
 4. Stretching of the bridging veins and the vein of Galen.

Therefore, the head compression in any of these planes is accompanied by the 
increased vertical dimension of the head, displacement of the cranial bones, stretch-
ing of the cerebral falx and tentorium, and stretching of the bridging veins. The 
natural delivery suggests simultaneous compression of the head both in transverse 
and direct dimensions, the degree and nature of which depend on its location in the 
parturient canal. Consequently, with additional compression of the head, for exam-
ple, by obstetric forceps, there is usually no possibility of an increase in the frontal- 
occipital or transverse dimensions, but the large transverse and vertical dimensions 
may increase. There is also stretching of the may increase and tentorium, and with 
excessive head compression, the latter ruptures first, typically along the free 
border.

Thus, with the head compression, the intracranial pressure rises, bradycardia 
occurs, the volumetric blood flow and oxygen partial pressure in the cortex decrease, 
the rate of oxidative phosphorylation in mitochondria is suppressed, etc. The result 
might be a cardiac failure and death. With the skull compression, a hypoxia of the 
brain occurs, which should be differentiated from fetal asphyxia caused by dis-
turbed uterine-placental and funicular circulation. The deceleration of the fetal car-
diac activity does not always reflect the state of its “asphyxia,” although this term is 
most widely used in modern literature for the overall assessment of its suffering. 
Bradycardia in the fetus occurs with compression of the head or umbilical cord, as 
well as with acidosis, arterial hypertension, compression of the lower vein, and for 
other reasons. In order to accurately assess the condition of the fetus, we have to 
consider many factors: changes in the cardiotocogram (it is head compression that 
causes early deceleration), pH of the amniotic fluid, ultrasonic data of the fetus and 
placenta, fetus weight, condition of the maternal passages, position of the head, 
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nature and degree of displacement of the skullcap bones, and others. Early decelera-
tion is a reaction to short-term cerebral ischemia caused by the compression of the 
fetal head during the contractions. However, not all late decelerations and various 
heart rhythm disturbances in the fetus are associated with placental insufficiency or, 
for example, compression of the umbilical cord.

The accurate assessment of the fetus is important not only to prevent the overdi-
agnosis of asphyxia in the fetus and neonate by obstetricians, pediatricians, and 
pathologists but also to address the issue of delivery tactics and delivery interven-
tions. In case of true asphyxia caused by disturbed uterine-placental and funicular 
circulation, application of obstetric forceps may be preferable. If the so-called 
asphyxia is caused by an excessive head configuration with cerebral compression 
(hypoxia of the brain with normal oxygen saturation), then a Cesarean section is 
recommended. This condition of the fetus is more correctly attributed not to 
asphyxia but to the birth injury of the skull with cerebral compression.

In general, we can distinguish two variants of lesions caused by compression 
of the skull and brain: (1) those associated with the disturbed venous drain from 
the brain (compression of sinuses and veins, thrombus formation, the bent vein of 
Galen, increased venous pressure, etc.) and (2) those caused by the disturbed 
influx of oxygenated arterial blood (compression of various arteries, spasm, arte-
rial hypotension). The first variant (more frequently observed in premature 
infants) causes SEH, IVH, LMH, CH, periventricular hemorrhagic infarcts, and 
hemorrhagic cortical infarcts. The second variant (more frequently observed in 
mature infants) results in hypoxic cortical and subcortical necrosis with a “ribbon 
effect,” ponto-subicular necrosis, cerebellar infarction, PVL, subcortical leukom-
alacia, multicystic encephalomalacia, and status marmoratus. With the skull com-
pression in premature infants, the venous drain is primarily disturbed, while in 
case of mature and large fetuses, the superficial arterial network is also com-
pressed, and the arterial blood flow is blocked. Therefore, cerebral compression is 
accompanied by various forms of cerebrovascular disturbances, which are dis-
cussed below.
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of the Spine and Spinal Cord

Abstract
Traumatic and non-traumatic injuries of the spine and spinal cord are considered. 
Fractures of the spine are described. Data on the frequency of various spinal cord 
hemorrhages from the author’s results are presented. It is emphasized that epi-
dural spinal cord hemorrhages are often not associated with spinal cord trauma 
and can be caused by pronounced venous stasis in the vascular plexuses of the 
spinal canal with various diseases of the child. The genesis of subarachnoidal 
spinal cord hemorrhages, such as the movement of blood from the ventricles of 
the brain, is described in detail.

Keywords
Fractures of the spine · Spinal cord · Epidural hemorrhage · Subarachnoidal 
hemorrhage

Spine and spinal cord injuries connected with childbirth are common but are insuf-
ficiently studied. Towbin [1] found them in more than 10% of autopsies. Spine inju-
ries are about 1.5% of pediatric injuries [2]. It is necessary to distinguish birth 
traumatic injuries and hemorrhages. The fracture of the spine, separation of the 
vertebrae, hemorrhage into the intervertebral discs, rupture of the longitudinal liga-
ment, hemorrhages into the soft tissues around the spine and into the ligaments of 
the spine, hemorrhages around the vertebral arteries, dislocation of the vertebrae, 
etc. are underlined among birth injuries. Hemorrhages in soft tissues and ligaments 
are found in 20% of all autopsies [3, 4]. Hemorrhages in the fiber of the canal of 
vertebral arteries are found in 20% of all autopsies [5]. In the pathogenesis of trau-
matic injuries of the spine, the use of obstetric forceps [6] and childbirth in pelvic 
presentation plays an important role.
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The spine and spinal cord are very prone to traumatic injuries. Births in pelvic 
presentation are dangerous not only in terms of frequent traumatic injuries, but 
also spinal injuries: in cases of pulling beyond the pelvic end with a fixed head, 
there is a large physical impact on the spine. At sharp turns of a head, significant 
flexion of the neck and at tractions for a head in the lumen of the transverse pro-
cesses of the vertebrae the vertebral artery is compressed, that conducts to disor-
ders of a blood flow in the vertebrobasilar system [3, 4]. With the protection of 
the perineum, the fetal neck is fallen under an additional maximum bending and 
extension, the vertebral arteries are compressed during head rotations, ligaments 
and vessels can be torn up by pulling the head of the fetus in order to remove the 
shoulders. When using obstetric forceps and a vacuum extractor, the entire force 
of physical action on the fetal body is transmitted through the neck; therefore, 
spinal injuries occur. So fetal extraction with Cesarean section can lead to spine 
injury: pulling the head with insufficient incision of the uterus. However, these 
injuries should be differentiated from traumas received at the onset of labor due 
to complications that appeared as indications for a caesarean section.

With significant rotation and inclination of the head, traction for head, the verte-
bral arteries significantly stretch, bend and compressed, their branches going to the 
spinal cord, which leads to ischemia of the corresponding segments of the spinal 
cord, ischemic lesions of the neurons of the anterior horns and even to the infarc-
tions of the corresponding zones [5, 7]. Ischemic damages of neurons are most 
dangerous, as they lead to disorders of functions regulated by the spinal cord, paral-
ysis, disorder in the control of breathing, paralysis of the diaphragmatic nerve, etc.

Fractures of the spine are usually between C6–C7 cervical and T1 thoracic ver-
tebrae, much less often in the lower thoracic and lumbar part (Fig. 8.1). Usually they 
arise when the fetus is extracted from the pelvic end. Fractures of the spine on our 
autopsy material of fetuses and neonate were met with the following frequency: for 
spontaneous labor and head presentation in 0.4% of cases, for pelvic presentations 
in 6.9% of cases, and when using obstetric forceps and vacuum extractors in 4.9% 
of cases [8]. There may be a simultaneous fracture in the two most marked parts of 
the spine (Fig. 8.1a). In spinal trauma, detachments of parts of the vertebrae, hemor-
rhages into intervertebral discs, cartilaginous epiphyses, anterior longitudinal liga-
ment, and muscles along the spine can also be detected. There are also hemorrhages 
around the vertebral arteries.

Various hemorrhages in the vertebral canal and spinal cord were detected in 
spontaneous labor and head presentation in 25.3% of fetal and neonate deaths, in 
pelvic presentations in 27.6%, and in obstetrical operations in 39% of children 
that died in perinatal period [8]. The most frequent hemorrhages are epidural 
(Figs. 8.2 and 8.3), the genesis of which has not been enough studied. Our data 
suggest that the pathogenesis of these hemorrhages in most cases is connected 
with venous hyperemia in the epidural venous plexus, but not with birth trauma. 
These hemorrhages are often combined with the pathology of the lungs (hyaline 
membranes, pneumonia, pneumocystis, etc.), heart defects, and other lesions.

Epidural hemorrhages are most common and cause the greatest number of ques-
tions. Guzov [9] found hemorrhages in more than 80% of cases. Dodonova [10] 
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discovered epidural hemorrhages in 84.3% of perinatal autopsies. These hemor-
rhages, often found in the lumbar and thoracic parts of the spinal canal against the 
background of significant congestion of the epidural venous plexus, seem to reflect 
the disorder of venous outflow from the brain, the state of venous stasis in the brain 
and spinal cord, but not the birth trauma. By epidural venous plexuses, blood from 
the brain, mainly from the stem and tentorium, flows into the upper vena cava and 

a b c

Fig. 8.1 Fractures of the spine (arrows). (a) Fractures in the cervical and lower thoracic areas, as 
well as the left collarbone of a large fetus with pelvic presentation. (b) A fracture of the spine in 
the cervical part with a rupture of the spinal cord. (c) A fracture in the cervical part of the fetus

a b c

Fig. 8.2 Epidural hemorrhage (EDH) in the spinal canal. (a) EDН (arrow) of fetus weighing 
1100 g (spinal cord removed). (b) Microscopic examination of the spinal cord: epidural hemor-
rhage (black arrow) in combination with subarachnoid hemorrhage (white arrow). H&E. ×140. (c) 
EDH (arrow) of the child’s spinal cord 2 months, died of congenital heart disease
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can also move into the lower vena cava. Therefore, the different states of disorders 
of the lungs and heart, accompanied by venous congestion, leading to plethory and 
edema of epidural venous plexus and diapedesis hemorrhages. Hemorrhages of dif-
ferent degrees of intensity are revealed in most perinatal autopsies. Especially often 
they are discovered in premature infants. At the same time, birth traumatic injuries 
are more common in mature infants. Pathologists at autopsy establish epidural hem-
orrhage of the spinal cord (or in the vertebral canal). This “hemorrhage” can be 
connected with RDS (pneumopathy), which caused an increase in venous pressure 
and hypoxia. They do not cause any significant pathological changes in the spinal 
cord [8].

Epidural hemorrhages due to venous congestion spread diffusely throughout the 
spine, although they can be more intense in one or another part of the spine. They 
should be differentiated with rare epidural hemorrhages, which have a distinct local-
ization and are limited by a few vertebrae. These hemorrhages may have a traumatic 
origin.

Subdural hemorrhages in the vertebral canal are the result of fracture of the 
spine, ruptures of the dura mater and arachnoid membranes, the flow of blood from 
the posterior cranial fossa in the subdural cerebral hemorrhage, and during the burst 
of blood from the cisterna magna of brain (with intraventricular hemorrhage). With 
severe birth trauma of the skull, a significant accumulation of blood in the posterior 
cranial fossa, and crushing of the cerebellum tissue, it is possible to move pieces of 
the brain into the subdural space of the spinal cord (Fig. 8.4).

The flow of blood into the subdural space may be a complication of a severe birth 
trauma of the skull or an artifact of the autopsy. It occurs more often in children of 
several years of life. In neonates, especially in premature infants, the arachnoid 
membrane is tightly attached to the dura mater, and the flow of blood from the cis-
terna magna of brain during intraventricular hemorrhage occurs mainly along the 
subarachnoid space. To exclude arterial subarachnoid and subdural hemorrhages, 
the spinal canal should always be opened before the autopsy of skull. A 

a

b

Fig. 8.3 Epidural 
hemorrhage (arrows) in 
the cervical and upper 
thoracic areas in a child 
3 months old, died of 
pneumocystis pneumonia. 
(a) is an open vertebral 
canal. (b) An extracted 
spinal cord with a 
hemorrhage above the 
dura mater
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macroscopic examination of the spinal cord often does not allow us to distinguish 
subdural hemorrhage from the subarachnoid, since on the clotted blood under the 
dura mater the arachnoid membrane is not visible (Fig. 8.5). Therefore, it is neces-
sary to conduct a histological examination after fixation of the spinal cord. It is 
necessary to pay attention to the topography of hemorrhages. If the hemorrhage 
spreads all over the spinal cord, then it is hardly connected with trauma. If the hem-
orrhage is of a local nature, then its traumatic genesis is possible.

Fig. 8.4 Tissue of the 
cerebellum in the 
subdural space (arrow) of 
the spinal cord in the 
fetus during birth trauma 
with detachment of the 
squama occipitalis from 
the base

a b c

Fig. 8.5 (a) SAH (arrow) in the cervical spinal cord due to blood movement with IVH; the dura 
mater is cut. There is an impression of subdural hemorrhage. (b) SAH along the entire length of 
the spinal cord as a result of blood movement with IVH. (c) SAH on transverse sections of the 
spinal cord (arrows); the case is the same
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Subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) of the spinal cord (Fig. 8.5) is often a compli-
cation of intraventricular hemorrhage [11] – the result of the movement of blood 
through the subarachnoid space from cisterna magna of brain where the blood 
comes from the four ventricles of the brain. At a microscopic examination, it is 
necessary to find out a thin arachnoid membrane, which is sometimes connected to 
the dura mater, and determine the nature of the hemorrhage (Fig. 8.6).

With subdural and leptomeningeal hemorrhages of the spinal cord, perivascular 
hemorrhages can be detected in the brain tissue, the rootlets, and the central canal 
of the spinal cord (Fig. 8.7). Ischemic changes and chromatolysis of neurons are 
often detected (Fig.  8.8). In addition, necrosis (infarction) of its various depart-
ments, selective symmetrical necrosis in the part of the anterior horns, and others 
can be found in the spinal cord.

By researches of Ratner and other scientists [3, 4], it has been convincingly 
proved that the long-described so-called birth plexitis and birth paralysis of the hand 
are more often caused not by damages directly to the nerves of the brachial plexus 

a b

Fig. 8.6 SAH of the spinal cord. (a) The blood layer is located under a thin arachnoid membrane 
(arrow). (b) SAH over the spinal cord roots in combination with SDH (arrow) and hemorrhage into 
the dura mater. Coloring G and E. ×100

Fig. 8.7 Hemorrhage in 
the central canal of the 
spinal cord (arrow). 
Coloring G and E. ×100
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but by the neurons of the corresponding segments of the spinal cord and its roots. 
Deceased children with paralysis of the hands did not often have pathological 
changes in the brachial plexus, but pathology was found in the spinal cord [3, 4].
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Fig. 8.8 Ischemic changes (arrows) and chromatolysis of the neurons of the anterior horns of the 
spinal cord in SAH. (a) The color of G and E. (b) The color according to Nissl. ×400
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Abstract
Justification of obstetric birth trauma is given. Traumatic injuries occurring in 
fetuses and newborns during obstetric operations (using obstetric forceps and 
vacuum extractors) and benefits are briefly described. Separate measures to pre-
vent obstetric birth injuries are considered.
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The sings of obstetric trauma include injuries and their consequences, which are 
directly related to the actions of the obstetrician and midwife. The discissions on the 
fetal skin [1], which arise during the operation of the Cesarean section at the moment 
of the uterine wall cut (on average, they occur in 2% of children), are undoubtedly 
true and do not have any significant consequences. There are cases of rude damage 
of the fetus when it is removed or carried out by a fetus-destroying operation with 
an erroneous diagnosis of fetal death. The presence of massive hemorrhages in the 
tissue and in the lesions indicates that the manipulation was carried out on the live 
fetus.

The obstetric trauma includes the consequences of obstetric operations—obstruc-
tion of obstetric forceps and vacuum extractor. Operative delivery is a risk factor for 
traumatic injuries. When using obstetric forceps, perinatal mortality increases, ICP 
develops more often, convulsions in neonates are more common, etc. According to 
our data, in the neonates born with the help of output obstetric forceps, the CNS 
lesions occur significantly more often (26.8%) than with spontaneous childbirth 
(12.9%). Significantly more often (25.5%) than with spontaneous childbirth, CNS 
lesions are detected in neonates extracted during Cesarean section [2].

With the use of obstetric forceps for the delivery, subcutaneous hemorrhages, 
scratches, often with a detachment of the epidermis were often found. Injuries of the 
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skin were sometimes located on the face. In most cases, traces of shoulders of for-
ceps were found. These traces were hardly noticeable in cases of application of 
forceps or in the death of children on 2–3 days of life. If the obstetric forceps were 
applied correctly (bitemporally), then the traces from the shoulders were less notice-
able; they look like ovals around the ear auricles with edema in the center and pete-
chial hemorrhages along the circumference. In a number of cases, the “oval traces” 
from the shoulders of the forceps were determined in the area of the cheeks (in front 
of the earlobe) and in the forehead area. It indicated the atypical application of for-
ceps shoulders. In one of the observations, one of the shoulders was placed on the 
left half of the frontal bone, while under the periosteum, multiple hemorrhages were 
detected along the seams. The most significant hemorrhages with impregnation of 
tissues with blood, including muscles, were determined in the temporal areas, that 
is, in the places of the greatest pressure from the shoulders of the forceps, and also 
in the parietal-occipital area (the present part of the head). Often there are cephalhe-
matomas. We detected ruptures in the cerebellar tentorium in 46.2% of fetuses and 
deceased neonates, that is, almost two times more often than those who were born 
in spontaneous labor (23.8%). A part of the children had signs of cerebral compres-
sion and various intracranial hemorrhages. The vertebral fractures were discovered 
in 2 from 26 of surveyed children, born with the help of obstetric forceps [2].

The use of obstetric forceps can lead to fractures of the lower jaw and hemor-
rhages in the surrounding tissues that occur when they are asymmetrically applied, 
when one of the shoulders does not cover all facial skulls and its end presses on the 
jaw [3]. These data are in accordance with our conclusions about the inexpediency 
of using obstetric forceps in the asynclical insertion of the head. In fact, a partial 
coverage of the fetal head of one of the shoulders can be observed with an asyncli-
cally inserted head.

When using a vacuum extractor for the purpose of delivery, significant edematous- 
hemorrhagic changes in the soft tissues of the head up to the formation of subapo-
neurotic hematomas are determined. The fractures in the bones of the skull are 
found; more often than with the use of obstetric forceps, ruptures of tentorium are 
discovered [2].

Summarizing the investigated lesions in the cases of the use of obstetric forceps 
and vacuum extractor and comparing the results with the frequency of injuries in 
case of spontaneous childbirth, it can be noted that in these operations, there are 
significantly more frequent cephalhematomas, lesions of the CT (ruptures and hem-
orrhages), ruptures of cerebral falx, and subdural hemorrhages, that is, injuries of a 
traumatic nature.

The wrong diagnosis of fetal disorders leads to mistakes in the choice of the 
method of delivery. The most common mistake, according to our data, is delivery 
with the help of cavitary obstetrical forceps and a vacuum extractor in cases of func-
tional mismatch between the size of the head and the mother’s birth canal, which 
occurred by difficult childbirth (dystocia), secondary uterine inertia, and intrauter-
ine “asphyxia.” In cases of death after these operations, the rude traumatic injuries 
are found: ruptures of the cerebellar tentorium and cerebral falx, fractures of the 
spine, SDH, and even birth trauma of internal organs. And among the deceased, 
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there were many big fetuses (with a mass of 4000 g and above). There are frequently 
traumatic injuries in the mother especially when using obstetric forceps.

In our opinion, obstetricians pay insufficient attention to the diagnosis of asyn-
clitism, do not accurately measure it or consider it to be “physiological” and favor-
able for childbirth, and also do not realize that any degree of asynclitism is a risk 
factor of birth trauma of the skull. The compression of the asynclitically fitted head 
in the fronto-occipital and biparietal directions leads to an aggravation of the uneven 
stretching of the tentorium. Thus, the use of a vacuum extractor, as well as obstetric 
forceps, can lead to one-side ruptures of the tentorium of cerebellum. With the syn-
clitic fitting of the head, the tension force is evenly transferred from the cerebral falx 
to both halves of the tentorium, and when asynclatically fitting, it concentrates on 
one of its halves, which can lead to the appearance of a rupture even without addi-
tional impact to the head with obstetric forceps or vacuum extractor. The rupture of 
tentorium is located on the side opposite to the presenting parietal bone (Fig. 9.1). 
We believe that with asynclitism 1.5 cm and more, the use of obstetric forceps and 
vacuum extractor is contraindicated.

a

b

c

Fig. 9.1 Schematic 
representation of changes 
of the skull, cerebral falx 
(2), and cerebellar 
tentorium (1) with 
asynclitic fitting of the 
head and surgical 
delivery. (a) Before the 
fitting of the head, (b) 
bitemporal compression 
of the head, (c) during 
vacuum extraction and 
application of obstetric 
forceps
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Traumatic injuries of the fetus are minimal, if the Cesarean section is planned, 
but they significantly increase during the operation in childbirth with the arisen 
indications. CNS lesions are most often discovered if the Cesarean section is taken 
place in connection with the transverse presentation of the fetus and the weakness 
of labor activity [2]. The ruptures of cerebellar tentorium, veins, subdural, and other 
hemorrhages are found out in fetus born by Cesarean section. Sometimes epidural, 
subdural, and subarachnoid hemorrhages of the spinal cord are observed. Epidural 
hemorrhages are more often localized in the thoracic and lumbar spinal canal, and 
there is no reason to consider them as a result of traumatic injuries (hemorrhages in 
the yellow ligament, vertebral fractures, hemorrhages in the cartilaginous plates, 
and others are absent).

To prevent obstetric trauma in Cesarean section in the lower uterus segment, it is 
recommended to make an incision not less 12–13 cm; do not pull the head to remove 
the shoulders, but extract the fetus from underarm cavities [4].

The choice of the method of operative delivery requires knowledge of all the 
advantages and disadvantages of each of them. A common advantage of obstetrical 
forceps and vacuum extraction as compared to Cesarean section is that they lead to 
faster delivery, are less labor-consuming and more economical, and represent less 
threat to the health of the mother. The operation of the Cesarean section requires a 
good organization of the work of many services of the maternity hospital, clear 
anesthesia service, the prevention of infectious complications in the mother, and the 
organization of all the necessary conditions for quality care for premature infants 
(with premature delivery).

To prevent birth injuries of the spine and spinal cord, perineum protection should 
be performed without pressing the fetal head (to use perineotomy and episiotomy 
wider); after the birth of the head, it is not necessary to turn it and pull it; when 
delaying the birth of the shoulders, it is recommended to extract the fetus for under-
arm cavities; in foot presentation, don’t use the manual of N. A. Tsovyanov [4]. 
Thus, excessive protection of the perineum with pressure on the head, tractions for 
the head, sharp turns and bending of the head when removing the shoulders, traction 
over the shoulder girdle, and other effects on the fetus may be the cause of the 
appearing of birth trauma of the skull, spine, and CNS. Stimulation of labor and 
pressure on the fetus through the anterior abdominal wall (extrusion or “squeezing” 
of the fetus) leads to asynclitism and its aggravation, which sharply increases the 
risk of rupture of CT (cerebellar tentorium), as well as strengthening the head con-
figuration and compression of the fetal brain.
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10Brain Lesions in Obstetrical Operations

Abstract
Detailed information is given on the lesions to the skull and brain during delivery 
with the help of obstetric forceps, vacuum extractor, and Cesarean section, the 
consequences of surgical delivery with asynclitic insertion (presentation) of the 
head. The advantages and disadvantages of each of the methods of operative 
delivery (using obstetric forceps, vacuum extractor, and Cesarean section) are 
described in detail, both for the fetus and for the mother. The author believes that 
all methods of operative delivery have the right to exist and have their pros and 
cons, but the question of optimal delivery is decided by the obstetrician in each 
specific situation.

Keywords
Obstetrical operations · Lesions of the skull and brain · Advantages and disad-
vantages operative delivery

10.1  Obstetric Surgery and Intracranial Lesions

A great many of people note that obstetric surgery (i.e., forceps delivery and 
vacuum extraction) is of importance in the origin of intracranial hemorrhages 
and birth traumatic CNS injuries in fetuses and neonates. As far back as the 
nineteenth century, R. Virhov considered that forceps delivery has a particular 
influence on the origin of intracranial hemorrhages resulting from head com-
pression, cranial bone displacement, and venous rupture. Operative delivery is a 
risk factor of traumatic injuries. Forceps delivery causes higher incidence of 
traumatic injuries and increased mortality, as well as more common CP, neona-
tal seizures, etc. According to available data, higher operative delivery rate 
associated with prevalent vacuum extraction leads to lower mortality [1]. Our 
records [2] indicate that CNS lesions are statistically more common owing to 
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forceps delivery (26.8%) as compared with spontaneous delivery (12.9%). 
Cesarean section causes statistically more frequent (25.5%) CNS lesions than 
spontaneous delivery.

At the same time, it’s very difficult to differentiate injuries resulted from an 
obstetrical operation and those induced by other reasons (e.g., delivery complica-
tions, abnormal placenta, asphyxia, etc.). Any complication observed after forceps 
delivery should not be considered as a direct outcome of the intervention. After this 
is not, therefore, because of this. However, it is everyday consciousness which 
works on the counter principle.

As per our research [2], forceps delivery and vacuum extraction cause increased 
incidence of birth traumatic injuries of the skull, spine, and CNS. Thus, incidences 
of cephalhematoma (31.7% and 4.6%, respectively), cranial fractures, ruptures 
(tearing, laceration), hemorrhages of Tentorium cerebelli (TC), ruptures of cerebral 
falx (14.6% and 1.9%, respectively), and subdural hemorrhages are statistically 
higher in fetuses and neonates who underwent forceps delivery and vacuum extrac-
tion than in those who experienced spontaneous delivery. Spinal cord hemorrhages 
(25.7% vs. 3.9%) and spinal fractures are also more common in formers. Incidence 
of these lesions in these groups is even higher than in infants with breech presenta-
tion. This is with the exception of TC ruptures which are rather less common 
(53.7%) in the setting of obstetrical operations mentioned above than in infants with 
breech presentation (55.2%).

As for other cerebrovascular disturbances, there are no significant differences 
detected between infants who underwent spontaneous delivery, forceps delivery, 
and vacuum extraction. At the same time, spontaneous delivery is accompanied 
with PVL, SEH, and IVH rather more often. This is due to the fact that pathogenesis 
of these events is not associated with a birth injury directly but resulted from varia-
tion of arterial tension, immature autoregulation of cerebral circulation, imperfect 
reduction of matrix capillary network, pulmonary abnormality, and other factors.

Various opinions are reported discussing priority of one or another method of 
operative delivery. Some authors consider that, as compared with forceps delivery, 
vacuum extraction is a less traumatic surgical intervention for a fetus. Moreover, it 
is technically easier and safer [3]. According to others, forceps delivery is a less 
traumatic intervention for a fetus. However, it is evidently more traumatic for a 
mother. Additionally, this technique is associated with ruptures of vagina, uterine 
cervix, and perineum. As per available data, cephalhematomas are more common in 
the setting of vacuum extraction. Almost similar incidence of lesions of the skull, 
spine, and CNS was detected in infants who underwent forceps delivery and vac-
uum extraction. However, spinal cord hemorrhages were more common in infants 
who experienced forceps delivery than in those who underwent vacuum extraction 
(42.3% vs. 33.3%). Moreover, spinal fractures detected in formers (7.7%) were 
absent in the latter. This very difference stems from the fact that obstetric forceps 
allow stronger traction force than a vacuum extractor whose cup can slide-off due to 
great tension force. In a similar vein, obstetric forceps are used to carry out a 
cephalic version in a pelvic cavity. However, this measure is associated with poten-
tial injuries of the spine and spinal cord [3]. Upon that, atlas rotatory subluxation 
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combined with medullary compression may be observed. As compared with forceps 
delivery, vacuum extraction is accompanied with subdural/leptomeningeal hemor-
rhages and TC ruptures rather more often (p > 0.05).

According to our records, application of obstetric cavity forceps induces higher 
incidence of several injuries of the skull and CNS than outlet forceps. Thus, cephal-
hematomas, ruptures of TC, SDH, CH, and spinal cord hemorrhages were more 
common in former case. Incidences of TC ruptures were 10% and 68.8% (p < 0.05) 
associated with application of outlet and cavity forceps, respectively. These data 
may be interpreted as follows. Firstly, in terms of technology, cavity forceps are 
more difficult to be applied than outlet ones. What is more, the intervention may be 
associated with wrong (atypical) application of blades. According to our autopsy 
findings, sometimes blades were applied in an atypical manner (i.e., in one of 
oblique dimensions of a fetal head instead of biparietal application). When a fetal 
head is positioned in a broad part of pelvic cavity and interparietal suture is local-
ized in one of oblique/transverse dimensions of this region due to incomplete 
cephalic version, the upper blade of forceps may not pass rightward or leftward 
below pubic symphysis to be positioned in a way to hold a fetal head ideally (typi-
cally). Hence, the first blade is applied in front of zygomatico-parietal region (in 
some cases, it is positioned on a frontal bone), and the second one is localized 
behind an ear (see Fig. 10.1b). It leads to excessive asymmetrical compression of a 
fetal head that may induce ruptures of TC, cerebral falx, and veins, as well as SDHs 
and other lesions. Secondly, obstetric forceps can/should be used to carry out a 
cephalic version (especially, cavity forceps). Negative outcomes of the procedure 
are mentioned above. Thirdly, the procedure performed with cavity forceps is lon-
ger than one carried out with outlet ones. Thus, a fetal head is exposed to longer 
compression even in case of the correct application of forceps.

Incidence of neonatal CNS lesions in no small part depends on present indica-
tions to operative delivery. According to our findings, 59.7% and 20% of intrauter-
ine asphyxia cases associated with application of outlet and cavity forceps, 
respectively, were considered as surgical indications. Moreover, if asphyxia has 
already developed, untimely forceps application may occur. Delayed surgical inter-
vention is more likely in the setting of application of outlet forceps than cavity ones.

Over the last 50 years, constant growth of Cesarean section rate is reported across 
borders. This fact results in lower infant mortality, decreased number of severe birth 
traumatic injuries, and reduced frequency of obstetric forceps application. However, 
infants who underwent C-section also have traumatic injuries. Several researchers 
did not detect significant differences between incidences of birth injuries in neo-
nates who experienced operative vaginal delivery and Cesarean section [4, 5].

Account must be taken of the fact that CNS injuries do not always result from 
one or another obstetric surgery. More often they were induced by reasons which 
were considered as a cause (indication, indication cause) of surgical intervention. 
Intrauterine fetal asphyxia (hypoxia) is a top-ranked cause. Namely, the surgery is 
carried out to achieve fast delivery reducing time of abnormal hypoxic effect on 
cerebral cells complicated by hypercapnia and acidosis. In particular, against this 
background, several researches review cases of birth of neonates with CNS lesions 
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whose parents go to court to claim compensation for so-called forceps delivery-
induced health damage. That’s why, searching for a real cause of CNS injuries con-
nected with operative delivery has also a legal aspect.

Incomplete picture of the problem under discussion encouraged me to investi-
gate injuries associated with obstetrical operations.

10.2  Lesions in the Operation of Superimposing Obstetric 
Forceps

We examined 26 dead fetuses and neonates who underwent operation of superim-
posing obstetric forceps. Exposed by obstetric forceps, a fetal head was substan-
tially configured. Also, dolichocephalic shape was often observed. A birth tumor 
commonly shifted rightward (more often) or leftward was observed in occipital and 
parieto-occipital regions. Subcutaneous hemorrhages (Fig. 10.1) and racomas fre-
quently associated with epidermal separation were also common.

Sometimes skin damages were situated in the facial region. In general, blade 
marks were detected. These marks were poorly detectable in case of outlet forceps 
application or infant death in 2–3 days after the birth. Correctly (i.e., bitemporally) 
superimposed obstetric forceps produce less significant marks. They look like ovals 
around conchas with an edema in the center and circumferential petechial hemor-
rhages. Sometimes “oval marks” induced by forceps blades were found in the cheek 
(in front of the ear lobe) and frontal areas (see Fig. 10.2). These facts showed atypi-
cal blade superimposition. One case represented application of a blade on the left 
part of the frontal bone. At the same time, multiple subperiosteal hemorrhages were 
mentioned along sutures.

a b

Fig. 10.1 (a) Skin damage related to hairy part of the head induced by superimposing obstetric 
forceps (arrow). (b) Blade mark (arrow) on the fetal face in front of the left ear
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Head skin incision and cranial bone exposure provided more distinct visualiza-
tion of subcutaneous hemorrhages. The most expressed hemorrhages associated 
with bloody suffusion of tissues (including muscles) were observed in temporal 
areas (i.e., sites of the greatest blade pressure) and occipito-parietal region (i.e., 
presenting part of a fetal head).

Periosteal examination showed periosteal stagnation of the blood corresponding 
to a birth tumor and commonly shifting to the left/right temporal bones, spotted and 
petechial subperiosteal hemorrhages localized in the area of periosteal stagnation of 
the blood along the sutures and sites of blade compression. Cephalhematomas were 
detected in seven (43.8%) cavity forceps applications and two (20%) outlet forceps 
superimposition.

In each investigated case, significant overlapping of skullcap bones or so-called 
pseudo-overlapping (i.e., protrusion of the one bone against another) was men-
tioned. In general, parietal bones overlapped the frontal bone and the occipital bone 
along the coronal and lambdoid sutures, respectively. Bone displacements along the 
interparietal suture were less common, but their presence was associated with con-
sistent pattern as follows: the parietal bone which was nearer to displacement of the 
region of periosteal blood congestion (RPC) reflecting nature of a fetal head fitting 
became a superior one. Bone displacements along the frontal suture were detected 
even more rarely. They were associated with atypical application of forceps. Let’s 
report our observations.

a b

Fig. 10.2 (a) Blade mark (arrows) in the hairy part of the head (frontal bone) in a 4100-g fetus 
(intrapartum death). (b) Depression blade marks in the left part of the frontal bone: multiple hem-
orrhages along the frontal suture, subperiosteal spotted hemorrhage (arrow)
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Case 1. A stillborn baby (absent postpartum breathing combined with evident 
heartbeat; weight, 4100  g; length, 52  cm; first pregnancy; GA, 40 to 41  weeks, 
34-year-old mother) who underwent application of obstetric cavity forceps owing to 
intrauterine asphyxia; oval mark resulted from blade compression was observed in 
the left frontal skin area (Fig. 10.2). Corresponding to this very mark, the left part 
of the frontal bone was depressed into cranial cavity because it was situated below 
adjacent bones. Multiple hemorrhages were found along coronal and frontal sutures 
(Fig. 10.2). The left parietal bone and the right half of frontal bone overlapped the 
left half of the frontal bone. At the same time, the right parietal bone merely super-
imposed the frontal bone. Unequal bone displacements were mentioned along the 
lambdoid suture (i.e., parietal bone overlapped the occipital bone rather sinistrally 
than dextrally). RPC was displaced toward the left parietal bone. The left parietal 
bone was displaced toward the right one. These alterations indicate asymmetrical 
bone displacement induced by both compression of the fetal head with obstetric 
forceps and its asynclitic fitting. The fetus was in the 2nd position. That’s why, the 
most common anterior asynclitism is associated with displacement of a birth tumor 
and RPC toward the left parietal bone. Actually, it was an evidence. Typically, pre-
senting parietal bone is situated in a parturient canal below the second parietal bone. 
Hence, our observation demonstrated, in particular, the left parietal bone overlap-
ping the right one.

Case 2. Due to uterine inertia and intrauterine asphyxia, a neonate (the 1st preg-
nancy, weight, 4600 g; lifetime, 30 h) underwent outlet forceps delivery. A fissured 
fracture (length—3.2 cm) was detected in the area of the right parietal bone near the 
temporal bone. An epidural hemorrhage (3 × 2 cm) was mentioned correspondingly 
to the fracture.

Case 3. An abscessed suppuration was detected in a neonate (the 1st pregnancy, 
delivery at term, weight, 4400 g; length, 55 cm; lifetime, 2 days 23 h). A birth tumor 
associated with significant bloody suffusion was localized in occipito-parietal tis-
sues. The child died from a birth trauma of the skull, combined with congenital 
aspiration pneumonia.

Two cases were associated with spinal fractures. In the first one, the fracture was 
localized between 11th and 12th thoracic vertebrae and in the second one, it was 
situated between 4th and 5th cervical vertebrae. In both cases, fractures were associ-
ated with epidural hemorrhages into the spinal canal and cranial birth injury (i.e., 
tentorial ruptures).

Ruptures of cerebral falx were detected in two infants who underwent outlet 
forceps delivery and two infants experienced cavity forceps application. Three cases 
were associated with “perforated” ruptures presented by defects in the middle and 
posterior thirds of the cerebral falx. One case demonstrated a rupture localized 
along the lower edge of cerebral falx affecting inferior sagittal sinus.

TC ruptures were detected in 46.2% of infants. It is almost two times higher than 
in those who underwent spontaneous delivery (23.8%). TC ruptures are statistically 
more common subsequent to application of obstetric cavity forceps as compared 
with superimposing outlet forceps (68.8% vs. 10%). Mainly, unilateral ruptures 
were localized along the tentorial edge affecting one or both leaves (66.7%). 
According to investigation of correlations between RPC localization and TC 
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injuries, unilateral TC rupture or major rupture associated with a bilateral lesion is 
situated contralaterally to RPC displacement. For example, if RPC displaces toward 
the right parietal bone, the setting of the 1st position and anterior asynclitism, sinis-
tral rupture is observed. In case of atypical (“oblique”) obstetric forceps superimpo-
sition (i.e., one blade is displaced toward an occipital bone and another one is shifted 
to a frontal bone), localization of TC injuries (i.e., ruptures and hemorrhages) 
depends on RPC position rather than sites of blade application.

Cerebral compression signs were detected in half of the group under consider-
ation. Mainly, it was associated with application of obstetric cavity forceps (56.3%) 
and large fetal size. First of all, these signs include cerebral compression sulci 
located correspondingly to bone overlap lines along coronal and lambdoid sutures. 
The brain changes its shape together with the skull. Step-like compression sulci 
were observed. SAH localized along these sulci is quite common. Cerebral hemi-
spherical compression is associated with axial dislocation complicated by cerebel-
lar tonsil entrapment in great occipital foramen.

Various cerebrovascular disturbances such as SDH (57.7%), LMH (34.6%), CH 
(15.4%), IVH (3.8%), and PVL (7.7%) were detected during cerebral testing. 
Depending on bleeding point position, SDHs were localized supra- and subtentori-
ally. Sometimes they were situated in interhemispheric fissure. In general, LMHs 
represented spotted macrofocal SAHs located on convexital surface of the cerebral 
hemispheres along the sulci of cerebral compression and on the base of temporal 
lobes. CHs were presented by subarachnoid and subpial hemorrhages which were 
generally situated on the superior surface of cerebellar hemispheres. IVH was 
observed in the only one full-term infant, and the source was localized in choroid 
plexus of lateral cerebral ventricle. PVL foci were detected in only two neonates 
weighed more than 4000 g.

Microscopic cerebral alterations correspond with those described in sections 
concerning SDHs and other hemorrhages. In general, they were characterized by 
ischemic alterations of cortical neurons and other cerebral regions (such as optic 
thalamuses, caudate nuclei, nuclei of pons and medulla, inferior quadrigeminal 
tubercles, cerebellar cortex, and dentate nuclei). In three cases, ponto-subicular 
necrosis can be pronounced with specific neuronal necroses associated with karyor-
rhexis in the area of tegmentum of pons and subiculum. Expressed dyscirculatory 
disorders rarely associated with PVL and TG were mentioned in white matter of 
great cerebral hemispheres. Spinal cord examination revealed epidural, subdural, 
and subarachnoid hemorrhages. Eight cases demonstrated single perivascular hem-
orrhages into spinal cord matter (including anterior horns). Predominantly, these 
events were mentioned in cervical segments of the spinal cord. Chromatolysis and 
ischemia were seen in neurons of anterior and lateral horns of the spinal cord.

10.3  Lesions During Vacuum Extraction of the Fetus

According to the examination of 15 fetuses and neonates that experienced vacuum 
extraction, discirculatory changes in tissues of presenting part of a fetal head (i.e., 
site of vacuum extractor cup application) were more significant than in infants who 
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underwent forceps delivery. A frank edema of subcutaneous tissue associated with 
massive hemorrhages was mentioned here (Fig. 7.3). Four cases demonstrated 
bloody suffusion of tissues combined with formation of so-called chignon. 
Examination of an intranatally dead 4000 g fetus born with existing heartbeat and 
absence of breathing revealed massive epicranial subaponeurotic hemorrhage. 
Intensity of alterations depends on vacuum extraction duration. A short-term sur-
gery (5–15 min) provides minimum alterations of the skin and underlying tissues 
predominantly localized in the area of vacuum extractor cup application.

As distinct from a birth tumor associated with normal spontaneous delivery and 
characterized by an edema and congestion of cephalic soft tissues combined with 
single subcutaneous hemorrhages, vacuum extraction-induced “birth tumor” has 
substantially more expressed hemorrhagic component. Incised birth tumor specific 
for spontaneous delivery represents yellowish “jelly-like” mass with single micro-
focal hemorrhages. However, a birth tumor associated with vacuum extraction is 
presented by dark red soft elastic tissue. Our observations did not include skin dam-
ages of hairy part of the head and face observed in infants who underwent forceps 
delivery.

Typically, RPC corresponded to position of a birth tumor, but distinct borders 
were often absent. Additionally, in most of cases, RPC and a birth tumor associated 
with hemorrhages were asymmetrically positioned (i.e., displaced toward the right 
(typical case) or the left parietal bones). In three infants, vacuum extractor cup 
marks (a circle with tissue edema in the center) on the head skin were localized 
above one of parietal bones partially crossing an imaginary line corresponding to a 
sagittal suture. These data help to reveal asynclitic head and application of vacuum 
extractor cup on an asynclitically fitted head.

Cephalhematomas were found in four infants (26.6%), three of which were 
localized in the area of the right parietal bones. Fissures of parietal bones were 
detected in the area of cephalhematomas in two infants.

TC tears were more common in this group than in infants who underwent for-
ceps delivery (66.6% vs. 46.2%). Mainly, these damages were sinistral ones. 
Bilateral lesions were associated with sinistral localization of greater ruptures. I 
have detected a strong tendency in the group under investigation which has been 
already discussed (see pathogenesis of the tears TC, chapter 7.7). Namely, this 
means that a unilateral rupture or major rupture associated with bilateral lesion is 
localized contralaterally to displacement of RPC, vacuum extractor cup, or a birth 
tumor, as well as a cephalhematoma position. The same tendency is related to 
intradural TC hemorrhages.

If parietal bones substantially overlapped the occipital bone, narrowing of supe-
rior sagittal sinus was observed at the level of lambdoid suture. “Step”-like signs of 
cerebral compression were found at the level of lambdoid and coronal sutures. Epi- 
and subdural hemorrhages were found in 33.3% of infants. These events are less 
common than in neonates who underwent forceps delivery (42.3%) but more com-
mon than in those who experienced spontaneous delivery (31.7%). In addition, no 
cases of spinal fracture were detected.
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Cerebral examination revealed cerebrovascular disturbances as follows: SDH 
(66.6%), LMH (40%), CH (13.3%), SEН (6.6%), ICH (20%), and PVL (6.6%). 
There are no significant differences between incidences of these lesions in the study 
group and infants who underwent forceps delivery. However, SDH and LMH were 
rather more common in those who experienced vacuum extraction. At the same 
time, incidence of SDH is statistically higher in neonates who underwent vacuum 
extraction than in those who experienced spontaneous delivery (23.4%) or Cesarean 
section (17.1%).

Microscopic cerebral alterations specific for these lesions are similar to those 
observed in forceps delivery group. The most substantial brainstem nuclear neuro-
nal lesions were associated with cerebral compression. In addition, intracerebral 
hemorrhages (ICHs) were detected in two infants. Moreover, forceps delivery did 
not lead to this outcome. Case 1. A 4200 g neonate (lifetime, 23 h 50 min). ICHs 
were localized in the area of optic thalamuses. Case 2. A 3500 g neonate (lifetime, 
11 h 15 min). Hematoma-like ICH was localized in the cortex and subcortical white 
matter of the right cerebral occipital lobe. In the latter case, a cephalhematoma and 
fracture of the right parietal bone were detected.

In general, LMHs represented spotted macrofocal SAHs. Mainly, CHs were 
localized in the area of quadrate lobules.

In order to summarize injuries under investigation associated with forceps deliv-
ery and vacuum extraction and to compare the results with incidence of damages 
induced by spontaneous delivery, it can be observed that mentioned interventions 
are statistically more often accompanied with cephalhematomas, TC damages (i.e., 
ruptures and hemorrhages), injuries of cerebral falx, and SDHs (i.e., traumatic inju-
ries). There were no significant differences detected between incidences of other 
injuries and various cerebrovascular disturbances.

10.4  Lesions in Cesarean Section

The third group under investigation includes intranatally dead fetuses and neo-
nates extracted with Cesarean section (41 cases). Mainly, the intervention had 
immediate indications (such as premature separation of placenta, shoulder pre-
sentation, prolapse of a fetal hand and umbilical cord, intrauterine asphyxia, 
brow presentation, etc.) in the setting of incipient labor. That’s why, in several 
cases, a birth tumor and RPC (Fig. 10.3) indicating head fitting were detected in 
the area of a fetal head. A cephalhematoma was mentioned in the left parietal 
bone of a 2400 g neonate (lifetime – 2 days). Significant hemorrhages (19.8%) 
were observed in head tissues, under periosteum, and along the head sutures. In 
particular cases, frank configuration of a fetal head was associated with signifi-
cant displacements of skullcap bones. Nevertheless, all these changes were sig-
nificantly less intensive and substantially less common than in infants 
experienced operative (forceps delivery or vacuum extraction) and spontaneous 
delivery.
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Ruptures of cerebellar tentorium and intradural hemorrhages in TC were 
detected in five and six cases (12.2% vs. 14.6%), respectively. Mainly, unilateral 
and partial ruptures associated with only superior leaf injuries were observed. 
Only two cases were accompanied by supratentorial SDHs. Due to uterine iner-
tia and long-term single-plane position of the fetal head, one of these neonates 
weighed 3200  g who underwent Cesarean section. Bilateral TC rupture was 
found.

SDHs are statistically less common (17.7%) than in other obstetric operations 
or spontaneous delivery associated with breech presentation (48.3%). It is impor-
tant to emphasize that the origin of SDH was not associated with a birth injury in 
more than half of cases. Moreover, it was a complication of IVH (blood break-
through into the posterior cranial fossa from the cerebello-bulbar cerebral cistern) 
and ICH.

Following discirculatory lesions were also detected [3] spinal cord hemorrhages 
(mainly, epidural ones localized in the thoracic segment), 22.4%, LMH, 46.3%; CH, 
21.9%; SEH, 17.1%; IVH, 12.2%; ICH, 9.7%; and PVL, 28.8%. LMH, CH, SEH, 
IVH, and PVL are more common (PVL: p  <  0.01) in infants who underwent 
Cesarean section than in those who experienced other techniques of operative deliv-
ery. At the same time, LMH, CH, SEH, ICH, and PVL associated with Cesarean 
section are more common than CNS lesions in the setting of spontaneous delivery 
(head and breech presentations). As compared with spontaneous delivery compli-
cated by breech presentation, occurrences of SEH and PVL (р < 0.01) are statisti-
cally higher in infants who experienced Cesarean section regardless of statistically 
less common SDHs.

a b

Fig. 10.3 The skull of neonates who underwent Cesarean section. (a) RPC with clear borders 
(arrowed) indicating asynclitic head fitting in a 3200 g neonate (lifetime, 12 h; GA, 41 to 42 weeks); 
uterine inertia, induced labor. (b) Pseudo-overlapping localized ipsilaterally to RPC displacement
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Although LMHs were typically presented by large spotted macrofocal SAHs in 
fetuses and neonates who underwent forceps delivery and vacuum extraction, they 
were increasingly diversified and more extensive (i.e., diapedetic types localized 
along the sulci, as well as spotted, petechial, and generalized ones, etc.) in infants 
who experienced Cesarean section. Besides, SPHs representing red spots located on 
the top of gyri associated with submeningeally effused blood were detected. 
Cerebral veins (i.e., superficial veins, internal cerebral veins, and Galen’s veins) 
were overfilled with blood and dilated. Sometimes petechial hemorrhages were seen 
located in areas of venous anastomoses.

CHs are specifically common in the region of cerebellar vermis and crescentic 
lobes of infants of this group. Sometimes CHs affected quadrate lobules. Several 
HCs were caused by blood displacement toward cerebellar hemispheres from the 
cisterna magna. This event was not detected in infants experienced forceps delivery 
and vacuum extractor.

Periventricular hematoma-like ICHs were observed in three cases. In one case, 
ICH represented a hemorrhagic suffusion localized in cortex and subcortical white 
matter. ICHs were combined with SEHs and PVL. Two cases were complicated by 
IVH.

PVL was mentioned in eight neonates and one stillborn infant who died during 
delivery. Gray-white or yellowish foci of PVL were the most common in lateral 
triangles of lateral ventricles.

Epidural, subdural, and subarachnoid hemorrhages were found in the spinal cord 
of several neonates who experienced Cesarean section. Epidural hemorrhages were 
more common in thoracic and lumbar sections of the spinal canal. Moreover, they 
should not be considered as a result of traumatic injuries because no hemorrhages 
into yellow ligament, vertebral fractures or hemorrhages into cartilage plates, etc. 
were detected. In these cases, SAHs resulted from IVH-induced blood transfer 
within subarachnoid space of the spinal cord. Microscopic examination revealed 
single perivascular hemorrhages into spinal cord matter, chromatolisis, and isch-
emic neurons of anterior and lateral horns.

According to these data, Cesarean section is accompanied with risk of fetal trau-
matization. In order to reduce it, surgical technique was proposed to extract imma-
ture fetus in fetal membranes providing particular mechanic and hydraulic protection 
[6]. As a result, perinatal CNS lesions and IVHs were statistically less common in 
this neonatal group than in controls experienced conventional surgery. Moreover, 
fetal extraction from uterine cavity in undamaged fetal bladder minimizes risk of 
fetal injury by a scalpel (at average, 2% of cases [7]).

CNS lesions were investigated considering indications to Cesarean section. 
Hence, incidence of various CNS lesions sharply increases in operations caused by 
in-labor indications. TC ruptures, SDH, LMH, CH, IVH, PVL, and spinal cord hem-
orrhages are more common in infants who underwent C-section performed due to 
in-labor indications than in those who experienced this intervention according to 
prepartum indications. Typically, SDHs are associated with uterine inertia and fetal 
shoulder presentation; LMHs are accompanied with uterine inertia, early placental 
separation, and placental presentation; CH is combined with fetal shoulder 
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presentation, etc. According to our findings, CNS lesion is generally associated with 
Cesarean section caused by uterine inertia and fetal shoulder presentation. It should 
be emphasized that the first case referred to advanced fetal shoulder presentation, 
the second one was about prolapse of a fetal hand, and the third case was related to 
the surgical intervention performed only after unsuccessful attempts of internal 
podalic version. As for uterine inertia, it should be considered that the intervention 
was carried out in the presence of already fitted configured fetal head and intrauter-
ine fetal asphyxia (three cases).

Thus, all the obstetric operations are accompanied with CNS lesions which are 
more common than in infants who experienced spontaneous delivery (head and 
breech presentations). Fetuses and neonates who underwent forceps delivery and 
vacuum extraction statistically more often suffer from traumatic lesions of CNS and 
TC than those who experienced Cesarean section. At the same time, LMH, SEH, 
IVH, and PVL are more common in infants who underwent C-section. Each opera-
tive delivery approach is connected with specific morphology of cerebral lesions. 
Also, forceps delivery and vacuum extraction have their own specific signs of 
abnormal alterations of fetal head tissues. Traumatic and discirculatory lesions of 
CNS are more frequently associated with application of cavity forceps than outlet 
ones. Our findings demonstrate that several surgical interventions (i.e., forceps 
delivery and vacuum extraction) were performed in the setting of wrong assessment 
of indications and contraindications. Also, they were carried out in the presence of 
asynclitic head fitting combined with several cases of atypical blade application. 
Incidence and origin of CNS lesions associated with Cesarean section depend on 
surgical indications and performance time (pre- or postpartum intervention). 
Traumatic and discirculatory CNS lesions are more common when resulted from 
operations caused by in-labor indications than prepartum interventions.

10.5  Asynclitic Position of the Head and Obstetric Tactics

A distinction is made between three grades of asynclitism: (1) anterior/posterior 
displacement (1.5–2  cm) of the interparietal suture from brim area midline, (2) 
interparietal suture is close or closely adherent to pubic symphysis or promontory 
but does not lie in direct contact with them, and (3) the suture overlaps upper edge 
of symphysis or promontory [8]. The latter two are considered as abnormal stages. 
Lateral (asynclitic) head position is one of critical head movements during normal 
labor. It provides displacement of skullcap bones. However, as shown above, abnor-
mal asynclitism leads to traumas of cerebellar tentorium typically causing subdural 
hemorrhages.

Typical application of obstetric forceps increases fetal head compression exist-
ing even in case of normal ratio between sizes of fetal head and maternal parturient 
canal. As a result, injuries of TC and cerebral falx may occur (Fig. 10.4). It appears 
that vacuum extraction is a less traumatizing procedure to compress fetal head due 
to more equal distribution of compression force conveyed through cephalic soft 
tissues.
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As a result of asynclitic head fitting (Fig. 10.4), the presenting parietal bone pro-
trudes incurving greater than the second one; cerebral falx shifts to axis of parturient 
canal stretching tentorial (TC) half contralaterally to presenting parietal bone. 
Fronto-occipital and biparietal compression of asynclitic head results in worse 
unequal tentorial tension. Hence, both forceps delivery and vacuum extraction can 
result in unilateral ruptures of cerebellar tentorium. Synclitic head fitting provides 
equal transfer of tension force from cerebral falx to both halves of TC. Asynclitic 
head causes concentration of tension force in one tentorial half resulting in a poten-
tial rupture even without additional exposure to a fetal head (such as obstetric for-
ceps or vacuum extractor). Typically, cerebral falx does not tear because of greater 
strength as compared with TC.

a

b

c

Fig. 10.4 Skull, cerebral 
falx (2), and cerebellar 
tentorium (1) altered due 
to asynclitic head fitting 
and operative delivery. (a) 
Before fitting of the fetal 
head; (b) bitemporal head 
compression; (c) vacuum 
extraction and forceps 
delivery
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Due to provided reduction of suboccipitobregmatic diameter, bone displace-
ments along lambdoid and coronal sutures are beneficial factors for the course of 
labor and maternal status. However, excessive bone displacements may provide 
unfavorable effect on a fetus due to tension of falx and tentorium, difficult venous 
drain in superior sagittal sinus, increased intracranial pressure, cerebral compres-
sion, etc.

Labor is a dynamic process to test compensation reserves of the fetal head. 
Spontaneous delivery alters bone displacement degree, and head movement allows 
reduction of physiological asynclitism within certain limits. However, what are con-
sequences of vacuum extraction or forceps delivery performed to manage difficult 
movement of asynclitic head? Vacuum extraction has several negative effects. 
Firstly, asymmetric cup application maintains actual asynclitism without possibility 
of its correction or reduction. Secondly, additional traction-induced bone displace-
ments result in greater tension of one tentorial half and further rupture.

Simpson-Fenomenov’s forceps are unfavorable to be used in the case of asyn-
clitic head. Firstly, regardless of plane, head compression also causes overdisten-
sion and rupture of one tentorial half. Secondly, difficulties emerge concerning 
forceps application. On the one hand, atypical application of forceps associated 
with excessive head fitting is common. On the other hand, typical application of 
forceps also leads to excessive head compression because of misfit between curves 
of blades and asynclitic head. Elliot or McLane-Tucker-Luikart obstetric forceps [9] 
may be used. Their advantage is a sliding lock providing better adjustment of blades 
to asynclitic head.

Thus, as per our findings, asynclitic head fitting (II grade) is a contraindication 
to forceps delivery and vacuum extraction. Even extreme degrees of physiological 
asynclitism are likely to result in unilateral tentorial damage.

10.6  Choice of the Method of Operative Delivery

First of all, choice of the method of operative delivery is based on the difference 
between indications and contraindications to an individual intervention. Cesarean 
section is the intervention of choice resulted from incomplete pregnancy, fetal mal-
position, extremely narrow pelvis, and other reasons of mismatch between fetal size 
and maternal parturient canal (e.g., vaginal stenosis, tumor, etc.), as well as com-
plete placental presentation, prolapsed umbilical cord, and other several indications. 
Any method of delivery (such as forceps delivery, vacuum extraction, and Cesarean 
section) should be suitable to manage intrauterine asphyxia and uterine inertia. 
What is the most appropriate one? It depends on particular causes of these medical 
conditions. Naturally, appropriate conditions are expected to be available to perform 
any intervention. For example, Cesarean section is chosen due to incomplete open-
ing of uterine orifice and required delivery at term.

If uterine inertia results from uterine hypotonia, insufficient contractility, disor-
dered regulation, etc. (i.e., it is caused by uterus itself and contractility mecha-
nisms), vacuum extraction or forceps delivery should be chosen. If uterine inertia is 
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caused by functional mismatch between fetal head size and maternal parturient 
canal, application of obstetric cavity forceps or vacuum extraction is contraindi-
cated due to potential cranial birth injury and trauma of maternal passages. Hence, 
Cesarean section is the most reasonable approach. Exploratory spontaneous deliv-
ery associated with narrow pelvis may lead to favorable outcome both for mother 
and a fetus. Operative delivery is indicated in case of mismatch between sizes of a 
parturient canal and a fetal head. Application of outlet forceps is a justified measure. 
In our opinion, if a fetal head is positioned in pelvic cavity, Cesarean section should 
be carried out instead of vacuum extraction or forceps delivery.

If intrauterine asphyxia is caused by disorders of uteroplacental and umbilical 
blood flow (e.g., placental infarction, early placental separation, umbilical compres-
sion, etc.), forceps delivery or vacuum extraction should be performed (if there are 
no contraindications and appropriate conditions are available). If “asphyxia” results 
from excessive configuration of a fetal head associated with cerebral compression 
owing to mismatch between sizes of a fetal head and maternal parturient canal, 
abdominal delivery should be carried out to prevent further CNS injuries.

Thus, correct diagnosis is of critical importance to evaluate fetal status which is 
generally considered as “asphyxia”; first of all, it is presented by heart abnormali-
ties. Upon that, any following parameters should be considered: altered cardiotoco-
graphic pattern, pH value of amniotic fluid, acid-based balance of fetal cephalic 
blood, fetal/placental ultrasonic data, fetal weight, status of maternal passages, fetal 
head position, structure of maternal pelvis, and others. Although variations of heart 
activity presented on a cardiotocogram are not strictly specific, umbilical abnor-
malities, head compression, and acute uteroplacental circulatory disturbances are 
typically associated with dip I V- or U-shaped component, dip I V-shaped compo-
nent, and dip II V- or U-shaped component, respectively [10].

In particular, wrong diagnosis of fetal abnormalities leads to mistakenly chosen 
method of delivery. As per our findings, the most common mistake is forceps deliv-
ery or vacuum extraction chosen to manage functional mismatch between sizes of 
fetal head and maternal parturient canal representing difficult labor (dystocia), sec-
ondary uterine inertia, and intrauterine “asphyxia.” Lethal outcomes of these inter-
ventions reveal rough traumatic injuries as follows: ruptures of cerebellar tentorium 
and falx cerebri, spinal fractures, SDH, and even internal birth injuries. What is 
more, a large number of big fetuses weighed 4000 g or more were observed among 
the dead. Traumatic injuries are also not uncommon in mothers (especially, ones 
caused by application of obstetric forceps).

Choice of a method of operative delivery requires knowledge about all their 
advantages and disadvantages. As compared with Cesarean section, faster delivery, 
decreased manpower input, higher cost-effectiveness, and reduced hazard to mater-
nal health are overall benefits of forceps delivery and vacuum extraction. Cesarean 
section requires good activity management of many services of maternity hospital, 
clear anesthetic management, prevention of maternal infection, and all necessary 
conditions to provide good healthcare to immature infants (in case of premature 
labor). Based on our own research and literature, we can emphasize several advan-
tages and disadvantages of concerned methods of operative delivery.
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Forceps Delivery: Advantages
 1. Fetal effects: faster fetal extraction (as compared with vacuum extraction), pos-

sible cephalic version in pelvic cavity, occasional potential correction of wrong 
head position (in case of available forceps equipped with a sliding lock and 
appropriate doctor’s qualification), and absence of massive hemorrhages into 
cephalic tissues comparable to ones associated with vacuum extraction.

 2. Maternal effects: in contrast to vacuum extraction, the intervention can be per-
formed to rule out bearing down because of heart disease, eclampsia, hyperten-
sion, etc.; it provides faster delivery to manage maternal fatigue and uterine 
inertia.

Forceps Delivery: Disadvantages
 1. Fetal effects: as compared with Cesarean section, CNS traumatic injuries are 

more common (application of outlet forceps is less often associated with these 
complications than use of cavity forceps); in comparison to vacuum extraction, 
cephalic skin injuries, racomas, traumatic injuries of spine, and spinal cord are 
more common; potential atypical forceps application resulting in excessive 
asymmetrical head compression.

 2. Maternal effects: as opposed to vacuum extraction, more significant injuries of 
maternal passages are frequently observed (such as ruptures of uterus, uterine 
cervix, vagina and perineum, vesicovaginal fistula); moreover, these complica-
tions are more common following application of cavity forceps than use of outlet 
forceps.

Vacuum Extraction: Advantages
 1. Fetal effects: the surgery is preferable when sagittal suture is positioned in a 

cross-sectional dimension of the pelvis or in adjacent one, and forceps delivery 
is associated with atypical application leading to excessive head compression; 
the surgery allows simultaneous hypothermic exposure to a fetal head by means 
of a vacuum-hypotherm-extractor.

 2. Maternal effects: as compared with obstetric forceps, vacuum extractor cup does 
not damage maternal passages, mother can actively participate in labor, and 
anesthesia requirement is decreased; in contrast to Cesarean section, the surgery 
is associated with the least risk of maternal morbidity and mortality.

Vacuum Extraction: Disadvantages
 1. Fetal effects: as compared with forceps delivery, more significant circulatory 

disorders are observed in presenting part of a fetal head (predominant hemor-
rhages), as well as potential massive epicranial subaponeurotic hemorrhages; the 
surgery is longer, simultaneous correction of irregular head position is impossi-
ble; the longer intervention is, the more substantial injuries of head tissues and 
brain are observed; possible cup separation from a fetal head can lead to cephalic 
trauma.
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 2. Maternal effects: the intervention is unreasonable to rule out bearing down 
because of preeclampsia, heart diseases, etc.; as compared with forceps delivery, 
it does not provide faster delivery in mother’s interest.

Cesarean Section: Advantages
 1. Fetal effects: CNS traumatic injuries are statistically less common and less sig-

nificant than ones associated with vacuum extraction and obstetric forceps; 
reduced risk of CNS injuries, decreased perinatal mortality associated with 
breech presentation, and head presentation in premature infants (in case of highly 
skilled health care provided).

 2. Maternal effects: potential delivery if it is not available via natural maternal pas-
sages (e.g., due to narrow pelvis, placental presentation, tumor, etc.).

Cesarean Section: Disadvantages
 1. Fetal effects: enhanced hypoxic fetal effect; harmful exposure of narcotic agents; 

more common respiratory distress syndrome (pneumopathy) in neonates; poten-
tial incision of fetal skin (including eyelids [11]) associated with uterine inci-
sion; fetal extraction may be complicated by traumatic injuries of CNS and limbs 
(fractures of femoral and humeral bones).

 2. Maternal effects: as compared with spontaneous delivery, maternal morbidity 
and mortality increase by 7–30 and 6–10 times, respectively (according to vari-
ous literature sources); common infectious complications; potential amniotic 
fluid embolism if placental tissue was incised simultaneously with uterus; mater-
nal psychic trauma; one more potential indication to further Cesarean section 
during next pregnancies.

Method of operative delivery is chosen depending on hospital conditions, par-
ticular medical institution, and healthcare level in the region. Firstly, these factors 
determine correct diagnosis of fetal status and evaluation of obstetric event. 
Secondly, availability of all the conditions required for immediate performance of 
any method of operative delivery allows making a right choice and high probability 
to provide delivery of a healthy infant. Alternative medical devices should be avail-
able (in particular, various models of obstetric forceps [9]).

Choice of the surgical intervention also depends on an obstetrician’s skills. Poor 
knowledge of any method restricts potential choice and leads to complications dur-
ing the intervention causing negative outcomes. An obstetrician inexperienced in 
methods of operative delivery is a potential hazard to a mother and a fetus. It’s the 
wrong belief that the one method of operative delivery can replace others by with-
drawal from them. Each method has its own advantages which are critical in one or 
another obstetric event. Besides, a vacuum extractor can be successfully applied 
during Cesarean section to extract balloting fetal head. It is not associated with head 
compression allowing extraction regardless of head position. Failed forceps appli-
cation may require immediate abdominal delivery.
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Abstract
Briefly described are the most common birth defects in practice – fractures of the 
clavicle, bones, liver, adrenal glands, and some others.
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Other birth traumatic injuries include traumas of the liver, adrenal glands, spleen, 
bones, muscles, nerves, skin, etc. The nasal septum, eyes, brachial plexus, facial 
nerve, diaphragmatic nerve, and others can be traumatized in childbirth [1]. Trauma 
of the eye occurs in 0.2% of childbirths [2]. The nasal septum is deformed in 0.6–
0.9% of the neonates as symphysis bones and the cape of the sacral bone [3].

The liver is a large organ, normally it stands out under the costal arch, and it is 
often traumatized [4, 5]. The liver is injured when the chest is squeezed, when the 
childbirth is in the pelvic presentation. Usually, subcapsular hematomas on the 
upper part of the right or left lobes, in front appear in trauma (Fig 11.1). When the 
capsule breaks over the hematoma, fatal bleeding in the abdominal cavity occurs 
(Fig. 11.2). If there is no rupture, they may not be noticed, especially as subcapsular 
hematomas are not clinically occurred. However, manipulations with the child dur-
ing examination, feeding, and bathing can help a break of the hematoma into the 
abdominal cavity. Ruptures of the liver are rare, usually in the right lobe (Fig. 11.2) 
or in the area of attachment to the diaphragm. Subcapsular hematomas are often 
found in deeply premature infants and in neonates less than 1000 g, which is con-
nected with the underdevelopment of the capsule and the severity of the blood fill-
ing of the liver. It points to the importance of careful treatment of deeply premature 
infants in the process of delivery, which are very vulnerable to minimal physical 
effects.

If the liver is injured, hematomas can form in it (Fig. 11.3).
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In labor, the spleen can be injured, especially if it increases with hemolytic dis-
ease. In this case, ruptures usually occur in the radix area with the transition to the 
capsule of the spleen. The total separation of spleen is rarely observed. Hemorrhage 
into the abdominal cavity is usually a fatal complication.

a b

Fig. 11.1 Subcapsular hematomas of the liver (arrows). (a) At the anterior border of the superior 
surface of the left lobe of the liver in the neonate. (b) On the upper surface of the diaphragm

a b

Fig. 11.2 Liver ruptures. (a) Subcapsular hematomas (arrow) of the liver with rupture of the 
capsule, hemoperitoneum. (b) Rupture of the right lobe of the liver (arrow) in the stillborn child

Fig. 11.3 Hematoma in 
the liver tissue in a neonate 
of 1100 g. (arrow)
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In birth trauma, often in pelvic presentations, hemorrhages to the adrenal 
glands may occur. They are usually one-sided. Hemorrhages can be focal, tak-
ing the part of the fetal cortex, and total with the transformation of the adrenal 
gland into a “sack with blood” (Fig. 11.4). If the capsule breaks, the blood goes 
into the paranephric fat to form a retroperitoneal hematoma. The blood is liquid 
at first, and then it is organized. Microscopically in the tissue of adrenal gland, 
in addition to hemorrhages, foci of necrosis are determined; adrenal tissue 
around the hematoma undergoes to necrosis. If there are prolonged hemor-
rhages, lime salts are deposited in the marginal layer (Fig. 11.4). As a result of 
hemorrhage, a blood cyst with a capsule and small remains of the cortical sub-
stance of the brain or fibrosis with accumulations of hemosiderin in the prolif-
erative connective tissue may form. The genesis of hemorrhages in the adrenal 
glands is connected with venous stasis and hypoxia, in which the sinusoidal 
capillaries of the fetal cortex, consisting of a single layer of endothelium, are 
ruptured. Adrenal glands in a state of venous stasis are very vulnerable to physi-
cal effects, in particular, spread through the liver and kidneys, during abstrac-
tion of the fetus or, for example, during “squeezing” of the fetus with a hard 
extraction of the head. They believe that a total hemorrhage in the adrenal gland 
can be the cause of death. However, the detection of such hemorrhages in chil-
dren who died from other causes indicates that they may not play a significant 
role in thanatogenesis.

Among the bones of the bony frame, the clavicle is most often injured, in which 
fractures are usually found in the middle and outer part [6, 7]. Clavicle is usually 
injured in big fetuses during difficulty in extraction of the shoulders. Fractures of 
the collarbone are observed from 0.5 till 1.6% during severe vaginal delivery but 
also occur in Cesarean section. The femur and humerus are much less likely to 
injure [8–10]. Usually, the proximal part of the femur is injured. Risk factors for 
fractures of the humerus are dystocia, macrosomia, Cesarean section, foot presenta-
tion, and small fetal weight.

a b

Fig. 11.4 Hemorrhage in the right adrenal gland with the formation of a retroperitoneal hema-
toma in a neonate born with spontaneous delivery with a mass of 5050 g and had lived for 18 days 
(a). Below, under hemorrhage you can see the tissue of the kidney. (b) Calcinosis band on the 
border with hemorrhage in the adrenal gland (arrow); the same case. Coloring G and E ×140
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Among the muscles, the sternocleidomastoid muscle is the most commonly 
injured, and foci of hemorrhages and proliferation of scar tissue are found out dur-
ing microscopic examination.

There are cases of birth trauma of the facial nerve, in which hemorrhages and 
swelling of the tissues around the nerve in front of the acoustic meatus are detected. 
The trauma occurs if pressure is applied to the nerve with a spoon of obstetric for-
ceps, pressure of bony prominence of the mother pelvis, and others. During the 
labor, the brachial plexus is often injured, especially in the breech presentation, if 
strong lateral tractions are used to remove the shoulders, if pressing the fingers on 
the axillary area, with sharp extension and derivation of the shoulders, etc. Erb’s 
paralysis occurs with injuries of 5 and 6 cervical radixes. Klumpke’s paralysis 
occurs when the lower part of the brachial plexus is damaged.
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12Pathomorphological Diagnosis 
of the Cephalic Presentation, the Degree 
of Asynclitism, and the Leading Head 
Point

Abstract
The pathologist, on the basis of only his detailed studies of the deceased fetus or 
newborn without using the history of labor, can establish the presentation (inser-
tion) of the head, the degree of asynclitism, and the localization of the leading 
(central) head point. Thus, only by the results of their studies can the pathologist 
draw conclusions about the course of labor. The chapter describes in detail the 
methods for determining the location of the leading (central) head point, the 
presentation of the head, and the degree of asynclitism of the head, which are 
protected by the patents of the author.

Keywords
Pathomorphological diagnosis · Cephalic presentation · Asynclitism · Leading 
(central) head point

12.1  Diagnosis of the Cephalic Presentations

It was mentioned above that the insertion of the head can be judged by the location 
of the labor tumor. However, the latter quickly disappears, doesn’t have clear bound-
aries, and only approximately indicates the insertion of the head: in the occipital 
presentation, it is in the occiput, with frontal insertion – in the area of the forehead, 
etc. We came to the conclusion that the most reliable morphological substrate for an 
accurate evaluation of the insertion of the head is the “Region of periosteal blood 
congestion” (RPC), which for the first time is clearly defined and formulated by us 
[1, 2]. Previously, many people wrote about pathological changes in the periosteum 
of children, hemorrhages, edema, stasis, and cephalhematoma, but they did not 
describe the RPC as a morphological phenomenon, did not take into account the 
importance to its boundaries, and did not make any measurements [3, 4]. The RPC 
is an area of periosteal stagnation of the blood, with clear boundaries, with full veins 
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under the periosteum, and with swelling and hemorrhages of different sizes (see 
Sect. 7.3, Chap. 7). The RPC is formed below the contact zone of the head in the 
mother’s birth canal, clearly fixes the insertion of the head, and is well visible in the 
pathoanatomical study of the skull. Some pathologists and forensic medical exam-
iners confirm our data about the existence of RPC [5, 6], but did not use them to 
develop a method for determining presentation and insertion of the head.

Thus, the location of the RPC on the skullcap indicates the nature of the insertion 
of the head. Nobody before us has previously considered an RPC as a possible cri-
terion for assessing the insertion of the head. Pathologists usually do not pay atten-
tion to the location of the RPC and do not retrospectively evaluate the insertion of 
the head. They rely on data from the history of childbirth. At the same time, when 
examining the RPC in pathologists, it becomes possible to control the accuracy of 
the assessment of the obstetric insertion of the head and, consequently, the quality 
of labor. The proposed method can be used in a retrospective evaluation of the nor-
mal and pathological process of labor in cases of death of fetuses and neonates.

Practically, the method for determining the nature of insertion of the fetal head 
in labor is as follows. A transverse incision of the soft tissues of the head is made 
beginning from the postural area. The cloth flaps bend, respectively, anteriorly and 
posteriorly. At the same time, the bones of the skull are exposed. Seams and fonta-
nels are clearly visible. The periosteum has a different color. In the area of blood 
stagnation, where punctate and spotted hemorrhages are frequent, it acquires a red 
color of varying intensity. In areas beyond stagnation, it has a pale pink, gray-blue, 
or gray-white color. The area of blood stagnation, which has a rounded shape and 
borders, is the RPC. As shown in the above figures (Figs. 7.4, 7.19a, 7.20a), the 
RPC captures several bones of the skull, and on some bones, an abruption of the 
periosteum can be observed, with the formation of the cephalhematomas of differ-
ent sizes (Fig. 7.4). As it can be seen from the presented photos of the skullcap, it is 
possible to indicate (draw) clearly the boundaries of the RPC and then make various 
measurements.

We estimate the displacements by localization of the center and edges (bound-
aries) of the RPC. The RPC is an oval corresponding to the leading part of the 
head. The center of this oval (the corded point of the head) is the intersection of 
lines from the farthest edges of it in the frontal and sagittal planes. On the skull 
of a neonate who lived 2 days, shown in the photo (Fig. 7.19a), it can be con-
cluded that the RPC is shifted to the right parietal bone and forward, that is, 
inserted asynclitically and with moderate extension. The RPC captures an ante-
rior fontanel.

On the RPC, we apply two rulers in the frontal and sagittal planes, mark the 
center at the intersection (presentation) of the lines, and measure the distance from 
the center to the perpendicular lines that extend from the lateral corners of the ante-
rior and occipital fontanels. In doing so, we get the distance between the center of 
the RPC and the fontanels. For this distance, we make a conclusion about inserting 
the head. The results of pathoanatomical research on the material of fetuses and 
neonates born in the headache presentation and died before the 12th day of life 
allowed us to work out the criteria for assessing the insertion of the fetal head in 
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childbirth, depending on the location of the RPC. The basic variants of the RPC 
displacements are schematically presented below (Fig. 12.1).

It should be taken into account that the sizes of the RPC are different (depending 
on the size of the birth canal and the size of the fetus) and the head is often inserted 
asynclitically, that is, there are some shifts of the RPC away from the sagittal suture.

Although in the diagram below, five of the six variants show the ideal synclic 
insertion of the head with the location of the LP on the sagittal suture. Data from 
the pathoanatomical study of fetuses and newborns that died from various causes 
indicate that in the occipital presentation, the head of these children was often 
inserted asynclitically and with varying degrees of flexion and sometimes with 
moderate extension. It is possible to extrapolate these data on survived children. If 

1 2 3

4 5 6

Fig. 12.1 Schematic representation of the skullcap with an RPC (indicated by dashed lines) with 
different insertions of the head. Triangle, an posterior fontanel, transverse and longitudinal lines, 
sutures. (1) Occipital presentation with a corded point in the area of the occipital fontanel, (2) 
occipital presentation with moderate flexion of the head, (3) occipital presentation with moderate 
extension of the head, (4) parietoanterior presentation of the head, (5) brow insertion (presentation) 
of the head, and (6) asynclitic insertion with moderate extension of the head

12.1 Diagnosis of the Cephalic Presentations
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there was no precise ultrasound control of head advancement at all stages of labor, 
it is wrong to state on the basis of clinical data that all survived children with a 
typical front view of the occipital presentation of corded point had an occipital 
fontanel. Pathomorphological research allows you to assess the nature of the inser-
tion of the head in labor objectively.

 1. The displacement of the center of the RPC to the right or to the left of the sagittal 
suture indicates the asynclitic insertion (presentation) of the head.

 2. The location of the RPC center behind the occipital fontanel indicates the occipi-
tal presentation and hyperflexion of the head.

 3. The location of the center of the RPC at the level of the posterior fontanel and 
anterior up to 1 cm indicates the occipital presentation and normal bending of 
the head.

 4. The location of the center of the RPC at a distance of 2–3 cm to the front from 
the posterior fontanel indicates the occipital presentation with a moderate flex-
ion of the head.

 5. The location of the RPC center at the level of the middle third of the sagittal 
suture indicates the occipital presentation with a moderate extension of the head.

 6. The location of the center of the RPC at the level of the anterior fontanel with 
deviations forward and posterior to 1.5  cm indicates a parietoanterior head 
insertion (presentation).

 7. The location of the center of the RPC forward to the anterior fontanel on the 
frontal bone indicates to the extensor frontal insertion (presentation) of the head.

In the back view of the occipital presentation, the head enters the wide part of the 
pelvic cavity with its median oblique size, and the corded point moves closer to the 
anterior fontanel; therefore, according to the RPC, it is possible to describe the 
nature of the insertion of the head.

In a pathomorphological research, it is possible to assess retrospectively the 
nature of the insertion of the head in the localization of the RPC. The use of the 
proposed method for diagnosing insertion of the head in the practice of pathologists 
and forensic experts will target obstetricians to introduce the newest methods for 
accurate diagnosis of insertion of the head, which will help to change the tactics of 
labor and reduce birth trauma and perinatal mortality.

12.2  Diagnosis of the Leading Head Point

The central or leading point is a point on the head (skullcap) of the fetus that first 
descends into the pelvic inlet, is the lowest point on the head, is on the wire median 
line of the pelvis, and goes all the way ahead in the process of the birth biomecha-
nism. It is believed that with the most frequent front view of the occipital presenta-
tion, the corded point is located on the sagittal suture closer to the occipital fontanel 
or in the area of the occipital fontanel [7, 8, etc.]. It is pointed out that in the back 
view of the occipital presentation, the leading point (LP) is located on the sagittal 
suture closer to the anterior fontanel. With a sincipital insertion of the head, the LP 
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is located in the area of an anterior fontanel, with a frontal insertion – in the area of 
the frontal cavity, etc.

However, these representations are very approximate and general in nature, are 
not based on any measurements, contradict to pathomorphological researches, and 
can’t satisfy modern obstetrics completely.

Firstly, with the asynclitic insertion of the head, often observed and considered 
as a physiological phenomenon, the LP always moves away from the sagittal suture 
(to the right or to the left) and can’t be on the sagittal suture.

Secondly, the ultrasound data [9] show that different degrees of hyperflexion and 
moderate flexion or extension of the fetal head are observed in childbirth. In this 
case, of course, the LP of a head will shift accordingly to the occipital bone or ante-
rior to the occipital fontanel. With an absolutely precise synclitic insertion of the 
head, the LP will be located on the sagittal suture at a different distance from the 
occipital fontanel. New clinical, morphological, and laboratory methods have not 
been developed to determine this distance and to determine the location of the LP 
on the skull accurately.

Third, our data on the pathoanatomical researches of the skull of fetuses and 
neonates that died from various causes show that the LP of a head is rarely located 
in the area of the occipital fontanel and sagittal suture.

Fourth, the current understanding of the LP of a head, repeated in all manuals on 
obstetrics [7, 8, etc.], is based on the results of centuries-old vaginal studies, in 
which the obstetrician feels the head with the fingertips and looks for fontanels and 
sagittal suture. Naturally, any deviation, especially in millimeters, it will not be able 
to determine. Well, if he does not confuse sometimes encountered additional fonta-
nels with a small fontanel. Therefore, a search for more accurate modern methods 
for diagnosing the LP of a head is required.

How to determine the localization of LP on the skull of deceased fetuses and 
neonates born with headache? What morphological substrate or phenomenon can 
underlie such a diagnosis? I came to the conclusion that this is the RPC. The RPC 
is a segment on a part of the head that has a convex shape, and the most superior is 
the point at its center. Thus, the LP is located in the center of the RPC, coincides 
with the midline of the pelvis or the central axis of the birth canal. The boundaries 
of the RPC correspond to the edges of the mother’s birth canal or the contact zone 
of the head in this channel. To determine the center of an RPC is to determine the 
LP on the skull.

The proposed method for diagnosing LP on the skull is as follows. It is necessary 
to draw two perpendicular lines through the RPC with the condition that they pass 
at an equal distance from the most remote edges of this area: the first line runs paral-
lel to the sagittal suture, and the second line is perpendicular to this suture. The 
corded point is located at the intersection of these lines [10].

Figure 12.2 shows schematically the location of the LP on the head of the fetus 
(top view), determined by our proposed method. The LP is indicated by an arrow. In 
front there is an anterior fontanel in the form of a rhombus, located at the intersec-
tion of the sagittal, coronal, and frontal sutures. The occipital fontanel has the view 
of a triangle and is located at the intersection of the lambdoid and sagittal sutures. 
The RPC is indicated by dotted line.

12.2 Diagnosis of the Leading Head Point
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The results of a pathoanatomical study of fetuses and neonates born with occipi-
tal presentation and died from various causes, not only from birth trauma, show that 
the LP is rarely located on the line of a sagittal suture or in the area of a posterior 
fontanel. The LP often lies lateral to the sagittal suture at a different distance from 
the occipital fontanel.

12.3  Diagnosis of the Degree of Asynclitism

Evaluation of asynclitism is also carried out on the basis of the study of RPC. Using 
the ruler, the displacement of the RPC toward the sagittal suture was measured. The 
distance (in millimeters) from the most distant lateral edges of the RPC to the sagit-
tal suture was measured, and then it was subtracted from the larger length by a 
smaller one and divided by two.

The formula for the degree of displacement of the RPC toward to the sagittal 
suture is as follows:

X = (L1 − L2) : 2
X is the degree of transverse displacement of the RPC from the sagittal suture, L1 

is the greater distance in millimeters from the sagittal suture to the extreme bound-
ary of the RPC, and L2 is the shorter distance from the sagittal suture to the extreme 
boundary of the RPC; more than 15 mm can be considered pathological asynclitism 

Fig. 12.2 Sketch of a leading point on the skullcap (arrow)
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and less than 15 mm – physiological asynclitism. The proposed method for diagnos-
ing asynclitism in deceased fetuses and neonates is patented [11].

The division of asynclitism into physiological and pathological is made by us on 
the basis of changes from the side of the cerebellar tentorium, since with asynclit-
ism the tension of one of the half of the tentorium increases, leading to intradural 
hemorrhages, tears, and ruptures. We found that with a deviation of 15 mm or more 
in deceased children, one-sided or large intradural hemorrhages, tears, and ruptures 
of the cerebellar tentorium are determined from one side. In the histories of child-
birth, with rare exceptions, there was no indication of asynclitism. Ultrasound 
examination of the head in labor was not carried out.

The proposed invention makes it possible to diagnose physiological and patho-
logical asynclitism without taking into account the history of childbirth, that is, on 
the basis of postmortem examination of the head of the deceased fetus or neonate, 
which is important for performing the most important function of pathologists – 
monitoring the quality of clinical diagnosis. This is important for pathologists inves-
tigating children without anamnestic data. The use of this invention in the practice 
of pathologists will target obstetricians to the introduction of new methods for diag-
nosing asynclitism, which will contribute to changing the tactics of labor and reduc-
ing birth trauma and perinatal mortality.

There is a way to determine the degree of asynclitism in the fetus during labor 
ultrasonically [9], and it is also possible to develop precise methods for determining 
the corded point in fetuses in labor and in neonates. The wide application of these 
methods in obstetric and pediatric practice, apparently, would allow rethinking 
many issues of birth trauma.
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13Features of Opening the Skull 
and Extracting the Brain from the Skull

Abstract
Further morphological diagnosis of brain lesions depends on qualitative opening 
of the skull and qualitative extraction of the brain from the skull. The problem is 
that the brain of fetuses and newborns, especially deeply premature babies, con-
sists mainly of water (88–91%), is very fragile, is easily damaged in any contact 
with hard objects, and requires a very careful attitude. The author describes a 
method of extracting the brain without touching it with the fingers or tools. Only 
such an approach can ensure the full detection of all possible brain lesions.

Keywords
Method of opening the skull · Method of extracting the brain · Fetuses and 
newborns

A study of Russia’s autopsy protocols, including the medicolegal ones, related to 
fetuses and newborns frequently shows insufficient quality of opening up of the 
skull and examination of the brain thus making it hard to diagnose and find the 
cause of death. Nowadays, some neonates sometimes undergo “circular” opening 
up of the skull, i.e., a circumferential method for incision. The cerebellar tento-
rium is not investigated thoroughly enough; intradural hemorrhages, which are 
important for diagnosing birth trauma, are frequently ignored; and the brain is not 
examined well enough. At this age, like no other, there is a clear correlation 
between the quality of the diagnosis of pathological processes and, on the other 
hand, the nature of the opening of the skull and the extraction of the brain from 
the skull. The brain obtained from fetuses and neonates including miscarried fetus 
is very tender and boggy and requires very careful handling. Extracting the brain 
from the skull using just the fingers or tools, especially in premature infants, with 
placement of the brain on a dissection table and subsequent turning over and cut-
ting leads to separation of meninges from the cortex and transformation of the 
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brain into a grout making it very hard to locate the loci of necroses and periven-
tricular leukomalacia, cysts, and pseudocysts, as well as clearly localize the brain 
structure, injuries, etc (Fig. 15.50).

For a long time, there has been the conception that the neonates’ skull should not 
be opened up circumferentially as it is done in adults but rather be cut from the sides 
of the skullcap together with the dura mater near the superior sagittal sinus using 
scissors (Fisher’s method [1]). The “windows” that are formed after such cutting are 
used for extracting each hemisphere separately (the corpus callosum and stem are 
preliminary cut off). Next, the cerebellar tentorium is pruned on the sides, and the 
brain is extracted from the posterior cranial fossa. This method has modifications 
where the skullcap’s bone plates are not fully cut off and preserve a connection with 
the skull at the level of the sagittal suture (Dahl’s modification [2]) or at the level of 
the lambdoid suture (Essbach [3], Khrushchelevsky-Sperl-Zeifridova’s modifica-
tion [4]); this allows to decrease skull deformation after suturing the head skin and 
make the burial preparation easier. The guidelines on opening up fetuses and neo-
nates 1976 [5] and “Opening-up the stillborn and dead neonates with the mass of 
500 to 1000 grams” (1992) [6] describe a methodology that ensures preserving the 
connection of the cut skullcap portion at the level of the squama of temporal bone. 
Using a scalpel’s tip, a small incision is made in the anterior fontanel to insert a 
scissors’ jaw, and an incision on both sides along the sagittal suture is made (with a 
space of 0.5–1 cm). Next, the incision is made along the lambdoid suture and coro-
nal suture in the direction of the skull base. After this, the parietal bone and part of 
squama of temporal bone are freely turned to the outer side. This is the third modi-
fication of the Fisher’s method, which does not have significant advantages as com-
pared to others. The best condition for examining the surface of the brain, vessels, 
and dura mater arises when the skullcap fragments are fully cut off, not hanging and 
not preventing observation, measurement, photographing, and further extraction of 
the brain from the skull cavity. The differences between the modifications in ques-
tion lie in the methods for extraction of the brain from the skull. While the first two 
modifications offer separate extraction of each of the cerebral hemispheres, the third 
modification offers extraction of the entire brain, after incising the large cerebral 
falx at the level of the anterior fontanel and cutting off the cerebellar tentorium 
along the upper edge of temporal bones’ pyramids. Dergachev [7] fairly suggests 
that good conditions for investigating the cerebellar tentorium are created after 
removing the cerebellar tentorium.

The disadvantages of these methods are the following: 1) the TC are not ade-
quately studied, which is hampered by the occipital parts of the cerebral hemi-
spheres lying on it; 2) the brain is afflicted with the artificial damage when it is 
removed by hand or tools, placed on a section table and turned over, 3) each of the 
cerebral hemispheres, there are more significant an artificial changes, it is difficult 
to assess the symmetrical lesions of the two hemispheres and intraventricular 
hemorrhages.

The cerebellar tentorium is of great importance for diagnosing the cranial birth 
trauma [8, 9]. Here, one should distinguish the types of injuries (ruptures and hem-
orrhages), classify them, define sizes, and compare injuries of the two hemispheres. 
A thorough investigation of this is impossible when the cerebellar tentorium is 
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examined using a gap made after moving the occipital regions of brain. Exsecting 
the cerebellar tentorium for consequent extraction of the brain makes its thorough 
investigation complicated.

The children’s brain, especially in premature ones, consists of a large volume of 
water (88–91% [9], 70–76% in adults), is in the process of development, is gener-
ally not myelinated, and is easily damaged after any touch, rubbing, or applying 
pressure. It appears that after extraction, the brain should not be put on a dissection 
table or any other firm surface before fixation in a formalin solution. Preferably, the 
brain should be extracted without touching by the hands or tools.

In order to eliminate the first of the said disadvantages, I consider it reasonable 
to separately extract the two cerebral hemispheres first and then the tentorium and 
brainstem from the posterior cranial fossa. In order to eliminate the second disad-
vantage, the extracted brain shall be put not on a firm surface (dissection table) but 
rather into the water. Besides, thanks to the universal gravitation forces, the cerebral 
hemispheres are extracted without using the hands or tools. The suggested method 
for extracting the brain was first described in 2009 [10].

Thus, I follow the following procedure to open up the skull and extract the brain. 
After examining the skin and soft tissues of the head, periosteum, stagnation of 
skullcap, bones, and their replacement in relation to each other (configurations), 
punctures are made in the lateral corners of the anterior fontanel (Fig. 13.1). A scis-
sors’ jaw is inserted into the punctures, and then the incisions are made parallel to 

Fig. 13.1 Puncture using 
a scalpel in the region of 
the right lateral corner of 
anterior fontanel of the 
skullcap
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the sagittal suture until reaching the lambdoid and coronal sutures and down with 
incising the squama of occipital bone and cutting a “window.” The incised fragment 
of the skullcap includes portions of the frontal and temporal bones (Figs. 13.2 and 
13.3) and, in the beginning, preserves the connection with the skull at the level of 
the lambdoid suture. When incising a bone plate in the left parietal bone, it is recom-
mended to cover the right cerebral hemisphere with the right bone plate (Fig. 13.3). 
The following should be followed when incising the skull: not to cut sinuses, not to 
damage the branchlets of bridging veins that end in the superior sagittal and trans-
verse sinuses, and try not to damage meninges and brain matter with the lower scis-
sors’ jaw part. After examining the content of subdural region and conducting a 
search for the signs of compression of cerebral hemispheres (presence of steps) at 
the levels of the bone overlapping over the coronal and sagittal sutures, bridging 
veins, surfaces of cerebral hemispheres, the cerebral falx, and the cerebellar tento-
rium, the skullcap bone plates are removed, then the brainstem (at the level of the 
quadrigeminal plate) and cerebral falx with a bone plate (before the connection with 
the cerebellar tentorium) are exsected. A corpse should be taken by the neck with 
the face down; then, the head is bent down with the parietal bone down: in the case 
of insignificant rocking of the head, the occipital lobes of cerebral hemispheres are 
lowered and separated from the upper surface of the cerebellar tentorium, thus pro-
viding the conditions for preliminary examination thereof. The cerebral falx, bridg-
ing veins, and the content of the central cranial fossa are also examined. Next, the 
brainstem and cerebral falx with a bone plate are exsected (Figs. 13.4, 13.5, and 
13.6). The head is located above a prepared vessel with water (exsiccator), with a 

Fig. 13.2 After making a 
“window” by cutting the 
skullcap bones, the 
cut-out fragment attached 
to occipital bone is lifted
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Fig. 13.3 Analogically, a 
fragment over the left 
cerebral hemisphere was 
cut out; the right 
hemisphere is covered 
with a bone fragment

Fig. 13.4 Bone plates 
above the cerebral 
hemispheres are removed 
and the head is moved 
with the face down to 
exsiccator with water; the 
brain tends to sink, 
thanks to its mass
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Fig. 13.5 The cerebral 
hemispheres are put 
down into the water; the 
cerebral falx together 
with a bone fragment in 
front of the connection 
with the cerebellar 
tentorium is cut

Fig. 13.6 The bone 
fragment with the falx is 
moved forward; the 
cerebral hemispheres sink 
in the water by gravity
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piece of a cheesecloth on the bottom. The opened-up skull with the head bent down 
is put into the water: the cerebral hemispheres, thanks to their weight, slowly sink 
in the water (it is not necessary to hold them by hand; such operation can be com-
bined with stem cutting). The brain floats in the water, thus providing the possibility 
of turning it over; examine the lower surface, and diagnose an intraventricular hem-
orrhage. A small incision of the corpus callosum allows to detect blood coming out 
of the lateral ventricles. It is also necessary to pay attention to the Sylvian aqueduct 
where blood can be observed in the case of an ontogenetically significant intraven-
tricular hemorrhage. Next (Fig.  13.7), the cerebral hemispheres on a piece of 
cheesecloth are transferred into a 10% neutral formalin solution. The brain can be 
examined on the third day of fixation (the maximum period of fixation is 10 days; 
formalin should preferably be changed with increase in its concentration up to 15% 
and 20%). After fixation, the brain is dense; it does not fall into pieces and is not 
damaged when touched by the hand or turned over, thus making further examina-
tion easier; it can be cut into plane-parallel plates through the two hemispheres.

After extracting the cerebral hemispheres, a detailed examination of the two 
halves of cerebellar tentorium (Fig. 13.8) is carried out with the classification of 
injuries detected (ruptures and hemorrhages) and matching them with stagnation 
localization. Next, the cerebellar tentorium is cut along the sides, the posterior cra-
nial fossa and Sylvian aqueduct are examined, the spinal cord and nerves are tran-
sected, and the cerebellum together with the medulla and pons is extracted. The 
fourth cerebral ventricular is examined. After fixation, the brain is cut into frontal 

Fig. 13.7 After cutting 
through the cerebral 
stems, the cerebral 
hemispheres are in the 
water at the level of the 
quadrigeminal plate 
tubercles. A detailed 
examination of the 
cerebellar tentorium is 
carried out. A right-sided 
rupture in the superior 
sheet of cerebellar 
tentorium is found
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plane-parallel plates which are then examined, and the detected injuries are exsected 
and forwarded for a histological examination.

Thus, it is suggested to put the brain not onto a dissection table but into the water, 
with subsequent transfer into a formalin solution for fixation. The universal gravity 
is used when extracting the brain and putting it into the water. After extracting the 
cerebral hemispheres, it is recommended to examine the cerebellar tentorium in 
detail and only then extract the cerebellum together with the pons Varolii and 
medulla oblongata.

The suggested method for extracting the brain with its subsequent examination 
provides detection of cerebral injuries and eliminates its artifactual injuries to the 
fullest extent possible.
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Abstract
Details the various brain hemorrhage - subdural (SDH), leptomeningeal (LMH), 
intracerebral (ICH), intraventricular (IVH), subependymal (SEH) and, as well as 
bleeding in the cerebellum (CH). All types of hemorrhages are considered from 
the perspective of the nosological principle, and therefore data on their frequency, 
etiology and pathogenesis, classification, morphology, clinical manifestations, 
complications, and prognosis are given. In the presentation of material on SDH, 
four main pathogenetic mechanisms are presented, from which it can be seen 
that SDH in newborns is not always the result of birth trauma. In the section of 
LMH, their morphological classification is given, and the need for separation of 
LMH into subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) and subpial hemorrhage (SPH) is 
emphasized. The original morphological classification of IVH is given, taking 
into account the amount of blood flowing and its distribution along the flow of 
the cerebrospinal fluid. The importance of detecting blood in the subarachnoid 
space of the spinal cord is emphasized. There are two main forms of ICH: sub-
cortical-cortical and periventricular. Three main forms of hemorrhage in the cer-
ebellum are considered.

Keywords
Subdural hemorrhage · Leptomeningeal hemorrhage · Intracerebral  
hemorrhage · Subependymal hemorrhage · Intraventricular hemorrhage · 
Hemorrhages in the cerebellum

14.1  Subdural Hemorrhage

Subdural hemorrhage (SDH) should be considered as a type of fetal and neonatal 
cerebrovascular disturbance. Firstly, it is localized between dura mater and arach-
noid mater of the brain; secondly, it’s a consequence of rupture (arrosion) of 
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cerebral blood vessels (e.g., sinuses, arachnoid mater); and thirdly, it is closely 
related to other disturbances of cerebral hemodynamics leading to potential cerebral 
infarction, complicating intraventricular hemorrhage, etc.

Classification. Depending on effused blood localization, SDHs are classified as 
(1) supratentorial hemorrhages, (2) subtentorial hemorrhages, and (3) suprasubten-
torial hemorrhages (see Fig. 14.1). These SDHs may be both unilateral and bilat-
eral ones. In general, they are associated with ruptured cerebellar tentorium. 
Besides, (1) convexital, (2) convexital basal (Fig. 14.2), (3) basal, and (4) inter-
hemispheric SDHs may be observed. As a rule, they arise from ruptures of bridging 
and meningeal veins. SDHs caused by ruptured cerebral falx are less common. As a 
result of blood breakthrough from the cerebral cisterna magna, it wraps the spinal 
bulb and fills the posterior cranial fossa.

a b

Fig. 14.1 Bilateral SDH in a 16-day-old neonate. (a) Supratentorial SDH representing blood 
clots. (b) Suprasubtentorial SDH (cerebellum is removed)

a b

Fig. 14.2 SDH. (a) Bilateral convexital SDH in a neonate. (b) Dextral convexital basal SDH
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Incidence. Incidence of SDH is 27.4–54.5% of all the intracranial hemorrhages 
occurred in fetuses and neonates [1, 2]. According to our findings, SDHs are 
detected in 125 (25.6%) of 488 intranatal dead fetuses and neonates except for those 
with CNS/musculoskeletal disorders and embryotomy cases; SDHs were the most 
common in fetuses (40.6%) and neonates who died within the first day postpartum 
(32.8%). In subsequent days, SDH incidence reduced to 13%; within 5–7 days post-
partum, it increased to 28.5% with further decrease to 16%. However, SDHs were 
not detected since 15th day postpartum (see Table 14.1).

Many researchers mention that SDHs are more common in mature fetuses and 
neonates [3–5]. At the same time, according to several authors, increased proportion 
of immature infants with SDH is observed. Also, our findings demonstrate correla-
tion between increase in birth weight of fetuses and neonates and higher SDH inci-
dence (Table 14.2). These results allow consideration that delivery biomechanics 
and delivery course pattern are integral to pathogenesis of SDH. In particular, they 
depend on fetal weight and size meaning spatial relationship between sizes of fetal 
head and maternal parturient canal. It will be appreciated that the stronger force 
impact on fetal head is, the greater tension of its compensatory mechanisms 

Lifetime 
(days)

Number of 
deaths

Including ones with 
subdural hemorrhages
Abs. %

Intranatal 
death

91 37 40.6

1 day 137 45 32.8
2 days 64 13 20.3
3 days 45 7 15.5
4 days 23 3 13
5 days 14 4 28.5
6 days 16 4 25
7 days 18 4 22.2
8–15 days 50 8 16
16–30 days 30 – –
Total 488 125 25.6

Table 14.1 Incidence of subdural 
 hemorrhages in fetuses and neonates 
considering their lifetime

Weight (g)
Number the 
deaths

Including ones with 
subdural hemorrhages
Abs. %

1000–1499 65 9 13.8
1500–1999 118 20 16.9
2000–2499 121 29 23.9
2500–2999 54 16 29.6
3000–3499 51 17 33.3
3500–3999 42 15 35.7
>4000 37 19 51.3
Total 488 125 25.6

Table 14.2 Incidence of subdural 
hemorrhages in fetuses and neonates 
considering their birth weight
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ultimately associated with head configurability is observed. It means more likely 
failure and damage of these mechanisms. Tentorial tears and SDHs are the most 
common consequences.

Besides, incidence of SDH associated with pelvic presentation is detected to be 
higher than in fetuses with cephalic presentation (especially, in mature and large 
fetuses). Thus, incidences of SDHs associated with cephalic and pelvic presentation 
are 16.1% and 35.8%, respectively, in premature infants. These values are 26.3% 
and 80%, respectively, in mature infants. These findings correspond with known 
data that pelvic presentation leading to more frequent cranial birth trauma is very 
unfavorable factor for fetal condition. Also, it correlates with basic patterns of tento-
rial tears (ruptures). It’s hardly surprising because tentorial tears are key factors of 
SDH.

Etiology and pathogenesis. SDH genesis is linked with several factors including 
fast (accelerated) or prolonged labor, imbalance between sizes of fetal head and 
maternal parturient canal, pelvic rigidity, excessive head configuration, forceps 
delivery or vacuum extraction, difficult head extraction, obstetric aids, pelvic pre-
sentation, etc. SDH risk factors are divided into four groups: (1) maternal risks (e.g., 
primipara, old pluripara, narrow parturient canal), (2) fetal risks (large mature fetus, 
premature fetus), (3) labor risks (accelerated/prolonged labor), and (4) birth risks 
(pelvic extraction, foot/face/frontal presentation, complicated forceps extraction, 
and rotation) [5]. Causes and factors mentioned above result in ruptures of dura 
mater duplication, veins, and sinuses. However, it appears that, first of all, these 
causes lead to excessive rapid/asymmetrical configuration of a fetal head. This 
abnormal configuration is associated with ruptures of tentorium, cerebral falx, 
veins, etc. resulting in SDH.

Literature data provide very fuzzy information about SDH sources. Tentorial and 
venous tears are the most common reported facts. On the one hand [5], three main 
SDH sources are reported such as (1) tear of “bridging” veins located between the 
brain and sinuses, (2) tear of dura matter duplication, and (3) tear of sinuses local-
ized along the edges of fractures or bone disconnection. According to Romodanov 
and Brodsky [6], there are two primary sources of SDH: (1) cerebral superficial 
veins opening into the superior sagittal sinus (i.e., the most common case) and (2) 
infratentorial and extratentorial branches of transverse and straight sinuses and 
branches of the vein of Galen (occasionally, the vein of Galen itself and sinuses) [6]. 
As per Volpe [5], four main sources of SDH are mentioned: (1) tentorial injury asso-
ciated with ruptures of straight sinus, the vein of Galen, lateral sinus, and infratento-
rial veins, (2) occipital osteodiastasis complicated by ruptured occipital sinus, (3) 
injured falx combined with ruptured inferior sagittal sinus, and (4) ruptured cerebral 
superficial veins. Along with this, several authors consider that SDHs may occur in 
a diapedetic manner [5].

According to my own findings [1], SDH was caused by the following ruptures: 
(1) tentorial tears (76.8%) (at that, 12% of tentorial tears were associated with rup-
tured veins opening into the superior sagittal and transverse sinuses); (2) ruptures of 
cerebral falx (3.2%); (3) ruptures of cerebellar tentorium and cerebral falx (4%); (4) 
ruptures of tentorium, cerebral falx, and veins opening into the transverse sinus 
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(0.8%); (5) ruptured branches of the vein of Galen (1.6%); (6) ruptured veins open-
ing into the superior sagittal sinus (3.2%); (7) ruptured veins opening into the trans-
verse sinus (4%); (8) ruptured superior cerebellar veins opening into transverse and 
straight sinuses (2.4%); and (9) ruptured pia mater associated with blood release 
from the fourth ventricle (2.4%). A bleeding point was not detected in 2 of 125 
cases. It may be caused by meningeal surface rupture or blood leakage from sub-
arachnoid space induced by subarachnoid hemorrhage. In virtue of the mentioned 
data, 4% of SDHs were not caused by mechanical birth trauma of a fetal head. 
Therefore, even SDH is not always caused by a trauma. Sometimes it is found in 
neonates who underwent Cesarean section. As per our findings, SDHs were detected 
in one fetus, and four neonates experienced this very surgery. However, three cases 
of SDH were related to a birth trauma because of in-labor surgery complicated by 
quite configured fetal head.

Four primary mechanisms (ways) of SDH can be distinguished (Fig. 14.3): (1) 
birth trauma combined with ruptures of TC, cerebral falx, bridging veins, etc. (see 
Figs. 7.15, 7.18, 7.19, 7.26, 14.1, 14.2), (2) purulent meningitis resulting in vascular 
wall arrosion and blood breakthrough into subarachnoid and subdural spaces (see 
Fig. 14.4), and (3) intraventricular hemorrhages associated with blood transfer into 
the cerebral cisterna magna and further blood breakthrough into the posterior cra-
nial fossa (see Fig. 14.25b, c) and (4) with subarachnoid hematoma leading to rup-
ture of the arachnoid and SDH (Fig.  14.15). The first way of SDH is the most 
common one. Nevertheless, other routes should be also considered to rule out 

Tears of the tentorium
cerebelly, falx, bridging  

veins, etc.

Subarachnoid
hematoma 

Purulent
meningitis 

Intraventricular
hemorrhage

Birth trauma

Arose of the vessel
wall

The transfer of blood into a 
cisterna magna, rupture of

the arachnoid 

Tears of the
arachnoid 

Subdural
hemorrhage 

Fig. 14.3 Basic mechanisms of subdural hemorrhage in fetuses and newborns (scheme)
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identification of SDH with a birth injury. SDHs may result from ruptured aneurysm, 
ruptured arachnoid mater above SAH, etc.

Tentorial tears are the most frequent source of SDH. Read more about mecha-
nisms and patterns of these ruptures in the Part 1 of this book.

Cerebral falx is the second-place source of traumatic SDHs demonstrating sur-
face rupture, rupture, perforation, and hemorrhage. Due to greater strength, rup-
tured falx is significantly more uncommon than tentorial ruptures. Mainly, they are 
localized in the posterior third. Mechanisms of both tentorial and falx ruptures are 
associated with excessive configuration of a fetal head. However, these mechanisms 
have different interpretations. Cerebral falx is suggested to be ruptured because of 
head compression from the base toward the roof [7]. Increased vertical (craniocau-
dal) and fronto-occipital head dimensions [8], as well as fronto-occipital head elon-
gation (especially one associated with face or frontal presentation [5]), are reported 
to be of importance for ruptured cerebral falx.

Rupture of superficial cerebral veins is one of SDH sources. Moreover, several 
authors [6, 9] consider it as a key factor. Ruptures of veins opening into the superior 
sagittal sinus that is located between the brain and sinus (i.e., so-called bridging 
veins), as well as veins opening into transverse sinus, are the most common. Also, 
other veins (middle cerebral veins, cerebellar veins, etc.) can be ruptured. Mechanism 

a b

Fig. 14.4 SDH associated with blood clots on dura mater of parietal bones. (a) Blood clots on 
dura mater of skullcap bone inner surface in a 16-day-old neonate (arrows). (b) SDH induced by 
vascular wall arrosion in the setting of purulent meningitis in a 5-day-old neonate. Below, SAH on 
convexital surface of the right cerebral hemisphere along with blood breakthrough into subdural 
space. Above, a reversed bone plate adjacent to cerebral hemisphere with present SDH (arrow)
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of concerned injuries is associated with abnormal configuration of a fetal head and 
secondary cerebral displacement combined with venous tension. According to 
Romodanov and Brodsky [6], the mechanism of venous rupture is related to over-
lapping of adjacent margins of parietal bones (“shearing” bone dislocation) leading 
to rupture close to the opening into the superior sagittal sinus [6]. I am under the 
impression that this mechanism is unlikely because ruptures are mainly located near 
venous exit which points from cerebral hemispheres although bone displacement 
induces venous tension and potential ruptures.

Ruptured vein of Galen is very uncommon and found especially in stillborns with 
gross injury. Branches of this vein are ruptured more frequently. The origin of these 
ruptures is explained by elongated fronto-occipital dimension of a fetal head. 
However, some authors [10] reported the importance of fronto-occipital compres-
sion of a fetal head inducing looping and obstruction of the vein of Galen which is 
under risk of rupture.

Due to significant pressure on suboccipital region, pelvic presentation causes 
potential separation of squama occipitalis from lateral parts leading to formation of 
the so-called occipital osteodiastasis [11]. Also, forceps application may result in 
this injury associated with cephalic presentation. Occipital osteodiastasis causes 
ruptures of occipital sinus, dura mater veins, and veins opening into straight and 
transverse sinuses in the setting of blood leakage into the posterior cranial fossa.

Pathomorphology. A bleeding point determines SDH topography. Tentorial tears 
are often associated with suprasubtentorial hemorrhages. Ruptured superior tento-
rial folium (i.e., surface rupture only) may be combined with nothing else but supra-
tentorial blood pooling. Subtentorial hemorrhage arises in the setting of ruptures of 
cerebellar veins, branches of the vein of Galen and sinuses, as well as blood release 
from the fourth ventricle. Ruptured falx results in blood localization in the inter-
hemispheric fissure. Ruptured superficial cerebral veins are associated with con-
vexital and convexital basal hemorrhages; what is more, unilateral ones are more 
common. As a rule, effused blood remains liquid for about a week before clotting. 
Blood clots are found on dura mater after cephalotomy and bone plate elevation.

Typically, bilateral suprasubtentorial (36.8%) or supratentorial (16%) SDHs 
were observed. Mainly, unilateral sinistral supratentorial SDHs (40%) were men-
tioned in central cranial fossae above cerebellar tentorium wrapping occipital cere-
bral regions. Sometimes they affected convexital hemispheric surfaces. 7.2% of 
SDHs were detected in posterior cranial fossa only. In general, pelvic and cephalic 
presentations were associated with bilateral and unilateral SDHs, respectively.

Aside from SDH, cephalhematomas (16.4%), epidural hemorrhages (1.6%), 
cranial (2.4%) and spinal (2.4%) fractures, as well as epidural (19.2%) and sub-
dural (17.6%) hemorrhages into the neural canal were mentioned in some fetuses 
and neonates. In 60% of cases on my material [1], SDH was combined with a 
number of cerebral lesions due to cerebral hemodynamic disorders, various hem-
orrhages: subarachnoid (42.4%), cerebellum (18.4%), intraventricular (18.4%), 
subependimal (12%) and intracerebral (1.6%), as well as periventricular leukoma-
lacia (12%).

14.1  Subdural Hemorrhage
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Old SDHs may be observed in infants with mild birth trauma associated with 
mild tentorial tears and small blood effusion into subdural space (Fig.  14.5). 
Infections are the most common cause of infant mortality. Thus, this hemorrhage 
was mentioned in an infant who died from RS infection. There were no blood clots 
detected on brownish cerebral hemispheric surface (Fig. 14.5). Microscopic testing 
revealed thin subarachnoid blood layer containing siderophages which underwent 
invasion of capillaries and thin sheath above the hemorrhage (Fig. 14.6). Ischemic 
neurons and subcortical leukomalacia areas were found in cortical and subcortical 
regions, respectively.

a b

Fig. 14.6 A SDH (arrows) in an infant (aged 2 months and 8 days). (a) SDH associated with 
siderophages above the arachnoidea with compressed cells without erythrocytes. (b) Thin SDH 
layer above the arachnoid membrane covered by a thin sheath. H&E. ×400

a b

Fig. 14.5 SDH in an infant (aged 2 months and 8 days) who died from RS infection. (a) Brownish 
arachnoid mater as a consequence of arachnoid hemosiderin pools. (b) Cicatricial recess in cere-
bellar tentorium on the site of ruptured superior folium (arrow)
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14.1.1  Clinical Presentation, Diagnosis, Prognosis, 
and Complications

Morphological data mentioned above indicate prevalent combined CNS injuries and 
allow consideration that SDHs and other pathological processes can determine general 
clinical presentation and severity of neonate’s condition. That’s why, diagnosis and con-
sideration of all present conditions are essential factors of appropriate treatment and 
prognosis. However, SDH diagnosis is of critical importance because several cerebral 
injuries are associated with/induced by SDH even during neonatal period. Hence, timely 
surgical treatment enables lifesaving of several infants at the moment. Blood evacuation 
is carried out by subdural puncture via anterior fontanel or by craniotomy.

There are two main clinical variants of SDH: 1) supratentorial hemorrhage and 
2) subtentorial hemorrhage. On the other hand, the first type may be characterized 
by asymptomatic course demonstrating small blood effusion. On the other hand, 
manifestations can include hemiparesis positioned contralaterally to a hematoma, 
partial seizures, mydriasis localized homolaterally to hemorrhage, eye deviation 
contralateral to hemiparesis (“look at a hematoma”), hyperexcitability, and advanced 
intracranial hypertension. Cranial transillumination is an available informative 
diagnostic method demonstrating a decreased luminescence focus above a hema-
toma. As for CT and MRI, subdural hemorrhage is visualized as a high-density 
“crescent area” adjacent to skullcap. NSG reveals signs of homolateral hemispheric 
compression and midline structure shift contralateral to the focus; however, small 
SDHs may remain undetected. Doppler encephalography detects decreased blood 
flow rate homolateral to a hematoma. Clinical presentation may be complicated by 
bilateral SDH with different intensities on each side.

The second type (i.e., subtentorial hemorrhage) is combined with acute 
intracranial hypertension, tonic seizures, bulbar disturbances, advanced depres-
sion of consciousness and coma, as well as disorders of respiratory and heart 
activities. According to the classification of perinatal nervous system lesions in 
newborn guidelines (1999) developed by leading Russian pediatric neurolo-
gists, there are two types of courses of this abnormality (i.e., catastrophic and 
subacute advanced ones). With catastrophic flow from the first hours and min-
utes of life, signs of compression of the brain stem develop: coma, episthoto-
nus, divergent strabismus, impaired pupillary reactions, floating movements of 
eyeballs, fixed eyes. Advanced cardiovascular and respiratory disorders are 
observed. Subacute advanced course is associated with clinical signs of SDH 
developed in several hours or days postpartum (i.e., after relatively favorable 
period). At the same time, intracranial hypertension, seizures, eye movement 
disorders, bulbar syndrome, as well as respiratory and cardiovascular failures 
are detected. Owing to high risk of tonsillar herniation into the great foramen, 
lumbar puncture is contraindicated. NSG reveals areas of increased echo-
genicity in the region of posterior cranial fossa, blood clots, and deformed IV 
ventricle. CT and MRI are the most informative testings to detect hematomas 
in the posterior cranial fossa. Generally, lethal outcomes are mentioned among 
infants with this type of SDH.
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The outcome is caused by compression and SDH-induced displacement of vital 
regions of cerebral stem, as well as respiratory and vasomotor medullary centers 
resulting in respiratory disorders and heart arrest.

Also, Volpe [5] distinguishes two types of SDH clinical courses. Acute massive 
SDH induced by tentorial tear and leading to compression of midbrain and superior 
pons is associated with clinical symptoms including stupor, coma, asymmetrical 
breathing, pendular eye movement, anisocoria along with weak pupillary light 
response, rigid occipital muscles, etc. Subacute SDH is associated with neurological 
disorders arising at the end of the first day or in several days postpartum. Moreover, 
more favorable course of convexital hematomas associated with venous ruptures is 
observed depending on their dimensions. The manifestation includes hyperexcit-
ability, seizures, hemiparesis, eye movement which is contralateral to hemiparesis, 
etc. Focal symptoms are more common in 2–3 days postpartum. Massive SDHs 
may lead to infarction of underlying cerebral matter. Small hematomas may resorb 
in survived infants. Greater ones undergo invasion of connective tissue and capillar-
ies with further transformation into bone tissue.

For treatment it is important to know whether the blood is in a liquid or coagu-
lated state. This can be determined in an MRI study, taking into account the activity 
of the MR signal in T1 and T2 suspended states: at T2-weighted mode, the signal 
from blood clot will be reduced.

SDH prevention is closely related to pathogenesis comprehension. Knowledge 
of SDH mechanism may allow prevention of complicated asynclitic head fitting 
which remains undiagnosed or considered as “physiological” asynclitism some-
times. Although the latter promotes passage of a fetal head, it is associated with 
unequal distribution of tension force between both halves of cerebellar tentorium. 
From a perspective of a lying-in woman, cerebellar tentorium may rupture during 
“normal” labor. However, from a perspective of a fetus or a neonate, labor may be 
complicated by SDH. Thus, the absence of labor abnormality signs is not the reason 
against the key role of labor biomechanism, in particular, in genesis of tentorial 
tears and SDHs.

Preliminary definition of potential SDH localization may be facilitated by con-
sideration of prevalent position of a birth tumor associated with common subcutane-
ous hemorrhages and cephalhematomas. Also, nature of parietal bone overlapping 
should be considered because a parietal bone positioned homolaterally to SDH 
passes under the contralateral one more frequently. There are good reasons to ana-
lyze other data including presentation (bilateral SDH is usually associated with pel-
vic damage), in-labor fetal position (in general, the first position of the fetus is 
combined with a birth tumor in the region of the right parietal bone), and birth 
complications (narrow pelvis, prolonged labor, long-term single-plane position of 
the fetal head along with common asynclitic fitting). In case of vacuum extraction, 
symmetry of extractor cup application should be determined based on changes of 
head tissues (i.e., presence of edema or hemorrhage). Prevalent application of 
extractor cup on one of parietal bones may induce contralateral SDH. Correct intra-
vitam diagnosis of SDH should consider all these data along with neurological 
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examination findings and clinical presentation. This approach provides greater ther-
apeutic value of further subdural punctures and explorative craniotomy used to 
diagnose SDH. In this case, these procedures will be combined with blood evacua-
tion from subdural space.

Only small asymptomatic SDHs can be treated with conservative management. 
There are three methods to evacuate a hematoma: (1) puncture, (2) craniotomy, and 
(3) stage-by-stage approach. Puncture is indicated due to presence of liquid blood; 
in order to improve evacuation, subdural space should be rinsed with isotonic solu-
tion of potassium chloride (do not remove more than 10–15 ml of blood at once). 
Craniotomy is indicated owing to the presence of blood clots. Stage-by-stage punc-
ture removal is used in critical infants. First of all, remove 30–40 ml of blood at 
once, and then perform repeated puncture after stabilization of patient’s status.

14.2  Leptomeningeal (Subarachnoid and Subpial) 
Hemorrhages

Definition. Leptomeningeal hemorrhage (LMH) is a hemorrhage into leptomeninx 
(i.e., two meninges including arachnoidea and pia maters). Subarachnoid hemor-
rhage (SAH) is a blood effusion under arachnoid mater; subpial hemorrhage (SPH) 
is a blood effusion under pia mater.

Classification. According to the last review of the International Classification 
of Diseases and Causes of Death, SAH is an independent cerebral injury which 
can act as a cause of death. Additionally, most of available papers consider SAH 
as a manifestation of intracranial birth injury or asphyxia. Several authors report 
LMH (i.e., hemorrhage into leptomeninx) instead of SAH. At the same time, it is 
aptly noted that LMH can be associated with nothing else but subpial blood local-
ization. These cases accompanied with absence of subarachnoid blood pool enable 
SPH distinguishing into an independent cerebral injury in fetuses and neonates 
[12]. Although SPHs were previously reported [13], Larroche [14] divides LMHs 
into SAHs, SPHs, and subarachnoid hematomas. Other authors [5, 10] do not 
consider effused blood localization toward leptomeninx. All hemorrhages were 
termed as “subarachnoid hemorrhages” and divided into primary and secondary 
ones. Principally, they resulted from blood transfer from the fourth ventricle. 
Thus, SPH is considered as a type of SAH. At the same time, primary SAHs are 
divided into primary generalized hemorrhages associated with wide range of 
changes (from multiple petechial hemorrhages to massive sulcal blood pools) and 
primary local SAHs demonstrating well-demarcated blood pools on convexital 
hemispheric surfaces [10]. In terms of morphological description, the latter are 
broadly congruent with “subarachnoid hematomas” (Larroche) [14] and SPHs 
(Friede) [12]. Hence, there is no consistent nomenclature and classification of 
LMHs.

So, let us introduce our own morphological classification of LMHs based on our 
morphological researches and literature data [1, 15, 16].
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14.2.1  Leptomeningeal Hemorrhage (LMH) Classification

14.2.1.1  Focal Nature
 1. Diapedetic sulcal hemorrhages
 2. Petechial hemorrhages
 3. Spotted hemorrhages
 4. Macrofocal hemorrhages
 5. Hematomas

14.2.1.2  Effused Blood Localization
 1. Subarachnoid hemorrhages
 2. Subpial hemorrhages
 3. Combined (subarachnoid and subpial) hemorrhages

14.2.1.3  Focal Localization
 1. Unilateral hemorrhages
 2. Bilateral hemorrhages: (a) symmetrical hemorrhages and (b) asymmetrical 

hemorrhages

14.2.1.4  Focal Number
 1. Solitary hemorrhages
 2. Multiple hemorrhages

14.2.1.5  Extension
 1. Local hemorrhages
 2. Generalized hemorrhages

Incidence. According to several authors [13, 17], LMH is one of the most com-
mon (>42.9%) intracranial hemorrhages in fetuses and neonates. In particular, inci-
dence is 70–80% in premature infants. At the same time, according to indiscriminate 
autopsies, LMHs are detected in almost one-third of neonates [14]. On the ground 
of our data [15, 18], LMH was mentioned in 35.6% of intranatally dead fetuses and 
neonates. It turned out that LMH is the most common in neonates who died within 
the first 24  h postpartum (51.1%). LMH incidence gradually reduced to 10% in 
neonates who died subsequently (see Table  14.3). The relationship between the 
mass of fetuses and newborns at birth and the frequency of LMH is traced: the 
smaller the mass, the more frequently LMH (Table 14.4). LMHs are the least com-
mon in fetuses and neonates weighing 3500–3999 g (11.9%) but increase to 21.6% 
in large ones weighing more than 4000 g. LMHs are quite less common (34.6%) in 
fetuses and neonates with pelvic presentation than in those with cephalic presenta-
tion (36.4%). This trend is especially clear in premature infants with pelvic and 
cephalic presentations (40.4% vs. 46.1%). LMH incidence is 37.1% in fetuses, and 
neonates underwent Cesarean section as compared with premature infants (40.9%).

Etiology and pathogenesis. Asphyxia and birth injury are root causes of LMH. At 
the same time, fetal head configuration, venous congestion severity associated with 
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sinus compression and venous tension, intracranial pressure, clotting disorders, 
immature vascular system, incomplete reduction of primary capillary network, and 
other factors are involved in genesis of LMH. LMH pathogenesis is often attributed 
to asphyxia and birth trauma. Along with this, clotting disorders and DIC syndrome 
are reported to be key factors of neonatal LMH occurrence. Also, immature cerebral 
blood vessels are involved in genesis of this condition. According to our findings, 
incidence of birth injury associated with pelvic presentation was at average three 
times higher than in infants with cephalic presentation. However, owing to the 
absence of higher LMH incidence in infants with pelvic presentation and more com-
mon LMHs in those who experienced Cesarean section, we can suggest that, mainly, 
in-labor trauma associated with mechanical vascular injury (i.e., ruptures) is not a 
leading factor of LMH pathogenesis. Only macrofocal LMHs and hematomas may 
be related to birth trauma and ruptured bridging veins in subarachnoid space. In the 
most of cases, LMH is a sulcal diapedetic hemorrhage which is not a cause of death. 
Probably, petechial and spotted SPHs on the gyral apexes are induced by both eryth-
rocyte diapedesis in the setting of venous congestion and ruptures of individual 
small blood vessels running between pia and cerebral matters. Perhaps, it’s a conse-
quence of separation of the sheath associated with fetal head configuration and cere-
bral displacement within cranial cavity.

Duration of life 
(days)

Number of 
deaths

Including infants 
with LMHs
Abs. %

In-labor death 91 28 30.8
1 day 137 70 51.1
2 days 64 31 48.4
3 days 45 16 35.5
4–5 days 37 11 29.7
6–7 days 34 9 26.4
8–15 days 50 6 12.0
16–30 days 30 3 10.0
Total 488 174 35.6

Table 14.3 LMH incidence and duration 
of life

Body weight (g)
Number of 
deaths

Including ones 
with LMHs
Abs. %

1000–1499 65 34 52.3
1500–1999 118 58 49.2
2000–2499 121 44 36.4
2500–2999 54 12 22.2
3000–3499 51 12 23.5
3500–3999 42 6 14.3
>4000 37 8 21.6
Total 488 174 35.6

Table 14.4 LMH incidence in fetuses and 
neonates considering their birth weight
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Thus, I think that four main mechanisms of LMH can be distinguished: (1) eryth-
rocyte diapedesis from small leptomeningeal blood vessels, (2) venous rupture 
within the subarachnoid space (i.e., ruptured branches of superficial cerebral veins), 
(3) ruptured small blood vessels between arachnoid and cerebral matters, and (4) 
blood transfer under arachnoid mater from ventricular system or blood breakthrough 
under pia (vascular) mater associated with intracerebral hemorrhages (i.e., second-
ary LMH). Also, SAH may result from vascular arrosion in the setting of meningi-
tis. LMH types directly depend on their pathogenesis. Thus, sulcal diapedetic 
hemorrhages (i.e., the most common type) are caused by blood leakage from blood 
vessels associated with asphyxia and venous congestion. At the same time, macro-
focal LMHs and hematomas are often related to birth trauma and venous rupture in 
subarachnoid space.

A role in the pathogenesis of LMH probably belongs and lesions of the lung, in 
particular, “pneumopathy” (edema, hemorrhage, atelectasis, hyaline membrane 
portions emphysema and aspiration of amniotic fluid), manifested RDS syndrome 
accompanied by venous stasis in the superior vena cava and veins of the brain. 
However, many pneumopathies appear to be complications of in-labor CNS lesions 
(in particular, LMH) and shock manifestations. Indeed, in terms of morphology, 
pneumopathy corresponds with shock lung. That’s why, in several cases, pneumop-
athy (RDS) seems to be overestimated as a primary disease and leading cause of 
death. At the same time, it should be considered that LMH, SEH, IVH, PVL, and 
CH were detected in 47.5%, 22.2%, 11.1%, 11.1%, and 7% of neonates, respec-
tively, who died from various types of pneumopathies [18].

14.2.2  Pathomorphology

Sulcal diapedetic hemorrhage is the most common type of LMH (Fig.  14.7). 
Usually subarachnoid hemorrhage is observed which is mainly associated with sig-
nificant prematurity. Sometimes SPHs are mentioned in the depth of gyri; as a rule, 
they transfer from gyral surface. Intensity of this injury may vary from small eryth-
rocytic impurity in pink liquor filling sulci to dark red blood pools along the sulci 
along with isolated migration to gyri; also, the latter surround arborizations of 
superficial cerebral veins. Typically, this type of LMH is localized in occipitopari-
etal areas of convexital hemispheric surfaces and groove of Sylvius. They are less 
common on the base of temporal lobes. They are poorly demarcated transferring 
from one sulcus to another. However, oblong circumscribed blood pools are 
observed in the setting of old hemorrhages which resulted from resolution and 
washout of erythrocytes with liquor flow along the sulcal edges and in their depth of 
7–10 days. Pathogenesis of concerned LMH type appears to be related to typical 
venous congestion of superficial cerebral veins. Moreover, it leads to increased per-
meability and erythrocyte diapedesis (especially in infants with significant prematu-
rity). Besides, this type of hemorrhage may arise from blood leakage from cerebral 
ventricles along the liquor flow.
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Sometimes petechial hemorrhages are associated with other LMHs. However, 
they can be found as a single injury. In general, they are localized in the area of 
terminal arborization of superficial cerebral veins on the gyral surface (i.e., in anas-
tomotic areas of sharply congested superficial veins (Figs. 14.8 and 14.9). In fact, 
these hemorrhages fall into SPHs. Meningeal removal often reveals remaining pete-
chial hemorrhages on cerebral surface.

a b

Fig. 14.7 Subarachnoid diapedetic hemorrhages in sulci of a 1600 g premature neonate (arrows): 
(a) hemorrhages localized on basal cerebral surface, (b) top view

a b

Fig. 14.8 Petechial LMHs. (a) Petechial LMH (arrowed) in the area of terminal arborization of 
meningeal vein. (b) The same LMH remaining on the cerebral surface after meningeal removal 
(arrowed); so, subpial localization is proven
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All mentioned macroscopic signs indicate essential role of venous congestion in 
their pathogenesis. Petechial SPHs may result from erythrocyte diapedesis from 
several cortical or medullary veins in the area of their opening into pial vascular tree 
and their rupture. Due to firm pial adherence to cerebral surface, effused blood does 
not develop broadwise at once. So, hemorrhages look like petechial ones. These 
hemorrhages can arise from subpial erythrocyte diapedesis from proper pial blood 
vessels. At the same time, several petechial hemorrhages can be localized in sub-
arachnoid space on the gyral surface where narrow cellular arachnoid mater is 
closely adherent to pia mater; effused blood come to clot rapidly. Dimensions of 
these hemorrhages may vary from petechial to finely spotted ones (2–3 mm) bloom-
ing to the hemispheric surface as small nodules (Fig. 14.9). Generally, prominent 
petechial hemorrhages demonstrating tubercles and nodules are classified as SAHs.

As a rule, spotted hemorrhages (Figs. 14.10 and 14.11) are localized on the 
gyral apexes. These well-demarcated lesions can proliferate in the depth of sulci 
affecting other gyri. Their dimensions vary from small-spotted to big-spotted 
ones. In general, these hemorrhages are subpially localized. In general, concerned 
hemorrhages are located on convexital hemispheric surfaces (especially, in pari-
etal areas). They are less common in temporal and occipital lobes. These hemor-
rhages may be both solitary (rarely localized in anastomotic areas of several 
superficial cerebral veins) and multiple or generalized ones. Their subpial local-
ization is confirmed by their presence on the gyral surface (Fig. 14.10) after men-
ingeal removal.

As noted above, there is no a sharp boundary between petechial and spotted 
hemorrhages. In case of further development, several petechial hemorrhages can 
turn into spotted ones. This fact indicates similar pathogenesis and common fea-
tures of these hemorrhages. Along with this, cranial bone pressure on meninges and 
in-labor mild pial displacement may be of importance in the genesis of spotted 
SPHs. Schmidt [13] reported this mechanism and mentioned that relationship 

a b

Fig. 14.9 Petechial LMHs. (a) Petechial SAHs (i.e., protruding tubercles) in a 1700 g neonate 
who died in 15 h postpartum (arrows). (b) Petechial SPHs (arrows) on the gyral apex in the area of 
terminal arborization and anastomosis of superficial cerebral veins in a 2450 g neonate who died 
in 2 days 6 h postpartum
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between pia mater and cerebral surface is very insecure in premature infants. 
Sometimes subarachnoid spotted LMHs may be observed (especially, in mature 
infants). Perhaps, birth injury plays a key role in their pathogenesis. Thus, tentorial 
edge pressure on the gyral surface combined with vascular compression may occur 
in a fetus with symmetrical bilateral spotted SAH localized on the inner surfaces of 
occipital lobes (Fig. 14.12).

Spotted SAHs can arise in areas of bridging vein separation (Fig. 7.30) or rup-
tured branches of bridging veins in subarachnoid space.

Typically, unilateral subarachnoid macrofocal LMHs are observed. They include 
hemorrhages affecting several gyri and rather protruding over cerebral surface 
(Fig. 14.13). They are less common than all LMH types mentioned above (mainly, 
in fetuses and neonates with a birth trauma). Their pathogenesis differs from previ-
ously described LMHs. Certainly, it is related to rupture of superficial cerebral veins 
(“bridging” veins) in subarachnoid space closely to their exit points to subdural 
space. Fetal head configuration and cerebral shift cause sharp tension of superficial 
veins opening into the superior sagittal and transverse sinuses. They may tear both 

a b c

Fig. 14.10 Spotted SPHs. (a) Convexital surface of the left cerebral hemisphere in a 2100 g neo-
nate who died in 11 h postpartum. (b) Bilateral generalized SPHs after removal of arachnoid and 
pia maters from the fixed brain; the same brain. (c) Macrofocal and spotted SPHs of the occipital 
lobe of the right cerebral hemisphere (vascular and arachnoid meninges are removed)

a b

Fig. 14.11 (a) Spotted SPHs localized on the gyral surface (arrows). (b) Sulcal liquor pools
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in subarachnoid and subdural spaces. Moreover, the latter case leads to 
SDH. However, other mechanisms may be found in macrofocal LMHs. In particu-
lar, advanced spotted LMHs can transform into macrofocal ones. Macrofocal LMHs 
are also caused by vascular wall erosion associated with purulent meningitis 
(Fig. 14.4). Sometimes they formed in temporal poles of the brain (see Fig. 14.14).

Fig. 14.12 Symmetrical bilateral spotted SAHs localized on medial surfaces of occipital lobes in 
a 2000 g fetus with a cranial birth injury who died in labor

a b

Fig. 14.13 Macrofocal SAHs (arrows). (a) SAH localized in the right occipitoparietal area (junc-
tion site of a bridging vein opening into the sagittal sinus) in a 2100 g neonate who died in 7 h 
postpartum. (b) SAH localized on the inner surface of the left cerebral hemisphere
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Both subarachnoid (Fig. 14.19) and subpial hematomas are the most uncommon 
type of LMH. They include macrofocal LMHs where effused blood layer is more 
than 0.5 cm (up to 3–4 cm). Due to critical tanatogenetic importance, it would be 
beneficial to consider hematomas as an independent LMH type. They compress 
underlying cerebral matter (Figs. 14.15 and 14.16) leading to circulatory disorders 
and cerebral infarction.

Subarachnoid hematomas may be complicated by SDH associated with ruptured 
arachnoid mater above a hematoma. Subpial hematomas are complicated by intra-
cerebral hemorrhage in the setting of blood breakthrough into the depth of white 
matter and cerebral ventricles. Nevertheless, several hematomas can be secondary 
ones toward primary subcortical-cortical intracerebral hemorrhages. Typically, uni-
lateral hematomas are localized leftward [14] in temporal and occipitoparietal lobes. 

Fig. 14.14 Macrofocal 
SAHs localized in the 
area of hemispheric 
temporal poles

a b

Fig. 14.15 Subarachnoid hematoma of the right temporal area compressing cerebral tissue in the 
setting of breakthrough into subdural space in a 2400 g neonate who died in 2 days and 22 h post-
partum (arrows). (a) The right cerebral hemisphere. (b) Frontal cerebral section
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Their pathogenesis is similar to macrofocal LMHs. Perhaps, it is associated with 
vascular rupture in subarachnoid space or between pia and cerebral matters in the 
area of bridging vein junction.

Microscopic testing enables differentiation between subarachnoid (Fig. 14.17a), 
subpial (Fig. 14.17b, c), and combined LMHs. Along with effused blood, individual 
macrophages and siderophages are detected in older hemorrhages. Sharp blood fill-
ing of pial blood vessels and their close adherence to cortical molecular layer take 
our attention. Discirculatory changes (i.e., edema, stasis, and several perivascular 
hemorrhages) are detected in the cortex and subcortical white matter (especially, in 

Fig. 14.16 Frontal 
sections of hemispheric 
subarachnoid hematomas

a b c

Fig. 14.17 LMH (arrows). (a) SAH (×70). (b) SPH (×100). Blood is seen under separated meninx 
vasculosa (pia mater) above the cortical molecular layer. There are no erythrocytes in subarachnoid 
space cells. (c) SPH localized above the cortical molecular layer with germinative cells in the 
superior part (×180). Total H&E staining
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multiple spotted and macrofocal LMHs). Sometimes a layer of immature primitive 
cell similar to subependymal matrix cells is observed in premature fetuses and 
neonates.

In most cases of LMH, the cortex is characterized by substantial immaturity 
without significant abnormalities. Macrofocal LMHs, as well as several generalized 
diapedetic and spotted LMHs, were associated with severe ischemic changes of 
individual cortical neurons; edema, areas of “sponged” ground substance alternat-
ing with regions of its condensation and induration, as well as gemistocytes are 
detected in subcortical white matter. In particular, damaged cortex and white matter 
under LMH may be accounted for the fact that, as per investigational studies, sub-
meningeal hemorrhages lead to vasospasm and reduced regional cerebral blood 
flow.

14.2.3  Clinical Presentation, Diagnosis, and Complications

The clinical picture of LMH is not well understood. This, in particular, is due to the 
fact that LMHs are often associated with other CNS lesions, which are difficult to 
differentiate. Small LMH (spotted, sulcal diapedetic ones) can be asymptomatic. In 
newborns with larger and generalized LMH, general excitation syndrome with 
hyperesthesia, intracranial hypertension (anterior fontanel tension, suture line dis-
ruption, inconstant Graefe’s sign), hyperreflexia, tremor, uncommon seizures, nys-
tagmus, apnea episodes, posseting, and other disorders is observed in neonates with 
larger or generalized LMHs. Local symptoms are specific for subarachnoid 
hematomas.

As per Volpe [5], primary SAHs are characterized by three main clinical syn-
dromes as follows: (1) minimal clinical manifestations (i.e., increased tendon 
reflexes, tremor, etc.) or their typical absence, (2) seizure episodes in mature neo-
nates and apnea episodes in premature ones, and (3) catastrophic deterioration with 
fast lethal outcome. RBC count in liquor resulted from cerebrospinal puncture 
which is not always a sign of LMH.  Moreover, it is more often associated with 
periventricular-intraventricular hemorrhage [5].

Cerebrospinal puncture reveals hypertension, increased RBC count, neutrophilic 
pleocytosis, and higher protein level detected in liquor. If macrofocal SAHs are 
absent, NSG is a less informative procedure. CT and MRI demonstrated blood pools 
in various regions of subarachnoid space.

Clinical and thanatogenetic importance of LMHs depends on their type, exten-
sion, topography, and other factors. Small SAHs can reabsorb without clinical man-
ifestation. At the same time, macrofocal and generalized LMHs result in intracranial 
hypertension, as well as disturbances of hemo- and liquor dynamics leading to sec-
ondary cerebral lesions. Hematomas are complicated by infarctions and intracere-
bral hemorrhages. Also, as per our findings, combined cerebrovascular disturbances 
may be observed (65.5%). That’s why all existing CNS lesions must be considered. 
It appears that macrofocal LMHs and hematomas, as well as generalized and spot-
ted LMHs, can act as a primary disease and a cause of death. Along with this, 
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solitary petechial and spotted and diapedetic sulcal LMHs are typical background or 
combined abnormalities, as well as complications or manifestations of other dis-
eases (e.g., birth injury).

Subarachnoid blood pools surrounding the pons may induce hydrocephaly. 
During blood resolution and macrophage proliferation, meninges thicken and close 
foramina of Magendie and Luschka disturbing liquor release from the fourth ven-
tricle. Also, hydrocephaly may result from disturbances of liquor circulation on 
convexital hemispheric surfaces and its absorption.

14.3  Intraventricular Hemorrhage

General characteristics. Intraventricular hemorrhage (IVH) is one of the most com-
mon forms of cerebral circulation disorder (hemorrhagic stroke) in premature 
neonates.

The main sources of IVH are (1) subependymal hemorrhage (SEH); (2) choroid 
plexus of lateral ventricle; (3) intracerebral hemorrhage, bursting into the ventricles of 
the brain; and (4) intracerebral hemorrhage, bursting into the fourth ventricle of the 
brain. The most frequent cause of IVH is SEH (82.2% on our studies) and is more 
often in the case of deep premature children. Such hemorrhage occurs more often in 
children having weight less than 1500 g at birth in the first 2–3 days of life. IVH from 
vascular plexuses occur less frequently (6.4%) and mostly in full-term infants.

14.3.1  Classification

SEH is the main source of IVH; therefore, it is better to consider these two lesions 
together. Taking into account the pathogenetic unity of the two lesions, this form of 
cerebral circulation is distinguished as “periventricular-intraventricular hemor-
rhage” (PIH), including even ICH (intracerebral hemorrhage) in periventricular 
white substance [19]. The existing hemorrhage classifications developed taking into 
account the data of ultrasound scanning and computer tomography study of the 
brain indicate the close relationship between SEH and IVH. Thus, Papile et al. [20], 
on the basis of the results of computer tomography, identifies four levels of hemor-
rhages: (1) subependymal, (2) IVH as a result of breakthrough of SH without ven-
tricular expansion, (3) IVH with ventricular enlargement, and (4) IVH with 
parenchymal hemorrhage. De Crespigny et al. [21], based on the results of ultra-
sound scanning of the brain of neonates through the anterior fontanel, identifies four 
stages of IVH: 1-SEH less than 1 cm, 2-hemorrhage captures less than half of the 
lateral ventricle, 3-the blood fills more than half of the lateral ventricle, and 4-IVH 
with the damage of the brain parenchyma. Iova et al. [22] rightly note that only true 
hemorrhages of the second and third degree are related to true intraventricular hem-
orrhage (IVH) and that the above classifications do not take into account hemor-
rhages from the vascular plexuses. In Petrukhin’s manual [23], three degrees of  
IVH are distinguished: 1st degree =  SEH; 2nd degree =  SEH  +  IVH; and 3rd  
degree = SEH+ IVH + periventricular ICH.
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These degrees correspond to the IVH stages of the International Classification of 
Diseases 10th Revision (ICD-10): (1) (P52.0), SEH; (2) (P52.1), SEH with spreading 
to the ventricles of the brain; and (3) (P52.2), SEH with spreading to the ventricles and 
brain tissue. What is the imperfection in classification of IVH in ICD-10? In fact, this 
classification is not an IVH, but a SEH (only one cause of IVH). In addition, SEH is 
an independent brain injury, which is often (about 40%) not complicated by IVH, but 
can lead to ICH. How can we talk about IVH if this hemorrhage is absent (first stage)? 
Undoubtedly, the classification of IVH in ICD-10, which is more than 30 years old, 
needs to be revised [24]. Moreover, it is not right to put any classification of IVH in 
ICD-11. In the classification of IVH from ICD- 10, the first stage is subependymal 
hemorrhage (SEH) that is hemorrhage under the ependymal wall of the lateral ven-
tricle, which has the form of a small foci or spot. SEH is actually a hemorrhage into a 
substance (in the subependymal matrix) of the brain, not an IVH, since there is no 
blood in the ventricle. How can it be named as intraventricular hemorrhage (stage 1 
IVH), a condition in which there is no blood in the ventricle? This is nonsense. There 
is no IVH; therefore, there is no first stage of IVH.

Khazanov [25] identifies three stages of IVH: first, hemorrhage with a break-
through of blood in the lateral ventricle, but without significant expansion; second, 
with a significant expansion of the ventricles; and third, in combination with hemor-
rhage into periventricular white substance. Separately in the classification of peri-
ventricular hemorrhages, there is SEH and hemorrhages in the choroidal plexus of 
the ventricles of the brain (intraplexal hemorrhages). This classification is more 
logical than the previous ones.

It seems that SEH and IVH should be divided among themselves, since these are 
different pathological processes. SEH - bleeding in the brain tissue, most often in 
the matrix, and intraventricular hemorrhage - bleeding in the brain ventricles. When 
it comes to the etiology of SEH, it is correct to consider the factors leading to rup-
ture of the capillaries and veins of the matrix, but when we talk about the etiology 
of IVH, it is logical to study the causes of the breakthrough of blood from the matrix 
into the brain ventricles. It is even more illogical to combine IVH and ICH or IVH 
and periventricular hemorrhagic infarction into such pseudo-nosology as “periven-
tricular-intraventricular hemorrhage.” It is clear that when it is difficult to differenti-
ate lesions, then they refer to complex names and diagnoses. I consider obsolete and 
logically unfounded the existing clinical classification of IVH, which include SEH 
and hemorrhages in the brain tissue as stages of the development of IVH. ICH can 
be a complication of SEH, but not a stage of IVH.

Whereas the widespread classifications of IVH include lesions that are not so—
SEH and ICH—there are logically relevant doubts whether it is right to name these 
“classifications of IVH.” Probably, therefore, the authors, describing IVH, write that 
they have the classification of “periventricular-intraventricular hemorrhages” (PIH) 
[26], “hemorrhages of the germinal matrix-intraventricular hemorrhages” (GMH- 
IVH), and “germinal matrix-intraventricular hemorrhages” [5, 27], which is the 
same as “SEH-IVH.” I believe that it is righter to talk terminologically about the 
classification of the IVH, but not the indicated complex terms. At the same time, the 
SEH (GMH) and ICH (parenchymal hemorrhage) should be excluded from the clas-
sification of IVH, since they are not the stages of the development of IVH. SEH is 
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one of the sources of IVH (etiology), and ICH is an associated lesion and sometimes 
a complication of IVH.

The appearance of the smallest amount of blood in the brain ventricle is the 
beginning of the IVH—an independent pathological process and disease. 
Continuation of bleeding and the progression of the process lead to certain stages of 
the development of IVH. What are these stages? The nature of the stage depends on 
the amount of effused blood and its spread. The more blood is in the lateral ventri-
cles, the farther it moves from the source of bleeding, the more significant its patho-
genic effect on brain tissue.

14.3.2  The Main Way of Blood  Movement in IVH

The main way of blood movement at IVH: Lateral ventricles (from SEH, chorioid plex-
uses, etc.)  →  III ventricle  →  IV ventricle  →  cisterna magna (cerebellomedullary 
сistern) → interpeduncular cistern → subarachnoid space of the cerebral hemispheres, 
the pons, the medulla oblongata, cerebellar hemispheres, and the spinal cord. Blood from 
the fourth ventricle can come to the central canal of the spinal cord (Fig. 8.7). Blood will 
not go into the substance of the brain if the way of the natural flow of the cerebrospinal 
fluid is open (there was no blockage of the interventricular foramen of Monro, ventricular 
aqueduct, median aperture of the fourth ventricle (foramen of Magendie and Bichat), and 
lateral apertures of the fourth ventricle (Lushka’s foramina)).

Taking into account morphology and pathogenesis, it is possible to isolate the 
following forms or stages of the development of IVH [1, 15, 16, 28]:

 1. Partial filling of the blood of one or two lateral ventricles of the brain without 
their expansion (on the frontal sections of the brain, the ventricles have a slit 
shape; the blood begins to fill one or two lateral ventricles; it can bleed into the 
third and fourth ventricles of the brain)

 2. IVH with filling and widening of one or two lateral ventricles with the movement 
of blood in the third and fourth ventricles of the brain (in the frontal sections, the 
ventricles acquire the oval form; the blood blocks the ventricular aqueduct and 
fills the fourth ventricle of the brain)

 3. IVH with the transfer of blood from the four ventricles to the large brain cistern, 
the subarachnoid space of the cerebral hemispheres and cerebellum, the pons, 
the medulla oblongata, and the spinal cord

These stages of IVH reflect the pathogenesis of the examined lesion, which are 
directly related to the shift of blood along the course of the cerebrospinal fluid flow 
and depend on the amount of effused blood, the rate of its spread, and the degree of 
filling of the ventricular system with blood. The pathogenic effect on the brain (and 
the body as a whole) is effected by blood, which breaks the blood supply of various 
brain structures and the outflow of cerebrospinal fluid. The stage of IVH depends on 
the amount of effused blood into the ventricles of the brain.
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Combined forms of lesions of periventricular white matter of the brain can also 
be distinguished: 1-IVH with ICH ((a) SEH is complicated by both IVH and peri-
ventricular ICH; (b) blood from the lateral ventricles can break into the brain sub-
stance under certain conditions, causing ICH), 2-IVH with periventricular 
hemorrhagic infarction, and 3-IVH in combination with PVL (periventricular 
leukomalacia).

SEH is an independent damage; it can be classified into one-sided and two-sided 
and also differentiated by size and topography.

Complications of SEH are (1) IVH and (2) periventricular ICH. Late complica-
tions are subependymal cyst and subependymal gliosis.

14.3.3  Frequency

The frequency of SEH and IVH depends on the study group. On the indiscriminate 
autopsy material, the frequency of IVH varies from 8.5% to 44% [29, 30]. The fre-
quency of SEH is 11.3%, and IVH is 12.7% on our material of 488 intranatally 
deceased fetuses and neonates. These lesions are observed mainly in premature 
infants.

Thus, in premature infants- with a birth weight of 1000–1499 g. the frequency of 
IVH is 24.6%; 1500–1999 g. 22%; and 2000–2499 g.- 11.6%, and in a full-term 
neonate with a weight of 2500–2999 g. it is only 1.8%. At the same time, for large 
fetuses with a mass of 4000 g or more, the frequency of IVH increases to 5.4%. 
Such a dependence of the frequency from the body weight is also traced in the 
SEH. According to different authors, the frequency of IVH in premature infants 
ranges from 20.3% to 60%. Especially often, IVH is found in children with a weight 
of less than 1500 g, under intensive therapy, from 60% to 85%. With ultrasound 
scanning in real time, SEH and IVH in deeply premature babies are detected with a 
frequency of 31–60% [31, 32].

14.3.4  Time of Occurrence of SEH and IVH

The frequency of SEH and IVH also depends on lifetime. If the fetus died in labor, 
the frequency of IVH is 4.4% and in neonates that died on the 1st day, 1–16%; on 
the 2nd day, 21.8%; on the 3rd day, 20%; on the 4th day, 17.4%; on the 5th day, 
14.2%, and on the 6th day, 6.2%. Thus, according to my data, the most common 
IVH is found in neonates who died on the 2nd–3rd days of life, which correlates 
with data on the predominantly postnatal occurrence (in the first 2–3 days of life). 
In most cases the IVH occurs between 10 and 72 h of life [14, 31–33] but in the 
period up to 12 h of life, 25%.

Etiology and pathogenesis. In the emergence of SEH (hemorrhage in the embry-
onic matrix), complicated by IVH, two groups of factors matter: (1) damaging and 
(2) predisposing.
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The damaging factors include various complications of labor (rapid delivery, 
bleeding, placental abruption, etc.), diseases, and conditions of the fetus and neo-
nate (asphyxia, RDS (respiratory distress syndrome) (hyaline membrane), apnea, 
manipulation, administration of hyperosmolar fluids, mechanical ventilation of the 
lungs, pressure level of air inflation >25 cm H2O, frequency of breath to outbreath 
>1:1, open arterial trunk, etc.), which lead to significant fluctuations in arterial pres-
sure, increased venous pressure, hypoxia, hypercapnia, hyperacidemia, elevation of 
intracranial pressure, coagulation defects, and other disorders (Fig. 14.18). In turn, 
these pathological abnormalities in the body cause impaired cerebral circulation in 
the form of its short-term enhancement, loss of autoregulation ability, and venous 
congestion, which lead to damage of the endothelium of the capillaries, micronecro-
ses in the matrix, and finally to the IVH. There is a direct pathogenetic relationship 
between the presence of hyaline membranes in the lungs and the appearance of 
IVH. My studies have shown that with hyaline pneumopathy, SEH and IVH occur 
significantly more often than with other types of pneumopathies (RDS). It is noted 
that the frequency of IVH is significantly increased if patients with hyaline mem-
branes of the lungs administered a large amount of sodium bicarbonate [34]. This 
therapy leads to hypernatremia, brain dehydration, intracranial hypotension, reduc-
tion of cerebral circulation, and damage of the vein walls. However, the pathologi-
cal significance of this therapy depends on the concentration of soda and the rate of 
its administration: liquids of a molar and 1/2 molar of concentration are dangerous, 
but do not cause IVH 1/6 molar liquids [35].

The pathogenetic mechanisms of these damaging factors are complex and inter-
related. Thus, hypercarbia leads to hemodynamic disorders, increasing of arterial 
and venous pressure, and intracranial hypotension, to which the germinal matrix is 
very sensitive and is accompanied by an increase in venous pressure and transmural 
pressure of gases in the brain vessels. Hypothermia of the body is accompanied by 
defects of coagulation, arterial hypotension, metabolic or mixed acidosis, increas-
ing of venous pressure, etc. One important factor of IVH can’t be singled out. 
Apparently, we should talk about a combination of factors, which indicates the 
polyethiologic nature of IVH.

Our literature data allow us to consider that the main source of SEH is the 
rupture of immature capillaries and veins of the embryonic matrix, the wall of 
which undergoes increased pressure due to the maximum expansion of arteri-
oles (under the influence of hypoxia and hypercapnia), increased cerebral blood 
flow, and venous stasis and is damaged under the action of various factors. 
Predisposes to the rupture of veins is that their wall has a “capillary” structure 
(consists of a single layer of endothelial cells located on the thinnest basement 
membrane). The same structure has vein walls in the periventricular white sub-
stance of the brain. One of the important compensatory possibilities of these 
veins is that they are capable to significantly expand without breaking their 
walls. It is possible to discuss in detail the role of each of the factors, but their 
significance is different in specific cases. For example, there are new data on the 
leading role of thrombosis of the upper sagittal and transverse sinuses in the 
onset of IVH in some neonates [36].
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The predisposing factors (Fig. 14.18) of SEH and IVH are low gestational age, 
the presence of a wide subependymal matrix, the incompleteness of reduction of the 
primary capillary network in the matrix, the high fibrinolytic activity of the matrix 
tissue, the hypotrophy, etc. The significance of prematurity in the onset of IVH also 
is in low compensatory possibilities of various body systems—a low level of clot-
ting factors of blood, immature autoregulation of cerebral circulation, etc. The con-
sidered factors favor to the action of damaging factors and determine the most 
frequent damage topography-germinal matrix in the head of the caudate nucleus 
(here it is in the form of “embryonic elevation”; it is the widest and disappears later 
than in other parts). From 24 weeks of gestation, the matrix undergoes a gradual 
involution: at first it disappears in the fourth ventricle and then in the area of the 
third ventricle and the occipital horns of the lateral ventricles, and at 40 weeks it can 
persist in the area of embryonic elevation, often around the subependymal veins. 
With the processes of violation of this involution, the formation of pseudocysts is 
apparently connected (see below).

Pathomorphology. On our material, in 82.2% of cases, SEH was the origin of 
IVH, in 6.4% of the vascular plexuses of the lateral ventricles, and in 11.4% of 
cases, the source of bleeding was not established. In other authors, IVH as a com-
plication of SH was detected in 90% of cases [30]. SEH is localized in 80–90% of 
cases in the head of the caudate nucleus, more often in the groove between the head 
of the caudate nucleus and the optic thalamus (here there is a lentil-medullary vein 
that receives inflows of veins of the head of the caudate nucleus and the superior 
villous vein), at the level of the interventricular foramen of Monro (Fig. 14.19a, c). 
On our material, this localization was determined in 92.8% of cases. SEH can also 
be located in the area of the body of the caudate nucleus (Fig. 14.24), lateral trian-
gles, and lateral walls of the posterior horns of the lateral ventricles. At a gestational 
age of 24 weeks or less, SEH is often localized in the area of bodies of caudate 
nuclei, in children with large gestational age (26–32 weeks), and in the area of the 
heads of these nuclei. In fetus weighing 500–800 g, SEH is often localized in the 
area of the lower and lateral walls of the posterior horn of the lateral ventricle and 
in the area of the lateral triangle. These features of SEH topography are related to 
the width of the matrix, with the time of reduction of the matrix and the primary 
capillary network in various parts of the lateral ventricles of the brain. By the way, 
it’s wrong to write that “the matrix dissolves”; the matrix undergoes reverse devel-
opment due to the migration of its cells. SEH is more often bilateral (56.4%), and 
cases of unilateral hemorrhages are located mainly on the left (62.5%).

SEH can reach large sizes and do not go into the ventricle of the brain 
(Fig. 14.19c, d).

Development of an embryonic (germinal) matrix. At a period of 10–12 weeks 
of gestation, the matrix layer spreads throughout the inner surface of the lateral 
ventricles of the brain, thickening considerably over the heads of the caudate 
nuclei, in the groove between the visual tubercle and the caudate nucleus and at 
the level of the lenticular nuclei. This area of accumulation of matrix cells is 
called “embryonic” or “ganglionic” elevation. After 13 weeks of gestation, the 
thickness of the embryonic layer decreases and disappears in some places, first 
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around the third ventricle and then in the area of the posterior horns of the lateral 
ventricles and the posterior walls of the lower horns. At gestational age of 
16 weeks, the matrix layer remains in the lateral and upper walls of the anterior 
horns of the lateral ventricles, in the anterior parts of the lateral walls of the pos-
terior horns of the ventricle, in the area of the upper and lateral walls of the lower 
horns, and in the area of the lateral, upper, and lower walls of the central parts of 
the lateral ventricles of the brain. At a period of 24 weeks of gestation, the matrix 
remains in the same parts of the ventricles of the brain, which undergo significant 
changes. In the following weeks, the matrix gradually disappears in their subep-
endymal areas of the anterior, posterior, and lower horns of the lateral ventricles 
of the brain. At 32–34 weeks, the matrix completely disappears from the anterior 
and posterior horns of the lateral ventricles. By 36 weeks of gestation, the matrix 
is retained mainly in the area of ganglion (embryonic) elevations. It can also be 
preserved in the area of the outer walls of the posterior horns and the upper walls 
of the anterior horns of the lateral ventricles of the brain. Remains of the matrix 
can be preserved in full-term neonates in the area of gangliac protuberances, as 
well as around large veins and in the form of small cell clusters in periventricular 
white substance. Clusters of matrix cells create an impression of the presence of 
perivascular collarettes.

a b

c d

Fig. 14.19 SEH and IVH. (a) SEH (arrow) in the groove between the head of the caudate nucleus 
and the thalamus of a neonate with a mass of 1400 g, who lived for 8 h. (b) Multiple SHE (arrows) 
in the area of the head (left) and bodies (right) of the caudate nuclei in a neonate weighing 805 g, 
who lived 4 days and 9 h; blood clots in the lateral ventricles of the brain. (c) SEH of large sizes in 
the head area of the caudate nucleus without a breakthrough in the ventricle of the brain (arrow). 
(d) SEH of large size in the area of the posterior horn of the lateral ventricle (arrow)
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The second source (origin) of IVH is the chorioid plexus of the lateral ventricles, 
and it is most often found in full-term neonates [37]. The third possible source of 
IVH is massive intracerebral hemorrhages that burst into the lateral ventricles. With 
hemorrhages and cerebellar infarctions, occasionally a breakthrough of blood can 
be observed in the fourth ventricle of the brain (the fourth source). Sources of IVH 
can also be a rupture of the vein branches of Galen in birth trauma, rupture of the 
walls of aneurysms, etc.

IVH, like SEH, is more often bilateral (88.7%). In the sections in the cavities of 
the lateral ventricles, liquid blood and mixture of blood in the cerebrospinal fluid 
(59.6%) or massive convolutions (32.2%) are detected. In old cases, the contents of 
the ventricles are represented by a turbid liquid with brownish flakes settling on the 
ependyma.

Above is the morphological classification of IVH is represented, which is easily 
correlated with clinical data. Its feature is not only that, but it also excludes SEH. The 
main peculiarity is that it takes into account the dynamics of the development of 
IVH and the amount of blood flowing out. It is clear that the amount of blood flow-
ing with IVH has the most important clinical and thanatogenetic significance. The 
more blood is poured into the ventricles of the brain, the more this blood expands 
them and the further it moves along the paths of the outflow of the cerebrospinal 
fluid. In this case, not only the cerebrospinal fluid is disrupted, but also the ischemic 
changes in the brain tissue under those areas where the blood has moved. The more 
blood flowed and the farther away from its source it moved, the more damage is 
done to the brain. The “wrapping” of the brainstem structures, the medulla oblon-
gata, and the cervical intumescence with a layer of blood is especially dangerous.

In the first stage of IVH, blood only begins to seep into the lateral ventricles and 
in a small amount (Fig. 14.20). Blood usually fills only the lateral ventricles and 

a b c

Fig. 14.20 IVH of first degree in the right lateral ventricle with partial filling of the neonate with 
a mass of 1480, who lived 1 month and 8 days. (a) SEH in the area of head of the right caudate 
nucleus (arrow), a blood clot in the posterior horn of the lateral ventricle. (b) Neurosonography in 
the frontal area of scanning F2–F3. In the area of the SH on the right, a hyperechogenic area with 
clear contours is visualized. On the right subependymal, a hyperechogenic zone in the area of the 
head of the caudate nucleus. Lateral ventricles are not expanded. (c) Neurosonography in the sagit-
tal plane of scanning S2. In the lumen of the posterior horn of the right lateral ventricle, there is a 
hyperechogenic heterogeneous formation with distinct contours deforming the contours of the 
glomus (blood clot). A slight extension of the posterior horn
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often partially (less than half), on the one hand. Bleeding may stop (Fig. 14.21) 
without disturbances in the outflow of the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). On frontal sec-
tions lateral ventricles stored at slit-like shape may be slightly expanded.

In the second stage, the lateral ventricles (one ventricle, Fig. 14.22) are filled 
with blood of more than 1/2 volume. Blood spreads in the third and partly fourth 
ventricles of the brain. There the blockage of the interventricular foramen and the 
ventricular aqueduct may come. There are various degrees of filling of the lateral 
ventricles (or one of them) with blood. With a certain resistance to blood move-
ment that occurs in cases of fast bleeding, as well as blockages of the aqueduct of 
the brain (Fig. 14.22b) and interventricular foramen, the ventricles expand and 
deform, and their horns take a cylindrical shape. With a unilateral IVH, blood 
from one lateral ventricle through the third ventricle (Fig. 14.21) spreads to the 
second lateral ventricle. In one of our observations of bilateral SH, a breakthrough 

a b

Fig. 14.21 IVH of the first stage. (a) IVH in the right lateral ventricle of the brain with a break-
through of the interventricular foramen in the third and left lateral ventricle. A neonate with a mass 
of 950 g, a lifetime is 5 days. (b) SEH at the level of the head of the caudate nucleus (arrow) with 
a breakthrough of blood in the left lateral ventricle

a b c

Fig. 14.22 SEH and IVH. (a) SEH at the level of the head of the left caudate nucleus (arrow) with 
a breakthrough of blood into the left lateral ventricle and displacement of blood into the third and 
right lateral ventricle. (b) Blood in the enlarged aqueduct of the brain (arrow). The hemispheres of 
the brain are removed. (c) Bilateral SEH and IVH
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of blood was observed in the left lateral ventricle with partial filling and clogging 
of only the left interventricular foramen. In this case, only the left lateral ventricle 
was expanded.

In the third stage, the blood fills all the horns of the enlarged lateral ventricles of 
the brain (Fig. 14.23) and the fourth ventricle of the brain (Fig. 14.24) of the cere-
bellar and bulbar cistern and spreads to the subarachnoid cavity of the hemispheres 

a b

Fig. 14.23 IVH of the second stage. (a) Blood in the enlarged lateral ventricles of the brain. (b) 
Fixed blood clots extracted from the ventricles of the brain with IVH

a b

Fig. 14.24 IVH of the third degree. (a) Blood in the fourth ventricle of the brain (frontal sec-
tions). (b) The transfer of blood into a large brain cistern (arrow) in a neonate weighting 2200 g, 
who lived for 31 h. Horizontal section of the brain hemispheres; there are two clots of blood in the 
lateral ventricles of the brain, near down the cerebellum with blood in a large brain cistern that 
extends to the hemisphere of the cerebellum
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(Figs. 14.24 and 14.26) and cerebellar vermis, medulla oblongata, pons (Figs. 14.25 
and 14.26), as well as the bases of the cerebral hemispheres (Fig. 14.26b). When the 
arachnoid membrane breaks, the blood can break through into the subdural space of 
the posterior cranial fossa (observed in 3.2% of cases). On our material, the blood 
spreads to the fourth ventricle in 17.7% of cases, the subarachnoid cavity of the 
cerebellar hemispheres in 11.3%, and the hemisphere of the brain in 1.6% of cases. 
Consequently, secondary SAH and SDH are complications of IVH. It should be 
borne in mind that SEH can break not only into the ventricular system, but also 
periventricular white matter, forming massive hematomas.

In most cases IVH of the third degree, blood was transferred to the subarachnoid 
space of the spinal cord [16] (Figs. 14.27 and Fig. 8.6), extending only the cervical 
region (Figs. Figs. 14.27 and Fig. 8.5) or all parts of the spinal cord (Figs. 8.5 and 
8.6). During the microscopic examination of segments of the spinal cord, the isch-
emic changes in neurons were revealed (Fig. 8.8).

a b

Fig. 14.26 IVH of the third degree. (a) Extensive SAH hemispheres of the cerebellum with IVH 
of the third degree (the blood from the big brain cistern moved to the hemisphere of the cerebel-
lum). (b) IVH in a neonate with birth trauma; the blood has moved to the hemispheres of the cer-
ebellum, to the cisterns of the base of the brain, and to the subarachnoid space of the temporal 
lobes of the brain

a b c

Fig. 14.25 Cerebellums in IVH of the third degree. (a) In front of the medulla oblongata and 
below the blood-stained pons. (b) Medulla oblongata, covered with a layer of blood, is in front. (c) 
The exit of blood from a large brain cistern into subdural space (arrow)
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In the periventricular white substance of the brain, foci of hemorrhage 
(Fig. 14.28a) and PVL can be detected.

At each stage bleeding in the ventricles of the brain can stop, and then resorptive 
processes and various complications are primarily associated with violations of the 
outflow of liquor and the appearance of hydrocephalus. The blood poured into the 
lateral ventricles is not instantly curtailed, partially mixed with cerebrospinal fluid 
and spreads along the course of the flow of liquor. When the hemorrhage stops, the 
blood coagulates, and there may come a blockage in three narrow places of the flow 
of liquids: (1) the foramen of Monro, (2) the ventricular aqueduct, and (3) the with-
drawal from four ventricles (the foramen of Luschka and Magendie), with the for-
mation of the corresponding form of hydrocephalus with characteristic clinical 
manifestations, the extension of ferns and sutures (Fig. 14.28b). The isolated stages 
of IVH reflect the initial and most important stage of the development of the dis-
ease, on which its further course and outcomes depend.

Morphological and clinical manifestations of IVH depend on (1) the rate of 
bleeding in the ventricles and from (2) the amount of blood flowed out. Bleeding 
can stop in the first stage, when the blood began to spread into the third ventricle of 

a b

Fig. 14.28 Complications of IVH. (a) Bilateral periventricular ICH (arrows) in a newborn weigh-
ing 1550 g, who lived for 9 days. (b) Widening of sutures and a large fontanel in a newborn with 
ICH, complicated by the development of ventriculomegaly and hydrocephalus

a b

Fig. 14.27 SAH of the spinal cord in IVH. (a) SAH mainly in the cervical spinal cord (the brain 
after fixation; red arrow). The dura mater (white arrow) is cut and turned away. (b) Fragment of the 
intersected spinal cord with SAH after fixation. In the subarachnoid space, a layer of blood in the 
form of a crescent in black (arrow)
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the brain; after the transformation of liquid blood into a clot, there may be a block-
age of the interventricular foramen on one side, followed by the development of 
hydrocephalus of one hemisphere of the brain. Bleeding can stop at the second 
stage, when the emerging blood clot can clog the brain’s waterway with the subse-
quent development of hydrocephalus of the two hemispheres of the brain. The study 
of clots of the blood of the lateral ventricles of the brain sometimes allows one to 
see their layered nature, apparently connected with the intermittent nature of bleed-
ing in the ventricles of the brain. These layers are longitudinally clots of blood. We 
believe that with IVH, bleeding can stop or slow down considerably; liquid blood 
coagulates, but then the bleeding resumes; the emerging blood clot is covered with 
a new layer of liquid blood that then coagulates, etc. In children in a state of hypoxia 
and with a deep degree of immaturity, the blood in the ventricles of the brain can’t 
be permanently clotted, so it easily moves along the path indicated above and leads 
to an imminent death. Even during autopsy in the ventricles, blood in the liquid state 
can be detected.

Microscopic investigation of the brain substance allows detecting severe circu-
latory disorders in the form of indicated venous plethora, perivascular edema and 
hemorrhages, stasis and individual thrombi, as well as karyorrhexis and lysis of 
matrix cells and desquamation of the choroidal and ependymal epithelium. There 
is perivenous edema, as well as swelling of the nuclei of endotheliocytes and peri-
cyte capillaries. A special feature of the veins of the subependymal zone of the 
lateral ventricles is that their wall consists of a single layer of the endothelium 
(Fig. 14.29), that is, it has a “capillary structure” and is easily torn as the venous 

a b

Fig. 14.29 SEH. (a) Rupture of the vein wall (arrow), consisting of a single layer of the endothe-
lium, with hemorrhage into the matrix. ×400. (b) Hemorrhage into the matrix. H&E. ×280
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pressure increases, causing SEH. By the way, the same wall of veins is defined in 
the veins of white substance of the brain, which expand significantly with venous 
stasis.

In the subependymal matrix, pericapillary edema and erythrocyte stasis in the 
capillaries are determined (Fig. 14.30). In the endothelial cells of the capillaries, a 
lot of vacuoles are formed. The cytoplasm of endothelial cells is swollen. In some 
parts, there is a thickening of the basement membrane with a violation of its fibrillar 
structure and also with the formation of finger-shaped projections in the thickness 
of the pericapillary tissue.

Venules and small veins are located directly in the (1) matrix, on the bound-
ary (2) between the matrix and periventricular white substance, as well as in the 
(3) white substance over the matrix. The localization of the primary SEH 
depends on the location of the broken vein or capillary. Vein and capillary rup-
tures occur in all marked areas. The resulting hemorrhages appear through 
ependyma and can spread in any of the possible directions, both in the direction 
of ependyma and in the direction of periventricular white substance of the brain. 
A feature of the hemorrhage in question is that the blood easily penetrates 
between the cells of the matrix and infiltrates it (Fig.  14.30). The wider the 
matrix is, the more opportunities for such “erythrocyte infiltration” are. The 
blood can then penetrate into the surrounding white substance and into the head 
of the caudate nucleus.

Only with the continuation of the process of the outflow of blood, it can break 
into the cavity of the lateral ventricle. It is possible to stop the process without the 
appearance of IVH. The formation of periventricular hematomas or so-called peri-
ventricular hemorrhages is possible (Fig.  14.28). It is important to treat SEH to 
prevent IVH. Iova et al. [22] rightly note that the main danger of SEH is not in a 
distant, but in an acute period, since at any time this hemorrhage can become a 
source of more severe variants of hemorrhage. In the areas of SEH, there are some-
times breaks in the veins. Some of the veins are filled with plasma only.

In addition to SH in the matrix tissue, small foci of necrosis or microinfarctions 
(Fig.  14.31), which were described earlier, are sometimes found. The origins of 
these microinfarctions were explained in the origin of SEH [38].

a b

Fig. 14.30 The subependymal matrix under SEH. (a) Stasis of erythrocytes in the capillary of 
matrix. (b) Erythrocytes “infiltrate” the matrix tissue. H&E. ×400
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As it was already indicated, SEH may not break into the ventricles of the 
brain. In such children, who have lived for several weeks and died from other 
causes, siderophagic clusters are determined in the area of SEH and around the 
subependymal veins (Fig.  14.32). If SEH occurs between the matrix and the 
adjacent white matter of the brain and if a thin strip of white matter of the brain 

Fig. 14.31 The foci of necrosis (arrow) of matrix cells in a neonate weighing 1900 g, lived 10 h, 
with SEH and IVH. At the left there is the white substance of the brain, at the right—ependyma 
with desquamated cilia. H&E. ×280

a b

Fig. 14.32 SEH in a neonate, who lived 19 days, without a breakthrough in the ventricles of the 
brain. (a) The blood does not break into the ventricle of the brain (below the remains of the matrix 
and ependyma). ×180. (b) Hemosiderosis around the hemorrhage (brown pigment). H&E. ×240
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remains between the hemorrhage and the ependyma of the lateral ventricles 
(Fig. 14.32a), then there is less risk of blood penetration into the lateral ventri-
cles, but more risk of its penetration into the periventricular white matter of the 
brain. These hemorrhages are visible through the ependyma of the lateral ven-
tricles, reach 0.5 mm in diameter, and belong to the SEH. Apparently, this type 
of SEH is often complicated by periventricular ICH and SEH, which appear 
directly under the ependyma in the matrix, and is more often complicated by 
IVH.

In the surrounding white substance, astrogliosis is detected. Small foci of PVL 
may be detected. The cells of the adjacent matrix to the SEH die; they are deformed 
and wrinkled and undergo karyorrhexis.

Ependymal epithelium in the area of SEH undergoes a number of changes; 
often it dies and desquamates. The ependymocytes in the SEH area become swol-
len or, conversely, wrinkled, acquiring an angular shape; their cilia deform, stick, 
and completely disappear (Fig. 14.34). Firstly, in SEH and IVH, the cilia of the 
cells change, and then the pathological changes described in Figs. 14.33 and 14.34 
occur. Pathological changes in ependymal epithelium, possibly, contribute to the 
breakthrough of blood in the lateral ventricles of the brain and the occurrence of 
IVH. In children with IVH, ependyma cells disappear in some places, but numer-
ous penicillus lined with ependymal epithelium appear in the ventricular wall 
(Fig. 14.34c).

a b c

Fig. 14.33 Initial changes in ependyma cells with IVH. (a) Epithelium of ependyma with cilia 
without visible pathology. (b) Adhering of red blood cells and stickiness of cilia. (c) Desquamation 
of cilia, hyperchromatosis of nuclei. H&E. ×400 everywhere
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In the third stage of IVH, severe ischemic and severe changes in neurons are 
determined in the nuclei of the pons and medulla oblongata. In the tegmentum of 
pons, karyorrhexis of neurons is often found. The areas of their fallout are identi-
fied. Pathological changes are also found in the cerebellum, described below.

Other injuries that precede, accompany, or develop after SEH and IVH are peri-
ventricular leukomalacia, selective neuronal necrosis, periventricular hemorrhagic 
infarcts, as well as subarachnoid and intracerebral hemorrhages. Pathogenetic con-
nections of IVH with other forms of cerebral circulation disorders are complex. For 
example, IVH can lead to vascular spasm, a drop in blood pressure, which in turn 
leads to brain hypoperfusion and ischemic lesions. IVH of the third stage can break 
through in the region of the cerebellar vermis into the cerebellum tissue, that is, 
complicated by intracerebral (intracerebellum) hemorrhage.

Blood in the lumen of the ventricles of the brain is a substance that causes a reac-
tion from the brain. Erythrocytes adhere to ventricular ependyma cells, which in this 
case flatten out and may even disappear, allowing brain cells to directly penetrate into 
conglomerates of degenerating erythrocytes. Macrophages, astrocytes, and capillaries 
appear in the masses of convoluted blood adhering to the ependyma (Figs. 14.35 and 
14.36). Sometimes on the ependyma, you can see mushroom- shaped or polypoid off-
spring coming from the brain tissue, similar to the prominences of the sun (Fig. 14.35b). 
The reasons of their occurrence are not clear enough.

Thus, complications of SEH are IVH and periventricular ICH. If two complica-
tions are observed simultaneously, then a lesion occurs such as a “periventricular- 
intraventricular hemorrhage” or the fourth stage of IVH according to a well-known 
classification based on ultrasound data.

a b c

Fig. 14.34 Subsequent changes in ependymal cells with IVH. (a) The site of desquamation of 
ependymal epithelium. ×280. (b) Deformation and wrinkling of the nuclei of ependyma cells. 
×400. (c) Complete loss of ependymal epithelium, the formation of subependymal penicillus and 
congestion of siderophages with posthemorrhagic hydrocephalus. H&E. ×400
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a b

Fig. 14.35 Organization of blood in IVH. (a) Adherence of the organizing blood on the epen-
dyma of the lateral ventricle. H&E. ×200. (b) Polypoid offspring originating from the area of the 
bottom of the fourth ventricle of the brain (arrow). ×200. H&E

a b

Fig. 14.36 Immunohistochemical (IHC) investigation of IVH. (a) The organization of adherent 
blood on the ependyma of the lateral ventricle with IVH, which defines macrophages. Expression 
of CD 68 antigens (macrophages). ×200. (b) Budding of capillaries in the blood that is organized 
on ependyma in IVH. Expression of CD 31 antigens (endothelial cells). ×400. IHC method
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Complications of IVH are intracerebral, subarachnoid and subdural hemorrhages, 
hemorrhages in the cerebellum, subarachnoid hemorrhage of the spinal cord, TG, 
and PVL. Subarachnoid hemorrhages of the brainstem and cervical spinal cord lead 
to ischemia of the neurons (Fig. 8.8) of the corresponding nuclei belonging to the 
respiratory and vasomotor centers. At the time of opening the spinal canal and mac-
roscopic examination, it is difficult to distinguish between subdural and subarach-
noid hemorrhages of the spinal cord. Subdural blood is more often liquid, and 
subarachnoid is coagulated. Precise diagnosis is assisted by histological examina-
tion of the spinal cord.

What is the reason for the occurrence of intracerebral hemorrhage with IVH? 
First, with the breakthrough of blood from the SEH to the brain substance (a parallel 
breakthrough of blood from the SEH is possible both in the lateral ventricle and in 
the white matter). Secondly, with the appearance of ICH directly in periventricular 
white matter due to venous stasis, aggravated by blood pressure from the ventricles 
to the brain wall, sub-ependymal veins thrombosis, brain necrosis, etc. If the ven-
tricles widened due to IVH, the blood turned into clots; it is hardly convoluted blood 
and can “break” into the substance of the brain. If the bleeding in the ventricles of 
the brain is resumed, and the water pipe of the brain is closed by blood convolution, 
the ependyma of the lateral ventricle is desquamated and damaged, and the underly-
ing white substance is in a state of necrobiosis, then a variant of a direct break-
through of liquid blood from the lateral ventricle into the brain tissue is possible. 
However, this variant of the appearance of ICH is rare and may be a complication of 
IVH of the second and more often of the third morphological stage and not a natural 
stage of its course. At the initial stage of IVH, blood is easier to spread more natu-
rally through the flow of the neurolymph than to “break through” into the brain 
tissue.

The complications of IVH include acute and chronic hydrocephalus, as well as 
ventriculomegaly. Acute hydrocephalus due to blockage and disturbances of the 
current of the cerebrospinal fluid at the level of the interventricular apertures of 
Monro and the cerebral aqueduct, and chronic obliteration of the apertures Lushka 
and Magendie, and the cerebral aqueduct. The development of hydrocephalus can’t 
be associated with an absorption violation of breast self-examination by arachnoid 
villi, which children do not have in the first months of life. With IVH, ventriculo-
megaly is also formed. It can be caused not only by increased intracranial pressure 
but also by damage to periventricular white substance of the brain due to OGL, TG, 
PVL, and concomitant IVH. Thus, ventriculomegaly can be observed with normal 
intracranial pressure, with the recovery of the neurolymph. Due to the damage of 
the white substance of the brain, its structural changes and ventriculomegaly may 
not be resolved.

Microscopic examination of the brain of children with posthemorrhagic hydro-
cephalus in the white matter of the cerebral hemispheres reveals astrogliosis and 
other changes characteristic of TG. Areas of mesh edema and microcystes are deter-
mined. Cells of ependyma are absent or preserved by islets in the form of flattened 
short strips; cilia are not detected in them. In some places around the surviving ves-
sels in the periventricular areas of the brain, one can see clusters of siderophages. 
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The bark of the cerebral hemispheres is thinned; its stratification is broken. There 
are deceased and deformed pyramidal neurons intensively basophilic due to the 
process of their calcification. Necrosis of neurons is observed mainly in the depth of 
the gyri.

Are there any morphological differences between traumatic and hypoxic IVH? 
Traumatic IVH is rare and is caused by a rupture of the influx of the veins of Galen 
and internal cerebral veins (posterior lentil-medullary vein, superior villous vein, 
medial occipital vein, posterior vein of the lateral ventricle) in the presence of pro-
nounced venous stasis and a significant head configuration. The increase in the ver-
tical size of the head in childbirth is accompanied by the tension of the falciform 
process with the tentorium and the Galen veins with internal cerebral veins and their 
inflows that enter the cavity of the lateral ventricles and are split first. Usually such 
IVH is observed in full-term children and is combined with other birth traumatic 
injuries—rupture of the tentorium, falxes, and supratentorial SDH. These children 
die in childbirth or soon after birth. IVH acts as one of the manifestations of birth 
trauma. The great role of the birth traumatic factor in the occurrence of IVH from 
the choroidal plexuses of the lateral ventricles is predominant in full-term children. 
Blood in the ventricles is usually liquid without convolutions that hinder the flow of 
liquor. Subependymal hemorrhages may also occur due to a significant increase in 
venous pressure in labor that breaks through the ventricles of the brain. However, 
these hemorrhages occur in childbirth, and not after several hours and days after 
birth, as in cases of non-traumatic IVH.

The above-described IVHs are the lesions of mostly deeply premature babies 
that occur 1–2 days after birth. Their pathogenesis is complicated, but the factor of 
venous congestion in the configuration of the head in childbirth is undoubtedly pres-
ent here. In preterm infants, the blood from the broken capillary or vein does not 
break straight into the lateral ventricle of the brain, but first spreads through the 
tissue of the subependymal matrix, forming the SEH (sometimes large, 
Fig.  14.19c,d). With the progression of the process, blood after birth from SEH 
enters into the ventricles of the brain, often slowly, forming convolutions. Traumatic 
IVH usually occurs immediately in childbirth.

14.3.5  Clinical Diagnosis, Prognosis, and Complications

According to the ICD, IVH can be considered as a nosological unit (non-traumatic 
IVH, P52.0–P52.3; IVH with birth trauma, code P10.2), the underlying disease, and 
the leading cause of death. However, the clinic and prognosis depend on the size of 
bleeding (the amount of blood flowing into the ventricles of the brain), complica-
tions, as well as the associated brain lesions. The greatest number of deaths is 
observed with full filling of the blood of the lateral ventricles and its spreading into 
the IV ventricle and further into the subarachnoid cavity of the cerebellar hemi-
spheres, the bases of the brain, and the spinal cord (the third stage of IVH). The 
mechanism of death is due to the development of acute hydrocephalus, compression 
of the brainstem and damage to its centers, as well as respiratory disorders. In 
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tanatogenesis, concomitant lung pathology, primarily pneumopathy, is important 
(especially the presence of hyaline membranes). IVH and pneumopathy (RDS) can 
act as competing diseases.

The clinical picture depends on the stage of IVH and on the rate of outflow of 
blood into the lateral ventricles: the larger the stage is, the more massive the IVH is, 
the greater the pathological effect of hemorrhage on the brain and the body as a 
whole. The identified three stages, in our opinion, correlate with the three main 
clinical syndromes of IVH: (1) clinically silent (asymptomatic), (2) saltatory, and 
(3) catastrophic [5]. With clinically silent syndrome, clinical signs of IVH are not 
clearly expressed. The most characteristic is drop in hematocrit or a decrease in 
hematocrit after blood transfusion. At this stage of IVH, only certain clinical fea-
tures characteristic of the next stage may appear. With a saltatory syndrome that can 
last hours and days, the following clinical signs appear: a violation of the level of 
consciousness (often oppression), dysmotility (usually a decrease), spontaneous 
and induced motor activity (often an increase in dysmotility), muscle hypotension 
(eye movement disorders vertical and horizontal nystagmus, strabismus), abnor-
mally tight popliteal angle, and respiratory disorders. At this stage, the outcome is 
usually favorable. With a catastrophic syndrome that can last from several minutes 
to several hours, the following clinical signs are observed: deep stupor or coma, 
respiratory disorders (arrhythmias, hypoventilation, apnea), generalized tonic con-
vulsions, state of decerebration, fixed eyes, lack of response to light, and soft quadri-
paresis. Neurological symptoms are often combined with other clinical signs: a 
drop in hematocrit, bulging anterior fontanel, hypotension, bradycardia, metabolic 
acidosis, temperature disorder, etc. These clinical signs indicate damage to the mid-
brain, diencephalic area, bridge, and medulla oblongata [5]. This stage often ends in 
death. However, the clinical manifestations depend on the severity of the brain 
lesions related to this stage.

Clinical symptomatology of IVH is diverse and depends not only on the presence 
of IVH, but also on other concomitant lesions—ICH, periventricular hemorrhagic 
infarctions, PVL, neuronal necrosis, progression of hydrocephalus, etc. In neonates 
of the 2nd–3rd stages of IVH, fluctuations in arterial pressure are detected that 
change its rapid decrease (<30 mmHg). In the blood serum, the following metabolic 
disorders are detected: hypoxemia, hypercarbia, acidosis, hypocalcemia, and fluc-
tuations in glucose level. The diagnosis is easily established with ultrasound scan-
ning and computed tomography. With spinal puncture, a sharp increase in pressure 
is determined, as well as an increase in the content of erythrocytes and protein in the 
cerebrospinal fluid with a decrease in the amount of glucose; reactive pleocytosis 
can be observed. At NSG hyperechogenic zones are determined in the matrix area; 
clots of blood in the ventricles and ventriculomegaly can be detected.

If the child has only SEH (the so-called first stage of IVH), then clinical and neu-
rological disorders may be absent. With NSG, hyperechoic areas of one- or two- sided 
localization are detected predominantly in the area of the head of the caudate nucleus.

If a child has IVH combined with periventricular hemorrhage (the so-called third 
degree of IVH), then there is usually a catastrophic course with rapid suppression of 
cerebral activity, coma development, progressive disorder of vital functions (apnea, 
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bradycardia, cardiac arrhythmia), tonic convulsions, oculomotor frustration, and 
death. Diagnostic lumbar puncture should be performed with caution because of the 
high risk of axial dislocation of the brainstem. With NSG in the periventricular 
regions, zones of hyperechogenicity are determined; on the side of hemorrhage of 
the lateral ventricle, it is poorly visualized; ventriculomegaly and deformations of 
the lateral ventricles are detected. However, in the NSH, it is difficult to determine 
which lesion in the periventricular region is ICH or hemorrhagic infarction.

Cranial neurosonography (NSG) is the main method of diagnosis of IVH in neo-
nates. In this case, scanning through the large fontanel is mainly aimed at assessing 
the state of supratentorial structures, including the lateral and third ventricles. The 
most informative scan is frontal at the level of Monro foramen (F3) and parasagittal 
at the level of caudo-thalamic notch (S2). To better visualize the structures of the 
posterior cranial fossa (including the fourth ventricle, large occipital and retrocere-
bellar cisterns), further study is needed through the mastoid fontanel. In NSG, 
hyperechogenic zones are determined in the matrix zone; blood clots in the ventri-
cles, and ventriculomegaly can be detected.

In IVH of the first morphological stage (Fig. 14.20), hyperechogenic formation 
in the lumen of one or two lateral ventricles (blood clot) is found out, most often 
connected with the zone of caudo-thalamic notch or glomus of the vascular plexus. 
The fresh blood clot and the vascular plexus are identical in terms of echolocation 
and are practically indistinguishable from each other. Hyperechogenous formation 
partially or completely fills the lateral ventricle (lateral ventricles), not leading to its 
(their) expansion.

With IVH of the second morphological stage (Fig.  14.37a), hyperechogenic 
structures are visualized, more often bilateral, in the lateral, third, and sometimes 
fourth ventricles of the brain, leading to their expansion. Blood clots are located not 
only at the level of caudo-thalamic notch and glomus of the vascular plexus but also 
extend into the occipital, temporal, and anterior horns, as well as into the third ven-
tricle of the brain.

In IVH of the third the morphological stage (Fig. 14.24b), hyperechogenic struc-
tures in the lateral, third, and fourth ventricles are visualized, leading to their expan-
sion. The blood clot in the fourth ventricle is better visualized when scanning 
through the mastoid fontanel or through the scales of the temporal bone. In addition, 
when scanning through the mastoid fontanel, hyperechoic clots can be detected in 
the large occipital and retrocerebellar cistern (Fig. 14.37b).

In NSG, the following stages of IVH evolution are distinguished [39]: (1) 
anechogenic stage, (2) stage of hyperechogenic thrombus (up to 10 days), (3) stage 
of anisoechogenic thrombus (11–20 days), (4) stage of hypoechogenic thrombus 
(up to 30–40 days), and (5) stage of residual changes with the formation within 
2–3 months of ventriculomegaly, intraventricular adhesions, etc. After birth in all 
premature infants, the lateral ventricles of the brain progressively increase in size, 
but with IVH there is a more rapid increase, reaching a maximum of 2 weeks of life; 
then in the majority of surviving children, they return to normal form.

The early biochemical criterion of IVH is the celiac neurotrophic factor, which is 
recommended to be determined in the blood serum on the first day after the birth of 
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the child [39]. This factor is normal in the case of hypoxic-ischemic brain damage 
in the blood. An increase in the intracranial pressure and a high pulsation index are 
unfavorable factors in both the onset and prediction of IVH.

Medical treatment of IVH includes the fight against intracranial hypertension, 
correction of blood pressure disorders, hemostasis system, toxic effects of cell and 
tissue decay products, etc.

Surgical methods of IVH treatment include (1) treatment of hemorrhagic syn-
drome (puncture removal of blood from the lateral ventricle, intraventricular throm-
bolysis, etc.), (2) treatment of cytotoxic syndrome (liquor filtration, liquor sorption, 
intraventricular lavage by artificial neurolymph), (3) treatment of hydrocephalic 
syndrome at the stage of clot evolution (serial lumbar and ventricular punctures, 
external ventricular drainage, temporary internal ventricular drainage, implantation 
of subdermal reservoir bulb of Ommaya, ventriculosubgaleal drainage with a reser-
voir-catheter), and (4) progressive treatment of posthemorrhagic hydrocephalus 
after neurolymph sanitation (permanent implantation of short-circuit systems, 
endoscopic three ventriculocisternostomy).

Complex therapy with intraventricular infiltration of a tissue human plasminogen 
activator leading to rapid lysis of blood convolutions and blood clots significantly 
reduces mortality rates and improves the quality of life in surviving infants [40]. 
Survival of children depends on their weight and the stage of the process.

Complications of IVH: hydrocephalus, subependymal and intracerebral cysts, 
porencephaly, ventriculomegaly, atrophy and gliosis of the periventricular white 
matter of the brain. With concomitant lesions of periventricular white substance of 
the brain, there is atrophic or replacement ventriculodilation, observed in the major-
ity of surviving children by the age of 3 weeks. Damage to matrix cells during SEH 
may cause mental retardation and neuropsychiatric disorders in premature infants. 

a b

Fig. 14.37 IVH in premature infants. (a) NSG of the neonate (27/28 weeks of gestation) at the 
age of 10 days. IVH of the second degree to the left. Frontal scan plane F2–F3. Hyperechogenic 
clot in the lumen of the left lateral ventricle. The obturation by clots of the ventricular aqueduct, 
leading to biventricular dilation. (b) NSG of a neonate (24 weeks gestation, weight 620 g) at the 
age of 6 days. Scanning through the mastoid fontanel is a blood clot in the fourth ventricle and a 
large brain cistern
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At the same time, there are data on the enormous compensatory capabilities of the 
immature brain and on the ability to remodel of damaged areas of the brain and even 
to restore atypical development of the projections of the corticospinal tract. 
Therefore, very large brain damages can be associated with pale neurological symp-
toms and satisfactory development of children.

14.4  Hemorrhages in the Cerebellum

Classification. On the ground of morphological findings and pathogenesis, I pro-
pose [1, 41] to classify cerebellar hemorrhages (CHs) as follows. CHs are divided 
into three groups: (1) ones caused by tentorial pressure on the superior cerebellar 
hemispheric surface and concomitant vascular compression, (2) ones induced by 
blood congestion in cerebellar veins associated with impaired venous drain from 
the brain and sinuses, and (3) ones resulted from intraventricular hemorrhages. 
Several researchers [23] report four types of intracerebellar hemorrhages: (1) pri-
mary hemorrhage, (2) venous infarction, (3) SAH or IVH spread to cerebellum, and 
(4) traumatic injury associated with ruptures of cerebellum or blood vessels and 
sinuses. My understanding is that infarction clearly distinguished from CH in terms 
of morphology must not be included in CH classification. Also, CH does not include 
traumatic destruction of cerebellar tissue which is extremely uncommon 
nowadays.

Frequency. Although CH may be a cause of death, many authors dealing with 
fetal and neonatal intracranial hemorrhages do not distinguish and investigate this 
abnormality. At the same time, CH incidence was 11–25% as per various special 
studies. Mainly, it is observed in premature infants. Within the scope of our autopsy 
material (i.e., intranatally dead fetuses and neonates), CH was detected in 6.2% of 
cases disregarding petechial and solitary subarachnoid hemorrhages (d < 0.5 cm). 
CH incidences were 10.8%, 16.1%, 13.2%, 11.1%, 1.9%, 2.4%, and 10.8% in 
infants with birth weight of 1000–1499, 1500–1999, 2000–2499, 2500–2999, 
3000–3499, 3500–3999, and >4000 g [1], respectively. Therefore, CHs are the most 
common in premature infants (grades I and II). Their incidence is rather higher in 
large fetuses. Although CH is uncommon in intranatally dead fetuses (5.5%), CH 
incidence gradually increases within the first days postpartum (day 1, 11.6% vs. day 
3, 17.7%) followed by subsequent decrease. However, according to our data, CH 
incidence increased to 16.5% was mentioned in 7 days postpartum. According to 
indiscriminate data, 9.8%, 13.3%, and 20.6% of fetal and neonatal CHs were asso-
ciated with cephalic and pelvic presentations, as well as with Cesarean section, 
respectively. CHs are statistically more common in infants weighing 1500–1999 
and 2500–2999 g with pelvic presentation than in those with cephalic one (p < 0.01).

Etiology and pathogenesis. Literature sources report the importance of a birth 
injury, in-labor compression of cerebellar arteries with tentorial edge, and pressure 
of mobile lower edge of squama occipitalis on cerebellum in CH genesis. According 
to results of my own research, cranial birth injury is the leading cause of death of 
fetuses and neonates with CH (35.2%). CH incidence statistically significantly 
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increases in fetuses and neonates with pelvic presentation associated with substan-
tially higher risk of a birth injury. Fetal pelvic extraction and head extraction induce 
symphyseal pressure on the occipital bone whose squama can compress cerebellum 
shifting it toward the exit from cerebellar tentorium.

As per our own findings, CHs associated with shoulder presentation, multiple 
births, and pelvic presentation are statistically significantly more common. Several 
complications (including placental presentation, prolapsed umbilical cord, oxytocia 
and accelerated labor, narrow pelvis, nuchal cord and premature separation of pla-
centa) are not relevant factors of CH genesis in spite of more common concomitant 
CHs than during normal labor (p > 0.1).

CH was often associated with pulmonary disorders such as hyaline membranes 
(21.6%), edematous hemorrhagic pneumopathy, as well as viral and bacterial pneu-
monias (26.5%).

The frequency of CH increases sharply with mask anesthesia (up to 35%) com-
pared with endotracheal (7–12%), which is explained by mechanical deformation of 
the occipital bone with a tape used to attach the facial mask [10]. There are other 
factors that play a role in the etiology and pathogenesis of CH: respiratory distress 
syndrome, asphyxia episodes, meningoencephalitis, septic emboli, phlebothrombo-
sis, venous congestion, etc. Prematurity predisposes to CH because of relationship 
with underdeveloped cerebellar blood vessels and their insufficient ability to bear 
increased blood pressure, substantial cranial bone compliance to external mechani-
cal impact (e.g., wearing of artificial lung ventilation mask), mild autoregulation of 
cerebral circulation, and underdeveloped cerebellar structures. As noted in the pre-
vious section, IVH-induced blood transfer from the cisterna magna to cerebellar 
hemispheres is one of the potential CH mechanisms.

Pathomorphology. In turn, subarachnoid and intracerebellar hemorrhages (i.e., 
hemorrhages into cerebellar tissue) may be both small (petechial or spotted ones) 
and large affecting great areas of cerebellar surface and tissue. In several cases, 
hemorrhages lead to destruction of both cerebellar hemispheres and vermis. 
Topography and nature of cerebellar injuries depend on the cause and mechanisms 
of CH.  It’s practical to distinguish at least three CH groups mentioned in the 
Classification section.

Perhaps, hemorrhages localized in the area of cerebellar quadrate lobules fall 
into the Group I including CHs induced by tentorial pressure on the superior surface 
of cerebellar hemispheres. They may be unilateral or bilateral lesions with prevalent 
dimension in the one hemisphere. Also, they can be associated with massive intra-
cerebellar hemorrhage. Hemorrhage into the left cerebellar hemisphere (Fig. 14.38b) 
was detected in an observed 1500 g neonate who died in 46 h postpartum. At the 
same time, unilateral intradural hemorrhage into the cerebellar tentorium 
(0.6 × 0.7 cm) was also sinistral one. This fact indicates certain parallelism between 
topography of tentorial and cerebellar injuries.

It appears that in-labor configuration of a fetal head and its anteroposterior 
compression induces tentorial tension whose edges can put pressure on the area of 
cerebellar quadrate lobules. Parietal bone overlapping on the occipital bone causes 
substantial increase in pressure because occipital squama puts a sort of pressure 
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on cerebellum toward the tentorial aperture. Along with this, superior cerebellar 
arteries, branches of anterior cerebellar vein, and cerebellar tissue are compressed 
leading to venous congestion, cerebellar ischemia, and CH. This mechanism is 
similar to mechanism of cerebellotentorial herniation that may cause concerned 
CHs. It should be emphasized that the more squama occipitalis mobile is, the 
more immature fetus is. That’s why, prematurity predisposes to CHs included in 
the Group I.

Group II includes subarachnoid hemorrhages (Fig.  14.39) localized in the 
areas of the superior and inferior semilunar lobes (generally, bilateral ones), as 
well as in the region of the superior cerebellar vermis. Typically, they are com-
bined with expressed edema and liquor pool in subarachnoid space of men-
tioned areas. These CHs were detected in five neonates who experienced 
Cesarean section and died from pneumopathies (RDS) which may play an 
essential role in genesis of cerebral venous congestion. The hemorrhages reab-
sorb in survived infants with CH; due to hemosiderosis, these lesions become 
greenish (Fig. 14.40).

a b

Fig. 14.39 Subarachnoid CHs. (a) CH localized in the area of the superior cerebellar vermis 
(leftward) in a 2300 g neonate who died in 4 days postpartum. (b) CH localized in the area of 
semilunar lobes

a b

c

Fig. 14.38 Hemorrhages in the area of cerebellar quadrate lobules. (a) Bilateral symmetrical CH 
predominately affecting the left cerebellar hemisphere (arrows). (b) CH of the left cerebellar hemi-
sphere in a 1500 g neonate who died in 46 h postpartum. (c) The same case. Blood penetrates into 
cerebellar tissue
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This CH group is associated with evident venous congestion, as well as sub-
arachnoid, subependymal, and occasional intraventricular hemorrhages of cerebral 
hemispheres. The fact can be easily explained. Great cerebral vein (i.e., vein of 
Galen) congestion is associated with complicated blood outflow (in particular, out-
flow from the anterior superior cerebellar vein opening into it) in the setting of 
hemorrhages which are predominantly localized in the area of the superior cerebel-
lar vermis where this vein runs. Impaired blood outflow via cerebellar veins opening 
into transverse and, occasionally, straight sinuses may induce subarachnoid hemor-
rhages (mainly, in the area of cerebellar crescentic lobes). These hemorrhages 
(Group II) may occur during labor or postpartum.

Group III includes CHs resulted from intraventricular hemorrhages and typical 
penetration of blood from the lateral ventricles into the fourth ventricle. Blood can 
penetrate into subarachnoid space through lateral and median apertures. First of all, 
it passes through cerebellomedullary cistern and lateral pontine cistern followed by 
subarachnoid space of cerebellar hemispheres and vermis (Figs.  14.24, 14.26, 
14.41, and 14.42). Ruptured arachnoid mater causes blood leakage into the poste-
rior cranial fossa with potential subsequent spread to subdural space (including 
blood transfer from under cerebellar tentorium to the central cranial fossa). 
Moreover, blood can spread from subarachnoid space to spinal canal (Figs. 8.5 and 
8.6), middle pontine cistern, interpeduncular cistern, inferior surface of cerebral 
temporal lobes, etc. Along with this, due to complicated cerebellar blood outflow, 
subarachnoid CH can lead to intracerebellar hemorrhage. Undoubtedly, mentioned 
IVH complication resulting in CH, liquor flow block, and damaged blood supply of 
the brain stem causes fatal outcome.

It’s worth noting that it may be rather difficult to classify a given CH as a con-
cerned type. Combined CH types can be mentioned. Also, CH can demonstrate 
other pathogenetic mechanisms. CHs included in the Group III may be associated 
with blood breakthrough into cerebellar tissue along with intracerebellar hemor-
rhage (intracerebral CH; Fig. 14.43).

Fig. 14.40 Old CHs 
localized in the area of 
semilunar lobes 
associated with 
hemosiderosis in an 
infant who died in 
1 month and 18 days 
postpartum
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Mentioned CH types do not cover all the range of cerebellar injuries. Massive 
intracerebellar hemorrhages associated with hemorrhagic softened cerebellar hemi-
spheres (Fig. 14.44) induced by a birth trauma may be observed.

Microscopic testing revealed cerebellar hemorrhages associated with all the 
subarachnoid ones. The formers ranged from perivascular injuries to larger ones 
affecting central part of gyri and hematomas (Fig. 14.45). Typically, small hemor-
rhages were located in white matter under the internal granular layer both in the 
gyral center and sulcal depth. In several cases, they were localized in molecular 
and external granular cortical layers, white matter of central cerebellar parts, and 
in the area of the roof of the fourth ventricle, embryonic plate, and dentate nuclei. 
Siderophage pools were detected in coats, around hemorrhages, and blood vessels 
of neonates with old CHs; also, gliotic foci were observed (Figs. 14.45, 14.46, and 
14.47a).

Fig. 14.42 Frontal section: cerebellum with a CH (Group III). A 2400 g neonate who died in 36 h 
postpartum. Arrow—IVH

Fig. 14.41  
Hemorrhage into the 
cerebellomedullary 
cistern (arrow) affecting 
cerebellar hemispheres
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Fig. 14.43 Sagittal plane-parallel sections: massive subarachnoid hemorrhage affecting cerebel-
lum, pons, and medulla. IVH (arrow) and intracerebellar (bilateral arrow) hemorrhage localized in 
the area of the inferior surface of the right cerebellar hemisphere in a 3200 g neonate who died in 
13 days postpartum

a b

Fig. 14.44 Neonatal intracerebral CHs. (a) CH into the left cerebellar hemisphere in a 3200 g 
neonate with cranial birth trauma and breech presentation who died in 18 h postpartum. (b) CH 
associated with hemorrhagic infarction and blood breakthrough into the fourth ventricle in a 
3000 g neonate with cranial birth injury (depressed cranial fracture of the left parietal bone, rup-
tured TC) and breech presentation who died in 16 h postpartum. Frontal sections were performed 
at the medullary level
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a b

Fig. 14.45 Subarachnoid CHs. (a) SAH (hematoma) compressing and deforming adjacent cere-
bellar matter. ×100. (b) SAH associated with resorption signs in a 2200 g neonate who died in 
19 days postpartum. ×180. H&E

a b

Fig. 14.46 Resorbed CH. (a) Resorbed CH localized in the area of internal granular layer; no 
Purkinje cells detected. ×100. (b) Hemosiderosis and connective tissue proliferation at the place of 
SAH in a 19-day-old neonate. ×280. H&E
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Moreover, ischemic Purkinje cells (Fig. 14.47) are detected along with foci 
of their disintegration, lysis, and dropout. Thinner external granular layer in 
areas of SAHs and wandering neuroblasts localized in molecular layer under-
goes ischemic changes. CH leads to astrocytic and microglial proliferation, as 
well as the presence of gemistocytes with markedly eosinophilic cytoplasm and 
nuclear pycnosis in white cerebellar matter. Ischemic changes, hyperchromato-
sis, and pycnosis of dentate nuclear neurons are observed in the setting of all the 
intracerebral CHs and many subarachnoid CHs. Typically, evident changes of 
neurons of pontine and medullary nuclei (in particular, ischemic olivary nuclear 
neurons and occasional necrotic foci in their lateral parts) are associated with 
CHs involved in Groups I and III. Hyperchromatosis and ischemic changes are 
observed in neurons of cervical segments of the spinal cord (especially, due to 
blood transfer to subdural space of the spinal cord) in the setting of CH (Group 
III). In all investigated cases, expressed disorders of microcirculation were 
detected in the cerebellum, manifested by the desolation and collapse of capil-
laries, perivascular hemorrhages and edema, the presence of vessels filled with 
plasma only, the formation of sludges and sometimes blood clots.

CH is often (94.4%) combined with other types of cerebrovascular disturbance 
such as LMH (72.2%), SEH (31.5%), IVH (48.1%), SDH (42.6%), PL (27.7%), etc. 
According to our own findings, CHs were associated with ruptures of cerebellar 
tentorium and falx (31.4%), subdural hemorrhages of the spinal cord (11.1%), and 
epidural hemorrhages (16.6%).

14.4.1  Clinical Presentation, Diagnosis, and Prognosis

Clinical manifestations depend on hemorrhagic size. Petechial and small-spot-
ted SAHs of cerebellar hemispheres may proceed without clinical signs. 
Parenchymal CH is associated with fulminant course demonstrating apnea epi-
sodes, bradycardia, low hematocrit level, blood presence in cerebrospinal fluid, 
etc. These symptoms lead to fatal outcome in 12–36 h [5]. Brainstem affection 

a b

Fig. 14.47 CH-induced changes. (a) Siderophages detected in the area of resorbed cerebellar 
SAH. H&E. ×210. (b) Ischemic Purkinje cells. Nissl staining. ×400
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may be demonstrated by pendular eye movement, lateral eye turn, and impaired 
caudal nerves. Clinical presentation of intracerebellar hemorrhages is similar to 
that of IVH (grade III).

Massive CHs may induce brain stem compression and rapid fatal outcome. 
Cerebellar traumatic injuries may result in embolism of pulmonary, leptomenin-
geal, and coronary arteries with cerebellar tissue leading to fatal complications up 
until myocardial infarction [42]. Cerebellar tissue and blood may transfer to subdu-
ral space of the spinal cord (Fig. 8.4) following by its damage. Intracerebellar hema-
tomas can discharge into the posterior cranial fossa causing compression and 
displacement of the brain stem, as well as impaired liquor outflow from the fourth 
ventricle. In order to prevent SDH-induced rapid fatal outcome, surgical decom-
pression must be performed. Thus, CH has critical thanatogenetic importance.

Diagnosis is based on neurological disorders, cerebrospinal puncture results (i.e., 
hypertension, increased RBC count (including altered ones), higher protein concen-
tration, and neutrophilic pleocytosis), and CT findings (e.g., increased density foci 
in cerebellar tissue and deformed liquor spaces). NSG is a less informative method 
to detect small meningeal CHs. Large intracerebellar injuries are visualized as 
asymmetrical hyperechogenic foci. Doppler encephalography reveals asymmetrical 
hypoperfusion in cerebral arteries of the affected side. Favorable outcomes of surgi-
cal interventions combined with blood evacuation are reported.

CH consequences observed in survived infants include posthemorrhagic hydro-
cephaly, cerebellar cortical atrophy, folial infarction, white matter gliosis, shrink-
age, and cysts. Antenatal CHs cause malformations.

14.5  Intracerebral Hemorrhage

Classification. Mainly, intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) (synonyms include “hemor-
rhagic encephalopathy,” “parenchymal hemorrhages,” “hemorrhagic red malacia,” 
“periventricular intraventricular hemorrhage,” “intraparenchymal hemorrhages”) is 
localized in white matter of one of the cerebral hemispheres. These asymmetrical 
injuries are presented by hematoma-like hemorrhages in fetuses and neonates. 
According to fetal and neonatal autopsy findings, ICH incidence is 1.2%. Typically, 
it is detected in those who died within the first day postpartum. Naturally, this group 
does not include petechial and small-spotted hemorrhages.

In terms of topography, subcortical-cortical and periventricular ICHs can be dis-
tinguished. Besides, ICHs should be differentiated on hematoma-like hemorrhages 
and hemorrhagic suffusion.

Terminology. Variety of mentioned ICH synonyms indicates uncertain interpre-
tation of the concerned cerebral injury. Many authors distinguish intracerebral 
(parenchymal) hemorrhage. Along with this, ICHs are reported to be punctulated/
diapedetic, as well as large ones affecting major areas of cerebral hemispheres. 
Oftentimes, ICHs are investigated in the same group as other hemorrhages (SAH, 
IVH, etc.) or summarized as cranial birth injuries. Several clinicians [5] consider 
ICH as a periventricular hemorrhage concerning them along with SEHs and IVHs. 
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Also, periventricular intraventricular hemorrhages are distinguished. At the same 
time, ICHs localized in the cortex and subcortical cerebral white matter are missed. 
Other researchers [43] consider IVH as a hemorrhage into cerebral tissue. Sometimes 
hemorrhagic infarction and ICH are fallen into the same category [10, 14]. Along 
with this, “central hemorrhagic encephalopathy” [44, 45] is distinguished as a spe-
cial type of cerebral injury. As a matter of fact, it represents ICH.  While some 
researchers [46, 47] consider petechial hemorrhages as ICHs, others do not take 
these injuries into account. Therefore, ICHs are interpreted and reported in a differ-
ent manner complicating their research.

Incidence. According to fetal and neonatal autopsy material, ICH incidence var-
ies from 2% [36] to 9.2% [46]. ICHs are observed in 31.8% of premature neonates 
weighing less than 1500  g [48]. Incidence of periventricular ICH is 15–25% in 
premature infants [10]. According to our indiscriminate data, incidence of ICHs 
including predominantly large hematomas was 1.2%. So variable ICH incidence 
depends on understanding of their morphological nature. Thus, the incidence will 
be very high if petechial hemorrhages are considered as ICHs. Hence, incidence of 
“parenchymal” hemorrhages (including pericapillary petechial ones) detected in 
neonates with pulmonary hyaline membranes in the brain was 40.5–52.5% [47]. I 
suppose that several petechial hemorrhages should not be considered as ICHs 
because a detailed study reveals them in most of dead neonates. Their genesis may 
be connected with agonal period. Typically, solitary blood extravasates can be found 
in cerebral serial sections of dead fetuses and neonates (both mature and premature 
ones). Moreover, their origin can be associated with asphyxia, acidosis, increased 
vascular wall permeability, intravenous hypertension, and other factors.

Etiology and pathogenesis. ICH is considered to be caused by asphyxia, birth 
injury, clotting disorders, vascular thrombosis, sepsis, and other reasons. With a 
glance to literature sources and our own findings, several suggestions can be made. 
Firstly, ICH may be the so-called main focus with pathogenetic connection with 
traumatic vascular injury which resulted from cerebral deformation and displace-
ment in the setting of fetal head configuration, as well as with clotting disorders 
associated with hemolytic disease, DIC syndrome, thrombocytopenia, infectious 
vasculitis, arteriovenous malformation, arterial hypertension, etc. Periventricular 
hemorrhages (i.e., periventricular ICHs) (38%) were detected in infants with inher-
ent viral infection [49]. Secondly, ICH may result from blood breakthrough into 
cerebral matter associated with subpial and subependymal hemorrhages in the set-
ting of the formation of subpial intracerebral and subependymal intracerebral hem-
orrhages. However, morphological testing often cannot determine if primary 
hemorrhage was subpial or subependymal one; besides, it can appear in cerebral 
matter. Thirdly, since ICH may complicate ischemic cerebral infarction (including 
PVL), it must be differentiated with hemorrhagic infarction. Although hemorrhagic 
infarction is associated with almost simultaneous hemorrhage and necrosis, “hem-
orrhage into softened tissue” is preceded by necrosis of cerebral matter. That’s why 
it’s important to determine the time of cerebral infarction emergence that is scarcely 
ever possible in neonates. Since neonatal infections are involved in pathogenesis of 
vascular thrombosis and PVL, they may have a certain value in ICH emergence too. 
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Specific predominant localization of neonatal ICHs (i.e., white matter of the great 
hemispheres) may be related to their pathogenesis. Perhaps, this fact is caused by 
particular vulnerability of immature cerebral white matter of a neonate. As a rule, 
adult ICH occurs in the area of basal ganglia.

The most common causes and pathogenetic mechanisms of ICH summarized 
above are predominantly related to neonates. Among the other causes of ICHs in 
children are the following: arterio-venous malformations, coagulopathy, thrombo-
cytopathy, leukemia, hemophilia, varicellous encephalitis, rubella, neurospid, 
mycotic encephalitis, complications of anticoagulant therapy, etc.

Pathomorphology. It’s reasonable to distinguish two main types of neonatal ICH 
(i.e., subcortical-cortical and periventricular ones) [2, 50]. In general, subcortical- 
cortical ICH is detected in mature and premature neonates with a birth trauma. 
Typically, unilateral lesions are located in occipital and parietal cerebral lobes along 
with common transformation into subpial hematomas. Also, they can affect periven-
tricular white matter and discharge into lateral cerebral ventricles. Predominantly 
detected in premature infants, periventricular ICHs often presented by hematomas 
are localized in periventricular areas of cerebral lateral ventricles. They may be 
complicated by intraventricular hemorrhage.

Morphological description of ICH mentioned below is based on 11 ICHs 
observed in dead neonates. Among them, eight subcortical ICHs locally affecting 
the cortex and five ICHs transforming into subpial hemorrhages into occipitopari-
etal and temporal cerebral lobes were found (Figs. 14.48 and 14.49). One ICH 
was localized in subcortical white matter of the frontal lobe (Fig. 7.33a). Along 
with this, it corresponded with the site of cerebral compression in the line of the 
right parietal bone overlapping on the frontal bone; the dextral overlapping is 
observed to be more evident. These ICHs may be termed as subcortical-cortical 
ones. They were mentioned in both mature and premature infants (four cases 
each). Causes of death included cranial birth injury associated with ruptured cer-
ebellar tentorium and subdural hemorrhages (four cases), hemolytic disease (two 
cases), umbilical sepsis (one case), and ICH (one case). The last case 

Fig. 14.48 Subcortical-
cortical ICH (arrow) 
localized in the left 
temporal region in a 
1700 g neonate with 
subpial hemorrhage
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demonstrated such massive hemorrhage that it affected full thickness of the cere-
bral white matter, as well as the cortex and ependyma of the lateral ventricle 
inducing IVH in spite of predominantly affected cortex and subcortical white mat-
ter. One case presented three poorly demarcated hemorrhagic foci (approximately 
0.7 cm in diameter) localized in the left parietal region which were considered as 
hemorrhagic suffusion-like ICHs (Fig. 14.49c, d) due to their microscopic presen-
tation (i.e., multiple confluent hemorrhages located in subcortical white matter 
and inferior cortical layers).

Periventricular ICHs were found in cerebral white matter of three premature neo-
nates. Two hematoma-like (Fig. 14.50) and hemorrhagic suffusion-like ICHs were 
localized near the lateral angle of anterior horns of lateral ventricles, and one 
hematoma- like ICH was localized laterally to the central part of posterior horn of 
lateral ventricle. This ICH type can be termed as a periventricular one. Two periven-
tricular ICHs considered as a leading cause of death were associated with blood 
breakthrough into lateral cerebral ventricles (Fig. 14.50).

In terms of microscopic testing (Fig. 14.51), hematomas demonstrated occa-
sional areas of necrotic cerebral tissue and thrombosed small blood vessels. 

a

c d

b

Fig. 14.49 Subcortical-cortical ICH (arrows). (a) Subcortical-cortical ICH in a 1700 g neonate 
who died in 33  h postpartum. (b) Hematomas of the frontal cerebral lobes. (c) Hemorrhagic 
suffusion- like ICH; top view. (d) The same sectioned ICH
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Expressed edema, hemorrhagic areas, and plasmatic suffusion of cerebral tis-
sue, as well as solitary hyaline thrombus, were detected in perifocal area of 
subcortical- cortical hematomas. In several cases, swelling and rounding neu-
rons in the setting of karyorrhexis and ischemic changes were observed in the 
cortex at the boundary of hematoma. Sometimes astrocytic hypertrophy and 
proliferation, as well as ameboid astrocytes, can be found in subcortical white 
matter. Mentioned alterations were not observed a little farther from ICH. At the 
same time, one case demonstrated large areas of softened tissue associated with 
ischemic changes of most nervous cells around a hematoma and under subpial 
hemorrhage. It can be considered that these cases are associated with subpial 
hematoma discharged into necrotic underlying cerebral tissue (i.e., ICH is not a 
primary pathological process but a complication of cerebral ischemic 
infarction).

Fig. 14.50 Periventricular ICH associated with blood breakthrough into the right cerebral lateral 
ventricle in a 1200 g neonate who died in 7 h 45 min postpartum

Fig. 14.51  
Periventricular ICH in  
a 9-day-old neonate.  
H&E. ×280
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Evident microcirculatory disorders, edema, thrombus, several axonal balls, and 
astrocytic proliferation areas were observed in perifocal area of periventricular 
ICHs. Recent periventricular leukomalacia foci were detected in two neonates. 
Indeed, they were located in perifocal area and symmetrical area of contralateral 
cerebral hemisphere in one of these cases. Hence, ischemic necrosis may be a pri-
mary process complicated by ICH. Significantly immature cortex without substan-
tial abnormalities was detected in various regions. Thrombus potentially resulted 
from vasculitis and purulent meningeal inflammation which were found in pial 
blood vessels of a neonate with purulent meningitis.

Periventricular ICHs are resorbed in survived infants. Moreover, it’s inner part of 
a hematoma is fluidized first; also, a hematoma may be fragmented to resorbable 
splinters. Hemosiderosis is detected around hemorrhagic foci (Fig. 14.52). A cyst 
and a porencephalic cyst are formed at the place of ICH and subcortical-cortical 
ICHs, respectively, within 2 weeks to 2 months.

14.5.1  Clinical Presentation, Diagnosis, Prognosis, 
and Complications

Small ICHs may be asymptomatic or disguise themselves as other CNS injuries. 
Larger ICHs lead to increasing depression of cerebral activity, coma, intracranial 
hypertension, and focal symptoms (i.e., focal clonic seizures, hemisyndromes, etc.). 
NSG reveals hyperechogenic areas with different sizes and topographies or homo-
lateral ventricular compression signs and interhemispheric fissure displacement 
associated with massive hematomas (i.e., “mass effect”). Typically, if ICH is a com-
plication of SEH, it will be positioned in the frontoparietal area. CT and MRT are 
more informative methods to detect ICH shape. Hemorrhagic suffusion is character-
ized by increased T1-weighted MR signal. Fluidized hematoma is associated with 
increased T2-weighted MR-signal decreasing along with blood clotting.

Fig. 14.52 Small 
periventricular 
intracerebral hemorrhage. 
Siderophage pool is 
observed around the 
hemorrhage. H&E. ×140
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ICH is a severe cerebral injury which often leads to fatal outcome. Large hemato-
mas result in intracranial hypertension, cerebral dislocation, and brainstem compres-
sion. According to ICD-10, birth trauma includes cerebral hemorrhages. However, 
beyond traumatic causes, ICH may result from other factors. It’s reasonable to con-
sider ICH as an independent type of neonatal cerebrovascular disturbance. Massive 
ICH complicated by intraventricular hemorrhage may be a primary disease.

Cerebral palsy and mental deficiency are found in survived neonates with 
ICH. Cerebral atrophy and cystic cavity formation (i.e., so-called cystic encepha-
lopathy) are late ICH complications. Porencephaly (i.e., porencephalic cyst) is 
developed after subpial intracerebral hemorrhages which are generally associated 
with IVHs.
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15Hypoxic-Ischemic Injuries of a Brain

Abstract
Hypoxic-ischemic lesions of the brain are most diverse and require their differ-
entiation into forms. Therefore, the chapter gives a morphological classification 
of these lesions, often with their synonyms. The presence of numerous synonyms 
for brain lesions indicates that they are still not clearly established and require 
further study and discussion. The described brain lesions are not sufficiently 
studied by clinicians, who, like neuroimaging studies, should rely on morphol-
ogy data. In the chapter, some data of statistical, macroscopic, neurohistological, 
immunohistochemical, electron microscopic, neuroimaging, and clinical studies 
of the affected brain lesions are presented. The following brain lesions are 
described: selective neuronal necrosis; focal and widespread necrosis of the cor-
tex, subcortical formations, trunk, cerebellum, and spinal cord; status marmora-
tus; edematous hemorrhagic leukoencephalopathy; telencephalic gliosis; 
subcortical leukomalacia; periventricular leukomalacia; diffuse leukomalacia; 
periventricular hemorrhagic infarction; cerebral infarcts; and multicystic 
encephalomalacia.
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15.1  Introduction

Recently, “hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy” (HIE) is the most common term. 
Previous popular terms include “post-hypoxic,” “anoxic,” and “asphyxial” lesion, 
“post-hypoxic encephalopathy,” “hypoxic birth injury,” “cerebrovascular distur-
bance,” etc. HIE is detected in 1–3 mature infants per 1000 neonates [1]; 25% of 
them suffer from severe neurological disorders (including arrested development, 
increased hyperactivity, cerebral palsy, and epilepsy) [2]. It is obvious that HIE [3] 
is not a nosological unit but a name of cerebral abnormality area. Nosology devel-
opment is a critical factor for this very region. First of all, it is based on morphologi-
cal researches. It’s difficult to distinguish and approve each type of brain damage 
(BD) involved in concerned area. This is evidenced by alternative names (syn-
onyms) which are mentioned in the beginning of infantile BD description.

Due to high occurrence in infants who died from various infections (such as 
pneumonia, sepsis, etc.), BDs listed below can be just nominally considered as 
“noninfectious” ones. Along with analysis of each BD type, we’ll present specific 
data about infectious involvement in their etiopathogenesis. Cerebral pathologies 
described in this paper were distinguished (discovered) by pathologists on the basis 
of morphological principle. So, they often demonstrate multifactorial etiology. 
Hypoxia, acidosis, hypercapnia, hypocapnia, bacterial toxins, etc. are important 
etiological factors. Damage of cerebral vascular endothelium by toxins or infectious 
agents is a key pathogenetic aspect. It leads to vascular spasm, thrombosis, capillary 
destruction, damaged blood-brain barrier, cerebral ischemia, oligodendroglial 
destruction, etc.

In general, due to the expected leading role of hypoxia in their pathogenesis, 
concerned BDs fall into so-called hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy. However, 
recent biochemical studies showed that hypoxic pathological impact is performed in 
the same manner as infectious one. Nowadays, it was proved that a cerebral microg-
lial cell is the main target of both hypoxia and infections. It produces (1) cytokines 
inducing oligodendrocytic destruction and apoptosis, (2) glutamate causing astro-
cytic activation, and (3) free radicals (i.e., nitrogen oxide, reactive oxygen) activat-
ing apoptotic genes and damaging oligodendrocytes.

In the setting of infection, toxic products (i.e., lipopolysaccharides) penetrate 
into blood mononucleocytes resulting in release of cytokines (IL-1b, IL-6, TNF) 
passing to cerebral tissue through the blood-brain barrier and providing abnormal 
impact on microgliocytes, oligodendrocytes, and astrocytes. Secondly, microbial 
products influence on cerebral vascular endothelial cells resulting in cerebral isch-
emia and hypoxia associated with glutamate cascade and release of cytokines pen-
etrating into cerebral tissue to cause cell damages mentioned above. Hypoxia results 
in damaged Na/K pump associated with impaired utilization of amino acids (e.g., 
glutamate, aspartate), increased intracellular potassium level, edema, activated 
NMDA/AMPA receptors of glial neurons and cells, activated endonucleases, DNA 
fragmentation and activated proapoptotic genes, as well as damaged glial neurons 
and cells (i.e., cytolysis and apoptosis). Thus, pathogenetic pathways of brain dam-
age in the setting of infections are substantially similar to those associated with 
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hypoxia. Arguably, infections induce hypoxic brain damages. These damages will 
be considered below.

Owing to incomplete active myelination, oligodendrocytes are the most sus-
ceptible to damages of glial cerebral cells in infants. As for premature infants, 
immature oligodendrocytes are termed as “preoligodendrocytes” and “myelina-
tion cells.”

Both cerebral neurons and glial cells are susceptible to damages induced by 
infectious and hypoxic factors. The more brain mature is, the more it is susceptible 
to these damaging factors. Cerebral cortical immaturity combined with prevalent 
anaerobic glycolysis and susceptibility to oxygen deficiency associated with neuro-
nal immaturity are observed in premature infants. That’s why the nature of cerebral 
neuronal damages caused by infections and hypoxia depends on development of 
cerebral structures.

The areas most susceptible (vulnerable) to hypoxia are as follows: in the cortex - 
the hippocampus (especially the subculum sector (Fig. 15.7a), pre- and postcentral 
convolutions, the visual cortex; in the intermediate brain - the nuclei of the optic 
thalami and the hypothalamic region, the lateral geniculate bodies; in the basal 
ganglia - caudate nucleus, putamen, and pale globe; in the middle brain - inferior 
quadrigeminal tubercles, red nucleus, nucleus of oculomotor and vagus nerves, 
black substance and reticular formation; in the pons - motor nuclei of trigeminal and 
facial nerves, reticular formation, pontine nuclei; in the medulla oblongata - dorsal 
and ventral nuclei of the vagus nerve, lower olives, tubercles of the nuclei of the 
“fasciculus gracilis” and “fasciculus cuneatus”; in the cerebellum - Purkinje cells 
and dentate nuclear neurons.

Anti-inflammatory cytokines play an essential part in genesis of infectious brain 
damages. In particular, tumor necrosis factor (TNF) formed in blood monocytes and 
macrophages penetrates into cerebral tissue. Also, cerebral cells produce it directly. 
It’s a known fact that TNF induces hypotension and ischemia, promotes dissemi-
nated intravascular blood coagulation, and causes vascular obstruction along with 
multiple ischemic foci and platelet-activating factor production which provides 
cytotoxic action and oligodendrocytic destruction. Meningeal infections and vascu-
litis result in cerebral hypoxia and ischemia with subsequent damages.

Therefore, it’s impossible to distinguish post-hypoxic and post-infectious 
pathogenetic mechanisms due to their close relation. Also, there are no clear 
morphological differences between mediated infectious and post-hypoxic dam-
ages of cerebral matter. Although hypoxia is combined with cerebral hypercap-
nia, hypocarbia, acidosis, hypoglycemia, hypercalcemia, and hyponatremia, we 
did not distinguished, for example, hypercarbic or acidemic brain damages. For 
instance, hypocarbia induced by mechanical lung ventilation is reported to be an 
important factor of PVL [4]. So, what is the reason to exaggerate hypoxic role 
and to consider certain lesion as a “hypoxic” one? Cerebral and other infections 
cause such biochemical changes of cerebral tissue. Thus, it should be concluded 
that morphological approach is a legitimate and important basis of BD classifica-
tion. To avoid one-sided etiological interpretation, morphological types should 
be distinguished.

15.1  Introduction
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15.2  Classification of Hypoxic-Ischemic Injuries of the Brain

From the perspective of morphological approach, hypoxic-ischemic BDs may be 
divided into the following three groups:

(1) Gray matter of the brain damage (i.e., neuronal lesions)
(2) Damages white matter of the brain
(3) Mixed lesions.

Types of these injuries are listed below.

 1. Gray matter damages: lesions of neurons of the cortex, subcortical formations, 
and brainstem:
 (a) Selective neuronal necrosis (SNN)
 (b) Focal and widespread (diffuse) necroses
 (c) Status marmoratus (SM)

 2. White matter damages:
 (a) Incomplete necrosis:
• Edematous hemorrhagic leukoencephalopathy (EHL)
• Telencephalic gliosis (TG)

 (b) Full necrosis:
• Subcortical leukomalacia (SL)
• Periventricular leukomalacia (PVL)
• Diffuse leukomalacia (DFL)
• Periventricular hemorrhagic infarction (PHI)

 3. Mixed lesions:
 (a) Infarctions (including parasagittal damages and cerebellar folial infarctions)
 (b) Multicystic encephalomalacia (ME)

Infectious factors listed below are of importance in etiology of abovementioned 
lesions based on morphological principle. Each type can be considered as a noso-
logical unit. It will be appreciated that these BDs may be associated with particular 
infections (e.g., meningitis, encephalitis) representing their manifestations, compli-
cations, or underlying illnesses.

This classification reflects unconventional author’s point of view based on litera-
ture data and his own experience of CNS studies. Other researchers used alternative 
classifications and names of cerebral lesions. For example, Rorke [5] divides all the 
necroses of gray matter into acute and chronic ones without differentiation of cere-
bral infarction [5]. Volpe [6] mentions four following groups including all the 
lesions associated with hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy. Namely, these groups 
are SNNs, parasagittal cerebral damages, periventricular leukomalacia (PVL), and 
focal (multifocal) cerebral ischemic necroses [6]. Typically, morphological studies 
and their fundamental importance in used classifications are not considered in con-
temporary literature about clinical presentation of BDs.

Although I do not divide concerned lesions into acute and chronic ones, time factor 
is covered by their description (see below). In particular, early and late changes, com-
plications, and occasional development stages (e.g., ones associated with PVL) are 
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considered. The classification summarizes author’s actual conceptualization. Clinico-
morphological comparisons and scholarly disputes are essential factors of further 
development of classification and particular nosological units of infantile BDs.

15.3  Gray Matter Damages. Lesions of Neurons of the Cortex, 
Subcortical Formations, and Brainstem

15.3.1  Selective Neuronal Necrosis

Synonyms: Selective neuronal necrosis, focal and multifocal cerebral necrosis, neu-
ronal dropout loci, neuronal calcification, neuronal karyorrhexis

Definition. Selective neuronal necrosis (SNN) is a neuronal death in selective cerebral 
areas depending on a damaging factor (hypoxic-ischemic or infectious one) and cerebral 
status (in particular, development level and metabolic processes in certain structures).

Etiology and pathogenesis. Etiology and pathogenesis are related to cerebral 
hypoxia and ischemia. SNN is considered as a type of hypoxic-ischemic encepha-
lopathy. At the same time, it’s a known fact that insufficiently expressed asphyxia 
episodes associated with infection (especially, intrauterine one) may lead to massive 
cerebral damages. If hypoxia is combined with chorioamnionitis and increased 
cytokine blood and liquor levels, SNN severity will increase. SNNs arise in the set-
ting of intrauterine asphyxia, short-term heart arrest, postresuscitation period, 
hyperoxia, meningeal hemorrhages, jaundice, and other causes.

Also, SNN is associated with meningitis leading to vascular damages and isch-
emization of the cerebral cortex and other structures.

Pathomorphology. SNN is a lesion which is clearly diagnosed by microscopic 
testing. Cerebral macroscopic testing reveals pale cortex well-demarcated from 
sharply full-blooded subcortical white matter in the setting of SNN. These changes 
are termed as “ribbon effect” combined with hypoxic brain damage (Fig.  15.1). 
Morphological changes are ranged from ischemia and neuronal dropout to ghost 
cells and neuronal calcification (Figs. 15.2, 15.3, 15.4, and 15.5). Several neurons 

Fig. 15.1 Cortical 
ischemia; ribbon effect
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a b

Fig. 15.2 Ischemic changes (a) and karyorrhexis (arrows) (b) of cortical neurons. H&E. ×400

Fig. 15.3 SNN. Area with 
disappearance (dropout) 
neurons of the cerebral 
cortex in newborn (arrow). 
H&E. ×140

a b

Fig. 15.4 Neuronal disappearance (dropout) (arrows). (a) Neuronal disappearance (dropout) 
detected in the inferior medullary olive nucleus. (b) Neuronal disappearance (dropout) detected in 
cerebellar dentate nucleus. H&E. ×240
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and cell groups (foci or fields) are affected. Neuronal karyorrhexis (Fig. 15.2b) is 
common (especially, in premature infants).

Basophilic lumps, calcified axons, degradation product-laden macrophages, and 
calcified neurons (Fig.  15.5) are detected at the place of neuronal necrosis. Dead 
Purkinje cell dendritic boundaries may be observed in the cerebellar cortex (Fig. 15.6).

Concerned lesions may be found in different cerebral structures simultaneously. 
Ponto-subicular necrosis (PSN) is one of them. It is associated with prevalent affec-
tion of two regions (i.e., pontine tegmentum and hippocampal subiculum (Figs. 15.7 
and 15.8). These lesions are caused by perinatal hypoxia, hyperoxia, cerebral 
edema, and in-labor compression of the brain and hippocampus. Neuronal karyor-
rhexis is specific to lesion foci PSN (especially, in mature infants) with subsequent 
formation of glial foci and extremely rare microcysts. Sometimes hippocampal neu-
ronal necrosis spreads to Sommer’s sector and olfactory cortex.

Friede [7] distinguished and described PSN as a type of anoxic encephalopathy. 
According to this author, subicular lesion (Fig.  15.7) is related to a special 

a b

Fig. 15.5 Calcified cortical neurons (arrows). H&E. (a) ×280, (b) ×900

a b

Fig. 15.6 Necrotized Purkinje cells with a dendritic tree (a). ×200. (b) Figure (a) detail. ×400. H&E
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susceptibility of this area to hypoxia in certain critical phase of hippocampal devel-
opment [7]. Along with this, isolated pontine lesions are detected. Earlier, McAdams 
[8] described 40 cases of pontine tegmental necrosis in 40 infants with pulmonary 
hemorrhages who died within 2 weeks postpartum. Infectious lesions were observed 
in 35% of them [8]. The author associates these necroses with cardiovascular disor-
ders (cardiovascular collapse).

a b

Fig. 15.8 Neuronal karyorrhexis (arrows). (a) Neuronal karyorrhexis detected in the area of hip-
pocampal subiculum in a 3700 g neonate. Nissl staining. ×400. (b) Neuronal karyorrhexis and 
karyopyknosis detected in the area of pontine tegmentum. H&E. ×400

a b

Fig. 15.7 Hypoxic hippocampal lesions. (a) Normal hippocampus; subiculum is a sector E (D is 
for Sommer’s sector; C – resistant sector). (b) Neuronal ischemia observed in the hippocampal 
subiculum sector. H&E. ×210
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It is worth noting that necroses may be associated with dropout of neurons and 
their groups; also, focal necroses combined with death of all the structures sur-
rounding neurons (glia, capillaries) in the setting of resorption phase and cyst for-
mation may be observed. The latter are considered as another type of brain 
damage.

Clinical presentation. Disease symptoms depend on localization and severity of 
lesions. Minimal cerebral dysfunction, symptomatic epilepsy, brainstem disorders, 
spastic quadriplegia, seizures, mental and speech development disorders, as well as 
intellectual incapacity may be detected. Cerebral palsy (spastic or atactic one) and 
atrophic hydrocephaly may be mentioned in infants.

15.3.2  Focal and Widespread Necrosis of the Cortex, Subcortical 
Formations, Trunk, Cerebellum, and Spinal Cord

Synonyms: Cerebral gray matter necrosis, acute and chronic necroses, focal isch-
emic necrosis, ribbonlike necrosis

Definition. Focal and widespread necroses represent restricted necrosis of gray 
matter of several cerebral regions. Although SNN is associated with necrosis of 
neuronal groups and certain cerebral structures, focal and widespread necroses 
demonstrate necrotized tissue of these structures including neurons and glia. Along 
with this, loci, foci, and necrotic areas are observed. These necroses are the most 
common in the cortex of cerebral hemispheres and cerebellum, optic thalami, and 
brainstem structures (in particular, pons (Fig.  15.9) and medulla oblongata). 
Mentioned necroses may be combined with similar ones affecting anterior and pos-
terior horns of the spinal cord (Fig. 15.9b). Focal necroses may be both unilateral 
and bilateral ones.

Etiology and pathogenesis. Necroses of cortex, optic thalami, and brainstem 
structures are caused by severe intrauterine asphyxia in the setting of long-term 
cardiac arrest and circulation stagnation (Fig. 15.9a). Also, they are associated with 

a b

Fig. 15.9 Necrotic foci (arrows). (a) Necrotic foci found in the area of pontine tegmentum of a 
neonate after long-term circulation stagnation. (b) Symmetrical focal necroses in the area of pos-
terior horns of the spinal cord of a newborn. H&E. ×200
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premature placental separation, prolapsed umbilical cord, true knot of umbilical 
cord, etc. These damages are combined with prolonged neonatal resuscitation, long- 
term apnea, and cardiac arrest.

Intrauterine necrosis are reported to be detected in the area of optic thalami asso-
ciated with cyst formation and maternal heart arrest followed by resuscitation; also, 
necroses of subcortical ganglia and internal capsule are reported in mothers who 
experienced drug intoxication or intake of alcoholic drinks, heroin, and cocaine dur-
ing pregnancy [9]. Necrosis is combined with birth trauma and subdural hemor-
rhages; also, it is detected under subpial and subarachnoid hemorrhages, as well as 
in the setting of infantile heart defects.

Pathomorphology. Cortical necroses are divided into spotted and laminar ones. 
The former means damage of all the cortical layers, and the latter is associated with 
necrosis of individual cortical layers (Figs. 15.10 and 15.11). If necrosis affects both 
the cortex and underlying white matter, it can hardly be differentiated with cerebral 
infarction. For example, this category includes “parasagittal cerebral damages” (see 
Sect. 15.5.1).

Further, focal pools of lipid-laden macrophages, as well as area of calcification, 
gliosis, and cysts, are detected in necrotic area at later stages of development 
(Figs. 15.12 and 15.13). Total cortical necrosis is associated with lacelike or honey-
combed lesions (Fig.  15.14). Also, these lesions are combined with multicystic 
encephalomalacia (see Sect. 15.5.2). Hemorrhages, axonal balls, neuronophagy, 
granular metachromatic material, and other changes may be detected in brainstem 
necrotic foci.

Gray matter necrosis always results in white matter damage. First of all, axons 
undergo degenerative changes, breaking into fragments, inlay with lime salts, 
phagocytosis, etc. The process leads to atrophy of white matter and respective 

a b

Fig. 15.10 Focal cortical necrosis. (a) Necrosis affecting all the cortical layers (i.e., spotted 
necrosis). ×200. (b) Laminar necrosis of superior cortical layers. ×100. H&E
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a b

Fig. 15.11 Cortical necrosis. (a) Ribbonlike necrosis affecting all the cortical layers (arrow). 
Angiogenic sprouting is observed at the place of the cortex. ×200. (b) Astrogliosis is observed at 
the place of the cortex. ×400. H&E

a b

Fig. 15.12 Cortical necrosis-induced changes. (a) Band-like calcification observed at the place of 
dead cortical neurons (arrow). ×200. (b) Cortical calcification foci representing spherical pools of 
small lumps. ×400. H&E

a b

Fig. 15.13 Cortical cysts. (a) Cortical microcyst. ×200. (b) Forming cortical cysts. ×400. H&E
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cerebral regions, substitutive ventriculomegaly, hypoplasia of the corpus callosum, 
ulegyria, and other changes.

Clinical presentation. Variable clinical presentation depends on lesion spread. 
Hemiparesis and focal seizures are specific signs. Cerebral palsy is a consequence 
of severe lesions.

15.3.3  The Status of Marmoratus

Synonyms: “Marmoreal status,” “status dysmyelinatus”
Definition. Status marmoratus (SM) is a specific lesion of subcortical cerebral 

nuclei characterized by their hypermyelination and gliosis. The term “SM” was 
introduced as early as in the eighteenth century. Typically, it is found in some year- 
old children (especially, in mature ones) and characterized by specific pathology of 
basal ganglia.

Etiology. The lesion is associated with hypoxia and toxic effect of indirect bili-
rubin on neurons and nerve fibers. SMs are reported in children who experienced 
intrauterine damage induced by maternal suicide attempts during pregnancy [5]. 
Purulent meningitis and encephalitis, as well as birth trauma, are reported to be 
important factors of SM genesis [10]. At the same time, traumatic mechanism is 
explained by in-labor insufficiency of the vein of Galen.

Pathomorphology. Head of caudate nucleus and putamen are the most suscepti-
ble to the damage. Less severe changes are detected in the pale globe. Similar 
lesions may be found in the optic thalami and cortex. Microscopic testing reveals 
three specific characteristics: (1) decreased number of nerve cells, (2) gliosis, and 
(3) hypermyelination. Hypermyelinized fibers annularly positioned around blood 
vessels result in specific spotted brain. Macroscopic testing of cerebral sections may 
detect decreased size and shrinkage of ganglia along with white spots and random 
strips developed in this area (Fig. 15.15).

Fig. 15.14 Lacelike 
cortical lesions 
associated with cortical 
necrosis. Dustlike 
calcification is found 
under cortical molecular 
layer. H&E. ×100
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These changes develop within 8–9 months at least. Ulegyria is associated with 
affected cortex. All the neonatal SMs (including ones diagnosed by radiological 
methods) described in literature sources are doubtful.

Clinical presentation. Typically, SM is associated with spastic hyperkinetic and 
dyskinetic CPs, minimal cerebral dysfunction syndrome combined with hyperki-
netic syndrome, choreoathetosis, and delayed mental development.

15.4  White Matter of the Brain Damages

15.4.1  Incomplete Necrosis

15.4.1.1  Edematous Hemorrhagic Leukoencephalopathy
Synonyms: “Edematous white matter lesion,” “hemorrhage and white matter 
edema,” “simple congestive hemorrhagic lesion,” “softening,” “perivenous edema”

Definition. Edematous hemorrhagic leukoencephalopathy (EHL) is a bilateral 
diffuse lesion of the cerebral white matter characterized by edemas, minor hemor-
rhages, and other microcirculatory disorders with the occurrence of so-called “acute 
glial cell damages” [5, 12], endothelial cell swelling and death, and oligodendro-
cytic destruction (necrosis and apoptosis) [13]. EHL can be an independent disease 
with subsequent regression of pathological processes or the initial phase of other 
white matter lesions.

Etiology and pathogenesis. The described type of a cerebrovascular disturbance 
is the morphological equivalent of the earliest phase of cerebral white matter hemo-
dynamic disturbance that is found mainly in premature infants as early as on the first 
day after birth. The group of 24 examined neonates mostly consisted of premature 
infants of the 2nd and 3rd degrees of prematurity, who died on the first day of life. 
The neonates showed clinical signs of cerebral lesions and cerebral hemodynamic 

a b

Fig. 15.15 Status mаrmоratus. (a) Head of caudate nucleus and putamen (E.P. Richardson’s pic-
ture [6]). (b) Off white cicatrices observed in the area of heads of caudate nuclei [11]
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disturbances. The autopsy mostly showed pulmonary abnormalities, in particular, 
various forms of pneumopathies with a secondary catarrhal desquamative pneumo-
nia usually of mixed etiology (streptococci, rods, mycoplasmas, etc.). There was no 
infection spreading. We may assume that the hypoxic-ischemic factor associated 
with pulmonary insufficiency and the action of microbial toxins are significant for 
EHL etiology. Death of oligodendrocytes and microgliocytes is essential for EHL 
pathogenesis.

Pathomorphology. There was an expressed congestion of superficial cerebral 
veins, accumulations of liquor in the subdural space along the sulci, and leptomen-
ingeal hemorrhages grossly observed. Congestion, edema, and occasionally punc-
tate hemorrhages are grossly defined in the frontal cerebral sections, mainly in the 
periventricular regions of the cerebral hemispheres. The most significant changes 
are detected in the lateral and superior walls of the front portions of the posterior 
horns of the lateral ventricles. Expressed congestion of the superficial and deep 
cerebral veins is characteristic of EHL; subependymal hemorrhages are often 
observed.

Microscopic examination reveals an expressed venous congestion, edema, stasis, 
sporadic sludges, and perivascular hemorrhages, as well as regions with a signifi-
cant decrease in glial cells or their disappearance (dropout), predominantly in the 
periventricular areas of the lateral ventricles (Figs. 15.16 and 15.17). We can find 
vessels with erythrocyte aggregates, filled with plasma only.

Clusters of lipid-laden glial cells are observed, which look like cells with an 
empty cytoplasm, after paraffin processing and hematoxylin and eosin staining. We 
determined karyorrhexis and karyopyknosis of some glial cells, and in some cases, 
their nuclei were hook-, corkscrew-, and comma-shaped (Fig. 15.18), as in cases of 
cerebral infarctions.

We can see edema loci with a significant decrease in immature oligodendrocytes. 
The number of astrocytes increased, some of them were gemistocytes, and the cyto-
plasm was more oxyphilic. Clasmatodendrosis is observed in some astrocytes. 
There were more macrophages in the white matter (Fig. 15.19).

Fig. 15.16 EHL. Edema 
foci alternating with 
hemorrhagic foci.  
H&E. ×200
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a b

Fig. 15.17 EHL. (a) White matter edema (softening). (b) The focus of the periventricular white 
matter edema with the death (disappearance (arrow)) of glial cells (in the center). H&E. ×200

a b c

Fig. 15.18 Nuclei of dying oligodendrocytes in case of EHL (arrows). (a) Comma-shaped. (b) 
Hook-shaped. (c) Corkscrew-shaped. H&E. ×600

Fig. 15.19 Macrophages 
in the white matter with 
TG. CD68 antigen 
expression. 
Immunohistochemical 
(IHC) study. ×400
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Axons in the edema loci swelled. There were foci of the ground substance soft-
ening (edema) alternating with regions of its condensation. Unmyelinated axons 
created fascicles (Fig. 15.17a) with vacuoles in between them. Changes in the white 
matter were focal or diffuse. In some cases, the expressed karyorrhexis of white 
matter cells was determined (Fig. 15.20). Surviving infants developed hemosidero-
sis and focal gliosis with hemosiderosis in the hemorrhagic foci (Fig. 15.21).

Hemorrhagic component can be expressed to different extents. In case of exten-
sive hemorrhages, we should differentiate the EHL from hemorrhagic infarctions. 
The EHL is the earliest phase of a cerebrovascular disturbance in the white matter 
of the cerebral hemispheres. Small foci of colliquative necrosis and astrocytic pro-
liferation areas may develop in association with the EHL.

Clinical presentation. Clinical manifestations of the EHL apparently include the 
development of the minimal cerebral dysfunction syndrome (cognitive deficiency). 
The reverse of the EHL without clinical consequences is possible. The diagnosis 
and treatment of these lesions may correspond to those of the “1st-degree 

a b

Fig. 15.20 Karyorrhexis (arrows) of white matter cells (a). (b) Detail of Fig. (a). H&E ×400

Fig. 15.21 A focus of 
the white matter gliosis 
with hemosiderosis on the 
site of an old hemorrhage. 
H&E. ×200
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hypoxic- ischemic cerebral injury.” Preventing this process from advancement 
means prevention of the development of telencephalic gliosis (TG), periventricular 
leukomalacia (PVL), diffuse leukomalacia (DFL), and ultimately cerebral palsy.

15.4.1.2  Telencephalic Gliosis
Synonyms of telencephalic gliosis (TG): “Incomplete necrosis,” “perinatal telence-
phalic leukoencephalopathy,” “brain obesity,” “congenital periventricular encepha-
lopathy,” “astrogliosis,” “diffuse component of PVL,” “diffuse gliosis”

The morphology of TG is similar to the manifestations of “perinatal telencephalic 
leukoencephalopathy” (PTL) described by Gilles and Murphy [12], which is char-
acterized by the occurrence of acute glial cell damages, gemistocytes, and ampho-
philic globules [12, 14–17]. PTL is neither universally accepted by clinicians nor a 
nosological unit, although there are experimental studies conducted and dozens of 
works available on this lesion. We believe that all terms included in the PTL are very 
far from the described pathological changes, although the name was proposed by 
morphologists. “Leukoencephalopathy” means various white matter lesions, while 
in general the term “PTL” refers to lesions of the white matter of the cerebral hemi-
spheres in the perinatal period and says nothing about the essence of the process in 
the brain. At the same time, all descriptions of pathological changes with PTL are 
real and true. Our research proves this. Other pediatric neuromorphologists from 
different countries describe the changes referred to as “diffuse gliosis” or use the 
term “PTL.” Thus, the authors [18] of one of the works published in 2009 indicate 
that they defined PTL in 22% of infants with congenital cytomegalovirus 
infection.

Definition. TG is a bilateral focal and diffuse lesion of the white matter of the 
cerebral hemispheres in the perinatal period and infancy, characterized primarily by 
astrocytic hypertrophy and proliferation. TG involves the death of oligodendrocytes 
and appearance of amphophilic globules and microcirculatory disturbances. TG is 
normally observed in premature infants who died on the 3rd and the following days 
of life.

Etiology and pathogenesis. The most critical factors in the development of TG 
include ischemia of the white matter and effect of toxins in various infections. An 
experimental model is known for the development of such cerebral lesion in new-
born kittens, which have been intraperitoneally injected with Escherichia coli endo-
toxin [14]. There are descriptions of cerebral lesions characteristic of TG, with 
generalized herpetic and cytomegalovirus infections. TG is observed in many neo-
nates, who died from pneumopathies, cranial birth injury, congenital pneumonia, 
infections, and other causes, as early as on the 2nd or 3rd day after birth. If TG is 
detected in those who are in the first months of life, it is usually combined with the 
atrophy of the white matter of the cerebral hemispheres and extension of lateral 
cerebral ventricles. Apparently, the origin of TG is associated with the effects of 
hypoxia, ischemia, and toxins on the white matter, which is in the process of myelin-
ation. We cannot exclude the direct effect of viruses on the white matter with vari-
ous infections. Thus, with HIV infection, astrogliosis is observed. Therefore, 
infectious factors resulting in TG include the following: Escherichia coli endotoxin, 
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chorioamnionitis, DEB, gram-negative infection, Escherichia coli, viral infections, 
and cytomegalovirus.

The pathogenesis of TG is associated with the mechanisms described above 
when explaining the mechanisms of hypoxic-ischemic cerebral lesions and death of 
microgliocytes. Figure 15.1 schematically shows the effect of infectious and toxic 
factors on the mechanisms of damage to glial cells.

Pathomorphology. TG is more frequently characterized by diffuse gliosis, not 
only in the periventricular area, which causes hypoplasia of the white matter of the 
cerebral hemispheres and ventriculomegaly. Some authors [5] found astrocytic glio-
sis in 16% of neonates, who died in the first days of life.

Macroscopic changes are not characteristic. However, anemia loci (pale spots) 
with fuzzy boundaries can be detected in the periventricular areas of the white mat-
ter on the background of venous congestion and sporadic micro-focal hemorrhages. 
We might see glial scars (Fig. 15.22). With a diffuse lesion, the white matter is very 
white, “porcelain white.” At an early stage, the white matter is boggy, gelated, or 
jellylike. At the later stages of the process, the white matter becomes dense.

Microscopic examination reveals responsive and proliferating astrocytes and 
often amphophilic globules in the periventricular white matter (Figs. 15.23, 15.24, 
and 15.25). The lesions are normally diffuse, but they can appear as large and often 
merging loci (Fig. 15.24) with more expressed changes in the periventricular zones. 
Venous congestion, stasis, sludges, and hemorrhages are usually found here. 
However, the venous congestion is less expressed than with EHL, and perivascular 
hemorrhages are less common. Areas with emptying of the capillary bed and 
destruction of some capillaries with pericytes separated from them are detected. 
Some fibrinous clots are observed. These changes indicate a deep ischemia of pre-
dominantly periventricular areas of the lateral ventricles.

A peculiar feature of TG is the appearance in the white matter of gemistocytes 
(“responsive” astrocytes) (Figs. 15.23 and 15.24), which proliferate and sometimes 
create polynuclear forms. Various types of proliferating astrocytes are found: first, 
astrocytes with small hyperchromic nuclei and dense eosinophilic cytoplasm, which 
are called “hypoxically damaged glia cells” [12]; second, astrocytes with signifi-
cantly increased eosinophilic cytoplasm and large, often eccentrically located, 

Fig. 15.22 Transverse 
section of the cerebral 
hemispheres in an infant of 
2 months and 24 days with 
TG. Single glial scars are 
detected in the 
periventricular white 
matter (arrowed)
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a b

Fig. 15.23 Astrocytic proliferation in the white matter with TG. (a) H&E. ×400. (b) 
Immunohistochemical (IHC) test for GFAP (glyofibrillar protein). ×400

a b

Fig. 15.24 TG. (a) The locus of astrocytic proliferation in the white matter with damage to axons 
(edema) and vacuolation. (b) The white matter next to the locus (for comparison). H&E. ×400
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nuclei as well as remaining cell processes (corresponding to Nissl gemistocytes); 
and third, astrocytes with small eccentrically located nuclei and dense eosinophilic 
cytoplasm; they resemble amoeboid astrocytes. Furthermore, so-called “buglike” 
(or “giant”) astrocytes, the cytoplasm of which has an eosinophilic nucleus sur-
rounded by a lucent rim, are sometimes detected. You can find different types of 
astrocytes in the same cerebral areas. There are fewer dying oligodendrocytes with 
the nuclei shaped as hooks or commas (Fig. 15.18) in the astrocytic proliferation 
areas.

There were loci of the ground substance edema and “softening” alternating with 
the foci of its induration and condensation. Significant lesions cause the appearance 
of the foci of cribriform edema and microcysts (Fig. 15.26a, b). The capillary bed 
empties, endotheliocytes swell, and their nuclei sometimes become rod-like. Some 
capillaries look like chords.

There are areas with swelling, fragmentation, and destruction of some axons, 
with axon bundles and single axonal balls, as well as amphophilic globules (also 
known as parenchymal globules) either amphophilic or basophilic and in some 
cases mistaken for lime deposits (Fig. 15.25). These “globules” can represent the 
deposited plasma components and, consequently, reflect the actual damage to the 
blood vessels or pathology of their permeability. Karyorrhexis and karyopyknosis 
of glial cell nuclei with a significant decrease in the glial cells are detected in some 
loci. The described changes, which may be focal or diffuse, indicate incomplete 
necrosis of the white matter.

Calcium deposits (calcifications) in the form of rounded or irregularly shaped 
formations and located predominantly near the vessels are found outside the loci. 
Some observations detect the loci of so-called brain obesity [11, 15] characterized 
by the appearance of the foci of sudanophilic macrophages with the expression of 
CD68 antigens in the periventricular portions of the white matter (Fig. 15.26c, d). 
These macrophages are sometimes located in the white matter as clusters of a few 
cells (3–7).

In case of a diffuse process, the thickness of the white matter decreases, and the 
lateral ventricles widen. In this case, the glia of the white matter is represented 

a b

Fig. 15.25 Amphophilic (here basophilic) globules in the white matter (arrows). (a) ×200. (b) 
×400. H&E
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a b

c d

Fig. 15.26 White matter lesions with TG. (a) Areas of “cribriform edema” formation. (b) 
Formation of microcysts. (c) Locus formed by cells with an “empty” cytoplasm (the locus of “obe-
sity”) in the periventricular white matter. Total H&E ×400. (d) The expression of CD68 positive 
cells (macrophages) in the same locus. IHC test. Additional hematoxylin staining. ×400
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predominantly by fibrous astrocytes, and the number of axons is reduced. The num-
ber of neurons in the cortex also decreases. The corpus callosum is subject to atro-
phy. These changes are associated with generalized ischemia of the white matter, 
which primarily affects immature oligodendrocytes and axons.

TG is a bilateral and symmetrical lesion of the cerebral hemispheres, occasion-
ally combined with individual PL loci. The lesions with TG are most expressed in 
the lateral walls of the front portions of the posterior horns of the lateral ventricles 
and in the area of the lateral angles of their anterior horns. They are localized mainly 
in the periventricular white matter. Undoubtedly, TG is a more significant and severe 
lesion of the white matter than EHL. TG might develop in association with EHL.

Morphological types of TG: (1) Focal, (2) diffuse (widespread), (3) with PVL 
loci, (4) with hemorrhages, (5) with cyst formation in different regions of the cen-
trum semiovale, and (6) mixed.

TG can be an isolated lesion (focal or diffuse) or can be combined with 
PVL. Diffuse TG, which some authors call “diffuse PVL,” causes the development 
of ventriculomegaly and atrophic changes in the corpus callosum and cortex. The 
discussed white matter lesion results in disturbed migration of neurons and affects 
the formation and functional development of the cortical centers of the brain.

Clinical manifestations. TG leads to delayed myelination and is the morphologi-
cal equivalent of the “minimal cerebral dysfunction syndrome” (cognitive defi-
ciency syndrome). Moreover, TG can be a background on which more severe lesions 
occur, such as PVL, hemorrhagic infarctions, and intracerebral hemorrhages.

Differential diagnosis and nosology. Currently, differential diagnosis of TG and 
PVL is of high relevance. TG is a state of incomplete necrosis of the white matter 
with activation of astroglia, which is not accompanied by paresis and paralysis. 
PVL is characterized by periventricular necrosis of the white matter and causes 
cerebral palsy.

Differential diagnosis of TG and PVL using ultrasound (neurosonography) is 
often difficult as with these two forms of cerebral pathology, zones of increased 
echodensity are periventricularly detected, which results in overdiagnosis of PVL 
due to insufficient knowledge of TG. Therefore, it is essential to determine the cri-
teria for the differential diagnosis of TG and PVL (Table 15.1). The main difference 

Table 15.1 Main differences between PVL and TG

Characteristics of PVL TG
Localization of lesions Periventricular All white matter regions
Pathologic nature Coagulation necrosis Focal and diffuse astrogliosis
Death of preOL + +
Death of astrocytes + –
Death of axons + –
Death of capillaries + –
Gestational age Mostly 36–38 weeks Mostly less than 36 weeks
Locus characteristic Clear-cut loci Loci are invisible, induration of the white 

matter

preOL preoligodendrocytes
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is the presence of necrotic loci in case of PVL and their absence in case of TG. TG 
is associated with damage mainly to glial cells (oligodendrocytes, migratory neuro-
blasts, and astrocytes), while PVL is accompanied by necrosis of all components of 
the white matter. We can observe a diffuse astrogliosis of the white matter with TG 
and perifocal (around the necrotic loci) with PVL.  Oligodendroglial destruction 
with TG is diffuse, and with PVL, it occurs in the necrotic loci.

There is a perception that PVL includes two components – a focal one (necrotic 
locus) and diffuse (astrogliosis around the necrosis) [3, 6, 19]. It is assumed that 
astrogliosis covers large cerebral areas around the loci of PVL. Based on the above, 
some authors conclude that PVL is the necrosis and/or astrogliosis of the white mat-
ter. We cannot agree with this approach because it results in blurring the distinction 
between PVL and TG.

It is true that there is always a narrow area of astrogliosis around the loci of PVL, 
which is their obligatory component. However, if there are extensive zones of astro-
gliosis, the infant has both TG and PVL.

In case of detection of astrogliosis only, the infant has only TG, not the PVL 
without necrosis (a focal component). If the infant has TG, on the background of 
which PVL develops, then, in this case, there are two different forms of damage to 
the white matter. When only a narrow area of astrocytic proliferation is detected 
around the necrotic loci, such changes refer to PVL.

Discourses on the presence of two allegedly equivalent components of PVL 
(necrosis and gliosis) lead to an absurd conclusion on the possible existence of PVL 
without necrosis and appropriateness of referring to PVL observations when no 
necrosis is detected.

It seems right to distinguish independent cerebral injuries without necrosis (TG, 
OGL) rather than refer any lesions to PVL. There are some data of complete recov-
ery after PVL (19.5%) [20] available, which is impossible with the loci of complete 
necrosis. Most likely, these data indicate that PVL referred to observations after the 
ultrasonography, diagnosed by ultrasound scanning when there were no necrotic 
loci, in fact.

15.4.2  Full Necrosis

15.4.2.1  Subcortical Leukomalacia
Definition. Subcortical leukomalacia (SL) is subcortical loci of colliquative necro-
ses of the white matter. Little research has been carried out on SL. NSG reveals it in 
3% of infants with perinatal CNS lesions [21].

Etiopathogenesis. Subcortical loci of softening of cerebral hemispheres refer to 
this lesion. They are observed mainly in term neonates and tend to locate in areas of 
contiguous circulation between the anterior, middle, and posterior cerebral arteries. 
It is believed that these lesions represent the foci of ischemia in the boundary areas 
between the branches of cortical arteries and arteries going into the white matter 
from the stem. SL loci are also found in case of meningitis, so we conclude that 
infections of meninges vessels have an effect on their pathogenesis. In some cases, 
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SL loci are located in the subcortical white matter under subdural and leptomenin-
geal hemorrhages. The pathogenesis of SL is explained by ischemia of the white 
matter subcortical regions.

Pathomorphology. With meningitis, the SL loci are located mainly beneath the 
cortex deep in the gyri (Fig. 15.27). Similar changes are observed under subdural 
hemorrhages. In case of SL, lesions are usually represented by foci of collisional 
rather than coagulative necrosis. However, in many cases, they do not reach the 
stage of necrosis and may look like foci of “dissolving” and “softening” (edema, 
thinning) of the white matter with a reduction in axons and myelin as compared to 
the surrounding cerebral matter (Fig. 15.28a). There are changes characteristic of 
TG, such as proliferating astrocytes of different types, basophilic globules, etc., 
around the SL loci. When the process develops, the resorption stage begins with the 
accumulation of granular globes in the loci (Fig. 15.28b). Later, a cyst or gliosis scar 

a b

Fig. 15.27 SL. (a) Locus of subcortical leukomalacia (arrowed). The bottom right is a part of the 
cortex deep in the gyrus. H&E. ×100. (b) Cysts in the subcortical areas of the cerebral hemispheres 
of a neonate (arrowed). NSG, frontal scanning

a b

Fig. 15.28 SL locus. (a) Destruction of axons, karyorrhexis of glial cells in the SL locus. (b) 
Accumulation of granular globes in the SL locus. H&E. ×400
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is formed. SL and TG cause subcortical atrophy with the extension of the anterior 
horns of the lateral ventricles and interhemispheric fissure. In case of SL, necrotic 
loci are in the subcortical area, and in some severe cases, they may spread to the 
central regions of the cerebral hemispheres.

Lesions SL can also be in the form of incomplete necrosis (dissolving and soft-
ening of the white matter) with a reduction in axons.

SL may be combined with PVL and subpial and subdural hemorrhages. Ischemic 
changes in neurons and neuronal necrosis are determined in the cortex above the SL 
locus.

With SL, NSG reveals poorly demarcated areas of increased echogenicity; cysts 
are already visible in them within 2–3 weeks (Fig. 15.27b). SL should be distin-
guished from parasagittal cerebral injuries and encephalitic softening of the brain 
tissue (mostly with herpetic encephalitis).

15.4.2.2  Periventricular Leukomalacia
Synonyms of periventricular leukomalacia (PVL): “Encephalodystrophy” (by 
German scientists), “ischemic necrosis,” “periventricular infarction,” “coagulation 
necrosis,” “leukomalacia,” “softening of the brain,” “necrosis of white matter,” 
“necrotic edema,” “infarction of periventricular white matter,” “bilateral symmetri-
cal periventricular leukoencephalopathy.” The monograph by V.  V. Vlasyuk [22] 
describes in detail the research and other related issues.

Definition. Periventricular leukomalacia is characterized by the loci of necrosis 
(more often coagulation) in the periventricular areas of the white matter of cerebral 
hemispheres in neonates (very occasionally in intranatally dead stillborns). This is 
a form of ischemic (hypoxic) brain injury or so-called hypoxic-ischemic encepha-
lopathy. ICD-10 Code: Р.91.2. PVL is a fine-focal mainly coagulation periventricu-
lar infarction of the white matter, more often bilateral and relatively symmetrical.

PVL has two main characteristics: (1) there are small loci of necrosis (more 
often coagulation) and (2) it is located in the periventricular areas of the cerebral 
hemispheres. There are “perifocal lesions” (the so-called diffuse component of 
PVL) observed around the loci, which primarily manifest themselves in astrogliosis 
of the white matter.

Currently, there are two understandings of PVL: (1) conventional, described by 
morphologists, and (2) clinical, based on radiological methods of diagnosis (primar-
ily NSG, which is the most simple and common method).

Taking into consideration that in using NSG, it is impossible to accurately deter-
mine the nature of pathological changes in the brain matter (necrosis, inflammation, 
hemorrhage, edema, etc.), the clinical diagnosis of PVL is always approximate. I 
believe that NSG experts can only assume the presence of PVL. Furthermore, the 
classification of PVL used by NSG experts describes lesions that capture the central 
and even subcortical areas of the white matter of cerebral hemispheres, which con-
tradicts the conventional understanding of PVL. Therefore, the clinical presentation 
of PVL is prone to overdiagnosis and has no correlation to the fundamental morpho-
logical data on this form of BD. Many clinicians distinguish “cystic PVL” and do 
not take into account that the cysts are located outside the periventricular zone [15]. 
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Based on the detection by NSG of the white matter cysts in the antenatal fetuses, 
they write about the antenatal origin of PVL, which is contrary to the existing view-
points of this nosology established by pathologists. Cysts have a different genesis 
and are not obligatorily associated with PVL. In principle, there should be no clini-
cal presentations not based on morphological data.

Incidence. PVL occurs most frequently in “late preterm infants.” Our findings 
demonstrate that PVL is more often observed in premature infants (88.7%), and 
nonrandom data of autopsy show that it most frequently (31.6%) occurs in neonates 
weighing 2501–3000 g (Table 15.2) or in “late preterm infants of a gestation age of 
35–37 weeks. Most commonly PVL is found in infants who died on the 6–8th day 
of life [22] (Table 15.3). Loci may also occur later and be at different stages of 
development (persist) in the same infant. Recently, I have examined an infant with 
sepsis and congenital heart disease, who lived for 1 month and 17 days. The exami-
nation of the brain revealed old loci of PVL in the form of glial scars, as well as 
fresh foci of coagulation necrosis of the white matter. PVL occurs before the birth 
in extremely rare cases, normally intranatally (I observed it only in 3 cases out of 
more than 100 of my PVL observations).

The described data on the incidence of PVL are based on the information of 
unique nonrandom studies of all the dead from the same maternity unit. Therefore, 
they are the most accurate. The incidence of PVL is given in relation to all the dead 
in one or another weight group and on the basis of the most accurate morphological 
studies using serial plane-parallel sections of the cerebral hemispheres. The obtained 
data on the most frequent incidence of PVL in late preterm infants are confirmed by 
other authors [23, 24]. The widely held views of the frequent incidence of PVL in 

Body weight 
(g)

Number of the dead
Abs.

Including with 
PVL (%)

1001–1500 45 6 (13.3)
1501–2000 65 14 (21.5)
2001–2500 60 19 (31.6)
2501–3000 27 4 (14.8)
Over 3000 28 1 (3.5)
Total 225 44 (19.5)

Table 15.2 Incidence of PVL in 
neonates according to their birth 
weight

Age by the day 
of death, days

Number of 
deaths

Including with PVL
Abs. %

0–2 114 2 1.8
3–5 29 5 17.2
6–8 27 16 59.2
9–11 13 6 46.1
12–14 15 5 33.3
15–17 9 4 44.4
18–20 8 3 37.5
21–30 10 3 30.0
Total 225 44 19.5

Table 15.3 Distribution of the 
dead neonates with PVL 
according to the length of life
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extremely premature infants (24–32 weeks of gestation) are based on the clinical 
presentations of PVL, on questionable conclusions of NSG studies, and on an 
underestimation of other white matter lesions.

There is no convincing evidence of the antenatal origin of PVL. It would be more 
accurate to refer the observations of supposedly PVL with cysts in the white matter, 
examined using radiological methods, to ME and DFL. Cysts in the white matter 
may also appear as a result of hemorrhages and various necroses, including intra-
uterine encephalitis. However, the detection of any cyst in the fetus is unreasonably 
considered a manifestation of PVL.

Every second neonate, who died on the 6–8th day of life, according to our data 
(Table 15.3), has PVL. When assessing the significance of qualitative differences 
between the different parameters of PVL incidence, depending on the length of life 
of neonates, a statistically significant increase in the incidence of PVL in those who 
died after the 5th day of life (P < 0.001) can be established using the precise Fisher 
method. Many newborns who died on the 6–8th day of life had PVL loci of the first 
stage, which indicates their postnatal origin. The established dependence of PVL 
incidence on the length of life of neonates is associated with the postnatal origin of 
the loci, as well as with the fact that many postnatal factors related to postnatal 
maladaptation have an effect on their genesis.

Etiology. The primary cause of PVL is hypoperfusion in the terminal zones of 
the arterial branches, blood supplying the periventricular white matter of the cere-
bral hemispheres, which occurs when blood pressure drops for various causes (heart 
and lung diseases, terminal states, infections, artificial lung ventilation, etc.). The 
incidence of PVL is frequent with heart diseases, sepsis, and pulmonary abnormali-
ties. Thus, the incidence of PVL reaches 61% [24] in dead term neonates and late 
preterm infants with heart defects who underwent surgeries.

The leading common causes of PVL are (1) asphyxia (intrauterine and postnatal) 
and (2) infections. Speaking of “asphyxia,” we, first of all, mean the states of 
“apnea” after birth, accompanied by a drop in blood pressure and not only by 
hypoxia, acidosis, hypercapnia, etc. These conditions of “asphyxia” can be associ-
ated with pulmonary (RDS, inflammation) and cardiac pathologies. In respect to 
“infections,” intrauterine infections, septic conditions, and infections of the lungs 
and intestines play an important role. The correlation between inflammatory lesions 
of the afterbirth (chorioamnionitis) with an increased level of pro-inflammatory 
cytokines in the umbilical cord blood (IL-1, TNF) and the occurrence of PVL has 
been proved [25].

Pathogenesis of PVL is associated with a drop in blood pressure in the cerebral 
vessels and appearance of necrotic loci in the border area between ventriculofugal 
and ventriculopetic arterial branches located in the periventricular area of the white 
matter. The effect of infections on the pathogenesis: (1) result in the development of 
DIC syndrome with a fall and decrease in blood pressure, (2) affect the endothelium 
of vessels with subsequent reduction of cerebral blood flow, (3) toxins and pro- 
inflammatory cytokines cause metabolic disturbances in the brain, hypoxia, accu-
mulation of acids, superoxide radical, nitrogen, damage to glial cells, etc., which 
leads to focal necrosis of the white matter.
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When considering the pathogenesis of PVL, many authors [26] write about the 
mechanisms of the death of preoligodendrocytes (preOL) and factors that influence 
this process. However, the death of preOL can explain the disturbances of myelina-
tion processes, hypoplasia of the white matter, but not the pathogenesis of PVL. The 
pathogenesis of PVL should explain the essential factor – appearance of necrotic 
loci (PVL) in the periventricular area of the cerebral hemispheres. This pathogene-
sis has been established and proved. PVL loci appear in the border area of the arte-
rial blood circulation, which suffers from decreased systemic arterial pressure 
(apnea episodes, shock, asphyxia, heart disease, heart failure, etc.). Where these 
areas are adjacent to those of contiguous circulation between the main arterial 
branches (Fig. 15.31b), the PVL loci primarily appear and have the largest affected 
area.

Why does PVL most frequently occur in “late preterm infants?” Because they 
have more formed areas of contiguous circulation in the periventricular white mat-
ter and more developed ventriculofugal arterial branches. In case of extremely pre-
mature infants, these areas have not yet been formed, ventriculopetal branches 
going from the cortex are less developed, and diffuse lesions of the white matter 
develop with cerebral ischemia (DFL; see Sect. 15.4.2.3). Certainly, in this case, the 
periventricular areas of the white matter suffer more from ischemia, but the process 
usually affects the central regions of the cerebral hemispheres.

The mechanisms of pathogenesis considered at the beginning of the first part 
hereof and related to damages to oligodendrocytes refer to different nosological 
units, primarily EHL, TG, and DFL.

Pathomorphology. PVL is represented by loci of various sizes, colors, and forms 
localized in the periventricular areas of the white matter of the cerebral hemispheres 
(Figs. 15.29 and 15.30). The loci had different sizes and shapes in different parts of 

a b

Fig. 15.29 PVL. (a) PVL loci (bilateral, relatively symmetrical) on the frontal sections at the 
level of front portions of the posterior horns of the lateral ventricles (arrows). (b) Hyperechogenic 
zones in the periventricular areas of parietal-occipital cerebral regions in a neonate with PVL of the 
1st stage. NSG, frontal scanning
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one cerebral hemisphere, and large ones were more frequently detected along the 
lateral wall of the posterior horns of the lateral ventricles. Neonates who lived for 
more than 10–15 days normally had small loci that looked like white dots or scars. 
Large loci 0.4–0.5 cm in diameter often had an irregular shape and irregular bound-
aries. They represented the areas of merging of several loci with an area of 
28–90 mm2. The number of loci in one frontal cerebral section ranged from 1 to 7.

In many cases, the PVL loci are located at a distance of 0.3–0.6 cm from the 
ependyma of the lateral ventricles. However, they can directly adjoin it, appearing 
as white spots. The color of the PVL loci is white, grayish-white, or yellowish 
(staining of necrotic masses with jaundice). Neonates more than 14 days old usually 
had bright white or even “porcelain white” loci. Careful examination may reveal a 
white rim surrounding the central portion of a less dense consistency of gray, gray- 
white, or grayish-yellow color on the periphery of the loci.

The consistency of the PVL loci is usually denser than the surrounding brain mat-
ter. The loci were particularly dense (the loci of the first stage – development of 
necrosis) in neonates of the first days of life, as well as in infants who died after the 
15th day of life (in the third stage – formation of a glial scar).

Topography of the loci. In most cases, the PVL loci are located bilaterally and in 
the symmetrical regions of the cerebral hemispheres. However, we do not observe 
an accurate mirror location of the loci, taking into account their exact topography, 
shape, and quantity.

In relation to the different regions of the lateral ventricles, the examined loci 
were localized as follows (Fig. 15.31): the loci were arranged periventricularly with 
respect to the anterior wall and outer corner formed by the connection of the supe-
rior and lateral walls in the region of the anterior horn; they were in the area of the 
outer corner (area of contiguous circulation between the anterior and middle cere-
bral arteries); in the central region of the lateral ventricles (Fig. 15.29b), they were 
along the lateral and superior walls (Fig. 15.29a); in the initial portion of the poste-
rior horn, and along the superior, lateral, and inferior walls, as well as behind the 
posterior end in the region of the posterior horn; and in relation to the inferior horn, 

a b

Fig. 15.30 PVL. (a) PVL locus (arrow) in the periventricular white matter in an infant of 
1.5 months. (b) PVL locus (arrow) in the region of the lateral angle at the level of the middle por-
tion of the lateral ventricle
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they were in the area of the superior and lateral walls. Map of 16 frontal cerebral 
sections (Fig. 15.31) presents the location of the loci schematically.

The peculiar characteristics of the lesion topography are largely due to the fact 
that PVL loci tend to localize in the areas of contiguous circulation between the 
pools of the anterior, middle, and posterior cerebral arteries.

In the region of the anterior horn of the lateral ventricles, the loci are located 
along the superior longitudinal fasciculus, the commissural tracts of the corpus 
callosum (the radiation of the corpus callosum), and also the projection tracts that 
enter the radiate crown (frontopontine, corticorubral, corticonuclear, corticospi-
nal tracts). In the area of the central region of the lateral ventricles, the PVL loci 
are located along the corticospinal (pyramidal) tract, thalamocortical and cortico-
thalamic fascicles, superior longitudinal fasciculus, and the radiation of the cor-
pus callosum. In the periventricular area in correspondence with the posterior 
horn of the lateral ventricles, the PVL loci are located along the optic radiation 
fibers (visual tracts), occipitopontine tract, and inferior longitudinal fascicle. The 
PVL loci may locate along the temporopontine and acoustic radiation tracts in the 
white matter at the lateral and superior walls of the inferior horn of the lateral 
ventricles.

Thus, PVL affects the ascending, descending, commissural, and associative 
tracts of the brain and most frequently those that pass near the ependyma of the 
lateral ventricles. In most cases, PVL loci were located in the area of optic radiation, 
and here they were the largest or multiple.
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a b

Fig. 15.31 The topography of PVL loci. (a) Scheme of PVL loci location on 16 frontal cerebral 
sections (red dots). (b) PVL loci (black dots) against the background of the blood supply zones of 
the anterior, middle, and posterior cerebral arteries (hatched, respectively, with transverse, longitu-
dinal, and oblique lines)
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The most frequently affected areas revealed in the histotopography study [19], 
with PVL, were sections 9–11 and section 6 (Fig. 15.31a). Optic radiation is most 
affected in the first area (a front portion of the posterior horns of the lateral ventri-
cles) and corticospinal tract in the second one (at the foramen Monro level).

Frequent and massive damage at the level of the 10th frontal cerebral section can 
be explained by the fact that there are two areas of contiguous circulation: between 
the anterior and middle, as well as between the posterior and middle cerebral 
arteries.

PVL stages: (1) Necrosis, (2) resorption, and (3) formation glial scars or 
cysts [13]

The first stage is characterized by the development of coagulation necrosis, 
around which there is a reaction of microglia, astrocytes, and macrophages. PVL 
loci are represented by the foci of predominantly coagulation necrosis and intensely 
stained with acids. Coagulum is a merged mass of swollen and collapsing axial 
cylinders, unmyelinated fibers (Figs. 15.32, 15.33, and 15.34).

In the PVL loci, the number of cell elements decreases until their complete dis-
appearance, fragments of nuclei, and deformed, hook-shaped, and elongated nuclei, 
as well as single glial cells with karyokinesis, are detected. Axonal balls 5–8 μm in 
diameter (Fig. 15.35) are identified in the oxyphilic (marginal) zone of the PVL loci 
and outward from it. The axonal balls are formed as a result of axon retrograde 
degeneration. Macrophagic reaction occurs at the end of the first stage of develop-
ment of PVL loci and is found in the marginal and perifocal zones, while at the 
following stages, it spreads to the central zone of the loci.

It is worth noting that we can speak of the zones of PVL loci when they are large 
(about 3 mm or more). Smaller loci, including those not macroscopically visible, as 
a whole represent a coagulation zone with decaying axons and axonal balls. Later, 
the loci with zones form cysts, and those without zones form glial scars.

At the cursive, we can observe this reaction at its flourish with resorption of the 
cell debris and nerve fiber decay products. At the beginning of the resorption stage, 
the oxyphilic zone of coagulation necrosis becomes less distinct developing into a 
zone of granular and axonal balls. At the end of the resorption stage, this zone 

a b

Fig. 15.32 PVL loci at the initial stage. (a) Foci of coagulation (oxyphylia, myelin condensation). 
H&E. (b) Luxol blue staining for myelin. ×200
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a b

Fig. 15.33 PVL loci. (a) PVL locus of the 1st stage. The peripheral zone of swollen axons is vis-
ible. H&E. ×100. (b) Peripheral zone of the PVL locus after Kahal-Favorsky silver impregnation. 
Swollen and decaying axons are visible. ×900

a b

Fig. 15.34 PVL loci of the 1st stage. (a, b) Swollen and coagulating axons in the peripheral zone 
of PVL loci. H&E. ×400
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disappears, and granular balls are prevailing cell elements (Figs. 15.36 and 15.37a). 
These loci may spread to the subependymal matrix and adjoin the ependyma of the 
lateral ventricles, but in most cases, this would not happen. The PVL loci at the 
resorption stage can be observed in neonates, who lived for 4–17 days. Normally, 
there are no leukocytes in the PVL loci; however, they can be observed in cases of 
septic fusion, i.e., when microbial agents enter the PVL loci.

a b

Fig. 15.35 Axonal balls. (a) In the peripheral zone of PVL loci. H&E. ×400. (b) Axonal ball at 
the end of the swollen axon next to the PVL locus. Kahal-Favorsky stain. ×600

Fig. 15.36 PVL locus at 
the resorption stage. You 
can see a granular ball 
(white arrow) and 
basophilic fibers (red 
arrow) in the center. 
H&E. ×400
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At the cursive, a glial scar is formed with a cyst (the so-called cystic PVL stage) 
or without it (Figs. 15.38, 15.39, and 15.40), and the macrophage reaction ceases. 
At the beginning of this stage, astrocytes can be found in the center of the PVL loci 
along with granular balls and bacillary microglial cells. Then the number of astro-
cytes increases, while the number of granular balls decreases. The glial fibrillary 
cells produced by astrocytes gradually fill the locus of necrosis or form a wall of the 
cyst. However, by the end of the first month of life, the formation of a glial scar or 
cyst is not yet complete. In all cases, granular balls were found in late PVL loci 
(Figs. 15.37 and 15.39). PVL of loci of the 3rd stage can be detected after the 13th 
day after birth, more often in the dead after the first month of life.

“Basophilic fibers” (Figs.  15.37b and 15.41) and “basophilic globules” are 
detected in the PVL loci of the 2nd and 3rd stages. Basophilic fibers are also called 
“axon cylinder debris,” “basophilic rods,” and “coarse fibrous structures” [13].

a b c

Fig. 15.37 PVL loci. (a) Locus with granular balls and calcifications along the periphery in the 
center. (b) Degenerating and calcified axons on the periphery of the locus. (c) Calcified axons next 
to the PVL locus. H&E. (a) and (b) ×200, (c) ×280

Fig. 15.38 PVL locus in 
the form of a glial scar 
(arrow). H&E. ×100
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It was found [22] that PVL loci may be at different stages of development in the 
same infant. The above proves that they occurred at a different time and that PVL is 
a persistent process, which means there can be new loci along with the existing ones 
(unless the cause is eliminated).

At all stages, pathological changes are detected in the white matter around the 
PVL loci (the diffuse component of PVL): microglial proliferation, small aggre-
gates of or single axonal balls, calcified fragmented axons (Fig. 15.41), etc.

a b

Fig. 15.39 Cyst formed on the site of PVL locus. H&E. (a) ×200. (b) There are granular balls in 
the center of the cyst. ×400

a b

Fig. 15.40 PVL, 3rd stage. (a) Cyst in the subependymal area (arrow) on the site of PVL locus in 
an infant of 4 months. (b) Multiple periventricular cysts at the 3rd stage of PVL development. 
NSG, frontal scanning
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Basophilic fibers should be differentiated from the mycelia. A number of research 
publications on the so-called congenital candidiasis [27] are highly arguable. We 
conducted an electron microscopic study of basophilic fibers (fungi imitating) from 
the PVL loci [28]. There were a lot of small protruding rounded formations imitat-
ing budding on the surface of basophilic fibers in the ultrathin sections (Fig. 15.41b). 
The outer edge was osmiophilic and imitated a cell wall. However, unlike a fungus 
cell, it was single-layered and thin (it is five-layered in candida cells; it is single- 
layered but of low electron density in aspergillus cells). There were no organelles 
inside the “basophilic fibers,” but there were clusters of short spicular formations, 
apparently, salt crystals.

Classification. Currently, the NSG classification of PVL by De Vries L.S. [26] 
is very popular, which does not stand scrutiny as it is in contradiction with the 
morphological data. According to this classification, practically any lesion of the 
white matter can be attributed to PVL. Hyperdiagnosis of PVL, in particular, is 
associated with the use of this classification of echodensities and PVL by De Vries 
L.S. Thus, the author of this classification defines the 5th stage of echodensity cor-
responding to the 4th stage of PVL as “multicystic encephalomalacia,” which is 
already recognized as an independent lesion and included in the last revision of 
ICD (Code P91.1).

It seems right to distinguish three stages of cerebral damage in case of PVL [22]: 
(1) 1–4 sections with PVL loci in each hemisphere (mild damage); (2) 5–8 sections 
with PVL loci (average damage); (3) 9–13 sections with PVL loci (severe damage). 
It is worth noting that the brain was cut in the frontal plane.

a b

Fig. 15.41 Basophilic fibers. (a) With fragmentation (look like segmented mycelia). H&E. ×400. 
(b) Electron microscopic study of basophilic fibers imitating mycelia. ×16,200
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Types of PVL: (1) With widespread astrogliosis, (2) with perifocal hemorrhages, 
(3) with cyst formation in the periventricular area, (4) in combination with IVH and 
SEH, and (5) mixed.

Clinical presentation. The monograph on PVL [22] presents information on the 
research, clinic, diagnosis, and other issues. The primary neurological sign of PVL 
is the spastic paresis of the extremities, which is characterized by a greater degree 
of damage to the lower extremities than to the upper ones. In cases of massive dam-
age, spastic diplegia of the lower extremities is accompanied by the diplegia of the 
upper ones. Spastic paresis of the extremities develops due to the descending degen-
eration of corticospinal tracts due to the location of the loci in the lateral corners of 
the lateral ventricles. In many cases, there are disturbances of the visual function 
due to damage to optic radiation in the region of the lateral triangles and initial por-
tions of the posterior horns of the lateral ventricles. Acoustic disturbances occur as 
a result of damage to the acoustic radiation periventricularly near the inferior horns 
of the lateral ventricles.

Diagnosis. PVL is diagnosed by various methods of brain imaging, most often 
using the NSG method. In this case, zones of increased echodensity (echogenicity) 
are periventricularly detected, which are preserved until the 3rd week of life. At the 
same time, some researchers state that zones of reduced echodensity may be 
observed with PVL.  In these areas, cavities (cysts, cystic degeneration) start to 
form, normally after the 20th day of life, which may subside within a few months. 
These changes are referred to as “cystic degeneration” of the white matter or “cystic 
PVL.” They cause the atrophy of the white matter and extension of the lateral ven-
tricles. CT and MRI are much more efficient at reliably identifying signs of the 
white matter lesion.

I believe that the NSG experts should carefully state morphological diagnoses, 
and it is more proper not to name pathological processes at all but to use their ter-
minology, for example, to write in the conclusion that there is a zone of increased 
or reduced echodensity there and describe this zone in detail. This zone can be a 
region of edema, EHL, TG, developing PVL, encephalitis, and other lesions. Only 
a pediatrician can state a diagnosis on the basis of various examinations. Cysts can 
also be observed with different pathologies of the white matter. With this approach, 
we can avoid overdiagnosis of PVL. Clinical diagnoses will be more precise and 
accurate.

There are many publications in which the cases of PVL are selected according 
to the NSG results, and following examination of infants (biochemical values, 
causes, epidemiological factors, etc.), they make various conclusions relating to 
PVL as nosology. It is clear that these conclusions are questionable, since the 
diagnosis of PVL is questionable, too. There are also thesis researches of this 
kind.

Prognosis of PVL. The consequences of PVL include (1) cerebral palsy (more 
frequently spastic diplegia, with severe quadriplegia) with no severe cognitive 
impairment (the cortex with PVL remains relatively safe), (2) visual impairment 
(fixation disturbances, nystagmus, strabismus, etc.), and (3) psychomotor retarda-
tion. If an infant has more severe lesions and consequences of brain damage, they 
are most likely caused not by PVL but by DFL, ME, and other diseases.
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15.4.2.3  Diffuse Leukomalacia
Synonyms: Diffuse PVL, diffuse colliquative necroses, mixed PVL

Definition. Diffuse leukomalacia (DFL) means “widespread (focal) ischemic 
infarctions” or “diffuse colliquative necroses.” Typically, it is observed in extremely 
premature infants. DFL must be distinguished from PVL.  Unfortunately, recent 
clinical and neuroimaging papers consider DFL as PVL.

Etiology and pathogenesis. DFL genesis is associated with widespread isch-
emia of all the regions of extremely vulnerable white matter of semioval centers in 
the setting of hypoxia and infections. Since border areas between ventriculofugal 
and ventriculopetal arteries are still unformed in extremely premature infants (ges-
tational age < 32 weeks), ischemia will completely affect cerebral white matter 
providing subsequent corresponding damages. EHL predominantly affects imma-
ture oligodendrocytes; TG affects all the glial cells and part of axons; DFL affects 
glia, axons, and blood vessels. As a result, full necrosis is mentioned in all the 
regions of cerebral white matter. The more an infant mature is, the more often a 
pathological process will be localized in periventricular areas of cerebral lateral 
ventricles.

Pathomorphology. DFL-associated necrotic loci are diffusely localized in all the 
regions of cerebral white matter affecting periventricular, subcortical, and central 
regions of the great hemispheres. As compared with PVL, DFL loci represent col-
liquative necroses which override periventricular area boundaries affecting central 
and occasional subcortical regions of cerebral white matter (Figs. 15.42 and 15.43). 
As a rule, these lesions associated with cystic formation are diffuse ones. Potentially 
considered as incomplete necrosis, diffuse lesions of cerebral white matter are 
detected beyond foci. Mainly, they represent TGs (see above).

As per neurosonographic classification (L.S. de Vries [26]), lesions affecting 
central and subcortical regions of white matter of great hemispheres fall into 3rd 
and 4th stages of PVL. Thus, PVL hyperdiagnosis is observed, and, what is more 
absurd, “diffuse” PVL is distinguished. The mere name of “periventricular leuko-
malacia” means periventricular localization of lesions instead of diffuse one. DFL 
is an independent lesion of cerebral white matter.

a b

Fig. 15.42 DFL. (a) DFL in a 1200 g neonate died in 22 days postpartum. (b) Multiple cysts 
affecting all the regions of cerebral white matter. NSG, parasagittal scanning
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Microscopic testing reveals colliquative necrotic loci along with axonal degrada-
tion, capillary death, and remained proliferating astrocytes in white matter 
(Fig. 15.44). These loci intersperse with foci of less significant damages with preva-
lent astrogliosis and remained boundaries of destructing axons (Fig. 15.45).

Forming cysts are detected in more severely damaged areas (Fig.  15.46b). 
Decreased number of blood vessels (Fig. 15.46a) and increased number of macro-
phages (Fig. 15.47) are mentioned in these areas. Also, the latter are congregated in 
perivascular spaces.

a b

Fig. 15.43 DFL. (a) DFL affecting all the regions of cerebral white matter. (b) DFL predomi-
nantly affecting frontoparietal regions of cerebral white matter (arrowed). A blood clot is observed 
in the lateral ventricle. A 1450 g neonate died in 24 days postpartum

a b

Fig. 15.44 DFL. (a) Focal colliquative necrosis. (b) A locus associated with less significant cere-
bral damages. Remained axonal boundaries and astrocytic proliferation are observed. H&E. ×400
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a b

Fig. 15.45 DFL. (a) Two zones of the brain white matter lesions with varying degrees (arrows). 
(b) Deformed and calcified axonal fragments (arrow). H&E. ×400

a b

Fig. 15.46 IHC testing (DFL). (a) Axonal necrosis with several remained capillaries in the setting 
of network formation in cerebral white matter. (b) Small cysts with remained blood vessels in DFL 
area. Ki 31 antigen expression in endothelial cells. ×400
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Subsequently, cysts arise in lesion loci; calcification of destructing axons is 
observed (Fig. 15.45b). Condition associated with multiple cysts arising at the place 
of lesions may be termed as “multicystic leukomalacia” which must be distin-
guished from “multicystic encephalomalacia” (see Sect. 15.5.2).

Clinical presentation. CP is mentioned both in infants with DFL and PVL, 
but the former case is associated with more severe consequences and progno-
sis. As compared with PVL, DFL induces more severe cortical and subcortical 
damages. PVL is combined with CP and potential mild damage of intellectual 
functioning. However, DFL is associated with expressed disturbances of psy-
chomotor development.

15.4.2.4  Periventricular Hemorrhagic Infarction
Synonyms: “Widespread red malacia,” “venous infarction,” “central hemorrhagic 
encephalopathy,” and “hemorrhagic periventricular leukomalacia”

Definition. Periventricular hemorrhagic infarction (PHI) is hemorrhagic malacia 
(i.e., venous infarction) of periventricular and central areas of white matter around 
cerebral lateral ventricles (Figs. 15.48 and 15.49). Unilateral and bilateral PHIs are 
distinguished. Although PHI may be combined with IVH, ICH, SEH, and PVL, it 
may be detected alone. Typically, PHI is considered as a manifestation of so-called 
“periventricular-intraventricular hemorrhage” or IVH complication. However, this 
fact is open to debate. In general, authors of scientific papers demonstrate pictures 
of periventricular ICHs associated with softened cerebral tissue around hematomas. 

a b

Fig. 15.47 Macrophages (IHC testing). (a) Macrophage pool in DFL locus. CD68 antigen expres-
sion in macrophages. ×200. (b) The same case. ×400
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They mistakenly term these lesions as PHIs. Actually, SEH and PHI are compli-
cated by periventricular ICH or ICH, respectively.

Therefore, main types of PHI include (1) bilateral infarctions typically represent-
ing symmetrical lesions which are not associated with IVH and (2) commonly uni-
lateral PHI (as a complication of SEH and IVH).

Etiology and pathogenesis. Mainly, it is mentioned in extremely premature 
infants (20–35 weeks of gestation) resulting from disturbed blood outflow (stasis 

a b

Fig. 15.48 PHI. (a) PHI observed in a horizontal section of cerebral hemispheres in a newborn 
[26]. (b) PHI observed in cerebral frontal region

Fig. 15.49 PHI observed in frontal sections of a cerebral hemisphere in a neonate
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thrombosis) in internal cerebral venous system. Disturbed venous drain from the 
brain is caused by pulmonary disorders, heart failure, in-labor head compression, 
pathologies of cerebral veins and sinuses, as well as disseminated intravascular 
coagulation. Since concerned lesion is predominantly observed in premature infants 
with occasional cranial birth injuries, its contribution in PHI genesis (compressed 
sinuses, overcompressed internal cerebral veins, tensioned and narrowed vein of 
Galen) seems to be exaggerated. PHI pathogenesis is related to venous congestion 
and specific susceptibility of periventricular cerebral white matter to hypoxia and 
ischemia.

PHI may complicate IVH. In this case, massive IVH leads to terminal venous 
obstruction (i.e., compressed thalamostriate venous branches), disturbed medullary 
venous drain, ischemia, cerebral edema, and PHI. This, typically, unilateral PHI is 
localized semilaterally to SEH and IVH. The complication is mentioned in 15–20% 
of infants with IVH (especially, in 80–90% of patients with massive IVHs) [6].

Infectious importance includes several issues: DIC syndrome, concomitant pul-
monary inflammation, clotting disorders, damaged sinusal and vascular endothe-
lium with subsequent thrombosis, venous congestion and microcirculatory disorders, 
as well as increased blood level of cytokines damaging glial and endothelial cere-
bral cells, etc. In many cases, fibrin and hyaline thrombosis are detected in PHI loci. 
PHIs with certain potential infectious pathogenetic importance were reported in 
premature infants with necrotic enterocolitis.

Thrombosis of the vein of Galen and included veins results in massive bilateral 
hemorrhagic malacia of semioval centers. Nevertheless, less significant lesions are 
more common.

Pathomorphology. Macroscopic testing: Large areas of flabby degraded dark red 
cerebral tissue are detected in periventricular areas of lateral ventricles. Hematomas 
(i.e., blood clots) must be found in this tissue. Typically, hemorrhagic cerebral 
infarcted area resulted from ICH is observed around hematomas. In this case, ICH 
should be considered as a primary lesion. Actually, PHI is associated with hemor-
rhagic suffusion of cerebral hemispheric white matter (Fig. 15.50).

Fig. 15.50 Hemorrhagic 
suffusion of cerebral 
hemispheric white matter 
(the brain is not fixed 
breaking down after 
sawing)
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Microscopic testing reveals multiple hemorrhages which are generally localized 
near small vascular thrombosis interspersing with edematous and necrotic areas of 
cerebral tissue (Figs. 15.51 and 15.52). Necrotic glial cells, axons, and blood vessels 
are observed. Gemistocytes and occasional PVL loci are detected on periphery of 
lesions. Thromboses are mentioned in subependymal and cortical veins. As com-
pared with ICH, PHI, in general, is a bilateral symmetrical lesion affecting all the 
cerebral lobes to a greater or lesser extent. Occasionally, the process affects the 

a b

Fig. 15.51 PHI. (a) PHI observed in a 1200 g neonate died in 54 h postpartum. (b) PHI observed 
in a 1830 g neonate died in 17 h postpartum. H&E. ×100

Fig. 15.52 Multiple 
PHI-associated 
thrombosis in small 
cerebral blood vessels 
(arrows). H&E. ×240
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entire semioval center. White matter necrosis associated with astrogliosis and fur-
ther formation of granular globes, siderophages, and hemosiderotic cysts is observed 
in survived infants.

PHI may lead to fatal outcome. Usually it is combined with SEH, as well as with 
ischemia of cortical and brainstem neurons. PHI may be complicated by intracere-
bral hemorrhage (hematoma) and IVH. Gliosis and cysts formed in PHI areas along 
with dilated lateral ventricles are observed in survived infants.

Clinical presentation and diagnosis. CP associated with hemiplegia, quadriple-
gia, and mental retardation is observed in infants with PHI. PHI may be diagnosed 
with various radiological methods.

15.4.3  The Problem of Hyperdiagnosis PVL and the Classification 
of White Matter Brain Necrosis

This very area is absolutely essential to be distinguished due to inadequate PVL 
standing in the minds of, in the first instance, clinicians and neuroimaging profes-
sionals. As a nosological unit, PVL was discovered and distinguished by patholo-
gists [22]. However, its recent interpretations are far from pathological point of 
view. Nowadays, PVL is the most known infantile lesion of white matter of great 
cerebral hemispheres. However, NSG data overestimation and underexploration of 
other cerebral lesions result in hyperdiagnosis with all that it entails. PVL includes 
two main signs. Namely, this means predominant coagulative necrotic loci and their 
localization in periventricular areas of great hemispheres along with top regions 
where the most common expressed lesions are positioned [13]. Increased echoden-
sity of periventricular cerebral areas does not mean PVL yet. NSG classification of 
PVLs proposed by L.S. de Vries [26] must be reviewed because of the 1st stage (i.e., 
transiently increased echodensity). As a rule, it does not reflect PVL leading to 
hyperdiagnosis of this lesion. Using NSG and other neuroimaging methods, we can 
just suspect necrosis. So, absence of necrotic loci means that it’s another lesion 
affecting cerebral white matter.

What Are Common Contradictions to Estimate and Diagnose PVL?
Firstly, it is widely agreed that the more premature infant is, the more common 
PVL is, and incidence is higher when gestational age is lower. It is not the case. 
PVL is the most common in infants with 1st degree of prematurity and less fre-
quent in those with 2nd degree of prematurity. This lesion is relatively uncom-
mon both in infants with 3rd degree of prematurity (weighed 1000–1499 g) and 
mature infants.

Secondly, widespread lesions of semioval center white matter along with 
damages of periventricular areas of cerebral lateral ventricles are considered as 
PVLs. Even multicystic encephalomalacia corresponding to the 4th stage of PVL 
(as per neurosonographic classification) is added into this category. This is 
wrong. Indeed, other cerebral white matter lesions with different etiopathogen-
esis and clinical presentation are viewed here.

15.4  White Matter of the Brain Damages
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Thirdly, all periventricular cysts and pseudocysts detected during neurosonog-
raphy (NSG) are occasionally considered as PVL (i.e., so-called cystic stage of 
PVL) upon the slimmest of evidence. Typically, such terms as “cyst” and “pseu-
docyst” are mistakenly used as synonyms. Please note that, apart from PVL, 
cysts result from various pathological processes. In contrary, pseudocysts are not 
related to PVL (see Sect. 16.2).

Fourthly, some suggests that typical PVLs are associated with antenatal origin 
and intrauterine formation. It’s a mistake. This refers to extremely rare casuistic 
cases. On more than 3,000 perinatal autopsies, I watched only 2 cases of PVL in 
stillbirths, deaths in childbirth. According to world literature sources, single PVL 
cases were reported in stillborns. Reported fetal cysts do not mean PVL because 
cysts are often positioned beyond periventricular area.

Fifthly, typically, the sheer “periventricular leukomalacia” term is ground-
lessly used to describe morphological features of various cerebral lesions and 
encephalitis. PVL is not just a pathological process but a specific nosological 
unit.

Sixthly, ultrasonographists can overestimate their abilities and hyperdiagnose 
PVL (especially, when estimating areas with increased echodensity at the early 
stage of the process). These areas may include foci of edema, hemorrhages, 
astrogliosis, PHI, encephalitis, and other pathological processes.

Seventhly, in-labor hypoxic importance in PVL genesis is overestimated 
because PVL is, mainly, a postnatal process. In contrary, infectious contribution 
is underestimated.

Eighthly, many PVL conclusions are based on cases without morphological 
evidence (i.e., infantile groups distinguished on the basis of ultrasonographic 
findings). It is highly unlikely that all these infants had PVL.

Prevalently, diffuse, cystic, hemorrhagic, and other PVL types are distinguished 
on the ground of neuroimaging testings. However, PVL types are understudied on 
autopsy material. We conceive that DFL must be distinguished as an independent 
lesion. As compared with PVL, DFL loci represent colliquative necroses which 
override periventricular boundaries affecting central and occasional subcortical 
regions of cerebral white matter. DFL means “widespread (macrofocal) ischemic 
infarctions” or “diffuse colliquative necroses.” Typically, PVL and DFL are associ-
ated with 1st to 2nd and 3rd to 4th degrees of prematurity, respectively. As per 
morphological findings, “cystic PVL” corresponds to the 3rd stage of PVL loci, 
DFL consequence, or multicystic encephalomalacia. In general, “hemorrhagic 
PVL” is PHI (i.e., independent lesion distinct from PVL).

In terms of localization, cerebral white matter necrotic loci are divided into (1) 
periventricular, (2) subcortical, and (3) central ones located in central areas of semi-
oval centers. Periventricular and subcortical loci correspond to PVL and SL, respec-
tively. At the same time, DFL is presented by periventricular and central loci observed 
in semioval centers. These three cerebral lesions are different nosological units.

Generally, EHL, TG, PHI, ME, and pseudocysts with specific etiologic, pathoge-
netic, clinical, and prognostic features are mistakenly considered as PVLs. That’s 
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why there are extremely few clinical papers dealing with lesions mentioned above. 
However, autopsy material analysis reveals incidence which is comparable with 
PVL. EHL and TG tend to be localized in periventricular cerebral areas. EHL is one 
of the earliest hemodynamic disorders in periventricular cerebral white matter with 
potential regression. It’s more common in infants with more severe prematurity. TG 
is an incomplete necrosis of great hemispheric white matter characterized by oligo-
dendrocytic death and proliferation of gemistocytes (reactive astrocytes). If NSG 
findings reveal EHL-specific changes related to PVL, this “PVL” may result in 
absolute recovery. However, such outcome is impossible in case of true PVL associ-
ated with necrotic loci.

Common association of any periventricular cyst with PVL or “cystic PVL” 
results in its hyperdiagnosis. Typically, such terms as “cyst” and “pseudocyst” are 
mistakenly used as synonyms. The 3rd stage of PVL focal development is associ-
ated with a cyst or a glial scar. Also, cystic formation is observed in the setting of 
DFL, ME, or encephalitis. Mainly, pseudocysts represent inherited cavitary lesions 
localized under lateral ventricular ependyma which may result from matrix reduc-
tion disorders (see Sect. 16.2). Pathological importance of pseudocysts is not 
reported; also, they are out of relation to PVL.

There is a wrong opinion [30] that macroscopically visible PVL loci lead to cys-
tic PVL and microscopically visible ones cause non-cystic PVL. More often than 
not, PVL loci are macroscopically visible, but they do not always result in cysts. As 
a rule, cysts are caused by large colliquative loci or mixed PVL loci associated with 
central colliquation and peripheral coagulative rim (more than 0.3–0.5  cm in 
diameter).

Typically, glial-like lesions without necrotic loci in periventricular cerebral areas 
are considered as PVL and termed as “diffuse PVL.” Nevertheless, diffuse gliosis is 
not PVL, and it is likely to be considered as TG instead. Gliosis (3rd stage of PVL) 
and gliosis without PVL (TG) must be differentiated.

Thus, several criteria (i.e., neuroimaging, clinical and laboratory ones) of dif-
ferential diagnosis of various infantile lesions of great cerebral hemispheric white 
matter should be developed to distinguish them from PVL. This exploration trend 
will provide progressive interpretation of hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathies.

15.5  Mixed Lesions

15.5.1  Cerebral Infarcts

Definition. Cerebral infarct is a lesion affecting gray and white matter which is 
caused by cerebrovascular disturbance and cerebral tissue ischemia.

Infarct types. Cerebral infarcts may be divided into the following types: (1) 
thrombotic infarcts induced by vascular pathology, sinusal and venous thrombo-
ses, vasculitis, etc.; (2) embolic infarcts related to cardiac disorders, paradoxical 
embolism, sepsis, placental infarction, embolism with fragments of placental 
tissue, etc.; (3) hemodynamic infarcts associated with cardiomyopathy, narrow 
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major blood vessels, hypotonia, etc.; (4) metabolic infarcts in the setting of dia-
betes mellitus, homocystinuria, metabolic acidosis, Fabry disease and Leigh 
disease, etc.; and (5) hypoxic-ischemic infarcts (parasagittal brain damages, 
folial cerebellar infarcts, etc.).

Pathomorphology. Cerebral hemispheric infarcts may be caused by obstruction 
of main cerebral arterial branches (typically, medial ones) (Fig. 15.53). Only few 
cases of these lesions are reported in neonates and infants within the first months 
postpartum [31]. Arterial obstruction is associated with embolism potentially related 
to placental infarctions, vascular or heart catheterization, as well as blood clot 
detachment from the umbilical vein or arterial duct. Cerebral vascular thromboem-
bolism with placental tissue may be observed. In several months, postpartum arte-
rial thrombosis and embolism are typically combined with infections, sepsis, 
catheterization-associated mural thromboses of the subclavian vein and superior 
vena cava, etc.

In terms of morphology, common mixed infarcts represent ischemic cortical 
infarct combined with hemorrhagic infarct of underlying white matter. Multicystic 
encephalomalacia, unilateral or bilateral cystic cavities, porencephaly, hydrocepha-
lus, and hypoplasia of cerebral areas are infarct sequelae mentioned in survived 
infants.

Cerebral hemispheric infarcts resulted from thromboses of cerebral sinuses, and 
superficial veins are also reported. Hemorrhagic nature of infarcts localized both in 
the cortex and subcortical white matter is a specific feature of these very lesions. 
Thromboses are the most common in the superior sagittal sinus (especially, in the 
middle part). Typically, superficial cerebral venous thrombosis is a secondary lesion 
with regard to sinusal thrombosis. As a rule, infarctions are localized in cerebral 
hemispheric convexity affecting the cortex and underlying white matter. Sinusal and 
venous thromboses are associated with birth trauma, clotting disorders, DIC syn-
drome, infections, superior sagittal sinusal puncture complications, etc. These 
infarcts lead to glial scars, cysts, lobar sclerosis, and hydrocephalus.

a b

Fig. 15.53 Cerebral hemispheric infarcts (arrows). (a) Hemorrhagic infarct observed in the mid-
dle cerebral arterial territory in a 1-month-old infant with inherited heart defect. (b) Infarct 
observed in the middle cerebral arterial territory in a neonate died in 2 days postpartum
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Cerebral infarcts should be differentiated into three types (i.e., white, hemor-
rhagic, and mixed ones). White infarcts are detected in neonates who experienced 
“asphyxia,” complicated labor (long-term second period, prolapsed umbilical cord, 
forceps delivery, difficult head extraction associated with pelvic presentation, etc.), 
and cerebral compression. Therefore, these lesions may be related to a birth injury. 
Their characteristic features include cerebral edema, well-demarcated boundary 
between the pale cortex and sharply congestive subcortical white matter (i.e., so- 
called ribbon effect), and more expressed deep sulcal changes. The brain has a spe-
cific appearance: sharply flattened gyri due to close attachment to the internal 
surface of skullcap bones; narrow sulci without visible liquor; and soft fragile brain 
that can be easily damaged during extraction from cranial cavity. In several cases, 
severe cortical damages result in small granular hazel cortex instead of white one. 
Parasagittal cortical areas are the most vulnerable zones.

Mixed infarctions represent a combination of white cortical infarction and hem-
orrhagic infarction of underlying white matter. They may be induced by obstruction 
(e.g., thrombosis, embolism) of main cerebral arterial branches (typically, medial 
ones). Arterial embolism may be associated with placental infarctions, vascular or 
cardiac catheterization, as well as blood clot detachment from the umbilical vein or 
arterial duct.

Hemorrhagic infarcts (Figs. 15.54 and 15.55) are caused by disturbed venous 
drain in the setting of in-labor sinusal and venous compression, as well as cerebral 
sinusal and superficial venous thromboses. Predominantly, infarctions are localized 
in cerebral hemispheric convexity.

Microscopic testing reveals decreased number of nerve cells, neuronal shrinkage 
along with nuclear pycnosis and cytoplasmic acidophilia, karyorrhexis, as well as 
proliferated glia and capillaries in necrotic areas. Cortical necrosis is divided into 
laminar and spotted ones. Death of neurons and glial cells and destruction of axons 
and, in the last turn, capillaries along with larger blood vessels are observed in 
infarcted loci (Fig. 15.56a). Severe neuronal changes and neuronophagy are detected 
(Fig. 15.56b). Softened cortex and subcortical white matter may result in “lacelike” 

a b

Fig. 15.54 Cerebral hemispheric infarcts. (a) Infarct localized under the subpial hematoma in a 
3200 g neonate who died in 2  days postpartum. (b) Infarct localized under the subpial 
hemorrhage
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and “honeycombed” damages, as well as cortical sclerosis and ulegyria in infants. 
These lesions were observed during monkey fetal experiment when partial asphyxia 
was induced (associated with partial placental separation, compressed maternal 
abdominal aorta, oxytocin administration, experimental hypotonia, etc.). Thus, 
astrogliosis and calcified loci along with cystic formation are mentioned in cerebral 
matter (Fig. 15.57).

More than 30 years ago, J.J. Volpe [6] distinguished “parasagittal cerebral dam-
ages” which were previously termed as “watershed infarcts.” These lesions detected 
in mature infants represent bilateral symmetrical cortical and subcortical white mat-
ter necroses in boundary areas between branches of anterior, medial, and posterior 
cerebral arteries localized in superior medial cerebral hemispheric regions. The 

Fig. 15.55 Hemorrhagic infarct-affected cortex and optic thalami in a 3700 g neonate who died 
in 36 h postpartum (sustained delivery, 36 h interval between membrane rupture and delivery)

a b

Fig. 15.56 Cerebral infarct-associated changes. (a) Remained capillaries in infarcted cerebral 
matter. (b) Neuronal neuronophagy in necrotic cerebral hemispheric cortex. H&E. ×400
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author associated pathogenesis of these ischemic or, occasionally, hemorrhagic 
infarcts with hypoxia, arterial hypotonia, and disturbed cerebral circulatory auto-
regulation. Several researchers [9, 32] reported necroses of the cortex and underly-
ing white matter localized in parasagittal cerebral areas of neonate monkeys whose 
mothers underwent experimental arterial hypotonia. In frames of another study 
[30], sheep fetuses underwent hypovolemia and hypoxia. Along with this, sym-
metrical hemorrhagic infarcts, mainly, affected parasagittal cortical and white mat-
ter areas, as well as basal ganglia and optic thalami. Parasagittal cerebral damages 
result in atrophied cortex and cerebral white matter in the setting of ulegyria 
(Fig. 15.58).

Probably, parasagittal cerebral damages should be divided into two types. The 
first type associated with prevalent neuronal necrosis can be considered as SNN, 
and the second one combined with necroses of the cortex and underlying white mat-
ter can be distinguished as a parasagittal infarct. The second type demonstrates cysts 
formed in the infarcted area.

a b

Fig. 15.57 Cerebral infarct-associated changes. (a) Calcified locus and astrogliosis in infarcted 
area. ×400. (b) Hippocampal cyst in a 19-day-old neonate after asphyxia and total cerebral isch-
emia. ×200. H&E

a b

Fig. 15.58 Parasagittal cerebral damage. (a) Atrophied cortex and cerebral white matter in the 
setting of ulegyria in parasagittal cerebral areas (arrowed). (b) Parasagittal cerebral damage in a 
3-month-old infant with HIE (arrows). NSG, frontal scanning
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Both hemorrhagic and ischemic infarcts are observed in the cerebellum. First of 
all, ischemic infarct is a so-called folial infarct (Fig. 15.59) which is commonly 
observed in the setting of cerebellar hemispheric subarachnoid hemorrhages dis-
turbing supply of underlying cerebral tissue. This infarct leads to disintegrated 
intrafolial cerebral matter (i.e., white matter, internal granular layer). Widespread 
cerebellar infarcts affect the entire hemisphere, and focal ones are localized in the 
cortex. Hemorrhagic lesions are common; they are localized at the boundary of 
blood supply areas of the superior and inferior cerebellar arteries. Cerebellar infarct 
pathogenesis is related to cerebellar arterial compression which may be caused by 
in-labor tentorial pressure, damaged vertebral arteries, tonsillar herniation into the 
great foramen, etc.

Infarcts of the basal ganglia, optic thalami, and brainstem. Expressed macro-
scopically visible lesions are extremely rare. Those associated with brainstem 
lesions are often observed in areas of basal pons, inferior quadrigeminal tubercles, 
and inferior olives. Their pathogenesis is associated with severe discirculatory com-
plications induced by shock, infections, cardiopulmonary failure, basilar arterial 
thrombosis, etc.

15.5.2  Multicystic Encephalomalacia

Synonyms. Multicystic encephalomalacia (ME): “Multifocal cystic encephalopa-
thy,” “multicystic encephalopathy,” “cystic encephalomalacia,” “polycystic cerebral 
tissue transformation,” “polycystic encephalomalacia”.

Definition. ME is a cerebral lesion characterized by multiple cysts localized in 
the cerebral cortex, white matter, and subcortical structures. Large cysts affect a 
great part of great cerebral hemispheres, and small ones are often localized in the 
cortex; the latter are only microscopically visible. Recently, ME is considered as an 
independent nosological unit [33]. ICD-10 code: Р91.1. ME results from multifocal 
perinatal and infantile cerebral necroses. Nowadays, ME must be clearly differenti-
ated from other cerebral lesions. First of all, this means diffuse cystic cerebral white 
matter lesions spread to subcortical areas which sometimes are mistakenly consid-
ered as PVLs (they rather should be identified as DFLs).

a b

Fig. 15.59 Folial cerebellar infarcts (arrows), (a and b). H&E. ×210
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Etiology and pathogenesis. ME results from previous perinatal infection, menin-
gitis, encephalitis, asphyxia, birth trauma, and various cerebral circulatory disor-
ders. In case of intrauterine death of the first twin, 20% of the second twins will 
suffer from ME. Cystic formation in fetal and neonatal cerebral matter is promoted 
by several factors such as high water content, insufficient or absent myelination, and 
weak astroglial response to a damage. Infections (particularly, herpetic and cyto-
megaloviral ones) inducing widespread cerebral necrosis are good causes of 
ME.  Methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase deficiency enhancing cerebral cellular 
apoptosis results in ME [34].

Pathomorphology. Typically, the affected brain is less-weighed than the normal 
one; the cerebral section reveals multiple bihemispheric cysts affecting the white 
matter, cerebral cortex, and subcortical structures (Figs.  15.60 and 15.61). 
Hydrocephalus and large intracerebral cysts lead to enlarged cerebral hemispheres 
and even their hydranencephalic-like appearance (Fig. 15.62).

Both small and large cysts may be observed. Sometimes large cystic cavities 
must be distinguished from dilated cavities of deformed cerebral ventricles. Cysts 

a b

Fig. 15.60 ME: cerebral hemispheric frontal sections. Trabeculae are mentioned in several cystic 
lumens. (a) In a 1-month, 13-day-old infant with a birth trauma and superior sagittal sinusal throm-
bosis. (b) In a 2-year, 11-month-old child with CP

Fig. 15.61 ME combined 
with ventriculomegaly and 
purulent ventriculitis after 
prior herpetic encephalitis 
in a 3-month-old infant. 
Atrophied cerebral 
hemispheric matter 
presented on frontal 
section demonstrates 
thin-layered cerebral 
matter which consists of 
small cysts (arrow) (i.e., 
spongy appearance)
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are divided by narrow layers of altered cerebral tissue between each other, and thin 
trabeculae are detected in cysts themselves. Several cerebral areas may be presented 
by spongy completely trabecular tissue. Lateral ventricles are dilated due to atro-
phied cerebral matter. ME may be combined with porencephaly, ulegyria, hydro-
cephalus, and other cerebral lesions.

Mainly, ME-associated cysts are characterized by trabeculae localized on cystic 
walls and between them (Figs. 15.63 and 15.64). This feature is especially impor-
tant in the setting of deformed lateral ventricles and large cystic formation when it’s 
difficult to determine cavities detected on frontal cerebral sections. Trabecular pres-
ence enables confirmation of cystic presence. A trabecula visualized on transverse 
section represents a blood vessel (or several ones) with occasionally remained cere-
bral tissue and circumferential cell infiltration (Fig. 15.64).

Post-infectious and post-hypoxic MEs are distinguished. Inflammatory vascular 
changes are one of the distinctions between infectious and post-hypoxic MEs. 

a b

Fig. 15.62 ME associated with hydrocephalus in a 9-month-old infant (birth weight, 500 g). (a) 
Cerebral hemispheres (top view). Large cysts appeared through cerebral meninges with cortical 
fragments. (b) Cerebral hemispheric NSG: reticulum is observed at the place of trabeculae in a cyst 
(the same case)

Fig. 15.63 Trabeculae 
(arrows) observed 
between walls of large 
ME-associated cyst
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Post- hypoxic ME is characterized by relatively equal bilateral cerebral hemispheric 
lesions commonly affecting the cortex and brainstem nuclei (occasionally, sym-
metrical ones). ME is a morphological substrate of several CPs. It is diagnosed by 
NSG testing. As an evidence of previous cerebral tissue, intersections (trabeculae) 
visualized between walls represent important morphological feature of 
ME-associated cysts. There are no trabeculae between walls of dilated ventricles in 
the setting of hydrocephalus.

Cystic formation is induced by cerebral tissue death resulted from various causes. 
This process includes several stages. Oligodendroglial and cortical neuronal 
destruction is followed by destruction of astroglia and axons. Post-hypoxic ME is 
associated with areas of small cysts or so-called honeycombed damages in the cere-
bral cortex and underlying white matter (Fig. 15.65).

Subsequently, some small cysts decrease in volume and others, quite the oppo-
site, enlarge. Astrogliosis is observed in the surrounding tissue. Although several 
blood vessels destruct, the largest branchlets with remained blood flow are the most 
resistant. So, remained branchlets result in intersections between walls.

Long-term process and significantly affected cerebral hemispheres lead to atro-
phied cerebral matter, decreased cystic dimension, progressive gliosis, dilated cere-
bral lateral ventricles, and ventriculomegaly. As a consequence, thin-layered 
degenerative tissue and underlying white matter associated with small cysts and 
microcysts around dilated cerebral lateral ventricles are observed.

Thus, trabeculae (intersections) between walls represent essential morphological 
feature of ME-associated cysts which evidences prior existence of cerebral tissue. 
There are no trabeculae between walls of dilated ventricles in the setting of 
hydrocephalus.

ME and cystic stages of other pathological processes or nosological units (such 
as PVL, SL, ICH, and cerebral infarcts) should be differentiated between each other. 
Also, ME should be distinguished from cyst-like cerebral ventricular dilatation 
associated with hydrocephalus (especially, after prior intracranial surgeries and 
ventriculitis).

a b

Fig. 15.64 Cystic trabeculae: transverse section. (a) The trabecula consists of multiple blood ves-
sels. (b) The trabecula represents a blood vessel surrounded by remained cerebral tissue with leu-
kocytic infiltration. H&E. ×100
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 Conclusion

For historical reasons, various authors used different names to describe each type 
of BD. As a result, a number of synonyms to terms PVL, DFL, SNN, ME, PHI, 
TG, EHL, and ICH listed in the beginning of corresponding sections can be 
found in literature sources. Nevertheless, how can we advance our researches in 
the context of such terminological variety? It may appear that authors study vari-
ous processes. However, they often deal with the same pathology using different 
names to term it.

Choosing a prevalent term is a way to unify knowledges of researchers from 
around the globe. The chosen term may be hardly clear to reflect the nature of all 
the aspects of the concerned process. For example, “periventricular leukomala-
cia” (i.e., accepted term) is not a very clear name. It indicates cerebral softening 
(“malacia”) although PVL loci are commonly more solid than surrounding cere-
bral tissue. Recently, indeed, this term became globally common. It’s a great 
achievement of global science providing advanced PVL studies. Unfortunately, 
“PVL” is commonly used to term cerebral pathological processes which are not 
related to its nature.

My own classification of hypoxic-ischemic infantile cerebral lesions with cer-
tain place for PVL will prevent PVL hyperdiagnosis. Also, this classification 
may encourage greater global acknowledgment of used names (terms). Clinical 
and neuroimaging classifications of BDs should be accompanied by the most 
clear morphological classifications instead of morphological independence (i.e., 

a b

Fig. 15.65 Multiple small cysts detected in the cortex (a) and subcortical area (b). H&E. (a: 
×200, b: ×400)
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being far from the most fundamental knowledges). Morphologically indepen-
dent clinical classifications of PVL classify its clinical manifestations. For exam-
ple, morphologically independent neuroimaging classifications of PVL classify 
“echodensity” alone. Ask a morphologist about meaning of echodensity degree 
and type or compare neuroimaging and morphological features.

PVL is a key lesion of cerebral white matter because it was reported before 
the rest, and, thus, it’s the best known one. Other cerebral processes are inter-
preted depending on the understanding of PVL nature. Pathologists reported and 
discovered PVL as a disease associated with coagulation necrotic loci in periven-
tricular symmetrical areas of cerebral lateral ventricles. Also, they reported path-
ological changes in white matter surrounding these loci, as well as in other 
cerebral regions [6].

Due to NSG and other neuroimaging methods, clinicians (e.g., pediatrists, neu-
ropathologists) rediscovered PVL with its subsequent diagnosis in live infants. So, 
all the various lesions of cerebral white matter are starting to be considered as 
PVLs. These professionals “discovered” “diffuse PVL” where pathological pro-
cess spreads beyond periventricular area and concluded that PVL may be also 
manifested without cerebral necrosis. So, morphological nature of the disease was 
skewed. Many neuroimaging professionals and clinicians considered morphologi-
cally reported perinatal telencephalic leukoencephalopathy, diffuse gliosis, and 
even ME as PVL manifestations. A number of authors determined PVL as cerebral 
necrosis or gliosis [6, 35] although the latter may develop without ischemic necro-
sis. Along with this, morphologically reported PVL transformed into “cerebral leu-
koencephalopathy” [36]. Evidently, it is a complete disregard of morphological 
data and morphological science within a framework of PVL studies.

As a result, two PVL definitions (interpretations) are globally observed now – 
(1) pathomorphological and (2) clinical interpretations covering various lesions 
of cerebral white matter.

Proposed classification of WCM lesions allows determination of PVL posi-
tion among the same equivalent infantile cerebral pathologies and maintenance 
of unified interpretation of PVL among all the professionals dealing with infan-
tile brain. Instead of “diffuse PVL,” I propose to distinguish DFL as an indepen-
dent lesion associated with specific colliquative necroses of periventricular and 
central areas of white cerebral matter.

PVL consideration as a “necrosis or gliosis of cerebral white matter” [6, 35] 
will lead to fuzzy morphological nature of the pathology. Widespread gliosis of 
cerebral white matter which is not associated with necrosis may be detected in 
pathological practice. As per mentioned clinical definition, these cases should be 
considered as PVLs. This is wrong. My understanding is that these cases should 
be considered as other cerebral pathologies (i.e., EHL and TG). According to 
other authors [37, 38], PVL is a local or widespread necrosis of periventricular 
cerebral white matter. I have the sense that widespread necrosis always overrides 
periventricular boundaries and, in fact, it represents a lesion different from PVL 
(i.e., diffuse ischemic or hemorrhagic infarct associated with cerebral malacia 
(DFL)). Typically, PVL demonstrates small necrotic loci associated with perifo-
cal changes of cerebral white matter.

 Conclusion
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16Combined Brain Lesions and Diagnosis 
of Birth Trauma

Abstract
Combinations and interrelations of various brain lesions are considered. Data are 
given on the frequency of combinations of various brain lesions, based on the 
material of their own studies. Comparative analysis of combined lesions of the 
brain in term and premature infants is given. A separate section of the chapter is 
specifically devoted to pseudocysts, which are important to distinguish from 
various cysts of the brain, arising from necrosis of brain tissue. In addition, the 
issue of the diagnosis of birth trauma (BT), as well as the formulation and correct 
substantiation of the diagnosis of BT, is separately examined. It is emphasized 
that the described manifestations of the BT, set out in the first part of the book, 
should be connected with the data of the second part.

Keywords
Combined brain lesions · Newborn · Pseudocysts of the brain · Diagnosis of birth 
trauma

16.1  Introduction

Brain lesions in fetuses and neonates are varied, often combined, complicated and 
require the isolation of the leading pathological process. The book deals with birth 
trauma, which can be the main background and concomitant disease. Diagnostics of 
BT requires its own specific approaches and conducting differential diagnostics 
with hypoxic-ischemic lesions, various hemorrhages, birth defects, and other patho-
logical processes. It seems important to consider pseudocysts of the brain, which are 
more related to birth defects, as they are often referred to as complications of 
hypoxic-ischemic brain lesions. Attention should also be paid to the high frequency 
of combinations of hemorrhagic and ischemic brain lesions in children, especially 
in prematurity.
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16.2  Pseudocysts of the Brain

At present, the term “pseudocyst” of the brain in children is fixed for a certain type of 
cystic formations. They are called periventricular pseudocysts (PVPC). From 1967 to 
1998, 256 cases of congenital subependymal pseudocysts of the brain diagnosed with 
neurosonography or postmortal pathoanatomical investigation were described in the 
world literature [1]. On our own pathoanatomical material, we found 12 cases of pseu-
docysts in deceased neonates [2]. Pseudocysts are described in the works of the lead-
ing children’s neuromorphologists L. Rorke [3] and J.C. Larroche [4]. Pseudocysts 
are found in living or dead neonates with a frequency of 0.5–5.2%. It is believed that 
pseudocysts are detected by ultrasound in 5% of all healthy neonates [5]. In most 
cases (93.5%), they disappear during the first year of life, and they are often associated 
with intrauterine infections (cytomegaly, rubella), fetal growth restriction, congenital 
defects, and chromosomal aberrations [1].

The leading causes of PVPC are two: (1) hemorrhage in the subependymal 
matrix and (2) the lysis of the matrix cells (germinolysis). Therefore, these cysts are 
also called germinogenic cysts [6].

Subependymal pseudocysts are cyst formations located under the ependyma of 
the lateral ventricles of the cerebral hemispheres, first, in the area of the lateral 
angles of the anterior horns and the bodies of lateral ventricles (Fig. 16.1) and, sec-
ond, in the area of the terminal stria between the head of caudate nucleus and the 
optic thalamus (Figs.  16.2 and 16.3). All other cystic or fluid formations of the 
brain, membranes, and vascular plexuses are “cysts.”

Topography of pseudocysts: (1) lateral angles of anterior horns and the bodies of 
lateral ventricles (Fig. 16.1) and (2) the area of the terminal stria between head of 
caudate nucleus and the optic thalamus (Fig. 16.2).

At the present time, clinicians and ultrasonographers widely use the terms “pseu-
docyst” or “cyst” when interpreting brain lesions, often denoting the same changes. 
However, in most cases, pseudocysts are diagnosed with neurosonography. Cystic 

a b c

Fig. 16.1 Subependymal pseudocysts of the brain (arrows) in the area of lateral angles of the 
lateral ventricles of the brain. (a) Bilateral pseudocysts (partially cut on the left) in the area of lat-
eral angles of the anterior horns of the lateral ventricles (arrows). (b) Pseudocyst in the lateral 
corner of the central part of the left lateral ventricle of the brain (arrow). (c) Pseudocyst in the area 
of the lateral angle (arrow) of the lateral ventricle with CT examination
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formations of the brain are very diverse in topography, morphology, origin, and 
clinical consequences and therefore require clarification. First of all, cysts and pseu-
docysts should be differentiated. The presence of epithelial lining is not a reliable 
criterion here, since with rare exceptions such lining is absent in cystic formations.

In the study of own sectional observations of pseudocysts in children aged from 
10 h till 1 year and 4 months [7], they found that pseudocysts are more often bilateral, 
located in the abovementioned areas and separated from the cavities of the lateral 
ventricles only by the ependyma and a thin layer of brain material, often containing 
matrix cells (germ layer). According to ultrasound investigation, pseudocysts are 
bilateral in 48.8% of cases [1]. The size of the cysts is 0.4–0.9 sm in diameter. Some 
had the shape of a canal, representing, as it was, the outer corner of the anterior horn 

a b

Fig. 16.2 Two-sided symmetric pseudocysts (arrows) in furrows between optic thalami and heads 
of caudate nuclei. (a) In a neonate with hemorrhagic disease (partially filled with blood). (b) In the 
neonate of 3 days (the lateral ventricles of the brain are opened)

a b

Fig. 16.3 Subependymal pseudocyst (arrow), filled with transparent content, in the area of the 
right ventricle of the brain in a child of 1 month. (a) A horizontal section of the brain, the lateral 
ventricles are opened. (b) The detail of figure (a)
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and the body of the lateral ventricle separated from the rest by the septum. The content 
is usually transparent, sometimes with an admixture of blood, in one case with a hem-
orrhage. In one observation, there was a septum in the pseudocyst. The inner surface 
is smooth, rarely with small whitish tubercles, which are clumps of matrix cells 
(Fig. 16.4b). The causes of death of children in two cases were birth defects, in one, 
birth trauma of the skull, and in others, sepsis and various infections.

On the inner surface of the pseudocyst (Fig. 16.4a, b), there is no epithelial lin-
ing, but in some places in newborn premature babies, the puffy protrusions from the 
matrix cells into the pseudocyst cavity are observed (Fig. 16.4c). In the wall, prolif-
eration of astrocytes is determined, hypertrophied astrocytes, and sometimes granu-
lar spheres are identified. In children who have lived for several months, pseudocysts 
can be seen in the wall of pseudocysts from astrocytes. Any inflammatory changes 
in pseudocysts were absent, even in two observations of purulent meningitis. The 
signs of old hemorrhages were also absent. However, other authors have identified 
some cases in the walls of cysts iron salts, indicating hemorrhage in the past [3]. In 
three out of ten observations in the periventricular white substance, PVL foci were 
detected. The large veins with couplers from the matrix cells are often observed 
around pseudocysts in the brain tissue.

Pseudocysts are located subependymally and more likely to be associated with 
intrauterine birth defects. Cysts are mainly located at a certain distance from the 
ependyma, including subcortically and in periventricular white substance, as a con-
sequence of heart attacks, softening of the brain, hemorrhages, encephalitis, and 
large confluent foci of periventricular and subcortical leukomalacia. In the 
Table  16.1, data on differential diagnosis of pseudocysts with cysts in PVL and 
multicystic encephalomalacia are summarized.

a b c

Fig. 16.4 Microscopic examination of subependymal pseudocysts. (a) Pseudocyst with a smooth 
inner surface. Outside is the ependyma of the lateral ventricle (arrow). (b) Pseudocyst with the 
presence on the inner surface of the protruding tubercle. (c) Inner surface of pseudocyst: an islet 
from the cells of the germ matrix is saved. H&E. (a) and (b) ×80. (c) ×200
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Thus, pseudocysts are cystic subependymal formations more often than the ante-
rior horns and the bodies of lateral ventricles, located in the area of their lower walls 
and lateral angles. They are usually filled (if there is no hemorrhage in a cyst) with 
transparent content. They can be one- and two-sided. The wall is represented by a 
thin layer of glial cells without an inner lining, around which clumps of cells of the 
germ matrix are determined. In the wall of the pseudocyst, siderophages can be 
found, which allow one to assume the suffered hemorrhage. The presence of subep-
endymal pseudocysts, which can be combined with various brain lesions, indicates 
the damage to the subependymal matrix under the influence of various, more often 
antenatal, factors. In some cases, they are a consequence of the suffered subependy-
mal hemorrhages. If a pseudocyst is detected in neonate in neurosonography and the 
same child has intrauterine hypotrophy, intrauterine infection, birth defects, and 
chromosomal aberrations, then in this case, the risk of developmental disorders of 
the nervous system is high [1].

16.3  Combinations and Interrelation of Lesions 
of the Central Nervous System

In the literature, it is noted that various discirculatory and traumatic brain lesions 
can be combined (multiple). Hemorrhagic and ischemic lesions of the brain, PVL, 
and IVH are often combined. According to one author, combined lesions occur fre-
quently, for example, in the majority of prematurity [8, 9], but according to others – 
rarely. Thus, according to Lesnitskaya and Gagulina [10], multiple intracranial 
hemorrhages occur only in 5.6% of neonates. On the same material of Bozhkov 
[11], only PVL and IVH are combined in 35% of cases. However, most studies do 
not provide data on a combination of forms of cerebral circulation disorders. At the 
same time, the results on the nature of these combinations could be used to assess 

Table 16.1 Distinguishing features of PVL, multicystic encephalomalacia, and pseudocyst of the 
brain

Name

PVL
Periventricular 
leukomalacia

ME
Multicystic encephalomalacia PVPС Pseudocyst

Nature of 
focus

Focal coagulation 
necrosis

Diffusive colliquative 
necrosis

No necrosis

Topography Periventricular areas 
of the large 
hemispheres

White matter of the large 
hemispheres, cortex, 
subcortical formations

Under the ependyma of 
the lateral ventricles

Etiology Arterial 
hypotension, 
hypoxia, apnea, 
toxins, etc.

Infections (herpes, CMV, 
etc., severe asphyxia, 
circulatory arrest, sinus 
thrombosis, etc.

It is unknown, the role of 
intrauterine infections 
and hemorrhages is 
possible

Prognosis Cerebral paralysis, 
retardation

Cerebral paralysis, 
hydrocephalus, death

Favorable risk of 
developmental disorders 
of the CNS
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the degree of injury of CNS and generalization of cerebral hemodynamic disorders, 
as well as to clarify the role of individual etiological factors and pathogenetic 
mechanisms.

On unselected autopsy material 488 intrapartum dead fetuses and newborns, 
which were not included cases with CNS malformations and fetus-destroying oper-
ations, I learned the basic brain damage dyscirculatory origin who had played 
importance in the occurrence of death of children. Such lesions were revealed in 
64.5% of cases, and in 50.8% of brain lesions were combined [7]. SDH was found 
in 125 fetuses and neonates (25.6%), LMH was found in 174 (35.6%), CH was 
found in 54 (11%), SEH was found in 55 (11.3%), IVH was found in 62 (12.7%), 
PVL was found in 77 (15.7%), ICH was found in 6 (1.2%), and other lesions were 
found in 20 (4%) (Table 16.2).

In 117 cases (23.9%) discirculatory lesions of the spinal cord (epi- and subdural 
hemorrhages, hematomyelia), which in the vast majority of cases were combined 
with impaired blood circulation of the brain, were detected. It should be noted that 
some focal hemorrhages in the vascular plexuses of the spinal cord, which often 
occur in premature children due to lung lesions and heart failure and are sometimes 
erroneously attributed to epidural trauma hemorrhages, were not taken into account. 
The same applies to single petechial hemorrhages in the substance of the brain and 
under its soft membranes, which are found in many cases and do not play an impor-
tant role in thanatogenesis.

Each of the forms of cerebral circulation was more often combined with other 
forms than was detected in the singular. SDH, LMH, and PVL were more often than 
others seen as single lesions. A comparative analysis of the frequency of combina-
tions of the examined brain lesions showed that SDH is most often combined with 
LMH (42.4%), CH with LMC (72.2%) and IVH (48.1%), SEH with LMH (65.4%) 
and IVH (41.8%), PVL with LMH (37.6%) and SEH (20.7%), etc. (Table 16.2). The 
lesions of the spinal cord are most often combined with SDH. At the same time, 
SDH is most often combined with such natal traumatic injuries as cephalhematoma 
(10.4%) and rupture of the cerebellar tentorium or falx (76.8%). This indicates 
about the leading role of natal trauma in the pathogenesis of most cases of SDH.

The more frequent combination of LMH and IVH is explained not only by the 
common points of pathogenesis but also by the existence of a mechanism of LMH 
arising from the movement of blood from the lateral ventricles of the brain (see 
above). The frequent combination of IVH with CM is explained by the fact that one 
of the mechanisms of CM origin is the movement of blood from the IV ventricle 
into the subarachnoid space of the cerebellar hemispheres (see above). The combi-
nation of PVL and SEH can be explained by the proximity of their topography and 
the generality of pathogenetic mechanisms. In the clinic, groups of children com-
bining IVH and PVL are specially singled out [12]. If the fall in arterial pressure 
plays an important role in the pathogenesis of PVL, for example, in apnea attacks, 
and subsequent venous congestion in the deep cerebral veins system, both venous 
stasis and short-term elevations of blood pressure with an increase in cerebral blood 
flow after its fall are important in the pathogenesis of SEH. Frequent combinations 
of SEH, IVH, periventricular ICH, and PHI in premature infants allowed many 
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authors to use the terms “periventricular-intraventricular hemorrhage” and “peri-
ventricular hemorrhage.”

Thus, the combinations of various forms of cerebral circulation disorders are 
caused not only by the commonness of the acting pathogenetic factors but also by 
interrelations and by the mutual transitions of pathological processes. Hemorrhages 
and ischemic lesions (necrosis, infarctions) are interrelated. Discirculatory lesions 
can occur not only as a result of external factors, i.e., not only be primary, but also 
complications (secondary lesions) of other forms of cerebral circulation disorders. 
For example, LMH can be complications of ICH and IVH and also complicated by 
ICH, SDH, and ischemic lesions. Specific interrelations of various forms of cerebral 
circulation disorders were considered by us above in the relevant chapters. 
Pathogenetic mechanisms of the relationship between hemorrhagic (hemorrhages) 
and ischemic (infarctions) lesions may be limited to the level of the brain, as well as 
mediated by other systems of the body as a whole. For example, SEH, IVH, and 
ICH, which are often considered together as PVH, may be accompanied by impaired 
circulation of blood in the perifocal areas of the brain with the development of isch-
emic lesions (PVL). On the other hand, IVH is complicated by shock, a drop in 
blood pressure leading to brain hypoperfusion and development, as well as ischemic 
lesions (PVL).

Combinations of LMH, SEH, IVH, CH, and PVL with cephalhematomas and 
tears of the cerebellar tentorium (even in the absence of SDH) suggest that birth 
trauma can play a role in the pathogenesis of some of them. Indeed, the first chapter 
noted the importance, in particular, of the configuration of the head in childbirth, in 
the pathogenesis of both various hemorrhages and ischemic lesions. Taking into 
account that such lesions as SEH, IVH, and PVL often occur after birth, that some 
lesions can overlap others, and that all of the investigated circulatory disorders can 
be detected in neonates removed at Cesarean section (without head trauma), it is 
possible to conclude that it is logically controversial to consider all forms of cere-
bral circulation disorders in the sections “Birth Trauma” or “Asphyxia.” It is neces-
sary to start from the morphological essence of processes, and not from very diverse 
and variable etiological factors. According to modern literature, the most important 
causes of cerebral circulatory disorders are disorders of its autoregulation, hypoxia, 
acidosis, hypernatremia, blood pressure drops and rises, venous congestion, infec-
tions, ruptures in birth of dura mater appendage and bridging veins, thrombosis and 
embolism of the cerebral arteries, intravenous injections of hyperosmolar solutions, 
and other factors.

Prematurity is also one of the important factors determining the nature of intra-
cranial circulation disorders. Thus, with a decrease in the degree of prematurity, the 
frequency of SDH increases, and the frequency of LMH gradually decreases. The 
frequency of combined disorders of cerebral circulation is highest in premature and 
minimal in full-term fetuses and neonates weighing 3000–3499 (in this weight 
group, the frequency is 27.3%, in premature infants with a weight of 1500–1999, 
61.1%; 2000–2499 g, 52%; etc.). The dynamics of the same frequency of single 
lesions is the opposite of the dynamics of combined lesions. This distribution of 
combined brain damages is probably due to the fact that preterm cerebral circulation 
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disorder is more generalized than in full-term newborn. The increase in the fre-
quency of combined cerebral lesions in children with a weight of 3500 g or more is 
apparently due to more frequent and significant traumatic injuries of the skull and 
disorders of cerebral circulation in labor.

The problem of combined lesions of the brain also touches upon such issues as 
the interconnection of local and diffuse components of PVL [13] and the relation-
ships between IVH and ICH, which were considered in the relevant chapters. The 
changes characteristic of the “diffuse PVL component” correspond to the same 
brain damage as the TG (see Sect. 15.4.1.2). If the area of astrogliosis around the 
outbreaks of PVL is narrow, then this is a common phenomenon, and this zone 
belongs to PVL. If the zone of astrogliosis is wide and captures large areas of white 
matter in the cerebral hemispheres, then in this case there is a combination of PVL 
and TG (2 brain lesions) rather than a combination of PVL (local component) foci 
with an extensive “diffuse component” [13]. Otherwise, the treatment of PVL as 
consisting of two components leads to an absurd conclusion about the possibility of 
the existence of PVL with one diffuse component without foci of necrosis, which 
contradicts the existing classical concepts of PVL, leading to its overdiagnosis and 
negation of TG.

There are questions about the combination of IVH and ICH. Some authors con-
sider ICH as a regular stage in the development of IVH, which is debatable (see 
Sect. 14.3). ICH is an independent form of brain damage, which can be a complica-
tion, a combined lesion, or one of the causes of IVH.

Since many newborn children, especially premature infants, have different com-
binations of all possible forms of cerebral circulation disorders that should be taken 
into account in diagnosis, treatment, and thanatogenesis, one can raise the question 
of whether it is worthwhile to single out a separate form of “combined disorders of 
cerebral hemodynamics” that would act as collective concept and clearly reflect the 
nature of the disease and the cause of death. Moreover, among a number of forms of 
cerebral circulation that are present in the patient, it is often extremely difficult to 
distinguish the main lesion.

Thus, indiscriminate autopsy material of intranatally deceased fetuses and neo-
nates is dominated by combined forms of cerebral circulation, and their frequency 
is higher in premature infants than in term infants. Each of the forms of violation of 
cerebral hemodynamics is combined with the others in a certain way, which depends 
on their interconnections, general pathogenesis mechanisms, and etiological fac-
tors, whose role in each specific case may be different. I believe that the differentia-
tion of forms of cerebral circulation disorders should be based on their morphological 
nature, on the nature of pathological processes.

16.4  Diagnosis of Birth Trauma and Conclusions

Birth trauma (BT), on the one hand, is easy to understand and can easily be diag-
nosed, but, on the other hand, it presents a complex scientific and medical problem 
for obstetricians, pediatricians, pediatric neurologists, and pathologists. When there 
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are mechanical damages, clearly visible consequences of these injuries, and the 
child quickly dies, then usually you understand a lot. If the child can prolong life 
with resuscitation and mechanical damages are not so obvious, then the diagnosis of 
birth trauma is extremely difficult, especially for clinicians. The cerebral palsy (CP) 
is developed. How can the cause of the CP be determined? Is the CP caused by 
hypoxia in labor, infection, or birth defect? As for the role of birth traumatic inju-
ries, the book attempts to study them in detail.

The book has two parts. In the first part, mechanical damages in the morphologi-
cal, obstetric, and pediatric aspects with possible consideration of the biomecha-
nism of the birth are considered. The second part briefly describes the main lesions 
of the brain, the pathogenesis of which can be associated with birth trauma. The 
logic of this construction is dictated by medical practice. Without the detection of 
lesions described in the first part of the book, the diagnosis of BT is unreasonable, 
since any form of cerebral circulation disorder is polyethiologic. Even subdural 
hemorrhage may not be associated with BT. No cerebral hemorrhage can be obliga-
torily associated with birth trauma; the traumatic nature of injuries should be 
justified.

BT, hypoxia, infections, and toxic-metabolic factors lead, first, to specific inju-
ries and, second, to various forms of hemorrhagic and hypoxic-ischemic brain inju-
ries. The clinician and pathologist see first of all these discirculatory lesions of the 
brain and establish a diagnosis. In order for the diagnosis to be correct, it must first 
of all accurately reflect the form (or forms with combined lesions) of brain damage, 
topography, and stage of the process development. Secondly, the establishment of 
the etiology of detectable pathological changes is required. At this stage of diagno-
sis, the role of the birth traumatic factor is clarified. Thus, the doctor needs to know 
the birth traumatic injuries outlined in the first part of the book and the forms of 
brain damage described in the second part. Without combining of these two parts, 
the diagnosis can’t be complete, reliable, and justified. That is why the detection, 
for example, of any hemorrhage of the brain does not give grounds for using the 
term “birth trauma.”

The book describes in detail the morphology and mechanisms of tentorium cer-
ebelli (TC) injuries, which are almost always due to birth trauma. It is therefore very 
important to substantiate the diagnosis of BT to carefully investigate TC in order to 
identify lesions. Unfortunately, TC is not always studied by pathologists and almost 
not studied by pediatricians, neonatologists, and perinatologists, since it is not 
required to be done by specialists in neuroimaging research methods. Although TC 
- a diagnostic mirror of birth trauma, and not just one of the sources (if tearing) 
deaths SDH. By changes in TC, the presentation and insertion of the head, asynclit-
ism, and the process of labor can be assessed (see Sect. 7.7). The same can be said 
for RPC (see Sect. 7.3 and Chap. 12), which can be diagnosed in newborn infants. 
However, this diagnosis by neuroimaging methods has not yet been developed.

So, a clinician or pathologist in the process of diagnosing a child’s disease is 
engaged in the search for mechanical damages. If they are not found, the diagnosis is 
based on the nature of the brain injury and forms of cerebral circulation disorder (or 
their combinations): “subarachnoid hemorrhage,” “intracerebral hemorrhage,” etc. 
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Taking into account the nature of these brain lesions (topography, type, size, etc.) in 
epicrisis, we can make assumptions about the possible role of birth traumatic factor 
in their pathogenesis. This takes into account data from the history of childbirth. All 
forms of brain lesions of hemorrhagic and hypoxic-ischemic character are treated in 
the book based on the birth traumatic factor. For example, the types of LMH and CH 
caused by birth trauma are distinguished. Therefore, a clear classification of the type 
of LMH or CH will confirm or deny the traumatic origin of the detected lesions.

Both parts of the work have required the adding of many new concepts, since to 
this day the forms of brain lesions have been poorly developed and the mechanical 
damages of the skull, membranes, and vessels of the brain in birth trauma have been 
poorly studied. Therefore, the monograph contains original classifications of LMH, 
IVH, PVL, CH, and lesions of periventricular white substance of the brain. Due to 
the progress of clinical perinatology and the rapid development of methods of neu-
rovisualization, it is necessary to unify the terminology and classification of CNS 
lesions of the perinatal period. The leading role here belongs to neuromorpholo-
gists, because they have the greatest opportunities for assessing the morphological 
nature of processes.

The book contains only a small part of the literary sources on the studied subject, 
and references are given to works which the author considers as the most important 
and innovative or necessary to prove certain concepts. The book does not list the 
authors of all used synonyms for brain lesions. This book is not a literary review, but 
a presentation of the concept that emerged after the study of thousands of deceased 
children and the study of numerous literary data.

Many people write about the possibility of compression of the brain in child-
birth, but do not confirm the compression of the brain clinically, and morphologists 
usually do not detect the morphological substrate of this compression. It is assumed 
that with significant compression of the head in childbirth, necessarily something 
will break and hemorrhage will occur. However, in reality it does not always hap-
pen. There may be a significant head configuration when it is compressed, but with-
out any significant ruptures. At the same time, the brain is squeezed, resulting in its 
hypoxia, which can be fatal to the fetus. Obstetricians, pediatricians, and patholo-
gists ascertain asphyxia, although in fact there is a birth trauma due to compression 
of the brain. The book for the first time describes in detail the changes characteristic 
for the compression of the brain in childbirth.

This monograph describes the variants of skull bone displacements developed by 
me when the fetal head is configured in childbirth, and my own classification of 
skeletal bone displacements is given. These displacements are not of the same type; 
it is possible to evaluate the course of birth by their nature, the degree of configura-
tion of the head, and its insertion.

The work describes the causes and mechanisms of venous stasis during the con-
figuration of the head, which plays an important role in the pathogenesis of discir-
culatory brain lesions. Photos and schemes of compression of the upper sagittal 
sinus in labor are presented.

Prior to my research, no one paid attention on the region of periosteal blood 
congestion (RPC) of the skull. However, a detailed study of the RPC in fetuses and 
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neonates made it possible to reveal correlations between the location of the RPC 
and the localization of the ruptures in the cerebellar tentorium. The regularities dis-
covered by me help to explain the pathogenesis of traumatic injuries, taking into 
account the biomechanism of labor.

Birth trauma of the skull, of course, is not always the main disease. It is not 
uncommon for children who die from RDS, pneumonia, sepsis, infections, and 
other causes; the section shows incomplete fractures of the cerebellar tentorium 
without SDH or with an insignificant SDH. As for the intradural hemorrhages in the 
TC and the falx, they are very common. These changes, like periosteal hemorrhages, 
hemorrhages in the labor tumor, or, for example, epidural spotted hemorrhages 
along the falx, are, of course, traumatic, but I do not consider them sufficient for 
writing the diagnosis of BT. Each child under spontaneous childbirth experiences 
“birth traumatic stress”, suffers certain physical effects (trauma) with the occur-
rence of any damage. If birth traumatic injuries caused failure of compensatory 
mechanisms of the fetus, irreversible hemorrhagic, and ischemic brain lesions, then 
the diagnosis of birth trauma is reasonable and logical. Where is the boundary 
between “physiological” and “pathological” birth trauma? It’s not always easy to 
conduct.

This monograph describes only briefly the most characteristic changes in birth 
trauma, mainly in the skull and brain. The form of the book composition shows the 
ways of further research on the studied problem. At the same time, many of the most 
pressing issues of birth trauma and various lesions of the central nervous system 
remain unanswered. For example, spinal cord injuries in neonates still require ade-
quate morphological studies. The post-hypoxic and ischemic brain lesions, espe-
cially subcortical formations and brainstem, have been poorly studied. If all 
obstetricians and neonatologists knew that the posterior horns of the lateral ventri-
cles of the brain at a certain gestation period increase in size and expand, then these 
changes would not be attributed to intrauterine “hydrocephalus.” Now few of the 
morphologists know that over the molecular layer of the cortex at a certain gesta-
tional age, a layer of cells of the germ matrix is determined. Many of the clinicians 
do not understand that the results of ultrasound and other methods of neuroimaging 
only approximate the damage to the brain and can not be the basis for classifying 
the forms of brain damage. The basis of the brain diseases is morphology. Without 
accurate morphology, clinical medicine will “wander in the dark.”
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